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Abstract

Management of water resources can be a contentious issue. International conflicts can be ignited from

controversy conceming the use of water. On the local and regional scale, though, there is opporlunity to

work with people who would be affected by management of water resources. The planning of water

development projects has evolved from the state of partial economic analysis, to more holistic mitigation of

externalities. Environmental licensing processes have expanded the number of participants for the selection

of alternatives. This may not be the most efficient framework for internalizing those issues which are

outside the domain of the project proponent.

A collaborative planning process involves stakeholders in the conceptual design stage of a project. It is

viewed as a potentially efficient prelude to an environmental licensing process. If participants in the

collaboration are able to work toward consensus before an adversarial licensing process, this framework

may resolve many issues which inhibit water resource development. As an approach to achieving

sustainability, collaborative planning focuses on the concept of consensus, and attempts to achieve that

goal by moving away from the reference point of conflicting opinions.

This dissertation attempts to define a suitable collaborative planning framework for hydroelectric

development, and apply it within 3 decision support system modules: selection of evaluation criteria,

generation of alternatives, and evaluation of alternatives.

The criteria selection module incorporates the concept of grounded theory to base the interaction of decision

makers on measurable facts about the problem domain. These grounded facts form the basis of linking the

value systems of participants to the technical management issues of planning a project.



The alternative generation module embeds GIS capabilities within a decision support system that supports

feedback using expert systems. It allows participants to interactively experiment with different technical

altematives, and automatically generate the consequences of selecting different technical options based on

available expertise.

The process of evaluating altematives is supported by a fuzry compromise approach which attempts to

preserve the transparency and intuitiveness of the compromise programming technique for multicriteria

decision-making, while incorporating various sources of uncertainty. The approach is based on arithmetic

operations on fuzry sets using the extension principle. Feedback to decision makers is either in a visual

form representing the range of possible performance of an alternative, or in the form of rankings. Rankings

are made with one of two fuzzy ranking measures, both of which employ parametric control to show the

impact of different outlooks on the part of decision makers.
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Chapter 1 lntroduction

1.1 Problem Statement

In a global community with a heightened awareness of social and environmental impacts, there is a growing

need for proponents of water resource development, and water resource managers, to formulate their

alternatives within a more complete socioeconomic model. There is a greal interest in public participation

for development initiatives, but it is traditionally limited to public relations, or impact mitigation after

proposals have been developed. Proposed plans are developed to be economically efficient. Restoration

and mitigation costs can be very expensive when added to plans after they have been developed. Addition

of mitigation costs may result in other plans becoming more efñcient for the proponent.

Manitoba Hydro is a proponent that experiences a great amount of exlernal pressure to respond to

stakeholders (affected or interested parties) concerning impacts on the environment caused by activities

such as hydroelectric development. One way of reducing tensions between proponents and stakeholders is

to allow tJrem more direct participation in the early plaruring of a potential project (before licensing).

The concept of collaborative planning is a novel idea that has seen limited use because of the complexities

that prevent people with different backgrounds from communicating. This research explores a number of

tools and techniques toward a creative computer-assisted plaruring environment for stakeholder

participation. The premise, for potential stakeholder interaction with the proponent in early plaruring, is

that creating ground for a common understanding will enhance motivation for creative solutions to mitigate

potential impacts.



1.2 Project Scope

An example problem has been selected to demonstrate ideas and the roles of decision tools for collaborative

planning, based on possible hydroelectric development by Manitoba Hydro of the Wuskwatim and Three

Point Lake area on the Burntwood River system northwest of Thompson in northern Manitoba.

Manitoba Hydro has selected the Wuskwatim Lake area as a site with good hydroelectric potential and

water supply reliability, among other reasons (Manitoba Hydro, 1987). Manitoba Hydro has a mandate for

providing electricity to Manitobans at a reasonable cost and with a high degree of reliability (Manitoba

Hydro, 1990). This includes planning for future demands. The Wuskwatim generating station is one of

several sites being considered for development.

Like all forms of power generation, hydroelectric power produces external impacts to various ecosystems.

However, it is promoted as being "cleaner" than most forms of power. Manitoba has invested heavily into

the use of hydroelectric power because of the abundance of water in the province. Most of the generating

capacity is in isolated areas where the Nelson River drains into Hudson's Bay. This is mostly a pristine

environment, where few people live, with abundant natural resources. Traditionally, the local population

has relied on hunting, trapping, and fishing to maintain a subsistence economy. Villages in the region are

mainly dependent on mining and forestry operations.

Development of northern water supplies have caused a number of impacts to the natural resources and

cultural integrity of the region during the past 30 years. Some impacts were not sufficiently mitigated, but

in faimess, many of the impacts were either not understood, expected, or considered valuable. The

changing social attitudes, along with alert and even militånt opposition from traditional communíties,

environmental groups, and government regulatory agencies, have brought many new concerns to the project

licensing process.



Manitoba Hydro rvorks through a long process of review before a proposal is acceptable for licensing. A

proposal for developing a generating station, such as at Wuskwatim Lake, passes through a variety of

regulatory agencies - each with a particular agenda. Then, finally, the proposal is presented to the Public

Utilities Board, which includes a number of public hearings and debates. Throughout the lengthy licensing

process, a large number of stakeholders or interested parties are given an opportunity to assess the

proposal. It is possible that a number of changes are required, and the entire project may sometimes be in

jeopardy.

The costs of performing in-depth environmental studies, and of allowing flexibility in project design for

mitigating or avoiding adverse impacts, is quickly becoming a necessity for many development proponents.

It is (or will be) the responsibility of the proponent to perform these tasks efficiently. How these

development projects are handled in the early stages of planning is of growing concern.

Collaborative planning decision support systems are a form of tool which may enhance the participation

process through the use of computer integration of modelling and analysis capabilities. Input is restricted

to a structured form, but allows flexible access to information and available expertise. This dissertation

focuses on the potential use of different decision support tools, taking into account the potential planning

framework for stakeholder participation.



1.3 Paper Summary

This research presents a framework for facilitating collaboration with stakeholders in the early planning

phases of project conceptualization. The plaruring approach demands a sl.nthesis of physical modelling

with subjective priorities of various stakeholders. It stresses careful, deliberate, definition of the physical

scope of planning, and allows individual objectives to be explored in a cooperative, multidisciplinary

environment.

Application of the collaborative planning approach, in the form of a decision support system (DSS), is

presented as a Collaborative Planning Support System (CPSS). The basis for its functionality is the

integration of modelling and decision tools, a management system for allowing adaptation of design

proposals, a method of administering project goals and objectives, and a technique for providing feedback

to stakeholders involved in the decision process.

Chapter 3 introduces many of the available tools for collaborative decision support that are implemented

rvithin the CPSS presented below. The various aspects and behaviour of decision support systems are

examined and related to the purpose of supplying collaborative decision support.

The CPSS is introduced in Chapter 4 in terms of a conceptual systems approach for modelling

collaborative decisions. The feedback mechanisms for modelling dynamic systems are discussed, and the

CPSS application, in terms of the 3 modules presented in Chapters 5, 6, and 7, are described using the

systems approach.

ln Chapter 5, technical expertise, and available data, are moulded into the role of relating physical and

contextual realms by providing a set of base level indicators called grounded facts. These grounded facts

are then used to build an individual's goal structure, and ground it, or lay its foundation, within physical



modelling and expertise. Within this structured approach for collaborative planning, the quality of decision

support is subject to various disciplines of knowledge including engineering, biology, sociology, economics,

or politics.

Chapter 6 presents a possible form of technology integration for generation of alternatives. In addressing a

forum for stakeholder participation, object-oriented management of database information is combined with

artiñcial intelligence techniques. These tools, along with spatial data management and analysis, are

integrated and applied to surface water resource management questions. While each technology is

available for specialized tasks, a state-of-the-art hybrid has enormous potential for assisting in decisions

related to water resources. Many of the assumptions for application and difficulties in achieving full

integration are explored.

An adaptation of multicriteria decision-making is presented in Chapter 7. Providing a multicriteria systems

management tool, adapted to specialized demands of collaborative planning support, is the purpose of a

fuzry compromise approach. Identification of a structured process for stakeholder participation in early

planning stages produces unique circumstances and opportunities for decision-making. In the fuzry

compromise multicriteria technique there is a great opportunity for various forms of uncertainty to be

expressed explicitly.

As an introduction to the collaborative framework and the applications which follow, the role of

sustainability is examined, as it relates to water resources planning and management in Chapter 2. This

includes a short explanation of the origin of sustainability issues from our current economic paradigm,

evolving approaches to analysis, and a philosophy of collaborative integrated multidisciplinary

decision-making ¿rs one approach for achieving sustainability.



Chapler 2 A Framework for Achieving
Sustainability

The following chapter presents many of the concepts and background necessary for understand.ing and

justifying the approaches and techniques developed in later chapters. It also defines (in sections 2.4 and,

2.6) the underlying principles which motivate the contributions of this dissertation, which are to identify

collaborative planning decision support tools within a consensus sustainability framework.

Any discussion of sustainability, related to the management of water resources, must begin with a

traditional discussion of the management of renewable resources. As a renewable resource, water rights

are allocated according to our understanding of efficiency - normally implemented as least cost. Market

economics has governed our approach to allocating resources. Unfortunately, we have always operated

from a partial economic model. Because of this fact, there exists externalities to our decision models. The

underlying issue in discussions of how to achieve sustainability is how to internalize the socio-ecological

concerns which we now recogntze as valuable.

The market economic origins of present-day sustainability ethics for renewable resources are examined in

section 2.1, followed by an experiment designed to explore different approaches to intemalizing issues

(section 2.2). ln this experiment, the traditional market economic model for producing optimal policies in a

dynamic system is challenged by a multiobjective approach that places our economic decision model within

a different role. The observations from this experiment r¡nderline the complexities that eúst in the process

of internalizing issues within a dynamic renewable resource system. Together, sections 2.I and.2.2 provtde

the historical and theoretical bacþround for examining many of the issues related to sustainability.



2.1 Renewable Resources

A simple definition of a renewable resource, in the context of water, is a mass or energy source subject to

constant or periodic flux (Conrad and Clark,1987). Other renewable resources, such as animals, are also

subject to flux but are dependent on much different mechanisms. Fish populations are governed by an

annual growth function subject to fishing pressures. Water quantity and quality is governed by input from

precipitation events and subject to water demand pressures.

The supply of surface water from rainfall or snowmelt, as well as groundwater, can be generally classified

as a common property renewable resource. Water flows from one politicaljurisdiction to another, across

one land owner's property to another, from one country to another. Supplies of rvater may satis$r a vanety

of needs. However, a number of needs may compete for the same water.

2.1.1 Property Rights

Property rights are considered a stream ofbenefits and costs that affect the allocation and use ofresources.

Conflicts over water resource development plans occur because of discrepancies or omissions in the set of

rights for each stakeholder. These rights define a set of operating rules which govern the use of water.

Economically, the level that these rules are developed tends to be the least cost (maximum benefit) property

rights solution (Demsetz, 1967). The application of the least cost solution can occur anywhere on a scale

from open access to private ownership. Open access refers to a resource for which there are no rules of

use. Netting (1976) presented the famous example of grazlrrlg on the swiss commons where the addition of

extra cattle by a single farmer did not directly cost the farmer the complete impact to the grassland, but was

absorbed by all farmers. Changes in the environment and cultural values led to the adoption of rules

governing the addition of cattle to the grassland. Netting considers this limited allocation of rights to be

common instead of open.



Demsetz (1967) considers the level of pnvatizztion, moving away from open access to complete allocation

of rights, to be dependent on the relative benefits realized from privatizing, subject to the transaction costs

of adding extra rules. Costs may be in the form of negotiation, contracting, or enforcement. Any attempt

to resolve conflicts by assigning more explicit or additional rules for resource utilization must consider the

costs of achieving an ideal state. The economic solution suggests that an acceptable compromise or

consensus property rights allocation will be found to be efficient when transaction costs are considered.

2.1.2 CommonPropertyExternalities

Conflicts in water resource development are usually the result of impacts that are external to the project

proponents, but affect others who use the resource or use the derivatives of that resource. These

externalities ahvays exist for a property rights system that is not completely private (ie. at some level of

cornmon properly allocation of rights). It is the role of the legal system or a licensing board to determine at

what level externalities are to be internalized. Internalization of both positive and negative impacts

demands that users or beneficiaries of resource allocation bear the burden of their role in resource impact.

It is usually not efficient to internalize all possible property rights issues. Coase (1960) stated that

externalities should be dealt with in an economically optimal manner, and that the relative allocation of

rights does not matter, as long as conflicts are resolved at minimal social (or aggregate) cost. Coase,

however, refers to a perfect market system where there are no transaction costs, among other assumptions.

Baumol and Oates (1988) suggest that intemalizing impacts is only desirable if the result is a

pareto-optimal move toward the social welfare frontier. That is, for cases where all objectives improve. In

practice, this is shown in a fishery problem presented by Flardin (1963) where the maximum economic

beneñt may not be at the point of maximum sustainable feld, (the open access solution) but at the point

where marginal benefits equals marginal costs. It is a move to improve the maximum benefit. However, it



is only a single objective. The rvelfare frontier is a composite of any number of objectives. The limiting

assumption in this economic analysis is that the optimal management of a single firm or market entity can

be directly transformed for use by all the firms in a geographic region acting as a single firm. In reality,

each user of the resource acts independently according to limited information within the property rights

structure. Each firm has its own objective of economic efficiency (among other more abstract or intangible

objectives). Some or all of the affected firms will be in conflict - and a pareto-optimal move will not be

possible. Only when noneconomic benefits are measured will pareto-optimal moves be possible, but these

are not all applicable to the economic system of markets, and some are difficult to quantify in any units of

measure.

2.1.3 NonmarketValuation

Recent discussions by economists and noneconomists alike have centred around expanding economic

analysis to include an assessment of overall social welfare or standard of living. This includes social

values related to our environment. Noneconomic ideas do not centre around how to come to a more

advanced properly rights structure as part of an economic policy, but they discuss the policy framework for

improvement or preservation of noneconomic systems.

Assessing social welfare is a difficult task. Many noncommensurate goods do not relate to traditional

markets. There are many identified forms of nonmarket benefits, such as use, option, altruisfic,

preservation, bequest, intrinsic, and existence (Brookshire et al, 1986). The terminology varies, but this

list is representative. Benefits such as from recreation and pure existence values are difficult to measure

and justify, but it is a current topic of discussion among economists, particularly for water resource

benefits (Brookshire and smith, 1987; Madariaga and Mccomell, l9g7; etc.).



A common approach in economic policy analysis is to use a nonmarket valuation method to determine a

perceived cost or benefit for resources and property rights that are external to a market economy.

Valuation methods include the travel cost method, hedonic price method, and the contingent valuation

method. Travel cost and hedonic methods use available market data to estimate or develop surrogates for

nonmarket values, while contingent valuation is more dependent on survey techniques and market

simulation. Contingent valuation is a popular method. It uses survey techniques to estimate a demand

function for a resource, either by calculating a willingness of individuals to pay for use of a resource (such

as fishing rights), or a willingness to receive payment for transferring a property right (such as a payment

by a polluter to residents rvho live with the environmental effects). There are several techniques for

contingent valuation: a bidding game, open-ended questions, payment questions, dichotomous-choice

format surveys, and contingent ranking. Techniques for willingness to pay always underestimate demands

for resources while willingness to receive studies overestimate demands (Bishop and Heberlein, 1990).

Willingness to pay is a conservative estimate of demands, and willingness to receive is a risk averse

estimate of nonmarket demands. However, most contingent valuation studies related to water management

focus on willingness to pay estimates of noncommensurate resource uses (Flarpman et al, 1993; Bohm et

al, 1993; Carson and Mitchell, 1993).

Economic analysis is able to describe the values of decision makers, but only in hindsight. Decisions

suggest implicit monetary values to such things as cultural integrity and recreational uses. Economics has

tools for approximation of these values as a predictive tool (contingent valuation is an example), but they

can be extremely uncertain depending on the method used to derive the values (eg. survey technique). Part

of the decision process can involve identification of base values such as: "in order to have made that

choice, you must have to value this property right at least X'. This is a slightly different question than the

willingness to pay types of answers provided by implicit valuation of resources. Economics can calculate

l0



this value X, but there is no place for this subjective decision-making in the economic paradigm of

conservation of scarce resources.

Utilization of nonmarket techniques have a number of shortcomings. There are enough techniques

available to potentially justify or prevent any proposal by a proponent. This is because there is no

consensus on values associated with nonmarket goods such as natural aquatic environments. Many of the

forms of nonmarket benefits are interchangeable or interdependent. In addition to this, the validity of using

these techniques within a traditional benefit-cost analysis has been questioned (Brookshire et al, 1986).

Noneconomist perspectives may be moving away from traditional economic theory in circumstances where

the market system fails to account for noncommensurate resources, and value systems not explicitly defined

within the proper[y rights structure. For example, many temporal issues remain external to the market

system as long as perceived marginal benefits are insufficient to offset the marginal costs of bringing future

social values, and the possible restrictions of future options, to bear on our present economies. We can

rvatch an example of this as the industrial world desperately clamps down on emissions that contribute to

the destruction of the ozone layer, invoking large added costs to producing some goods and a heavy burden

on some economies. What is merely implied, is the economic inte¡pretation of how markets work, and how

open access or common property resources are treated within our market system.
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2.2 An lllustration of lnternalization Techniques for
Dynamic Renewable Resource Policies.

The field of renervable resources economics has explored descriptions of resources moving from open

access responses to optimal utilization management (Anderson, L993), and have begun to examine temporal

equity considerations (Burton, 1993) and other tradeoffs associated with coordinating policy with more

traditional markets (Johnson et al, 1990). This has led to discussions of knowledge integration and

decision-making (Roots, 1992; Cairns et al, 1994; and Cost¿nza et al, 1992). The evolution of

multidisciplinary decision-making is developing from theoretical mathematical approaches such as

Klopatek et al (1983), which follows traditional mathematical economic modelling, to an idea of

flexibly-applied indicators to integrate the process of assessing ecological health - a concept of growing

popularity with ecologists (Costanza et al, 1992).

Our theoretical market system demands significant institutional development via changes in policy and in

the property rights structure toward more comprehensive rules of use for private properly, common

property, and open access resources. In the following example, an expansion of the traditional economic

model, along with a multiobjective framework which incorporates temporal decision-making, are used to

provide perspective on renewable resource management issues. Comparisons are made of d.ifferent policy

paradigms with representative modelling. The example does not include arguments related to difficulties in

applying policy principles such as justification of internalizing matters of the ecosystem or problems in

valuation of nonmarket resources.

2.2.1 Optimal Dynamic Management of Renewable Resources

Resource allocation models for continuous-time optimal dynamic management are familiar in resource

economics. Analysis of market conditions and management strategy is possible by formulating an
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optimization problem and considering maximization using a Lagrangian method. A standard form of

problem is to maximize the net present value flowing from the use of a resource for a given temporal

domain, subject to a description of how the resource changes in time. The general case for a single

resource (one state variable), and one control variable in a free state system, to be maximized for total net

present value, is given below as a Gordon-Schaffer fishery model (Conrad and Clark, 1987) for a discrete

system, where V,is a value function at some time f which is dependent on both the state variable, X,, and

the control vanable, Y,. p is the discount factor (3) in terms of a discount rate, ô, úd.f represents the

equation of motion for the state variable.

IrlàX Z = V,P,
(1)

(2)

(3)

The maximum principle, comprised of necessary conditions for the present value Hamiltonian, is used to

solve tÏe problem given a convex decision space. A Lagrangian method can be used to examine conditions

for economic efficiency through use of the Hamiltonian function (Conrad and Clark, 1987). This solution

involves a present value shadow price for the state variable given by the Lagrange multiplier. Economists,

in many cases, are more interested in the current value of the shadow price for the state variable, obtained

by maximizing the current value Hamiltonia¡r. Some assumptions for this analysis are: pricing is not

controlled within the scope of the model; there is a given wealth distribution, institutional arrangements,

and property rights allocation that will be unaffected by changes in management of the state variable; there

is free access to enter and exit the market, and effort can be adapted to different industries with no cost or

time delay; etc.

T

t=0

S.t. Xt+l - Xt:f

p=(1_ô)'
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An example is a simple model of a fishery resource where X, is the state variable, a stock of fish subject to

an amount of effort, {, (control variable) in harvesting the fish (defined as a number of fishing vessels in

use). The value function (4) used definesp as the price of fish, H,as the harvest function for fish (which is

dependent on both the stock and the effort toward harvesting) defined in the example as (5) resulting in an

equation of motion as given in (6). Fis a natural growth function forthe fish stock, q (used in (5)) is a

scalar coefficient, and Cu is the marginal cost of effort for catching the fish.

V¡=pH¡-CpE,

Ht = QX,E,

Xr*t-Xr:F-Ht

(4)

(s)

(6)

Assuming that a steady state solution to this problem exists, the optimal policy for operating the fishery,

based on maximizing the net present value, can be found in the form of a switching function for

"bang-bang" control of ^8,. This policy tlpe essentially acts to push the stock level to its optimum as fast as

possible. Transformation of the solution defines the analytical form for an efficient price (7). F'' is the

partial derivative of F with respect to X. By evaluating model conditions, economic policy can be

implemented to ensure efficient economic use of the resource.

o=#11.#;]

2.2.2 Sustainable lnvestment Model

When economic market efficiency is the guiding principle, additional subsets of economic conditions can be

added. One is intergenerational equity, another is ecological integrity. Economic efficiency,

(7)
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intergenerational equity, and ecological integrity, are three objectives for a more complete paradigm for

resource management. These conditions can be used to define an expanded market system in terms of

market price for a "sustainable" resource as described in (8) (Young, 1992).

P=MC,+MCrns+MCp+MCmo+MCrcv+MCt+MCx¡a (S)

. MC, is the marginal cost of supplying the resource,

. MCru, is the marginal cost of replacing lost ecosystem support,

' MC, is the marginal cost of any pollution that the resource use imposes on other people,. MCrro is the marginal cost of offsetting lost future options,. MCuris the marginal cost of offsetting lost existence values,

' MCu is the marginal compensation for additional costs associated with the provision of
positive nonma¡ket benefits (retaining or creating future options and retaining existence
values for the community), and

. MC** is the marginal cost of capital associated with resource development.

Both MCrro Nñ MCLEV reflect social costs from losses in ecosystem diversity and resilience.

Applying this ecosystem paradigm to the previously defured fishery model, terms are added to the value

function to reflect the sensitivity of the environment to decreasing populations, biomass, or diversity, and

penalizes according to the potential degradation in future generations. The following 4 conditions might be

added to the model:

' Mitigation of pollution as a function of the effort that producing the pollution, given as -CoE,.
' Additional development or restoration costs as a function of the stock population = -fo(D(X)),

where D(X) is a development function (9) similar to tle natural growth function which can
be included in the equation of motion for the stock, rvith respect to the environmental
carrying capacity, X., such that:

Dæ*
lÅc-'\t) (9)

. Existence value of the fish stock =fr(X) as a function of the population.
' Costs associated with reducing funrre development options, or for evolutionary change (10):

fo æ *(t - p') 
(lo)

Substituting {G(X(t),t) = f" -.fo - fo} artd solving for price, p, we find that price, as shown in (l l) remains

in its original form of a summation of marginal costs (Bender et al, 1994).
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o=T{,
(1 1)

This new price definition is consistent lvith the components of price described earlier. Expansion of the

model for internalizing nonmarket impacts causes marginal costs associated with use of the resource to

increase assuming the G'term (the partial derivative of G with respect to X) is negative, or does not

overpower the addition of D or Cr.

In the perfect market dynamic model, the marginal cost has a current marginal cost of extracting resources

and a marginal user cost. The marginal user cost results from using the asset (the fish stock) at its current

level rather than allowing that asset to grow to a higher level. By modifying the fishery model, based on

application of the sustainable investment model, expanded definitions of cost include pollution impacts on

other people, alternative resource development, and various costs that reflect impacts on the ecosystem.

The net result to the model is an increase in marginal costs. These increased marginal costs result in

increased fish stocks through reductions in overall effort towards fishing. As marginal costs increase,

effort in the fishery decreases regardless of ownership structure, and stock levels increase toward the

environmental carrying capacity.

Describing the internalization of unallocated property rights, using traditional resource economic concepts,

allows economists to examine market effects. The example is very simple. Complications such as multiple

fish species and competing fish species as described by Clark (1976) may not allow analytical solutions to

easily be found. Adding growth constraints for other species serves to add Lagrangian multiplier terms to

the Hamiltonian equation. More state variables will exist, as well as additional control variables. In the

example, the form of solution remains consistent as the model becomes more complicated with additional

valuation components, and an expanded equation of motion. Further steps for model expansion includes

additional constraints, and more state and control variables.
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2.2.3 MultiobjectiveWelfareModel

A Multiobjective decision framework may discuss problems in terms of a welfare model, defining welfare

efficiency, substituting a welfare function, lY, for monetary benefits, Z. The model is dependent on the

definition of welfare - which requires relative valuation of socio-ecological components. The efficiency

condition in the welfare model (the objective function) considers the practice of discounting future values.

Normally, the discount rate (considering implications of tradeoffs over time) is equivalent to some real cost

of borrowing or usirg capital. An efficient policy is to maximizethe value with regard to future values

over the life span to be considered. ln general, greater discount rates result in greater long-term

degradation of the resource as policy is geared toward immediate returns. Smaller discount rates are

generally associated with preserving the resource.

Choosing a scalar value discount rate to reflect social values may not differ from the previous interest

discount. The optimal path may vary, but the inevitable end associated with the goveming decision

paradigm may be unaltered. For example, farmers are constantly presented with the problem of soil

degradation. Tradeoffs between maximum yield in the short term and lower yields over the long run, force

farmers to decide on practices that affect both their present financial requirements, and their longevity.

Because of the difficulty in assessing future market and social values, farmers may operate on a

particularly short time frame, using intensive practices to maximize financial gain without regard to the end

state of the resource. Other farmers may choose a more conservative, set of practices in an effort to either

extend the operational time frame, or as an attempt to maintain the end state of soil resources for future

operations.

Of course, considerable uncer[ainty exists in evaluating future values and in choosing the best option at

some point in the future - assuming we are aware of future consequences. Uncertainty breeds risk averse
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decision-making, which implies a practical or perceived cost of capital at a very high rate. ln choosing a

lower bound on the resource at the end state, we are selecting a level ofconservation or safety factor. ln

doing so, the resource is driven to the lower bound.

To make operational decisions, we must also consider the time frame to restrict our analysis. The first

impression is to extend the time frame, but it can also be argued that a shorter time frame may be more

appropriate, depending on the policy definition, because our social values may change over time as

understanding of our surroundings improves. Our conscious analytical choice of time frame defines the

problem of intergenerational equity.

One of the possible rvays for dealing with intergenerational equity issues is a multiobjective framework. It

requires definition of objectives of future generations. Extension of the welfare model is required in order

to adjust to the multiobjective structure. The fishery objective function can be expressed as the weighted

combination of future values (12) such that the sum of weights equals one (13).

T

max > wtVtpt
f=0

T

where Zw,=l
f=0 ( 13)

This is not a traditional form of showing a multiobjective model. The different objectives are related to

time as opposed to physical objectives. Application of (12) produces a set of nondominated solutions, as

opposed to a single optimum followed by a subjective process to select one of the nondominated solutions

as a best compromise solution. Assigning weights to define a system of likely scenarios may allow tracking

of different policy perspectives within the dynamic model, although an analytical economic interpretation of

this multiobjective paradigm is difficult. Rearrangement of our fishery model includes defining a dynamic

(12)
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optimization problem with two control variables (8, *d rrr), and a constraint to ensure the integral of rrr, is

equal to /. The multiobjective framework cannot suggest optimal weights. Policy decisions remain outside

model analysis. A similarly designed dynamic analysis problem may bias all weight to the initial time

frame, or evenly distribute the weights (assuming steady state conditions exist).

2.2.4 Robust Resource Allocation Paradigm

Uncertainty in selecting objectives for future generations, as well as selecting a combination of weights may

result in selection of a best compromise solution which does not explicitly internalize concerns. Some

aspects of resource management indicate that the best compromise solution concept should be replaced with

the concept of a most robust solution (Simonovic, 1989). Simonovic has demonstrated (in the field of

water resources) that the idea of combining the sensitivity analysis of the multiobjective solution to

objective values and preference (weight) structures results in the replacement of a best compromise solution

with the most robust solution. The most robust solution is defined as a multiobjective alternative selection

least sensitive to changes in the objectives and preference structure. If a number of alternatives are

available in which the dynamic model is solved for a variety of circumstances, a compromise programming

procedure can be used to test the relative quality of decisions under a number of weight combinations and

distance measures. It is important to note that this conceptual difference in applying the multiobjective

analysis provides a direct way for incorporating intergenerational equity issues in sustainable development

and resources management.

Robust decision-making is not unlike selecting a site based on ecosystem sensitivity to the proposed form of

development. The remaining portion of the problem lies in identifuing the direction of search for new or

improved alternatives. Optimists, such as those in the area of multicriteria decision analysis suggest the

possibility of "super-optimal" cooperative solutions to the problem of environmental degradation for
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sustainable welfare. These types of solutions are technical ingenuities. A special level of understanding

must exist for a person to suggest a super-optimal resolution to a dispute. It depends on the formulation of

the problem, definitions, and language. Super-optimal solutions are not available with economic analysis.

Expanded systems approaches that include economic considerations, and even discuss consequences in

economic terms, may provide the framework for fostering creative project decision-making (Brill, 1979).

2.2.5 Fishery Management Example

In an effort to apply the concepts discussed in this paper, a discrete renewable resource economic,

spawner-recruit stock resource model for harvesting of Antarctic Blue Whales (Spence, 1974; Conrad and

Clark, 1987, Bender et al, 1994) has been selected for examining ecosystems which have market values,

and also naturally regenerate. The form of the model's natural growth or regeneration pattern is shown in

Figure l, including the environmental carrying capacity (136,422) and 2 sample initial stock levels (30,000

and 100,000), positioned above and below the stock level for maximum sust¿inable yield (maximum slope).

The validity of the model for policy development of Blue Whale harvesting is irrelevant. The purpose of

using such a model in this context is not to provide a real application, but to describe general conditioning

for internalizing unallocated property rights, and possibly shed light on innovative approaches toward

resolving development issues and policy questions.
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Figure 1. Natural growth function for fîshery.

The Spence (L974) model is a discrete equivalent of the economic analysis presented earlier. The

theoretical Hamiltonian approach is replaced by numerical solutions. Equations (14 to 17) describe the

Spence model for the discrete model case. The value function, Vu is given by (la). The objective function

is then (15), where p is the discount factor (F1.0 implies no discount or interest rate). The control

variable effort, 8,, along with stock size, influences the harvest, f, (16) The stock size for the next time

step can then be calculated by including the harvest component with the natural growth function (17).

V¡-pY¡-cUt (14)

T

M -Ð p,v,
t4

Y,: a{,(l - s-eE)

(1s)

(16)

(r7)Xt+t:o*r-Y,
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Four unique scenarios were envisioned to encompass the potential decision space for policy development

(Figure 2). They range from single decisions for constant harvesting effort (scenario l), a "bang-bang"

switching policy that uses 2 levels of effort to initially drive the stock to an optimal level, using either

maximum or zero effort up to time ,S, and then maintain the stock at that level (scenario 2), flexible

decision-making on an annual basis (scenario 3), and finally segments of constant effort adjusted at regular

intervals (scenario 4).

L¿J

€
q)

=Ë.=l ;
*s*

time, t

Scenario 4

Figure 2. Policy decision scenarios.

For each of these scenarios, a number of optimal paths may be chosen based on initial resource conditions,

planning horizon, and discounting rates. Scenario I contains only I decision variable, .E*. The other

scenarios, however, are much more complex and the shape of the decision spaces are difficult to visualize.

An initial examination of optimal solutions for scenarios 2 to 4, as well as scenario I is necessary for

reference material to baseline model behavior. The Box Complex nonlinear search (Beveridge and

Schechter, 1970) was used to find optimal model conditions for a variety of discount rates and time
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horizons. A 50 year time horizon was chosen to examine 3 policy paradigms. It proved to be a reasonably

long enough time frame for producing stable results.

Scenario I understandably produced the poorest economic results because only a single decision is allorved.

If the initial fish stock is very low the amount of harvesting effort is restricted for a long time even if the

stock level grows quickly. Scenario I is not flexible enough to take advantage of improved conditions in

the future. Rather, it is a very conservative approach for initially low stocks, and degrading for high initial

stocks and finite time horizons. Scenario 2 improves on scenario I because it allows depleted stocks to

regenerate to some optimum before making a final decision on harvesting practices.

Scenario 3 produces the most efficient economic benefits. This should not be surprising because scenario 3

provides the most flexible decision framework. It allows new decisions for amount of effort each year

including zero effort or maximum effort depending on stock size, whatever is found to be efficient. Finally,

scenario 4 provides a decision-making framework somewhere between scenarios 2 and 3. As scenario 4

approaches J:l it becomes scenario 3 and as 
^S 

increases to some ideal length, the benefits more closely

resemble scenario 2. The flexibility of scenario 3 is ideal, but quite impossible to maintain in terms of

intensive, real-time, policy alternative selection. Scenario 2 is in ma.ny cases the intention of policy-makers

because it is seen to be a practical approach that produces efficient results. A balance must be struck

between the practical and impractical because most project decisions are made with finite horizons in mind.

A scenario 4 framework may provide an effective policy-making platform that bridges impracticalities in

both time horizon and alternative selection intensity. In order to examine this possibility more closely, a

comparison is made between economic solutions, solutions with increased marginal costs based on a

sustainable investment model (Young, 1992), and a multiobjective (MO) welfare model after Simonovic

(1989) to find the most robust solution. Economic solutions are generated using the Box complex nonlinear
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search algorithm for a 50 year horizon based on Spence's model (Spence, 1974). The sustainable

investment model adjusts the original economic model by increasing marginal costs such that the cost of

effort increased by 25o/o. Both of these models generated solutions for a number of discount factors {1.0,

0.95, 0.85, 0.5). Not surprisingly, fish stocks are consistently higher for the sustainable investment model

solutions, except for extreme discounting cases.

For the multiobjective framework to be compared with economic and sustainable investment results, a

series of scenario 4 solutions are developed in which decisions are made every 2,5, or l0 years denoted by

.S. For a 50 horizon, 5 decisions are needed for.S=10 years. These 3 alternative forms of scenario 4 were

examined for various degrees of uncertainty, expressed as the discount factor. This produces a

multiobjective problem with 3 alternatives (S : 2, 5, l0) and 4 criteria (p : 1.0, 0.95, 0.85, 0.5).

Compromise Programming (Goicoechea et al., 1982) was then used to choose the most robust economic

solution given the number of criteria, and a variety of weight combinations. The objective function values

within each criteria is shown in Table I for ,S=2, ,S=5, and .S=10 rows. Varying the weights changed

emphasis on decision-making from no discounting to eKremely high discounting. This provides for a range

of possible resource states in terms of propedy rights, because the discount factor may represent a social

discount factor, or describe the state of the fishery market from open access (Æ0.5) to impossibly perfect

circumstances (91.0).

The multiobjective model choice is made independently for the low initial stock case (30,000 fish) and the

high initial stock case (100,000 fish), and without arbitrary or artificial environmental constraints. It is

interesting to note that for low initial stock (a state of serious environmental degradation), it proved to be

more robust to make decisions on a short time interval (every 2 years) while a high initial stock (a pristine

state rvith few impacts to the natural ecosystem) recommended making decisions on a longer time interval

(every 5 years). For an initial stock of 30,000 choosing ,S:2 insured that positive actions were made more
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quickly. Choosing ,S=5 for initial stock of 100,000 prevented short term depletion of fish stocks and served

as a hedge against great uncertainties or discounting.

Examining the stock for the 3 types of model solutions discussed (traditional economic model, sustainable

investment model, and the multiobjective welfare model) suggests that even though the multiobjective

model is expressed entirely in terms of readily available economic measures, it produced more stable, and

overall improved environmental conditions with negligible economic losses. Figures 3 and 4 are examples

of these comparisons. In Figure 3, the multiobjective model appears more environmentally-safe. Figure 4

adds an element of uncertainty in terms of discounting. This causes increased variability in fish stocks,

especially for economic model solutions, which is consistent with an overall trend of increasing volatility

for greater discounting. In Figure 4, the multiobjective model appears to be more desirable than the purely

economic model solution because of more stability in stock behaviour. Added stability appears to be a

consistent advantage for multiobjective model solutions over the economic model. ln terms of the fish

stock, the multiobjective model generally provides at least as high a stock as in the economic solutions. Of

course, increases in harvesting costs in the sustainable investment model solution always produce more

desirable environmental effects, but at a great economic cost to the fishermen. Table I shows the fishery's

net economic benefits to be cut in half for sustainable investment framework compared to the economic

paradigm.

It might be said that regulating the frequency of fish harvest policy decisions is a compromise solution

betlveen the economic and Young solutions. If the economic solution is too negligent, and sustainable

investment is not attainable, then the most robust may be sustainable for the welfare model.
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Table 1. Fishery solutions.

X;,= 30,Q99, Xo': loorooo
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Figure 3. Comparisons for discount factor of 1.0' initial 30000.
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Figure 4. Comparisons for discount factor of 0.95, initial 100000.

2.2.6 Potential Policy lmplications

Many difficulties exist in defining and implementing policies for dy'namic renewable resources. Expanding

economic analysis to a more generalized ecosystem approach requires a great deal of complication. Issues

of uncertainty and risk are difficult to adequately address, the interactive behaviour of ecosystem

components may not be well defined, and market effects from resource use may not be appreciated.

In a fishery, internalizing issues of concern alters the problem to a question of sust¿inable fish stock level,

which may differ significantly from maximum sustainable yield. Solution of the sustainable fishery model

demands satisfaction of criteria for all ecosystem components. Otherwise, the solution is not strictly

sustainable, only potentially sustainable, increasing the risk of welfare reduction. Once a decision has been

reached regarding property rights and market perfection, then all costs related to resource use must be

incorporated at their appropriate levels.
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This discussion in resource economics is based on partial system analysis. The advantage of considering

noneconomic paradigms is that they are usually able to handle more complicated nonmarket systems. The

potential acceptance of decision-making frameworks such as a multiple objective assessment of equity

tradeoffs may signal the necessity for changes in our interpretation of economics and the market system. In

application, decision-making may prefer the noneconomic paradigm while policy-making may prefer to

track effects using an economic interpretation of socialvalues.

Of the possible decision situations explored in the example, initial stock varied from very low to very high,

and discounting varied (either real or perceived) from very low to very high. Whether quantitative

knowledge is known about the behaviour of resources under either natural conditions and under human

pressures, temporal manipulation of the lvay decisions are made may be a powerful tool. Management

alternatives spawned from this knowledge may turn out to be considerably cheaper and more subtle in the

control of individual actions.

In terms of practical decision-making, policy measures may need to restrict increasing changes in effort (ie.

control entrance to markets). This forces not only a limit¿tion on effort and stock effects but also to foster

longer term decision-making. A stable fishing community may actually learn to circumvent many propefi

rights transfer costs by regulating themselves to preserve their heritage and solve problems associated lvith

use of the commons which are no longer considered an open access resource. In the context of (8), the

fishing community may push the price toward the sustainable investnent case by restricting harvests once

they appreciate some of the added benefits of maintaining larger fish populations.

In using a multiobjective model, the form of the question to be answered was changed from "What physical

aspects apply?" to "What temporal aspects apply?". In doing so, an entirely different set of alternative

choices is created. This new decision-making problem can be viewed as one attempt to change the thought
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patterns of decision makers toward developing innovative, super-optimal solutions to complex problems of

management policy. Allowing robust solutions to be accepted as a viable alternative selection process can

also open the door to other creative management approaches. We shouldn't neglect these types of

approaches if management models serve as a means of alternative generation and quantification for further

selection negotiations. They are merely filling out the decision space.
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2.3 Sustainability lssues

Recent discussions have advocated the adoption of sustainable development policies to ensure that future

generations will enjoy a standard of living at least as high as today (WCED, 1987). Economic definitions

are seen as one aspect in a holistic sustainable development paradigm. To a large degree, the formation of

policies for sustainable development has been spurred on by the highly publicized paper: "Our Common

Future" (WCED, 1987). Since then, engineers, geographers, economists, ecologists, architects, and

politicians have been trying to shed some light on a practical definition of what it means to sustainably

develop (Goodland et al, 1991).

Sustainable development is a popular rallying point for many academic disciplines, professional industries,

regulatory agencies, and interest groups. Although the precise agenda for sustainable development is

debatable, it has been used to justify a number of decisions. References to intergenerational equity, and

other accepted aspects of sustainable development are too vague to be of practical use. Cultural,

geographical, and political variations change the scope and scale of decisions in terms of resources to be

managed, the decision makers involved, and the objectives used to assess tradeoffs among alternatives.

2.3.1 Mu ltidiscipl inary Perspectives

Economists have been studying sustainability issues from an economic perspective since at least 1952,

developing definitions for optimal economic activity in terms of optimum state of conservation:

Somewhere, in conservation, an economically optimum distribution of
rates of use over fime is reached. This distributionwe call the 'optimum
s ta te of c ons e rvati on'. (Ci r i a cy-Il'antrup, I 9 68)

More recently Tietenberg operationalized this definition as dynamic efñciency, stating that:
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An allocarion across n fime periods is dynamically effcient if it
maximizes the present value of net benef ts that could be received from
all the possible ways of allocating those resources over the n periods.
(Iietenberg, 1992)

Beyond the above basic definitions economists have been investigating economic effects from

implementation of environmental policy through use of theoretical models. Xepapadeas (1992) discussed

effects of environmental policies in the form of emission charges or limits and was able to show

behavioural differences in the short and long run. Barrett (1992) considered valuation of various

environmental indicators to challenge whether environmental preservation would be desirable. Amir (1992)

echoes this suspicious attitude by suggesting that, through a theoretical economic analysis, development

decisions ahvays result in negative environmental impacts. His comments arise from considering a more

complete economic analysis which includes flows of externalities outside the firm. There is a need to

consider these market impacts from potential policy implementation if a practical sustainable development

paradigm is to be realized.

An example framework for achieving sustainability is found in Young (1992), which takes an ecological

viewpoint in an economic framework, in defining required model components for the calculation of a

resource price. The assumption made is that all the perceived important nonmarket ecological factors can

be internalized. In this paradigm, the method of internalization is similar to that discussed by Baumol and

Oates (1988) in their theory of externalities. Producers of negative extemalities are required to pay to

offset or alleviate effects. Beneficiaries of positive externalities must compensate for their use.

Development of rules of use for open access or comrnon property resources identifies additional benefits to

be realized from removal of some externalities. Young does not discuss the costs involved with the

exchange of property rights. Extensive transaction costs may be incurred in determining the sorts of

required mitigation and restoration measures for externalities such as poor water quality. These costs may

be identified through explicit definition of the necessary conditions for sustainability. Finally, the
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monitoring nehvorks required to enforce nerv rules of use for common property resources needs to be

implemented.

Geographers have joined the sustainability discussion from the vantage point of spatial and temporal

implications of decisions (Pierce, 1992; Yin and Pierce, 1993; Niu et al, 1993). These are difficult

problems to assess. Spatially, problems take on different meaning at different scales. Reasons for making

a decision for a local river basin may be at odds with policy within the political boundaries, or

misrepresented at a global scale. Temporally, difficulties arise from tryrng to represent unborn generations

in establishing equity for decision options within long time frames.

The concerns of geographers led them to identify spatially or socially disparate focus for sustainable

development. Global aspects of wealth distribution between countries is tempered with questions of local

community viability. Two distinct, although not mutually exclusive, viewpoints are identified. One is

utilitarian. The other is ecological. The global-scale conflict between these view points is income

redistribution versus income growth. The local-scale conflict is in terms of the specific environmental

aspects that are desirable. Together, global and local issues question how to improve overall social

welfare.

Utilitarians are often mistaken for economists or exploitists. Ecologists are emerging from an

environmentalist stereotype. Both, from different directions, are moving toward a common goal (Regier

and Bronson, 1992). lnterdependent systems and relational links between different ecosystems is the

common understanding that drives both extremes toward looking for relevant information. Unfornrnately,

it is extremely difficult to assemble, interpret and communicate relevant information. The approach to

tackle this problem can be to develop reasonable indicators for ecosystem health (Costanza et al, 1992),

although many indicators such as economic ones can be very misleading (Tinbergen and Hueting, l99l).
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Integrated environmental management is a stark contrast to theoretical economics. Integrated management

of ecosystems include environmental, social, and economic systems. Integrated approaches consider

economics as one part of a much larger picture (Iverson and Aston, 1994). It also introduces the human

element in a leading directional role (Geller, 1994). Cairns et al ( 199 t , I 994) provides a number of case

studies discussing problems and approaches for integrating decision-making concerns at the industrial,

regulatory, and social levels.

Ecosystem health (Costanza et al, 1992) relies on complex studies and correlation of variables to determine

broad indicators for ecosystems. These indicators are utilized within a framework that defines ecosystem

health in terms of dynamism, relatedness, hierarchy, creativigt, and dffirential fragility. Dynamism and

relatedness recognize that processes within systems are constantly in flux, and are not independent. The

hierarchy of processes, which may contain discrete objects, is organized mainly by temporal and spatial

scale. Creativity results from energy flowing through systems of processes allowing self-organization by

repetition and duplication. Finally, differential fragility acknowledges that each of these interrelated

systems of processes react differently to external (human) disruptions.

The benefit of multidisciplinary indicators is that they adapt to multiobjective and group decision tools.

The inclusion of multiobjective analysis in decision-making paradigms is not a new concept for Sustainable

Development. Systems analysis interpretation envisions a holistic approach (Haimes, 1992) that includes

multiobjective analysis, risk analysis, impact analysis, scope consideration for selection of multiple decision

makers, and accounting for interaction among the various ecosystem components.
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2.3.2 Sustainability in Water Resources Management

The water resources management community has begun to assess the applicability of sustainability ethics

for plaruring and operation of water projects (Loucks, 1994). Several countries have, or are currently

developing guidelines or criteria for sustainability. In Canada, the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers

have presented and are debating guidelines for sustainable practices (Johnson et al, 1994; Mitchell and

Shrubsole, 1994). Although they are general and often redundant, they represent a real effort toward

addressing environmental, social, and economic impacts of engineering projects. The same has been done

in other countries such as Australia (Institution of Engineers, 1992). The focus in these guidelines is to

expand the scope of responsibility for engineers, including water resource engineers, to consider

multidisciplinary impacts and include interdisciplinary specialists (Loucks, 199 4).

Water resources presents problems in analysis and management that may be unique from most other

management systems. The types of assumptions, uncertainty, and interactions with other physical, social,

or economic systems can pose challenging questions for management strategies and policy paradigms. The

use of water has implicationss for nearly every ecosystem imaginable. Water can determine where people

live, and it can instigate wars. Water can heal the sick, or devastate ever¡hing in its path. Water has

direct links with every biological ecosystem on the planet, is essential for many social systems, and

eventually filters into most economic markets.

The analysis of water systems is dependent on 2 general conditions. One is that all quantitative interactions

are either known or negligible. The other is that our analytical mechanisms are a reasonable facsimile of

reality, for transport or mixing for example. These 2 assumptions cover the basic limits in the hydrologic

cycle. Analysis, based on these assumptions must accommodate uncertai"ty in both the supply and demand

of water, which generates implications of risk in each decision.
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We typically consider water demand for human or societal consumption, but there are many ecosystem

processes that exert a direct demand for water. Infiltration and evapotranspiration are two simple examples

that are normally included in hydrologic models. Animals, small organisms, and vegetation also exert

demands. Uncertainty in all of these demands affects the temporal and spatial availability of water.

However, uncertainty in demand can be limited or reduced with intervention.

Uncertainty in water supply is a much more difficult problem. Freshwater is supplied to a watershed or

river basin either through rainfall, or snowmelt, rvhich in turn is transported and stored either on the surface

or as ground water. The amount and timing of supply is extremely uncertain. Engineers can spend a great

amount of time trying to reduce the uncertainties in water supply to limit associated risks. It is a difficult,

and somewhat unique task. Correlation of supply variation is difficult because it is entirely driven by

random events and transported by mechanisms with different lag times. Variations for both quantity and

quality of water occur for daily periods, in seasonal or annual cycles, and are affected at much longer

periods by global processes. Every decision concerning the management of water includes all of the

uncerLainties and associated risks for each ecosystem that depends on the supply ofwater.

Water resources planning recognizes the interconnectedness of ecosystems, and the need for collaborative

efforts to make multiobjective decisions. Current conceptual thinking about sustainability in developing

water resources relates to handling risk (Plate, 1993; Haimes, 1992) and preventing adverse conditions.

Risk is an issue in water resources due to uncertainties in water supply through rainfall runoffor snowmelt,

subject to water demands and losses. This natural uncertainty translates to risk of system failures such as

power and potable water shortages. Future planning may introduce promotion of positive impacts while

reducing negative effects.
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Recent directions in project evaluation includes objectives which are difficult to quantify in commensurate

units. This is especially true for social and environmental impacts. For engineers planning water

development, project alternatives are traditionally screened by benefit-cost analysis. The highest

economically-rated project is selected. Lund (1992) notes instabilities in using benefit-cost ratios in certain

circumstances. More stable evaluation of project economics may be achieved with net present value

calculations. Multiple objectives with noncommensurate units of measure are a challenge with the net

present value approach, but analysis of renewable resources is common (Conrad and Clark, 1987).

2.3.3 Sustainability lmplications on Project Planning

There is a gap between abstract definitions of sustainability and the practical issues of each problem. One

rvay to resolve this gap is through more detailed criteria for defining an agenda for sustainability

(Simonovic et al, 1995). There may exist a set of measurable criteria that could allow assessment of

overall sustainability, and be sensitive to the scope and scale of a decision context. Besides the difficulty in

finding and compiling these criteria, the question is: who decides? Who is allowed to choose the criteria?

A government body? A global organization? Should there be sets of criteria ranging from local interests to

global interests? Another direction toward sustainability is to prepare processes that foster creativity in the

selection or preparation of altematives. Consideration of processes for creative decision-making suggests

that stakeholder participation is important for achieving sustainability.

Another possibility for societies to move toward sustainability is to prepare processes and tools that foster

creativity in the selection or preparation of alternatives. Processes for creative decision-making may span

disciplines and problem types. Tools will very likely be specific to a problem type. Development of

processes and tools for creative decision-making, more than anything else, suggests that participation of

stakeholders in the decision process is important for achieving sustainability. Sustainable decision-making
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that relies on criteria or indicators can only achieve stakeholder participation as far as selecting weights for

each criteria - assuming regulation of indicators/criteria allows for manipulation.

Conceptually, sustainable design of projects can be treated differently from sustainable management of

infrastructure. Assuming that we have done a poor job of decision-making for sustainability, a practical

application of sustainability in development and management of resources will need to focus on 2 types of

problems. One is for design of new projects, the other tlpe is remediation of eústing infrastructure.

Certainly, its much more flexible to plan a new project than to work around previous decisions. At least, a

more efñcient and sustainable set of solutions are expected. In reality, there may never be such a simple

division of projecttypes. The number of prior decisions produces a set of constraints that grows with the

number of decisions that have already been made, and project classification may become futry. If there

exists a specific set of sustainability criteria for the problem, the difficulty in achieving satisfaction of those

criteria increases with the number of constraints on the project. Of course, in all problems there will be

legal, political, economic and technological constraints that may be independent of prior project decisions.

For projects that can generally be defined as remediation of existing infrastructure, options are limited to

technologically creative solutions for satisfaction of sustainable criteria. New devices, anangements, or

processes may be developed to achieve design specifications due to a lack of options. Creativity of a

different sort is required for nerv projects, rvhere impacts tend to be broad and remedial work focuses more

on specific impacts and causes. For new projects, technological innovation is less likely for the simple

reason that impacts are too widely varied to focus on a specific technology to solve the problem. potential

improvement of solutions is found in the integration of disciplines using existing technologies. Other

projects tlat are difficult to classify as new or remedial may be solved by a combination of technological

and interdisciplinary creativity. Figure 5 demonstrates some differences betrveen project types. project

types in Figure 5 are compared according to several categories or conditions. For example, one would
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expect existing projects to include

constraints in terms of options, and

a large number of prior decisions, have a relatively large number

impacts can be expected to be well-defined (specific).
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Figure 5. Contrasting types of projects.

The technological creativity used to produce sustainable practices for existing projects is heavily dependent

on expertise and insight from a professional in the appropriate discipline. An interdisciplinary solution for

a new project may require that options be made available, and that an appropriate team concept or group

planning process be in place. The availability of interdisciplinary design options may be very complex and

extensive, and a number of difficulties are related to communication between disciplines. The planning

process however, depending on its desired effects, has a great potential for inspiring decision tools that

specialize in making multiobjective decisions with an unspecified number of discrete alternatives.

The question of compiling a sustainable regional (or local) alternative in a proponent-initiated circumstance

is quite different from a public decision problem of choosing from a list of prepared alternatives.

Proponent-driven planning is a subclass of public planning because a proponent presents one proposal to a

licensing board. In public decision-making, alternatives for development are generally predefined, and

decisions are reduced to a question of suitable weighting based on a number of decision criteria. Many

forms of multicriteria decision-making tools are available to evaluate tradeoffs betrveen predefined

proposals. However, the multidisciplinary development of alternatives, and criteria for iterative alternative
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rating is quite another problem. In many instances, a project is initiated by a proponent who wishes to

develop within a very specific part of the potential decision space. This type of proposal represents a single

alternative (or a small number of alternatives). In the simplest case, the public plaruring problem becomes

a choice of2 alternatives: the proponent's proposal, and the status quo (or rejection ofproposal).

A proponent of development would like to propose a single proposal within a portion of the decision space

for some resource. A proponent proposal must compete with other altematives, including the option of

leaving the resource undeveloped. Sustainability criteria are supplied by some form of project review

process that may allow licensing based on interests external to the proponent such as political, social, and

environmental issues. This approach will need to provide at least the potential for sustaining those aspects

of life that seem important to people outside the interests of the proponent.

For a proponent, building a single proposal demands a complex selection of components with wide-ranging

implications that may need to be addressed before venturing on to the licensing process. There is a need in

the decision process, even if the scope pertains only to hydroelectric development, to identify and address

some of the possibilities besides the currently framed proposal to improve the probability of acceptance at

licensing.

Because proponent-driven planning is a subcomponent of the public planning problem, it is up to the

proponent to formulate an alternative with the added objective of satisfying public goals. The proponent

must compete with other alternatives, but also with the status quo option. As public involvement in the

project licensing process becomes more powerfrrl, a balance in project planning objectives tends to be

shifted toward stakeholders that are traditionally in an adversarial position relative to the proponent. This

adds implications of the public decision problem to the early planning process, and may foster more

cooperative proposals as opposed to partial analysis and difficult adversarial negotiations. In other words,
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proponents will need to be more aware of the shifting public goals to stave off rejection at the time of

licencing or at a future relicensing.

2.3.4 The Evolution of Sustainability

How can sustainability be achieved? How do we measure sustainability? What combination of axioms or

criteria should be used? Most are not yet operationalized, and quite nebulous. Environmental lntegrity,

although a noble cause, is difficult to define in an operational form. Intergenerational equity is nearly

incomprehensible except as a combination of more realistic terms such as reversibility, resiliency, or

robustness. Unlike the above concepts, economic efficiency is somewhat understood and is commonly

applied - yet it is subject to many externalities with real or potential economic values not counted in the

justification of development. Even if they are counted, special care must be taken to assign proper

"perspective" or weight.

Other concepts used to assess planning decisions in terms of sustainability include risk, equity,

reversibility, resiliency, and vulnerability (Hashimoto et al, 1982; Simonovic et al, 1995). Risk has

measurable qualities, as long as the proper risk events are identified. Equity has meaningful forms of

evaluating the distribution of benefits, but what about equity behveen an energy consumer and a resident

affected by the flooding of a reservoir for hydropower? To evaluate equity, commensurate (dis)benefits

must be compared. Reversibility, resiliency, and vulnerability are similar. AII three are subject to time

frame considerations. Of course, in geologic time scales, (alrnost) ever¡hing is reversible. Another axiom

for sustainability is robustness. Robustness implicitly ha¡rdles some of the above sustainability axioms

such as risk, and it is a reasonably intuitive result of sensitivity analysis. It also has flaws, however. One

is the assumption of optimality as the driving force behind evaluating performance. That is, a robust
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solution performs reasonably well under a range of possible conditions. A robust solution must be judged

against an ideal state (relative to other solutions). What will be our definition of an ideal state?
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2.4 Consensus Sustainability

The practical implications of sustainable development seem to be elusive. Metrics for measuring the level

of sustainability are eagerly sought. It is very difficult to capture the important features, and maintain

many of the valued details, of environmental and social systems when complete or appropriate economic

accounting is attempted. A much more transcendent and flexible metric may be consensus. Consensus as

a sustainability metric describes the level at which stakeholders are satisfied with a solution to a question.

Consensus assumes that an appropriate group of stakeholders is able to collaborate in assessing proposed

solutions to environmental problems, or development initiatives. It also assumes that the collective best a

group of stakeholders has to offer implicitly provides insight to the needs of future generations. This

section describes an approach for assessing a level of consensus. The benefits are: estimation of areas of

cornmon understanding; and clarification of conflicting values.

2.4.1 Concept of Consensus Sustainability

Consensus, as the concept for promoting sustainability in decision making, is a criteria quite unlike many

of the other axioms previously described. Consensus has no units of measure. It is measured in a brief

moment of time, but may implicitly consider future events and uncertainties. Consensus is a high level

indicator, dependent on value judgements which may in turn depend on lower level indicators derived from

facts concerning problem characteristics.

The definition for consensus in Webster's Dictionary is:

A general agreement in opinion.

It relies on a qualitative and subjective opinion, and the qualifying condition is a general agreement. Who

is making the agreement? How well do they need to agree?
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Sustainability can be defi¡ed in many ways. If consensus leads to sustainability, what is consensus

sustainability in an operational form? Let us start by giving the following definition for consensus as it

relates to sustainability:

Consensus is an equitable compromise which is robust with regard to a)
res ource management uncertainti es, and b) stakeholder perspectives.

This definition is not yet operational, but its constituent parts might be manageable. There are some

assumptions which also need to be made. It is assumed that appropriate stakeholders have been included in

the decision process. By stakeholder, we refer to interested parties which may be impacted in some way by

any decision that is made (a political choice). The second major assumption is that all stakeholders

voluntarily cooperate inthe decision making process. Of course, this is dependent onthose involved. An

appropriate set of stakeholders could bring all of the important issues to bear on the decision,

circumventing the economic market model which does not handle externalities (actually the market model

would explain this as internalizing the issues).

Traditional group techniques for multicriteria decision analysis make extensive use of subjective weighting

to show level of importance for both different criteria and also for the decision makers (stakeholders). The

result of these 2 sets of weights is the reduction of a diffrcult multiobjective problem to a straightforward

optimization. In the discrete problem, the weighted alternatives need only be ranked in reference to some

ideal solution.

There exists a choice in approach. Decision makers may explore their own values in choosing individual

weighting schemes for criteria. For each experimental choice in value, however, ranking alternatives is still

a multicriteria problem. The choice to be made is whether to cast judgement on the importance of an

individual, or continue to explore solutions in search of better consensus among participants. The

following example from Bender and Simonovic (1996d) illustrates the consensus approach.
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2,4.2 Degree of Consensus Example

An illustrative example in water resources planning can be found in Simonovic (1989). In the former

republic of Yugoslavia, there existed a set of alternative solutions to be applied to a system of reservoirs in

Serbia. Each alternative is judged using a set of criteria which are rated by a set of decision makers. The

problem size is as follows:

. 6 alternatives

. 8 criteria

. 6 decision makers

An ordinal ranking of the alternatives is achieved using the distance metrics of compromise programming

(Zeleny, 1982) which provide a strong ranking of the alternatives. Compromise programming will be

described in more det¿il in Chapter 7. For the purposes of this degree of consensus example, it is enough to

know that compromise programming is a multicriteria decision analysis technique that produces a ranking

of alternatives. Three distance measure definitions are used to evaluate alternatives, defined by an

exponent, p:

. p:I

. p:2
' p=10

In order to apply this distance metric technique, decision makers must choose a weight to describe the

importance of each criteria. Unfortunately, there are several decision makers - each with their own

priorities. As each decision maker uses their individual set of weights, the rankings may change. ln fact,

as the form of distance metric changes, the rankings may also change. The choice of alternative is no

longer a straightforward decision that results in a strong ordinal ranking. Each set of weights and each

choice of distance measure provide a strong ranking, but there are uncertainties in ranking related to

subjective priorities. In Simonovic (1989), alternative 5 was eventually selected based on rankings similar

to Table 2. For the most part, the differences in ranking for the 6 sets of weights þrovided by the decision

makers) is not very dramatic. There are some discrepancies, but there are no further steps in the decision
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process and alternative 5 is selected because it appears to be robust in terms of choice of priorities and

choice of distance me¿Nure.

Table 2. Ranking of Alternatives using Compromise programming.

Distance Decision
measure maker

_t

6

6

6

J

6

I
5

5

5

Rank for alternative
2345 5

I
I
I
I
I

-L
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
3

I
I
3

I

p:l I
2

J

4

5

I
I
2

3

4

5

!
I
2

3

4

5

6

3542
5342
3542
6542
5342
3542

p=2 6342
4263
3642
3642
4263
6542

P=10

5

5

J

5

5

5

5

2

5

4632
2461
4263
4632
5416
4632

In a consensus-based approach for achieving sustainability, the decision process becomes iterative, using

feedback to evaluate progress in discussions among decision makers. The previous distance metrics can be

used to assess degree of consensus ¿tmong decision makers. Degree of consensus indicates the level of

agreement with the ordinal ranking of each alternative. That is, the worst alternative may have a high

degree of consensus because everyone agrees that it is the worst alternative! Of course, a composite overall

degree ofconsensus can also be found.

The followin g are 5 measures for degree of consensus found in the literature (Kuncheva, 1994):

yr = I - -in,*i lw,x, -w¡x¡1, i,¡ = l, ...n
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T2 = | - max lw,x, -w¡x¡1, i,¡ = 1,...n

nr3 -I_ l*,x,- jul

n-l n

Ta=l-#_6' i=L Fi+l

n

1-+ >
Èl

n

v = j\w¡x,

(1e)

(20)

(2r)

(22)

(23)

15 = 1 -max 1.,r, - fu\, i = 1,...n

where n is the number of decision makers, x, is the distance metric for decision maker i, w, provides

parametric control and possible weighting of decision makers, and yo e [0, l] is the degree of consensus

measure for an alternative, indexed by È e [], 5].

The degree of consensus indicates the relative strength of ranking. In cases where complete transitivity is

not achieved in the rankings, a weak ranking exists. Degree of consensus suggests the relative degree of

transitivity in the rankings. Table 3 shows the degree of consensus for each altemative in the case study,

for all 5 consensus measures. Each measure captures a cerlain aspect of level of agreement. For example,

measure 1¡:1 if at least 2 decision makers agree on the rank (actually, the value of the distance metric).

The values fo. To vary, but they all appear to reasonably represent the level of agreement in the rank of

each alternative.
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Table 3. Degree of Consensus measures for Simonovic (19S9).

Distance
measure

Alternative Consensus measure

p:7

p=2

p=10
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I
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I

I
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4

5
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2
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5

6

23
0.75 0.94

0.81 0.95

0.8 0.95

0.9 0.97

0.87 0.96

0.84 0.95

0.73 0.94

0.79 0.94

0.73 0.92

0.87 0.97

0.83 0.96

0.79 0.93

0.69 0.88

0.66 0.88

0.67 0.9

0.73 0.93

0.75 0.94

0.68 0.9

45
0.9 0.86

0.92 0.9

0.9r 0.9

0.96 0.94

0.94 092

0.93 0.91

0.89 0.86

0.91 0.88

0.88 0.84

0.95 0.93

0.93 0.91

0.9 0.86

0.85 0.79

0.82 0.82

0.85 0.77

0 89 0.82

0.9 0.85

0.86 0.78

Using consensus as the measure for sustainability, decision makers have the opportunity to explore their

values with different sets of weights to find a robust solution. Decision makers also have an opportunity to

evaluate the strength of their decisions as negotiations progress. Encouragement of iterative, interactive

feedback to a negotiation process is motivated by possible spontaneous creativity in resolving differences of

opinion. Other searches may identifr clustering or grouping of individuals in terms of their ranking.

Advanced use of degree of consensus may even identify aspects of the system as candidates for adaptation,

as an attempt to improve the nondominated frontier of solutions toward more sustainable solutions.
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2.4.3 Summary

Degree of consensus, as a measure for achieving sustainability, provides insight into the level of agreement

between the set of interested or affected stakeholders. The iterative process which this measure promotes

may also provide insight into specific issues for which to focus planning resources.

The consensus measure of sustainability is dependent on the inclusion of relevant stakeholders. A major

assumption is that this group of participants in the decision process represent all of the related

sustainability concerns about the environment, future agendas, system uncerlainties, etc. The participants

themselves become the instruments of sustainability. Degree of consensus monitors progress in the search

for a sustainable choice, or for creative change.
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2.5 Frameworks for Resolving Conflicts

Consensus sustainability assumes that stakeholders are voluntarily copperative. This is certainly not

always the case. Even if stakeholders cooperate, there may be many sources of conflict between them. The

ability to resolve conflicts is of primary concem for a paradign of consensus sustainability. There are

many frameworks for resolving conflicts. The most obvious is the current judicial system. Quite frankly,

lawyers fees are one transaction cost which proponents to development would like to avoid!

2.5.1 AlternativeDisputeResolution

Altemative Dispute Resolution (ADR) is a general title given to methods of resolving conflicts outside the

judicial system. A standard text on the subject is Bacow and Wheeler (198a). In many cases, sending a

conflict through the court system can be extremely expensive. As a result, alternative methods for

resolving conflicts outside the courts is growing rapidly. In water resources management, conflict

resolution techniques are actively pursued (Priscoli, 1988). There are several general categories, many

specialized forms of each, and hybrid techniques which combine aspects of some of the main categories.

The tlpes of interests that must be met to achieve a durable solution have been outlined by Priscoli (1990):

. substantive - money, time, resou¡ces

. procedural - the way something is done

. relational - horv one is treated, or conditions for ongoing relationships

Probably the most basic form of ADR is Negotiatior, which is based on the conflicting parties speaking

directly and coming to an acceptable compromise. AII other ADR processes involve intervention of some

form. The least intrusive form of third party involvement is Mediation, which adds to the negotiation a

neutral party to help work through some of the issues, and has been applied to hydropower development

disputes (Moore, 1991). However, the mediator has no power to impose a solution. Mediation is a

technique that has also been used to involve public interest groups and settle licensing disputes in water
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resources development (Moore, l99l). Negotiation is another method (Coughlan et al, 1993). Both

mediation and negotiation are more direct approaches to resolving disputes. They tend to come into use

before more formal third parly involvement such as some form of arbitration hearing. There is currently

some effort to explore ways of changing the questions that are being asked. Negotiated Rule-Making

(Fiorini, 1990) is an adaptation of negotiation that asks the conflicting parties to resolve policy questions.

The difficulty with settling on a single set of statements that defines overall policy is that it becomes too

general, with broad implications in political theory, economic theory, etc.

Some techniques distribute decision-making authority by using an arbitrator. Arbitration and.other similar

techniques such as Private Judging demand that the conflicting parties agree to abide by an arbitrator's

ruling and, in effect, give up some rights to pursue more legal action. Other ADR techniques involve more

outside parties. Summary Jury Trials, Mini-Trials, and more contemporary processes such as Citizen's

Panels (Crosby, 1987), use unaffected individuals to present opposing cases or available options in the

hope of getting unbiased responses. Citizen's Panels place authority with the public through representatives

who are chosen randomly. The randomness is a direct attempt to remove some of the relational dynamics

of direct negotiation. In that way, citizen's panels differ from a public utilities board such as in the

province of Manitoba. A public utilities board is similar to traditional arbitration or mediation. A similar

approach, Citizen Advisory Groups, has been explored by the US Army Co¡ps of Engineers (priscoli,

I975). Some of these latter techniques, such as mini-trials, are not strictly alternatives to the court system.

ln many cases they are simply preludes to legal action, or even the first steps toward a court case.

Another possibility is the generation of better solutions through cooperative, or joint problem solving.

Fisher et al (1991) provide a general framework for negotiation. Fisher et al (1991) focus on integrative

negotiation, or cooperative consensus generation. It involves exploring the decision space in a logical,

rational manner. Most imporLantly, it provides a forum for increased understanding of different
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perspectives or values, and enhances communication between the disputants. It achieves these

philosophical goals by avoiding bottom lines, and strategic positioning. They provide 5 points for

improving the qualþ of discussion towards an agreement:

Separate the people from the problem - individuals tend to bargain from predetermined
positions a¡d value systems. Provide a setting that minimizes judgmental stereotyping, and
adversarial poses.

Focus on interests, not positions - bargaining over positions, or prices, may not allow the
underlying problem to be examined.
Work together to create options - examine those underlying issues without threats related to
bargaining power or leverage.
Use objective criteria - maintain focus on the constructive examination of problem issues.
Know your best alternative to a negotiated agreement (BATNA) - be aware of the incentives
to negotiate such as potential gains in time and reductions in t¡ansaction costs for ûansferring
property rights.

2.5.2 Came Theory

Game theory is a mathematical construct for analyzing conflicts and consequences of decisions, presented

more thoroughly by Luce and Raitra (1957). Game Theory is the basic tool for evaluation of

multiobjective multiple decision maker problems, where multiobjective analysis generally handles single

decision maker problems. Games can be cooperative or noncooperative, where cooperative game analysis

allows for binding agreements and the formation of coalitions (Isreal et al, 1994). Conflict analysis is an

extension of metagame analysis developed by Howard (1971). Application of conflict analysis requires

identification of players and their options at a specific point in time, construction of preference vectors, and

stability analysis.

Decision analysis or conflict analysis is an extension of game theory, a prescriptive tool that describes the

reasoning behind strategic plays within a zero-sum, or fixed-sum game where the goal is to maximize one's

own gains (Goldberg et al, 1985). Typically, negotiation can be broken down to two aspects, integrative

and distributive (Bingham, 1986). Game theory emphasizes distributive negotiation. Fisher et al (1991)

focus on integrative negotiation, where a play rvithin the decision game is a pareto-optimal move within the
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decision space, benefiting both or all players. Decision analysis deals with distributive bargaining which

assumes one person's gain is offset by losses to another player. The biggest problem with successful

development of integrative negotiation is reducing the influence of distributive bargaining. The 5 steps in

the process of Fisher et al (1991) are designed to minimize, or even remove, distributive effects. Whether

this can be accomplished is a matter of effective mediation.

Game theory applications in water resources management have a limited, but growing history. Rogers

(1969) applied game theory for evaluation of alternative river basin management strategies. Other

applications concentrated on allocation of costs in multiple purpose water resource project development

(Isreal et al, 1994). Recent focus has been resolution of water resource conflicts (Lussier, 1989;

Chadderton, 1992), environmental negotiations, dispute resolution, and regulation enforcement (Kilgour et

al, 1992; Fukuyama et al, 1994).

Another, more interactive approach to decision making using conflict analysis, has been developed using

graph theory concepts (Kilgour et al, 1987; Fang et al, 1993; Fang et al, 1989; Fang and Hipel, 1988) to

reformulate normal noncooperative metagame analysis. Stability analysis, applied in a similar manner to

many branch-and-bound search techniques, has been shown to be very powerful within the graph theory

architecture. It has been demonstrated in water resource environmental disputes such as in Fang and Hipel

(1988) for the Garrision Diversion Project.

2.5.3 Public Participation

Public involvement in project decision-making is becoming increasingly important as an integral part of the

planning process. In water resources planning, public involvement is an important aspect because water is
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a comlnon property resource, and there may be many interest groups who are affected by changes in

quality, quantity, or distribution.

Communications and cooperation with interested or affected stakeholders is also becoming increasingly

prevalent with increased populations and development of available resources. In Tennessee, the Tennessee

Valley Authority (TVA) has moved from controlling water to managing the water resource, including the

management of diverse water-related issues affecting people (Herrin and Whitlock,1992). There are many

utilities such as TVA that are now making a great effort to proactively involve and educate the public,

including Manitoba Hydro. How to approach this is a current topic of discussion (Vearil, 1992; Creighton

et al, 1983), but is not a new one.

Public perception and attitude has been viewed as a planning tool for some time (Dasgupta, 1976;

and Pierce, 1976) n water resource development. Priscoli (1990) notes that public involvement

strictly educating the public, but also being educated by the public.

Collaborative participation is seen as a direct approach to conflict resolution similar to negotiation

mediation. The idea of collaborative negotiation focuses on the following types of interest to satisfy

order to attain a durable settlement (Lincoln, 1986):

. Subst¿ntive - needs, money, time, resources.

. Procedural - needs for specific types ofbehaviour.

. Relationship or psychological - how one is treated or conditions for ongoing relationships.

Collaborative problem solving is a relatively unstructured ADR approach that philosophically fits between

negotiation and mediation (Priscoli, 1990). Public involvement efforts in general, is embracing more direct

contact and discussion with stakeholders. The idea of using more collaborative ADR approaches is

becoming more popular. This includes the incorporation of decision support systems (Vearil, 1992) but

also debates aboutthe form of negotiation (Susskind and Cruikshank, 1987) and role of the participants

(Wilds and Lamb, 1986).

Beatty

is not

or
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Mediation or a collaborative framework in encouraging participation and communication, demands that the

role of mediator (Susskind et al, 1987; Fiorino, 1990; Clark et al, 1991):

. Understandperspectivesofstakeholders

. Provide active direction

. Produce accepted facts, developed collaboratively

. Provide feedback

. Consideralternatives

. Be open and flexible

A public hearing process is one attempt to represent the interests of all affected parties before a project is

licensed, to force proponents to provide justification for development and answer to any extemal concerns.

The weakness in such a process is that the proposed development plan has little flexibility in its

presentation form. This makes it difficult to accommodate legitimate concerns, and may force the

proponent to endure a large expense to alter the proposal or to produce a new plan. The resulting process

may be extremely costly in time and money for all participants. For the most part, this procedure is

adversarial, and equitable compromises are difficult to make. A public utilities board for hydro

development is a form of arbitration. Complete satisfaction of all stakeholders may be unreasonably

difficult to accomplish, but the forum for participation may facilitate cornmon understanding and an

increased possibility of finding a more socially efficient solution.

Any forum for communication must facilitate or alleviate many intangibles, if an alternative dispute

resolution mechanism is to be applicable to the complexities and diversity of water planning problems.

Each person participtating in a negotiation setting brings their own unique blend of skills, perception, and

understanding of decision options. How stakeholders interact, or are allowed to interact may have an affect

on the success of communication between parties. There are several aspects that have been identified as

being necessary for successful negotiation (Burkhardt et al, 1994; Ryder and Taylor, 1993; Susskind and

Cruikshank, 1987):

. Definition of issues

. Urgency

. Need to negotiate
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. Representativeness

. Technical clarity

. Power

. Sense offairness

Personal bias can be described by attitude and cognitive style, and may impact the progress of collaborative

efforts, depending on the decision making structure (Miller, 1983). Cognitive style refers to how people

approach problems. Problem solving abilities can be further described using "conceptual level" which is a

person's capacity to cope with complexity, conflict, and uncertainty. The influence of bias on planning can

range from considering a restricted range of alternatives to misplacing emphasis on issues. In general,

stakeholders may limit a group's ability to reach consensus about a problem (Miller, 1985, Miller, 1983)

depending on:

. Self insight

. Cognitive style

. Understanding of the nature of the problem

One impediment to progress in negotiations is the aspect of trust. Stakeholders can be exlremely suspicious

of each other, and of the results of field surveys or model analysis. Even if results are presented honestly,

the design of studies may be biased and leave gaps in imporüant areas. The form of communication is

crucial in dealing with this important problem. Computer-aided planning, for example, is a realistic option

for a number of negotiated problems. The attraction toward computers is their data handling capacity.

Computers are supposed to be cold, hard, unbiased pillars ofjournalistic presentation. Unforfunately, they

are easily manipulated. Trust centers around trust in data and trust in motives. Extensive use of

computers may serve to flare up concerns about data, especially if a limited number of stakeholders have

access and the inclination to manipulate in their favour.
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2.6 Collaborative Planning as a Conflict Resolution
Technique

2.6.1 Multidisciplinary Problem-solving

How do we approach the design of projects for sustainable management of water resources? Engineering

for sustainable water resource planning and management is a project-oriented problem. Whether the

project is public or privately proposed, or whether it is merely a small cog in a master plan, planning is

related by project. And each project must fit with overall goals and social values. What is it that we must

sustain? There is usually more than one valid answer, and each project may have a unique set of answers.

That is, a project can have a case specific set of goals and an entirely unique value system. Planning

procedures and guidelines need to be flexible and adaptive to changing cases, and their unique blend of

social benefits. It may be possible to compile a set of ecological indicators, compare them with net present

value calculations and determine a level of sustainability. It wouldn't need to be an arbitrary measure. It

could include weights to indicate relative importance of factors according to the specific case study. But

then, the weights are only meaningful if the appropriate stakeholders decide, because if the weights are

arbitrary the answer is arbitrary! In that case, the best approach may be to remove the stakeholders and

use sensitivity analysis to choose a robust set of weights to reach a compromise!

Robust is a word that fits well with ideas of ecological diversity, environmental integrity, ecosystem health,

intergenerational equity, and so on. Robust is also a word that engineers and water planners can chew on.

How do you sell 'robust' to the public? It's a rvell lnown fact that there are no right answers in developing

water resources. The simple reason is that you can please some of the people some of the time, but you

can't give everyone ever¡hing they want. Hopefully they can all get what they need!
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In order for people to get what they need, 2 things need to happen. First, a dialogue must develop between

the proponent and the interested or affected parties. Second, we must develop our understanding of how

different aspects of the same problem are related. This involves technological integration and innovation.

Unforttmately, there are very few engineers who are trained as biologists, and there are very few biologists

who have a background in sociology or geography. Until multidisciplinary expertise develops to the point

of producing meaningful answers, we must rely more on abstract values and understanding of our

environment. This requires all the relevant disciplines and stakeholders to speak to each other and listen to

each other, which at the same time promotes interdisciplinary learning. The result may not be sustainable,

but at least its not arbitrary.

A few experienced people have accumulated expertise in negotiating and mitigating issues in water

planning. This wisdom is a valuable professional commodity because they have become adept at

approaching circumstances appropriately, and finding solutions that are acceptable to stakeholders. These

people can never be replaced, but (as good as they are) it is difficult to keep up with technology and

experiences of other people. Who is commissioned to apprentice under experts so that accumulated

expertise is not lost? It would be a great shame if each expeft, generation after generation, accumulates

interdisciplinary knowledge independent of each other. Societal advances are made possible by the

implementation of technological infrastructure that grows with each discovery (unless the infrastructure

itself breaks down). Continuity in knowledge accumulation for resource development is very important

today. The sense of urgency to save a number of ecosystems demands that our time and experience be used

wisely and collectively.

Traditionally, biologists complain that engineers and decision makers ignore environmental impacts of

resource development. Likewise, engineers and politicians are known to retort that biological,

environmental, or ecosystem knowledge is not in a suitable form for use in structured planning analysis.
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Both cases are true to some extent. There is a wealth of biological and ecosystem knowledge and expertise.

There are also many engineers and decision makers rvho are very aware of the importance of ecosystem

interference. The missing ingredient is the relative impact (known at the planning stage) of resource

development on the workings of various ecosystems. This is difficult to assess, mainly because evaluation

of impacts can be case specific. Up to now, impacts are mainly measured after development. Mitigation,

then, becomes more expensive and resource development is less efficient. Only now are impact statements

referring to previous (similar) cases of resource development impact such as the Grande-Baleine project in

northern Quebec (Hydro-Quebec, 1993). This is the starting point of integrating historical experience in

project planning regarding environmental impact. In order to communicate among groups, the engineer

needs to become more of an multidisciplinary problem solver (Priscoli, l99l) if engineers are to find a

place within emerging paradigms for planning water projects.

Who should be proposing frameworks for decision-making integration of economic and ecosystem issues?

There seems to be a useful niche for collaborative planning in a number of disciplines and industries, but

what discipline is capable of delivering an acceptable social, economic, ecological, technical planning

framework for improving public involvement? Any approach must consider a number of both technical

and nontechnical issues. There will be many multidisciplinary demands placed on any subsequent practical

tool for implementing the approach.

Engineers may be a reasonable choice of discipline for thinking about the necessary ingredients to be

delivered into planning decisions. For particular proponents, the domain or scope of decision-making is

limited by economic incentive such as an electric utility recognizing the hydroelectric potential, at a

particular location, to meet consumer demands for power. The problem of design choice is a technical one.

Realistically, it is an engineering problem. Regardless of the economic, ecological, or social impacts that

are the motives for collaborative plaruring, tÏe essential decisions are engineering. The challenge to the
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engineering profession is whether it is capable of developing a suitable forum for dealing with the outside

issues. Engineers have acted as liaison for the hard sciences such as chemistry, physics, and mathematics,

to the benefit of society. Over the years, this has also grown into roles in management and even

policy-making. It can be argued that engineers are the natural candidate for filling multidisciplinary

demands of finding a collaborative planning framework for proponents.

Engineers, by themselves, don't have all the answers. ln fact, they never have! However, the definition of

engineering that suggests they are flexible enough to tackle poorly-defined multidisciplinary problems.

Websters dictionary defines engineering as:

The art and science by which nalural forces and materials are utilized in
structures or machines.

In many ways, the definition for architecture is similar (and suits the needs of designing methods for finding

sustainable practices or solutions):

The art, profession, or science ofdesigning and constructing.

The purpose of engineering is to devise ways of applying science for practical problems. This is not limited

to physics, but should be applicable for zoology and other environmentally related disciplines.

Economics suggests an expanded use of its principles to intemalize impacts. Ecology, on its own, has no

conception of market demands. Geographers are also involved in defining sustainability for society. They

are in many ways the interface between sociology (along with other social sciences) and environmental

sciences. Architects, too, must satisfy abstract social needs in designing practical solutions. Engineering,

however, is the only problem solving discipline with the technical background for meeting proponents and

stakeholders from other disciplines on conìmon ground.
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2.6.2 Collaborative Planning Concept

Collaborative planning is a general planning framework for stakeholder participation in resource

management. A collaborative approach to resolving conflicting views about development proposals is one

attempt to internalize many diseconomies of adversarial negotiations in a project licensing process. The

interest in public participation and the need to resolve disputes in an equitable and efficient manner

provides the motivation for pursuing such an approach in water resource management proposals.

Kearns et al (1995) advocates collaborative forms of planning for hydro development, providing

opporlunities for agreement through stakeholder participation. Prendergast (1995) calls for localized

assessment of priorities and needs by including additional stakeholders and reaching a consensus to defuse

outrage associated with perceived risks, and to provide more equitable decision-making on a case-by-case

basis.

Use of altemative dispute resolution methods in the licensing process may ensure proponent cooperation in

the conceptual development of proposals. The proponent is then faced with the problem of minimizing the

costs of compliance in a strategic game. It's possible that many project externalities may be resolved with

quality stakeholder participation. In terms of moving toward improved overall social benefits, the

transaction costs for more structured stakeholder involvement are relatively small compared to the potential

benefits of social well being, equity for future options, and other desirable aspects of sust¿inable

development. The condition for this to be true is the implementation of an efficient framework for

collab orative planning of proj ect alternatives.

Who is the collaborative process being developed for? Is it for a govemment regulatory agency, or maybe

a public interest group? If there are good legal and moral reasons for using a collaborative planning

approach, the framework is best suited in the hands of the development proponent. The reason for
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incorporating a collaborative planning framework in the project design process is to increase public

involvement in planning decisions affecting issues external to a proponent. A proponent may be motivated

to use such a framework to minimize the risk of proposal rejection or regulatory demand of expensive

revisions (to minimize the cost of implementing a proposal).

Benefits of including stakeholders in early planning of potential projects:

I To prepare more acceptable (overall) proposals.
2 To reduce the risk of licence rejection.
3 To promote understanding between stakeholders and proponent.
4 To pursue more efücient and creative mitigation of issues and satisfaction of stakeholder objectives.

For a potential stakeholder in a collaborative planning environment, there is also incentive to participate

with a proponent to include their perspective in the planning process, and also to minimize the risk of

project licencing rvithout a preferred amount of input.

Without insight to the attitudes of participants, there may also be significant difficulties in allowing

stakeholder involvement in early planning. They are generally:

I Many stakeholders have diffrculty with technical concepts and data outside of their discipline.
2 Available technical diversity is not conveniently packaged to foster creative exploration ofoptions in

a limited time frame.
3 Lack ofunderstanding ofthe goals and perspectives ofstakeholders.
4 Lack oftrust between proponent and stakeholders.
5 There is no right answer.
6 Stakeholders may not be cooperative (for strategic or personal reasons).

A collaborative planning approach assumes proactive stakeholder participation in the early stages of

conceptual design. That is, a specific proponent would like to propose a plan within a portion of the

possible decision space for some resource, and include insights to external issues within an initial proposal.

The proponent must be able to compete with other plans, including the option of leaving a resource

undeveloped. A collaborative process for developing a proposal for future use ofresources can be seen as

iterative in nature, or cyclical in the way data gathering and analysis are interpreted, and how a proposal is
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adapted by decision makers in an experimentation with

1994), as depicted in Figure 6.

different alternatives (Bender and Simonovic,

Figure 6. Conceptual collaborative planning process.

Collaborative planning places external stakeholders within the planning process as unique entities. The

addition of stakeholders such as environmental regulatory agencies, social group representatives, or

competing resource users, complicates decisions by expanding the viewpoints that are considered. The

collaborative planning concept is an approach for addressing impacts and choices at the beginning of a

proposal development process. By including various stakeholders in an exploration of the relevant decision

space, colnmon understanding and creative solutions may emerge to resolve potential disputes.

The use of relational links in this cyclical process is crucial to collaborative planning in terms of

formalizing the present state of experience and available knowledge in the project domain. Relational

linking is the mechanism by which communication can occur between a system of resource attributes, and a

set of stakeholder goals. A system of goals and preferences c¿ul be completely abstract from the physical

system that describes an ecosystem. These goals and preferences define the context of a decision. A

construct to relate the decision context and the physical system can also be developed to reflect available

knowledge and experience. Links provide an avenue for describing relationships, indicating consequences,

and stating options.

Context of decisions

Proposal alternatives
Objeaives
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A physical resource system may be altered by development and intervention from technical options. An

understanding of how resource attributes interact with other objects, systems, or processes is the

fundamental motivation for pursuing models of physical resource systems. The changes in distribution,

quality, and use of water over time is an example of the types of interaction that can be described. Other

interesting applications are the implications of changes in the water resource system on biosystems that rely

on water for existence.

In the human context of decision-making, there are objectives or goals, and motives that affect the choices

that are made. A context system manages the interactions and interdependencies of each context object in a

decision maker's goal structure. The context system contains priorities, motives, objectives, and their

relationships, ranging from practical consequences to strategic motivation.

Each stakeholder or decision maker will ultimately describe a completely unique structure and language for

the context of a decision. Just as different ecosystems operate within a unique system of relationships

compared to other ecosystems, each decision maker operates from a unique set of issues. Negotiation to

determine a single goal structure from which to make a decision reduces the amount of information

available to make that decision. The single goal structure makes the decision very straightforward, but the

process for preparing the single goal structure may be extremely difficult or inequitable.

Interaction between contextual and physical systems allows structured involvement of multiple stakeholders

to supplement current understanding of potential local or regional development policy objectives, and

criteria for meeting objectives by changing basic system properties, policy statements, and parameter

options for analysis of tradeoffs. The resulting planning framework is focused on fostering creative choices

in preparing a development proposal, based on common understanding, collaboration, and multidisciplinary

technologies.
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The combination of context and physical systems is a challenge to integrate multiple disciplines and

perspectives in a decision framework. In a cooperative environment, with access to relevant expertise,

collaborative planning processes may flourish. The remaining challenge will then be to properly organize,

access, and present information in a timely and appropriate manner. The most appropriate manner will

likely be specific to the decision context and the characteristics of the relevant physical systems. A

framework ard relevant tools will be explored in the following chapters as an attempt to address some of

the issues in applying collaborative planning processes with the help of decision support systems.
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Chapter 3 lntegrated Decision Support
Tools

This chapter builds on the idea of implementing a collaborative planning process using decision support

tools and techniques. Given the motivation of achieving consensus sustainability through collaborative

planning, some decision support tools may be more applicable than others, and the form of decision support

tool application may impact the effectiveness of integrated decision support.

In order to develop and implement a collaborative planning decision support system, an assumption is made

that decisions require support which spans multiple disciplines, and encourages the perspectives of different

stakeholders. This integrated approach, as an expansion of our economic interpretation and as encouraged

by ecologists, defines a very particular form of decision support. Systems approaches for analyzing

processes and decisions, spatial and temporal interpretation of data and analysis, and flexible interaction

with available knowledge are all part of a holistic approach to facilitating stakeholder participation in the

decision process.

The chapters that follow (chapter 4,5,6,7) describe a protot)¡pe application of a decision support system

(DSS) for collaborative planning. In particular, chapter 4 introduces the conceptual decision support

system. As an introduction to those chapters, some of the basic tools used to develop the DSS are explored

here in chapter 3.
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3.1 Systems Analysis

The following section is not meant as an exhaustive review of systems analysis techniques and philosophy.

Discussion is skewed toward those applications relevant to integrated decision support for multiple decision

makers in areas of water resources planning and management.

3.1.1 System Optimization

The use of optimization methods is well known in water resources. Management of water reserves for

municipal, agricultural, or environmental supply is accomplished using various optimization techniques.

An optimization problem has 2 parts: an objective statement; and constraining factors. The solution is an

efficient allocation of resources in terms of an objective variable. Other decision variables are manipulated

to create the best combination of the objective variable.

In decision-making, optimization is used to make decision recommendations, or to help decision makers

understand implications of choices. An early example of linear programming in resource allocation

planning is Liang (1976), where implications of group collaboration in planning are assessed for using

traditional optimization to find "the answer". Noninteractive optimization denies planners the opportunity

of observing impacts from alternative plans, robs them of a feeling of participation, and forces planners to

speci$r all standards and other constraints in advance (Liang, 1976).

Liebman (L976) follows up by declaring public problems to be "wicked", and that optimization answers are

useful only if the problem is completely understood.

In wicked problems, ... the set of alternatives is too large, too diverse,
and too little agreedupon. (Liebman, 1976).
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Liebman's exasperation comes from the realization that there is no single right answer to questions of

resource allocation when there are legitimate external issues. Conflicts over planning decisions resulted

from different opinions about the objective(s). The conflict resolution problem becomes a question of what

set ofcriteria defines the "best" alternatives choices?

The planning problem quickly expands from an optimization problem to a multiple objective problem.

Broad-based questions of equity were explored in water management problems as early as 1976 for water

quality management alternatives (Brill et al, 1976), in which tradeoffs were examined between economic

efficiency and equity definitions. There is no shoriage of objectives for planning problems. One certainty

in planning is that the analytical solution will always be the result of partial analysis. The impact of even a

single unaccounted objective in a multiobjective assessment will likely project a best compromise solution

on the inferior region of the original problem (Brill, 1979). Even if all objectives of stakeholders are

accounted for, there usually exists too many local optimum solutions along the noninferior frontier to

acceptably choose a single option. Using rigorous systems analysis techniques to provide solutions may

trigger additional sources of conflict.

Brill (1979) offers an alternative use for optimization methods in making planning decisions, especially for

resource allocation. Brill proposed that they be used as tools within a plaruring process. The purpose of

the optimization and analysis techniques is reduced from the role of making recornmendations, to facilitator

of creativity and inventiveness. A resulting tool box of models would use system simulation and

optimization models to generate alternatives and facilitate evaluations by decision makers in an interactive

process.
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3.1.2 Mu ltiobjective Analysis

Management of complex decision problems rarely involves a single objective. Multiple objective decisions

do not have an optimal solution, unless one solution completely dominates every other solution for every

objective. This does not usually happen in water resource management. As a result, there has been great

efforts made to develop techniques for assessing tradeoffs between altematives based on using more than

one objective. In 3 decades of multiobjective research, efforts have been made in 3 levels of making a

multiobjective decision:

. objective quantìfication.

. generationofalternatives.

. plan selection.

Early work focused on alternative generation, providing decision makers with a complete spectrum of

nondominated solutions. Contemporary research into multiobjective analysis has shifted away from

continuous theoretical models, and have explored issues in evaluating discrete alternatives for plan

selection, including techniques related to multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA), and multiattribute utility

analysis (MAIJ-[).

Plan formulation concentrates on 2 general approaches for generating nondominated alternatives. One is a

weighting approach. Each objective value is assessed, and combined using weights to offset

noncommensurate units and to express relative importance of each objective. By varying the weights, a set

of nondominated solutions emerges by solving each new optimization problem. Another technique is the

constraint method. It assesses, or attempts to optimize each objective individually while restricting other

objectives to maintain minimum standards. The constraint method is more flexible than the weighting

method because weighting demands that the efficiency (nondominated) frontier be strictly convex relative to

a decision maker's indifference curve.
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In terms of plan selection, the group of techniques known as multicriteria decision-making (MCDM)

methods deal with selecting a discrete alternative from a list of options. The techniques developed for these

types of problems are based on one of the following philosophies:

. outranking.

. distance.

. utility.

Outranking techniques such as ELECTRE (Benayoun et al, 1966) methods use indicators like concordance

and discordance to make judgements in a search for a highly-rated altemative for most criteria yet are not

completely unacceptable for any criteria. Distance-based methods use a notion of geometric best to

determine the "closest" option to an ideal point. Multiattribute utility (MAU-I) methods rely on values of

relative objective satisfaction, where the alternative with the highest-rated utility is preferred. All methods

are reasonably robust in evaluating sensitivity to changing parameters. However, in terms of decision

maker input, outranking and distance methods require only weights and scales. Utility methods require

more in-depth input.

Selection of a discrete alternative can be generalized for different decision types. Some decisions involve a

single decision maker and multiple criteria in an effort to choose from a list of alternatives, known as single

participant multiple criteria problems. Other decisions may involve multiple participants yet only a single

criteria to judge a list of options. This can be refered to as multiple participant single criteria problems.

Multiple participant single criteria problems are not very common, and can easily be converted to a single

participant multiple criteria problem. A multiple participant multiple criteria problem (Flipel et al, 1993) is

the parent problem class from which single participant multiple criteria and multiple participant single

criteria problems are subproblems.

There are plenty of options when it comes to choosing a multiobjective method. Cohon and Marks (1975)

provided an early comparison of models and suggested the surrogate worth tradeoff method for water
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resources problems because of its interactive nature (Haimes and Hall, I974). Hobbs etal (1992) compare

multicriteria methods for their appropriateness, ease of use, and validity for water planning decisions.

Hobbs suggests that simpler transparent methods, or no formal method at all, are preferred by experienced

planners. In comparing goal programming, ELECTRE, the analytic hierarchy process (AHP), and both

additive and multiplicative utility functions - utility functions appeared to be a suitable choice for water

problems based on ease of use, and data limitations for assessment of risk in terms of value judgements.

Tecle (1992) compares 15 of the best known methods. Goicoechea etal (1992) provides an experimental

evaluation of 4 methods for water resource planning problems. Harboe (1992) compares several

multiobjective methods for reservoir operation, based on the form of weighting þrior, post, interactive).

Multiobjective techniques have been extensively explored in water resource planning (Keeney and Wood,

1977;Loucks et al, l98l; Gershon and Duckstein, 1983; Kindler, 1988; Simonovic, 1989; Hipel, 1992, Ko

et al, 1992; Thiessen and Loucks, 1992; and, many others).

Zeleny (1992) observes circumstances in which multicriteria methods may have reduced visibility and

usefulness. These are:

Time pressure reduces the number of criteria to be considered.
As the problem definition becomes more complete and precise, fewer criteria are needed.

Autonomous decision makers are bound to use more criteria than those being controlled by a
strict hierarchical decision system.

Isolation from the perturbations of changing environment reduces the need for multiple
criteria.
The more complete, comprehensive and integrated knowledge of the problem the more
criteria will be used - but partial, limited and non-integrated knowledge will significantly
reduce the number of criteria.
Cultures and organizations focused on central planning and collective decision making rely
on aggregation and the reduction ofcriteria in order to reach consensus.

Most of the basic multicriteria techniques, and reviews of those methods, do not incorporate aspects of

multiple decision makers, or conflict resolution. One application, however, is Fang et al (1993) which

applies a graph theory conflict resolution technique. Other researchers have made modifications to basic

multicriteria methods to allow for group decision-making (Neely et al, 1976; Lotfi et al, l99L; Bogardi and
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Duckstein, 1992; Harnaleinen et al, 1992). Sainfort et al (1990) found that a cooperative group

environment can effectively use multicriteria methods to reach consensus. Nagel (1990) presents a similar

multicriteria tool for negotiation. Liu (1984) provides a review of the basic MCDA techniques available to

group decision making. The shortcoming of most multicriteria methods is that they rely on a prior

articulation of preferences. The difficulty for group decision-making is that conflicts arise, and complicate

the evaluation process by tytng decision makers to their articulation of preference. Prior articulation

methods are typified by an effort to aggregate criteria of decision makers and reduce the problem to a single

participant multiple criteria problem.

Exceptions to prior articulation are methods that employ progressive articulation of preferences. These are

tle true interactive conflict-capable multiobjective methods. One example is the step method (STEM).

When progressive articulation methods are included within a comparison of techniques, they are not usually

rated higlrly because of the amount of information and time that is required by decision makers. They are

based on an algorithmic approach such as:

t Find a noninferior (nondominated) solution,
2 Modify the solution according to reactions of the decision makers, and
3 Repeat until satisfaction or termination.

Computational constraints can no longer be used to discard techniques. Many of these boundaries simply

do not exist anymore. Focus is now on how to effectively approach consensus-seeking between multiple

stakeholders with multiple objectives (Hamaleinen et al, 1992). Uber et al (1992) follow up on the tool kit

approach discussed by Brill (1979) to restrict the role of mathematical solutions in complex decision

problems. Instead of gathering all available information for procuring a recornmendation, multicriteria

methods and other techniques are used to generate additional insight into decision consequences, as well as

tradeoffs. This may lead to an increase in decision information, or simply a transition from one form of

ouþut to more efficient feedback.
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3.2 Decision Support Systems

Decision support incorporates system management decision-making aids, expert systems, statistical tools,

specialized models, and data management. When some or all of these elements are applied within a

computer application for the purpose of assisting a decision maker, the result is referred to as a decision

support system (DSS). A convenient collection of early research in DSS applications can be found in

Loucks and da Costa (1989). Most DSSs focus on a small number of technologies or tools to assist in

decision-making. The common element of DSS applications is the gravitation toward graphical

representation of output for decision-makers. Normally, the analy'tical tools that comprise the functionality

of a DSS are screened from view by more simple interpretation and summary of data. Graphical interfaces

are seen as a key ingredient for DSSs to be able to respond to decision maker needs (Dougherty, 1994).

DSSs that are developed to assist in decisions related to a specific problem type typically combine most of

the potential components of a DSS. They include tools for a specific form of problem, but also provide

support for data intensive tasks specific to the problem type. Systems analysis tools are commonly used to

provide management decision support. lnput is provided by statistical tools, specialized models, and

database management systems. One example is presented by Simonovic and Savic (1989) for reservoir

management. Graphical interfaces mask expert systems that evaluate the decision context and choose an

analytical tool from a tool kit of potential management models. Each model has data requirements supplied

by different databases. Options and advice from the expert system supplement model output for

comprehensive decision support based on experience and current technology.

Anotlrer example is an application for environmental management (Janssen, 1992). It provides access to

several multiobjective decision aids for formulating criteria and weights to assess tradeoffs between

alternative choices and present results in a graphical way. The purpose of the software, DEFINITE, is to

form the management core of a comprehensive DSS to support environmental problem solving. This
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involves interaction with databases, simulation models, various analysis methods, as well as management

optirnization procedures. The functionality of the DSS is built around the selected forms of graphical

output, and its ability to interact with other software.

3.2.n1 DecisionSupportsystemCharacteristics

Important characteristics of DSSs for sustainable management of water resources include accessibility,

flexibility, facilitation, learning, interaction and easy of use (Simonovic, 1995). The following discussion

of DSS characteristics will address specific requirements of sustainable water resources planning and

management.

(A\ P ro b le m Id entif cati on

Sustainable water resource management contains a number of semi-structured and non-structured

problems. The management problem which can be well formulated in an algorithmic way (a computer

program), is called well-structured. Decisions in this case are straightforward because alternative

solutions are known. If the management problem involves lack of data or knowledge, non-quantifiable

variables, and a very complex description, then it is called semi- or non-structured. Structuring of the

problem, in this case, must be done by the human in the man-machine system.

Because judgment and intuition are critical in examining and resolving many water resource problems, an

effective DSS involves problem identification. This process includes searching the decision making domain

for future problems that need to be anticipated and solved. Future opportunities can be identified and

implemented to address the long-term consequences of current decisions, defined as the second component

of the sustainable water resources management context.
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(B) P r ob I em Fo r mulati on (l e arnin g)

Before trying to implement principles of sustainable development, a water resource DSS may be used in

situations in which there is a clear problem definition. However, the concept of a 'problem' as it relates to

sustainable development may be expanded to include two perspectives (Landry et al, 1985):

. Problem as objective reality.

. Problem as mental construct.

In the first case, a problem is viewed as unsatisfactory objective reality discovered by observations and

facts. The stakeholder or expert has to define the problem. As a problem exists objectively, all

participants in the decision process see it in the same way (even if there are different alternative solutions).

Here, problem formulation is a preliminary step to DSS design. The second case presents an alternative

view, considering a problem to be a subjective presentation conceived by a participant confronted with

reality perceived as unsatisfactory. Here, common threshold values have to be defined by the different

participants in the decision making process before another procedure can take place. This approach

requires integration of the problem formulation process into the context of a DSS. The emphasis is shifted

from the analysis phase. It is important to note that problem formulation in sustainable development is

more a social process than a technical one.

(C) Adaptability

A DSS environment allows a number of 'what if questions to be asked and answered. A benefit of using

DSSs is that a number of decisions can be tried without having to deal with the consequences. In this way,

DSSs can guide stakeholders through the most optimistic, the most pessimistic, and in-between scenarios.

The ability to ask 'what if questions to establish areas of uncertainty, and to recogntze the sensitivity of

results to varying assumptions, stimulates creative and analytical processes of collaborative decision
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making. The process provides a cornmon ground for communication between stakeholders. Since the

stakeholders can use the tool directly, higher quality decisions can be made on a more timely basis.

(D) Facilitation

The integration and administration of mathematical models within a general framework could be identified

as the primary purpose of DSSs. For problem identification and problem solving, decision makers deal

with analysis. This fact underlines the need for DSS modeling capabilities in:

. Retrieval of daø.

. Execution of ad hoc analysis.

. Evaluation ofconsequences ofproposed actions.

. Proposalofdecisions.

Typical models that include database management system functions as data queries and data manipulation,

range from simple arithmetic functions and statistical operations to the ability to call up optimization and

simulation models. The scope of a DSS is in the integration of such different facilities. The philosophical

idea of using a DSS is to integrate different fields of science, and put weight on social circumstances which

may decide or influence problem definitions and solution approaches.

Decision support systems for water resources planning and management have access to a plethora of

modelling and analysis tools, a well developed set of evaluation tools, applied artificial intelligence

techniques, and emerging visual aid capabilities. Geographic Information Systems (GIS) and tool kits of

analysis modules provide the basis for a powerfi.rl aid to stakeholders. The design of user interfaces can

enable multidisciplinary stakeholders to contribute insight and evaluate circumstances without expertise in

all of the related specialized fields. If a stakeholder asks about the effect of changing the full supply level

of a proposed reservoir on the amount of flooded stream areas or erodibility of the reservoir shoreline - for

the purpose of assessing potential fisheries needs - GIS tools can regenerate flooding sequences, change

dam or dyke configurations, and calculate relevant parameters. Parameters can then be input to modules to
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recalculate power capacity or reliability of power generation, and compare potential life cycle impacts to

fisheries resources, etc. In a modular form of storing knowledge about impacts and technical alternatives,

project-related modules can be purchased or developed to supply advice or suggestions. One example is a

module to supply knowledge of potential fish migration disruptions and relevant technical options for either

mitigating or circumventing the problem. Another module may supply design alternatives for hydroelectric

generating stations, depending on site conditions.

(E) Interaction

The ability of a DSS to interact with its users is also an important issue. A DSS must answer 'what if

questions and provide potential solutions. The user-machine interface provides answers that stakeholders

can understand, when such information is needed, under their direct control. Therefore, DSSs are intended

to help stakeholders throughout the process of identifring and solving their problems. The merging of

ouþut with the subjective judgment of participants in water resource decision making processes provide a

better foundation for making effective decisions.

One must acknowledge that the form of interface has a great impact to the user's ability to assimilate

information from the DSS, or even to understand the available options in using the DSS. The concern is

especially prevalent within a multiple stakeholder environment with multidisciplinary expertise. Different

scientific disciplines are known to make use of different forms of presentation for data and knowledge.

Satisfying the quircks of all potential users is a challenge which must also be addressed.

3.2.2 Expert Systems

Expert systems are

encoding experience

a branch of the artificial intelligence field that specializes in the mundane task of

and processes for making decisions. Knowledge is encoded in Boolean logic and
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accessed by searching mechanisms called inference engines. Five phases in expert system design are:

identification, conceptualization, formalization, implementation, and testing. Describing expert systems

this way tends to cloud the essense of expert system application. Most computer programs can handle the

IF-THEN-ELSE architecture that expert systems use to encode knowledge. The unique advantage is

derived by the inferencing capabilities of expert systems. Two types are used: backward and forward

chaining. Backrvard chaining searches for information if it is required while forward chaining is directed to

the relevant information. In general, backrvard chaining uses IF statements as search mechanisms, and

forward chaining acts on THEN statements. The unique power that backward chaining brings to expert

systems is the modularity in knowledge dissemination. Each rule in a knowledge base may be given a very

specific scope and aspect of a knowledge domain, and does not need to address its place in the broader

problem scope. Consistency in language is necessary for the expert system to function.

The use of expert systems in describing operating policies for reservoirs and other water management

problems is an approach that easily adapts to system simulation and experimentation of decision rules.

Simonovic (1991) outlines general areas applicable to expert system technologies. One example is the use

of interest satisfaction relationships, defined within an expert system, to describe regulatory

decision-making on Lake Ontario (Eberhardt, 1994). An expert system application for a water resource

design problem for fish passage can be found in Bender et al (1992). Like many design problems, rules of

thumb are popular for facilit¿ting choices. Fish passage is no exception. Bender et al (1992) encodes rules

of thumb \¡/ithin the Boolean architecture, and integrates the knowledge, in the typical expert system

manner, with both backward and forward inferencing mechanisms. Other examples of expert systems in

water management problems can be found in Simonovic and Savic (1989), and Simonovic (1992).

Applications for environmental screening of alternatives have also used expert systems. An example is

Fedra et al (1991).
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3.2.3 Object-oriented Modelling and Design

Object-oriented design is current state-of-the-art for computer modelling. The main benefit for using

object-oriented techniques in system management is that the behaviour of each object is selÊcontained, and

completely modular. Each object is able to perform specific tasks, and knows how to find and interact with

other certain types of objects. ln this way a system of objects or processes can be built up, modified and

managed with much less effort than more traditional programming structures in civil engineering such as

with FORTRAN.

Object-oriented design components are made up of 2 types of elements: objects and links. Every object is

linked with other objects forming a system of discrete entities, transferring information through the links

and processing information by the existing behaviour of the objects.

Objects are normally organized in a hierarchical fashion. A group of objects that behave in the same way,

or have some common features, may belong to a parent object called a class. In turn, each class can belong

to still other classes. In the same way, individual objects may be composed of children objects that each

describe different aspects ofthe parent object.

The links that connect parent and child objects are one form of bond between objects. Other bonds describe

how information relates to different objects. Bonds may be directional, they may be constrained, they may

possess specific attributes, and they may define multiple associations.

An object-oriented approach is generally defined by 4 properties: identity, classifcation, polymorphism,

andinheritarice (Rumbaugh et al, l99l). Objects, by being discrete, have identity. Possession of groups

of objects by a parent object is classification. Polynnorphism is the ability for an action to adapt to

different groups or classes of objects. That is, 2 objects may behave completely differently if asked the
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same question. Finally, inheritance refers to the ability of objects to share attributes and behaviour based

on hierarchical parent-child relationships.

Some software development tools for expert systems incorporate some qualities of object-oriented design.

Nexpert Object (Neuron Data, 1993) is one example. Attributes, values, and behaviour can be inherited

from classes to objects. Objects can belong to other objects. However, object modelling is limited by the

fact that Nexpert cannot define links with the same flexibility. Linking objects with Nexpert Object is

limited to possession - where one class or object is a parent of another object or class.

Water resource applications have used object architectures mostly for management of reservoirs. STELLA

and EXTEND are 2 popular examples that allow graphical objects to be created and linked. Keyes and

Palmer (L992) used STELLA to demonstrate drought planning policy scenarios for a multiple reservoir

system.

The scope for resource allocation or development decisions can be described as managing the flux of

cerlain decision variables. The domain of each decision variable, such as surface water, can be described

in terms of a system of discrete components, states, and processes. Within the scope of a decision, there

may be several interdependent systems that are of concern. It is for these systems that available analysis or

modelling capabilities can be applied. Physical system management includes evaluation of a static system,

and adaptive description for changes in the system due to development.

One application example for physical system management is an object-oriented approach to managing

hydraulic network information. The components and structures that compose the present and possible

future physical system (of lakes, streams, and structures) must be defined and organized in such a way that

options may be added, moved, deleted, or adjusted by the users. An accepted method of accomplishing this

is the organization of potential system properties into general classes with which new components or
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structures called objects can be associated. Object properties must be defined carefully because the system

may include natural, structural, economic, or even social properties. The list of possible alternatives rvithin

the physical network are dependent on the scope of the problem and the scope of the potential decision

space which will be explored. One of the more difficult dimensions of scope that must be included is the

temporal variability of any physical system. Of course the broader the scope, the more complicated the

definition and management of system components will be.

The purpose of interactive system development is to be able to ask questions of the system such as "What

would happen to power reliability and fish habitat suitability if I reduce reservoir flooding and add an

upstream weir or control structure?" Normally this is a difficult question to answer. However, the

formulation of reliability problems is available, system simulation and forecasts can be made available,

operating rules can be adjusted, etc. Facilitating collaborative plaruring requires the inclusion of a number

of technical tools, and flexibility for adding new tools to analysis of the physical system. If the properties

of the physical system are properly defined, a modelling and analysis tool kit (Brill, 1979) for simulating

flow sequences, geomorphologic changes, and environmental quality parameters becomes possible. It is

also important that geographic data form an integral part of the physical network, and that GIS tools

supplement the tool kit available for system analysis.

By providing an integrated facility, the interactive environment moves from an abstract, representative,

understanding to the more realistic visualisation of system behaviour that allows stake-holders to focus on

their particular concems. ln collaborative planning, ease of use provided by these facilities will give users

the power to investigate options. In today's computing environments it is possible to integrate this power.

Software development is moving quickly in the direction of modular programming, and object-oriented

structures that supply the processing and graphical power required for complex, yet flexible, modelling.
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Decision makers must take advantage of this new resource. Development of such software allows users to

verifii statements, and explore more possibilities than otherwise possible in a limited time frame.

An object-oriented model for network management assumes that individual objects are connected or linked

according to the flow of a resource such as water or money. Money flows by transaction, and water flows

by gravity. Both are resources that can be managed for the benefit of other resources such as people,

wildlife, etc. The condition of the resource chosen to be managed, or the state of the resource system, is

described in terms of discrete objects such as a bank account or a restaurant which stores or enables the

flow of money. A model describing the interactions and values of the discrete objects can then be used to

feed input hformation to any number of technical or management tools for system analysis.

In the object-oriented model of hydraulic system characteristics, the forms of surface water are grouped

into classes such as stream or lake. A, class is defured as the governing bahaviour for a group of objects,

where an object is an individual such as Lake Winnipeg. The class, lake, would comprise the set of all the

lakes in the hydraulic system including Lake Winnipeg. Included in the definition of each class is a list of

the properties needed to define the characteristics of an object in that class. Stream class, for example, has

the properties slope and drainage area. Any objects that belong to the stream class automatically inherit the

properties of the stream class, but not necessarily the actual value of the properly. Obviously, each stream

will differ in channel slope. Figure 7 is a simple system of objects (triangles) that are linked to form a

small hydraulic system.

Cedar Lake

Grand Rapids GS

Saskatchewan River

Figure 7. Simple lvater management system.
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Specific objects such as Grand Rapids generating station, which belongs to the dam class, and is

hydraulically linked to Cedar Lake and Saskatchewan River, can be complex systems themselves. Grand

Rapids generating station can be subdivided into a number of sub-objects or components. There are a

number of options for a dam. If it is to be developed as a generating station, then a power house object

must be added. Inclusion of a power house demands other components such as intake, tailrace, and

possibly a penstock or similar watercourse supply. Figure 8 is a logical schematic of possible options for a

dam.
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Figure 8. Dam object alternatives and flow of water.
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Each component, then, inherits unique properties from a goveming class in the same way that Grand

Rapids generating station inherited properties from the dam class. The spillway inherits properties from a

spillway class. If necessary, the spillway can be defined with a number of optional components. A

hierarchy is established, consisting of objects, components, the components of components and so on. Each

of which is treated as an object, and inherits properties from a governing class. The hierarchy forms a

number of logical links, notto be confi¡sed with hydraulic links . A list of hydraulic links may include a

number of logical links because at a dam, water flows from the intake through the power house, and out the

tailrace to another hydraulic object. However, logical links do not include hydraulic links. A dam is

structurally independent from a stream.

Classes of objects, also belong to general categories of classes. Lake class, for instance, belongs to the

storage category which is a class itself. Lake Winnipeg, then, is an object that belongs to lake class, which

in turn belongs to storage class. Storage objects tend to have properties such as volume. Volume is one

properly that the lake class inherits from the storage class. Volume can then be inherited to Lake

Winnipeg. Lake Winnipeg is defined as a lake instead of a generic storage bacause there are distinct types

of storage vehicles that contain additional properties. An estuary is a form of storage that demands

properties concerned about the diumal effects of tide.

Objects that are created define a hydraulic system with inherited properties and behaviour. There are 2

tlpes of properties: static and dynamic. A classification property for an object is a stafic property. The

stage of the lake, however, is a dynamic property that changes over time. Static properties describe the

general characteristics of objects, while dynamic properties track values related to the changing water

distribution in the system.
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Once a physical system has been prepared, it should be able to operate independently from other systems.

There may be external conditions that trigger actions and changes within the system, but it should be

essentially self-cont¿ined. All types of resource flux should be described within the object model. The only

way it is restricted is through extemal inputs of the same resource, unless the object model is global.

Ideally, several physical systems can be used to simulate and manipulate different resources. Water is one

resource, money is another resource that manages flux from one place to another or from one form to

another in terms of both storage and flow.

3.2.4 Geographic lnformation Systems

Spatial information system (SIS) is a broad term that encompasses a plethora of tools and techniques to

examine and analyze temporally referenced spatial data sets. SIS focus on the use of nondestructive testing

of spatial attributes, such as aerial photography and satellite imaging of the electromagnetic spectrum, but

also includes discrete sampling from traditional networks of measurement sites. General spatialtools such

as Geographical Information Systems (GIS) are commonly used to manipulate spatial data and analyze.

Geographic lnformation Systems (GIS) are tools for the storage and analysis of spatial and temporally

variable data. GIS provides an architecture for efficiently storing large amounts of data which may be of 2

dimensions or more. Associated with GIS software are analytical tools for manipulating and comparing

spatial data. Burrough (1993) is a good reference for GIS.

To make accurate use of geographic data, several concepts must be understood about the earth and our

representations of it. The earth's surface has curvature which causes distortions to flat map projections. ln

addition, the earth is not a perfect circle. Generally, the earth is a spheroid or ellipsoid due to the rotation

of the earth - causing a slight bulge at the equator and flattening at the poles.
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There are over 250 approaches for addressing the difüculties of flattening the earth into a manageable

projection. They attempt to address 2 issues. One is conþrmity (orthomorphicity), which expresses the

projection's ability to preserve spheroidal shapes. The other is equivalency (homolographicity) which

describes the projection's preservation of area size. The relative tradeoff between these 2 objectives has

produced the vast array ofprojection approaches.

Datums from which map values are calculated are numerous. The US, Canada, and Mexico have adopted

the Geodetic Reference System (GRS) 1980. The GRS80 ellipsoid is commonly used with the Universal

Transverse Mercator (tl-IM) grid system for Canadian digital mapping services.

The National Topographic Service (NTS) provides digital maps across Canada. Provincial agencies also

provide more detailed surveys. Maps are available in the UTM coordinate system, using the GRS80

ellipsoid, at l:50000 scale or smaller (eg. l:500000, l:2000000) covering the entire country. More

populated regions have larger scale maps (l:20000). They are available in digiøl form, depicting features

such as lakes, rivers, wetlands, roads, buildings, boundaries, elevation contours, etc.

The storage of digital data within a GIS can be in either of 2 forms: vector and raster . A raster system

stores dat¿ in grid of pixels or cells. Each cell shares its border with surrounding cells, and values can be

given to each cell. Vector data representation of spatial data uses points to define locations which in turn

are used to define lines. Multiple lines can then be used to define an area or polygon. All of which can be

described by a small number of points.

Vector data is most efficient for storage or transfer of data. For example, the province of Saskatchewan

can be described by 4 points which connect lines that define a single polygon area. Accuracy of a vector

map at different scales is not an issue. However, analysis of vector data is conceptually difficult and

relatively limited.
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Raster data can become enormously cumbersome for fine-scaled cell sizes in a large map area. For

example, if a 30km by 30km map area is represented using a 30m by 30m cell size, the number of cells

needed to cover the entire region is 1,000,000 (without using various data compression techniques). A

reduction in cell size, or the addition of other map layers will increase the storage requirements of a raster

database dramatically. The primary benefit of using raster images is to take advantage of the number of

analysis tools available for raster data representation. Most forms of analysis easily adapt to raster images.

The types of digital maps which use either of the given data types, include various topographic features

such as vegetation or soil types, land use types, digital elevation models, other areal forms of spatial data,

and site (or point) data. A¡ea data has values or category identifiers for each cell. Site data may also have

values or categories, but are also normally linked to a relational database which stores properties and other

complex relationships.

Analysis of GIS data includes the following types of tools:

I cell-specific... reclassification and algebraic analysis
2 layer-specific... region analysis (areas), neighbourhood analysis (distances)

Reclassification and algebraic calculations act on each cell of a raster image, or compares the same cell of

different map layers. Region analysis compares adjacent cells, for the identification of spatial properties

such as area, length, or shape. Neighbourhood analysis is concerned with more complex comparisons of

adjacent cells to calculate distances. Calculation of buffer areas, travel costs, and spatial interpolation

techniques such as kriging are examples of neighbourhood analysis.

The application of GIS has benefitted analysis and decision making for several types of problems. These

include site selection or classification, network problems, natural resource management, and more recently

in the areas of multiobjective decision analysis and conflict resolution. Site selection includes landfill

placement and other land acquisition problems such as purchasing land for airports. Network analysis
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includes the location of network elements and the routing of flows through the network such as locating

new roads or power lines. Natural resource management is a form of GIS application with widespread use

from forest and wildlife habitat management to water quality management and environmental impact

assessment. More conceptually - advanced uses of GIS include the evaluation of tradeoffs for

multiobjective spatial problems, or analysis of risks and decision uncertainties. Application of these uses

with relevant spatial analysis tools have also begun to play a role in conflict resolution problems with

multiple stakeholders. The visual aspects of feedback from GIS, andthe relative ease of preparing initial

feedback from analysis, makes GIS a powerfrrl tool for communicating ideas to diverse groups of people.

Geographic information systems have been used mostly in land management applications such as forestry

planning, or agricultural land assessment. They have also found application in natural resource

management, particularly in classifying wildlife habitat. Water resource management applications are

limited. Digital elevation models in a GIS environment have been used to delineate drainage basins, and

calculate potential reservoir storage. For the most part, though, water resources relies on discrete ground

measurement sites, and sequential models to describe the transfer of water. Data is collected on the ground

for use by case specific system management models, not for validation of spatial inferencing by remote

sensing.

The use of GIS in decision support of water resources planning and management problems can be very

beneficial when properly integrated with other tools such as relational database management systems

(RDBMS), expert systems (ES), and existing modelling or analysis tool kits (Bender, 1995). Relational

databases provide access to data for the generation of damage curves from flooding, for example. Expert

systems provide a means of applying decision rules such as operating policies for reservoirs, or to provide

advice based on existing technologies or experience. Other modelling or analysis tool kits may be

necessary to calculate certain system-wide parameters, or to evaluate the flow of resources. Walsh (1993)
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promotes the synthesis of GIS in decision support systems for water resource management problems, and

identifies interdisciplinary collaboration as a challenge to overcome.

ln the area of hydrologic modelling, GIS has been applied to (DeVantier and Feldman, 1993):

I Rainfall-runoffmodelling
2 Floodplain management and flood forecasting
3 Erosion prediction and control
4 Water quality prediction and control
5 Drainage utility implementation

A simple water resource application is to visualize the consequences of developing a river reach with

hydroelectric power generation. If a dam or some other obstacle is placed in a watershed, what will be the

flooding consequences of that action? What volume of storage will be gained? What area of land will be

flooded? Will buildings or agricultural areas be displaced? Will spawning areas be flooded? Will

migrating species be disrupted? There is specialized software for the generation of backwater effects -

which is the desired output for the flooding level upstream of the dam. However, for simple visualization

of flooding effects early in the planning process, GIS tools can be very useful for showing inundated areas

and experimenting with flooding scenarios - without calculating backwater effects.

GIS is fast becoming the central tool in many decision support systems (DSS). Its analytical power is very

broad. In most water resource management projects, however, the data, analysis, and knowledge required

to produce results and aid in the decision making process is more complex than merely spatial. Temporal

aspects can be addressed in many GIS packages, but the systems approach to managing stocks and flows

of resources is completely foreign to GIS which does not normally discretize conceptual systems as much

as other analytical tools.
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3.2.5 Graphical User lnterfaces

A graphical user interface (GUI) is a method of interaction from which a computer user can perform tasks

with a progr¿rm. It is, in psychological terms, an artifact that we use to simplifr the completion of task

(Canoll, 1991). A GUI can take on many forms in terms of the set of concepts that are used to trigger

responses. It is a command line language with pictures instead of prompts, although it may include

prompts. It is a step-by-step approach that allows cheating! Computer graphics, and user-interaction is

Iimited only by the imagination of the developers. Decision-making and learning about decision options can

be supplemented by using GUI tools. One example is presented by Marlatt et al (1993) where the US

Army has experimented with video simulation as part of an environmental decision-making process.

The use of graphical displays is very accessible, and expected from software users. Software development

tools normally include a set of graphical display tools. The programmer then supplies the functionality,

using a programming or scripting language. The set of graphical display tools differs depending on the

software development tool, the graphical environment, and the operating system. Generally, tools are

composed of windows, buttons, text edits, or hybrid combinations. Graphing facilities, and drawing

facilities may also be available, along with specialized input devices modelled after familiar medium (such

as dials, thermometers, etc.). One example of a development tool is Neuron Data's Open lnterface (Neuron

Data, 1993). It possesses a set of display tools called widgets. Functionality is provided by a scripting

language based on C, that is attached to each widget, a¡rd automatically added to C code generated by the

development tool. The appearance and behaviour of each widget, including how it interacts with other

widgets is generated when the developer "draws" the widget on the screen.

The purpose of using graphical tools is to provide an intuitive approach for communicating with other

software. Open Interface can be extended to include communication libraries for an expert system
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development tool, Nexpert Object, and links to a relational database such as Oracle. Using a mouse to

click on a button in the GUI may trigger rules to be assessed in an expert system, or data to be transferred

and displayed. The GUI developer can also build additional functionality directly into the C code generated

by Open Interface. Other benefits include the ability to access erternal software such as operating system

scripts (or batch files), executable programs, and independent software packages.

The use of GUIs is gaining attention in water resource management for reasons of decision complexity.

Issues can be dat¿ intensive, involving diverse computational features, controlled by complex decision

rules, yet relying on the decision makers understanding of conceptual issues. The ability of a GUI to aid in

managing data and knowledge without clouding the conceptual issues is its most rewarding attribute.
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Chapter 4 Conceptual Design of a
Collaborative Planning Support
System

In recent years there has been increasing emphasis placed on helping decision makers make well informed

decisions and involving all stakeholders (affected parties and agencies) in the decision making process from

initial problem conception. The need is much greater in fields where problems are poorly structured, as

often happens in water resources. As a result, decision support systems have become an essential

subsystem within the framework of broader management information systems. The difference between the

two is that a management information system provides information to solve problems (usually recurring),

and a decision support system (DSS) positions stakeholders in the center of the decision making process,

providing help in solving both ad hoc problems, as they arise, and recurring problems (Mittra, 19g6).

Object-oriented programming approaches (OOP) are bringing water resources planning a step closer to the

ultimate goal of managing river basins as complete holistic dynamic systems (Palrner etal, I993;Reitsma

et al, 1993).

This chapter presents a conceptual Decision Support System (DSS) for collaborative group plaruring of

hydroelectric development projects, which will be more specifically developed in later chapters. The

framework for planning is described with a systems approach for dynamic modelling of the decision

process.
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4.1 An lntroduction to Collaborative Decision Support
Systems

The new ethic of sustainability not only reinforces but also extends the main principles of water resources

management. Decision support systems have their role in the implementation of these principles into water

resource management practice. What is emerging, despite the growing differences, is a new commitment

based on fundamental linkages between environmental protection and management, economic development,

and the social well-being of people. This th¡ee-dimensional approach to sustainability places water

resource engineering in a new perspective (Simonovic, 1995). Solutions are required which are not only

good for the environment but also for poverty alleviation and wealth creation.

The use of public participation approaches is a growing trend for proponents of resource development.

Environmental consciousness has led to an increasingly difficult process for licensing proposed

development of water and other resources. Opposition and competition are forcing many development

proponents to consider innovative approaches for resolving disputes early in the planning process - long

before a final design is prepared for environmental impact assessment and public review.

Maty costs to the proponent can potentially be saved by seeking an adequate level of consensus among

stakeholders before proceeding with detailed design and preparation of projects such as hydroelectric

generation st¿tions. If a detailed proposal is rejected during the licensing process, losses are incurred by

the proponent. If changes to the proposal are necessary, or issues of clarification cause delays during

licensing, there may also be significant costs to a proponent. Other issues include the efficient collection of

data related to potential environmental impacts, which may benefit from clarification of issues early in the

planning process.
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Decision support systems are beginning to play a greater role in enabling stakeholders to contribute to

decisions with technical complexities. Group decision support systems have begun to address some of the

cognitive issues, relationship concerns, and technical communication aspects of working with diverse

multidisciplinary groups (Bui, 1987, Andrews, 1990; Andrews, 1991; Andrews, 1992). A review of

computer-aided group decision making can be found in Lewis (1993). One of the most interesting sources

of advancement in group decision support is being made in distributed artificial intelligence frameworks for

cooperative problem solving, which are being driven by large corporations and communication systems

(Shaw and Fox, 1993).

Collaboration between development proponents and diverse sets of stakeholders is one approach which may

address alternative selection problems, but may also be allowed to generate creative alternatives based on

multidisciplinary experience. The flexibility of a decision support system to provide adequate support for

such problems may further subdivide the classes of decision support and group decision support systems,

creating a niche for collaborative planning support systems.

A collaborative framework for a water resources planning and management decision support system is

envisioned as a multiple stakeholder planning environment, in which stakeholders have access to each of

three components (decision context, system behaviour, and alternative evaluation) through the use of a

DSS. Stakeholders provide context to planning decisions. For example, the inclusion of a fisheries

regulatory agency may suggest that the proponent is willing to discuss options for mitigating or

circumventing fisheries impacts. The domain of a planning scenario also includes knowledge concerning

the behaviour and interrelationships involved \l/ith the system to be developed. Knowledge about system

behaviour is used to generate planning alternatives and future scenarios, or to assist stakeholders in

alternative creation. In order to evaluate alternatives, in a multiple stakeholder environment, some form of

decision support is needed to effectively integrate the context of stakeholder perspectives and the results of
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analyzng system behaviour. Integration of decision context and system behaviour is the motivation for

preparing approaches to decision support that promote consensus ¿ì.mong stakeholders.

The complexity of potential decision support configurations demands that special care be taken in choosing

both the architecture and approach for decision support, with due regard to the goals of pursuing automated

support for planners in a multiple stakeholder environment. For example, multiobjective analysis tools

such as multicriteria decision aids can perform very useful functions in assisting stakeholders assess

tradeoffs. However, they demand very specific types of information which may not be compatible with all

of the stakeholders' cognitive abilities. Stakeholders may not think in terms of maximizing a function, or

may not understand the consequences of assigning certain preferences.

4.1.1 Collaborative Planning Support System Architecture

Collaborative planning support is not about providing solutions but empowering stakeholders to explore

solutions. Sustainable decisions require a multidisciplinary, open access, framework for problem-solving.

This demands a great leap in technology integration because there is no formal practice for negotiation and

mitigation of interdependent impacts and goals in poorly-defined technical problems. A decision support

system (DSS) approach to building potential negotiation and plaruring tools for achieving sustainability can

be described as a collaborative planning support system (CPSS). A CPSS takes advantage of computing

facilities for database m¿magement, knowledge dissemination, modelling or response simulation, and

decision analysis. Components that can be expected within a CPSS are graphical user interfaces, database

management systems, geographic information systems (GIS), expert systems (ES), and tool kits of models

and analysis techniques. CPSS integrates available computer technologies with modelling and analysis

tools in a friendly environment inco¡porating database capabilities that are designed to allow relevant

feedback and accumulate knowledge within the problem domain (Figure 9).
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Figure 9. Collaborative planning decision support tools.

Extensive use of computers makes it possible for more thorough use of available data. Most importantly, it

allows an iterative planning process to emerge by making analysis and evaluation more convenient.

Learning through iterative changes in planning options creates an atmosphere that promotes the impacts on

goals or issues that affect stakeholders.

4.1.2 Role of Collaborat¡ve Decision Support

Collaborative planning support systems fall in a class of alternative dispute resolution between negotiation

and mediation. If a mediator is to be used, there are a number of aspects to consider in choosing the

mediator: the forum for negotiation, mediation style, the personality of the mediator, the mediator's

experience in the domain of the conflict, and cost of the mediator (Susskind et al, 1987). CPSS is not

mea¡rt to take the place of a mediator. Rather, it supplements the qualities of a mediator. For example, it

helps to clarifu the workings of the negotiation forum by formalizing acceptable forms of communication

and input. Style and personality are still unique qualities of a mediator, but experience in certain situations

can be passed to the CPSS so that knowledge and experience of several mediators can be combined to

provide a thorough set of inferences to problem situations. Concerning cost, the cost of mediation may rise
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with computer aids, but there are other benefits that include better communication with technical staff, and

rigid guidelines for the form and extent of EI statements.

Collaborative planning among stakeholders, using a DSS forum for communication, is not a replacement

for environmental impact assessment. It is meant to work with environmental assessment in an iterative

fashion. Some field studies are necessary to provide an environmental inventory and a basic ecosystem

understanding. CPSS then forces stakeholders to clarify their goals, objectives, and perspectives. Within a

grounded problem domain, input by stakeholders defines a set of relevant questions or data needs to be

fulfilled. Environmental impact statements can then be designed to answer those questions. In this way,

superfluous and redundant research is not performed - saving both time and money. In the iterative

approach, each iteration leads to more detailed questions that demand more specific studies. The tricþ

part is not allowing the case where iterative question answering makes environmental impact studies

inefficient. This may signal a change in the way environmental impact assessment is approached.

(general/broad to detailed/specific).

Constructing an acceptable plan demands that technical and social experience be made available to make

inferences about solutions to potential impacts. Integration with a database of previous projects can help to

alleviate some of the problems of potential risk and uncertainty. The difficulty comes from the fact that

each case may be unique. Projects, however, have similarities as well as differences. Results from

previous projects and studies can be compared with the circumstances of the project plaruring. Additional

rules of thumb, based on experience or analysis, can be used to supplement previous knowledge. The

method of comparing project scenarios, and ecosystems, is key to accessing relevant data. Feedback to

stakeholders can be either quantitative or qualitative in nature. Without a meaningful project database it is

still possible to provide feedback from empirical knowledge and results from analysis.
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Describing the characteristics and changes in a resource system includes integrated modelling capabilities,

and a tool kit composed of analytical models or information processing technologies. A tool kit may

include specialized computational routines, access to extemal analysis facilities, tools for presentation, an

architecture capable of simulating operating policies, management models for decision analysis, and others.

It is not enough to make all the separate entities of the tool kit available. An effective tool kit moulds the

various tools for flexible management of system attributes. For example, if the full supply level of a dam is

changed, references to attributes will change: such as flooded area of reservoir, volume storage in the

reservoir. Storage can be easily calculated if stage-storage curves have been computed, but if dykes are

added to preserve a ravine from flooding and possible erosion - then more general spatial analysis tools

may be required. Preparing how and when to use tools in a proactive fashion allorvs more straightforward

adaptation to proposed details of a plan.

Extensive use of computers in water resources planning makes it possible for more efficient use of

available information. It also allows an iterative planning process by making analysis and evaluation more

convenient. The concept of collaborative planning is an idea that has seen limited use because of the

complexities that prevent people with different backgrounds from communicatitg A Collaborative

Planning Support System (CPSS) integrates available computer technologies with modelling and analysis

tools in a friendly environment. It is aimed at enhancing the communication between a proponent for

resource development and affected or interested parties (stakeholders).

Collaborative planning support does not provide solutions but empowers participants in the process to

explore solutions and reach consensus. CPSS enhances learning through interactive changes in planning

alternatives, and by assisting the integration of goals, or issues of importance for process participants, into

the planning process. Our belief is that this type of planning environment is effective in identi$ing areas of

common understanding among participants.
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4.2 Conceptual Croup Decision Processes

Decision-making, or the art of making choices, is a process that involves both objective and subjective

aspects. Figure l0 demonstrates subjective and objective components along a path from choice to decision.

Subjective aspects are composed of a conceptual understanding of the management system, experience, and

a set of values. Whether it is a conscious effort or not, these aspects affect decisions. Tools for making

decisions such as multiobjective analysis techniques form an objective component of decision-making,

along with data and modelling.
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Figure 10. Conceptual Decision Path

4.2.1 Public Decision-Making

The following section will avoid a lengthy discussion on the role of formal analysis in public

decision-making. Scientists have understood since the early '70s that public decision-making demands the

consideration of subjective values and tradeoffs, and also that problems need to be decomposed to their

constituent parts to undercut rhetoric (Keeney and Raiffa, 1974) and shift the emphasis from bargaining

positions to issues (Fisher et. al., 1991). The objective in this chapter is to consider systems analysis on a
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higher level, as a driving principle of collaborative public decision making. In this way, the important

conceptual role of formal systems analysis in public decision-making can be shown.

Set of accepted conditions for the development of a systems approach to modelling dynamic group decision

processes:

. Decision problems in the public domain are complex.

. Systems analysis framework needs subjective inputs. Systems analysis with subjective input
is called decision analysis (Simonovic and Bender, 1996).

. Decision analysis aims at promoting good decision making, not at substituting decision
makers.

. Public decision making strives to frnd equiøble solutions for all participants in the process.

. Decision analysis framervork combines (a) systems decomposition; and (b) systems synthesis.

In many instances of public decisions, a proponent initiates the process of potential change. This

proponent-initiated process is typified by environmental licensing processes and public hearings. An

alternative initiated by the proponent is inspected, debated, and then either accepted, rejected, or altered.

Public decision processes such as the one described above are historically "reactive" in nature. The stakes

are high, and any changes to the given alternative are expensive. Although the public may exercise some

control over the rejection ofalternatives which are generally poor, the "reactive" process does not provide

opporhrnities to efficiently improve alternatives.

Collaboration and public involvement early in the planning process of potential altematives is a growing

trend. It is more "proactive" in nature than historical public decision processes. There are many benefits to

pursuing a collaborative process, such as alternatives which are more overall acceptable, and alternatives

which are able to effectively or creatively mitigate potential adverse impacts. The difficulty in applying

"proactive" approaches is that they demand interaction and integration of technical disciplines and social

perspectives.
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who represent the range of relevant perspectives. Choosing an appropriate group may also be a sensitive

issue in applying collaborative decision processes.

4.2.2 Collaborative Decisions

Multicriteria decision tools and other multiobjective systems analysis techniques provide personality to the

results of modelling analysis, and attempt to add meaning to the subjectivity of value systems by describing

in quantitative measures some of the values and preferences of stakeholders. Decision tools in a

collaborative planning framework may be used to manage and monitor many of the menial descriptors of a

decision process. In traditional management decisions, a decision maker may formulate the decision choice

in a tabular format for use in a multicriteria technique. There are usually choices, and criteria or issues by

rvhich to judge the different options. The decision maker may perform sensitivity analysis of the relative

importance of different issues to establish a decision frontier. In a collaborative plaruring problem, there is

no single formulation, but numerous choices each with a set of issues which may be dependent on other

issues.

The traditional multicriteria approach can emulate the multiple problem type, depicted in Figure 11, by

enlarging the problem to include all issues, and all options for all choices. To evaluate any sub-problem,

unnecessary issues and options can be removed. This form of emulation, however, cannot perform

simultaneous sensitivity of the interdependent set of planning choices. Advances in the decision sciences

will be made on focusing on the collaborative planning decision problems, because present techniques are

inadequate and fulfill only partial roles.
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Figure 11. Multiple Problem Emulation by Multicriteria Techniques

Many techniques for multiobjective analysis are available to evaluate tradeoffs between predefined

proposals. However, the multidisciplinary development of alternatives, and criteria for iteratively rating

experimental alternative adaptions by multiple stakeholders is much more complex. Framing a proposal

considers alternatives within a decision tree. At each branch there are choices which lead to still other

choices. There are branch and bound methods to deal with this type of problem. The difficulty for

proponents is the uncertainty of the impact (or shadow) one branch may cast on another when viewed under

cerLain lighting conditions. The success of a collaborative planning approach is measured by the

inspiration of multiobjective tools that assess inter-related alternatives on multiple branches.

Literature in group decision-making almost completely ignores the fact that creating an alternative is

exlremely difficult, especially for technically diverse groups and nontechnical stakeholders. Most

techniques presented for group decisions are limited to aggregating preferences of multiple decision makers.

It is generally assumed that individual stakeholders have evaluated alternatives a priori, either by directly

entering rankings, or by manipulating weights and available preference information. The literature also

assumes that the best discrete alternatives have been made available for discussion. There are techniques
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for generating alternatives, but mostly for either continuous decision spaces, or using branch and bound

algorithms. Neither are interactive by nature.

Bales and Strodtbeck (I951) identified 5 main types of functional problems faced by groups:

. Orientation.

' Evaluation - different values and interests need personalized framework to individually
express wishes and feelings.

' Control - each party agrees to work toward finding directions to reach consensus among
alternatives.

. Tension management.

. Integration of group members.

People haven't changed much since the '50s. Neither have the problems faced by groups. This is quite

evident in the interest in group decision-making techniques, and in the arena of public decision-making

methods.
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4.3

4.3.'l Theoretical Systems Framework

A systems approach is a discipline for seeing wholes. It is a framework for seeing interrelationships rather

than things, for seeing patterns of change rather than static snapshots for seeing processes rather than

objects. It is a set of general principles, and also a set of specific tools and techniques. A structure, or

theory is essential if rve are to effectively interrelate and interpret our observations of the problem domain.

However, public decision making is being seen as simply lacking an integrating structure, knowledge is a

mere collection of observations, practices and conflicting incidents. Systems approach is a discipline for

seeing the "strucfures" that underlie complex domains. The main concept of systems approach is the

concept of "feedback" which is emerging as the basis for structuring our observations of complex systems

and their economic, social, political and environmental implications.

A basic assumption of systems approach is that the dyramic behaviour exhibited by a system is produced

by the structure of the system. What is structure? The answer is that it consists of many components

combined into in-frastructures, which are then equipped with feedback loop relationships. It is feedback

loops that enable infrastructures to realize their full potential for generating dl,namics. In particular,

feedback relationships enable infrastructures to generate behaviours, as well as to produce responses to

policy initiatives and other forms of human intervention. While infrastructures define the range of

behaviour patterns, the particular kind of feedback relationships that are superimposed on the infrastructure

will determine which of these pattems will be realized. The feedback relationship is the basic building

block within the system boundary. The feedback loop is a path coupling decision, action, Ievel (or

condition) of the system, and information, with the path returning to the decision point.

Systems Approach to Dynamic Modelling
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4.3.2 Feedback Paradigm

In our discussion, a decision process is one that controls any system action. The decision is based on the

available information; the decision controls an action that influences a system level; and new information

arises to modifu the decision stream. Every decision is made \¡/ithin a feedback loop. The decision controls

action which alters the system levels which influence the decision. A decision process can be part of more

than one feedback loop.

There are currently two types of dynamic modelling paradigms understood by systems analysis. One is

negative feedback, which forces system transformation toward an external goal - economic efficiency, for

example. The concept of an external (artificial) goal is a source of model fluctuation and instability, due to

dynamic overcompensation or undercompensation. In many cases external goals for complex systems are

only partial representations of the system scope, and may be inadequate.

The second systems modelling paradigm is the concept of positive feedback. Positive feedback behaves in

a similar manner to many natural growth processes in which the system feedback instigates growth away

from an external goal or reference point. In other words, there is no predetermined optimal solution or

normal behaviour pattern. Model behaviour results from initial conditions.

4.3.3 Dynamic Feedback Processes

A feedback relationship is a closed-loop circle of cause-and-effect. There are two distinct fpes of dynamic

feedback processes:

. reinforcing (or ampli$ing, or positive)

. balancing (or stabilizing, or negative)
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Reinforcing feedback processes are the engines of growth. Positive feedback "adds to", or reinforce

change leading a process to compound or spiral, causing it to gain momentum as it goes. Acceleration may

occur in both directions. Both, good news and bad news reinforcing loops accelerate so quickly that they

often take people by surprise. But pure accelerating growth or decline rarely continues unchecked in

nature, because reinforcing processes rarely occur in isolation. Eventually, limits are encountered which

can slow growth, stop it, divert it or even reverse it. These limits are one form of "balancing feedback".

Balancing feedback operates whenever there is a goal-oriented behaviour. This type of loop negates

change. Push a condition in one direction and a negative feedback will cause it to bounce right back in the

other. Negative feedback relationships thus seek to maintain conditions in line with fixed goals. Nature

loves a balance. However, many times human decision makers act contrary to these balances. Balancing

feedback processes are everywhere. They underlie allgoal-oriented behaviour.

Plaming creates long-term balancing processes. What makes balancing process so diffrcult in public

decision making is that the goals are often implicit, and no one recognizes that the balancing process exists

at all. Balancing loops are, in general, more difficult to see than reinforcing loops.
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4.4 Dynamic Model of a Collaborative Planning Process

Instead of looking into the details of decision making framework we would like to point out the importance

and benefits of a systematic approach for the development of the decision making framework, applied to

planning hydroelectric water management. This approach has been used for the development of a Decision

Support System for collaborative planning of hydroelectric power generation (Bender and Simonovic,

I996c), presented in the following section of this chapter.

4,4.1 Model Framework

A Collaborative Decision Support System is designed for interaction and participation of a group of

stakeholders with a project proponent early in the planning process, before an alternative is presented for

licensing (Bender and Simonovic, 1994). Application of decision support in this form can benefit from

adopting the conceptual systems approach of using "positive" feedback to push away from areas of

conflict, and by describing the dynamic interaction of stakeholders with the decision process using

"balancing" and "reinforcing" feedback mechanisms.

A framework for planning hydroelectric water management policy is demonstrated as a positive system

feedback approach, which assumes that the proponent and stakeholders are interested in moving away from

the reference point of conflict about a decision. Public policy decisions may be modelled to push toward

external goals. They may also be modelled to push away from an undesirable reference point. Public

decisions may involve environmental licensing and public hearings, which add to the complexity of project

planning. The negative feedback approach tends to publicly debate proposed solutions, adjusting them

until they reach an external goal based on an overall acceptability indicator. This approach is conceptually

limiting. The positive feedback systems approach initiates changes to a proposal arvay from the initial
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reference point of conflict or disjoint value systems. Its direction and pace are flexible, which may be

desirable properties for group behaviour.

Direct involvement of stakeholders in a group planning context early in the conceptual planning stages is

seen as a significant step toward achieving the external goals of the traditional negative feedback process,

but also creates a potential for surpassing those limiting and partial modelling objectives. Without formally

internalizing concems which are external to a proponent, involvement of stakeholders brings to bear many

of the externalities simply by expressing their value systems and impressions of performance for an

alternative.

Within this collaborative decision process, the role of systems analysis tools is somewhat altered from their

traditional use. The traditional systems approach to problems has been to simulate, optimize, or choose a

compromise solution based on tradeoffs between conflicting objectives. However, systems thinking is

evolving into concepts that may help us understand how to approach complex technical problems that

affect or involve people.

Systems analysis tools should be used to facilitate good or creative decisions, not to recommend a "best"

solution (Brill, 1979). ln an approach based on more contemporary systems thinking, the group of

stakeholders control the decision process and settle on a recommendation. Systems analysis tools no longer

recommend an alternative. They provide "balancing feedback" that help people to understand the

behaviour of altematives and the implications of choices.

In no way does collaborative decision support attempt to control the pace or direction of the decision

process. The direction is set by stakeholders as they experiment with different combinations of technical

options or with different value judgements and auitude toward existing alternatives. The pace is controlled
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by the ability of stakeholders to cooperate, disseminate knowledge, assimilate knowledge, and by their

degree of interest in specific details about different aspects of the problem domain.

4.4.2 Dynamic Model Functionality

The reference point for dynamic model functionality is the initial system state. lnitial conditions represent

the status quo, which probably is contributing to conflicting opinions about change. Using a positive

feedback process, the planning process dynamically searches for decisions which are less conflicting than

before. There is no optimal decision, or minimum standards as a final external goal. The greatest

assumption of the positive feedback process is that less conflict is better! Of course, this assumption also

makes other assumptions such as the inclusion of all relevant stakeholders into the process. Likewise, if

degree of consensus (,4) is the complement of degree of conflict (O and both are measured on the range

[0,1] (such that A:I-C), then group consensus about a decision is an implicit external goal.

To model the dynamic processes of reinforcing and balancing feedback in public decisions (or public

evaluation of decisions), we can learn from the tendencies of the traditional "reactive" approaches of

accepting or rejecting proposals. People, in many cases, decide that they are either for or against an

alternative. The result is a polarization of perspectives. The alternatives, judgement criteria, and any

attempt to recommend a best solution are "reinforcing" factors which are used to justi$ bargaining

positions.

Balancing feedback, or stabilizing dynamic factors, are facilitated by knowledge transfer and empowerment

of stakeholders. As stakeholders improve their understanding of the decision context, they have an

opporfunity to make a more informed proposal. The decision context includes the value systems of people,

but also includes the relationship those value systems have with the chosen alternatives. For example, a
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valued fishery can be impacted in several ways by several aspects from proposed development.

Understanding those links is vital to understanding the context of a decision. Figure 12 shows the

conceptual flow of information in the decision process: stakeholder input to the problem context and

domain (scope of technical alternatives), and feedback in the decision process to the stakeholders.

(perspectives) (ahernatives)

Figure 12. Sources of balancing and reinforcing feedback

Providing balancing feedback, and facilitating the understanding of the various links that help define the

problem context, is essentially a knowledge base problem. In the form of computer software decision

support, knowledge bases take on the shape of expert systems or some other type of applied artificial

intelligence technique. Knowledge bases in a human environment take on the shape of experience,

technicians, and consultants. In whatever form, knowledge bases are resources for stakeholders with

different technical backgrounds and different "technical languages" for describing their value systems.

4.4.3 Decision Support Description

The Collaborative DSS presented in this paper uses a decision process which contains three main modules:

I Criteria selection.
2 Alternativegeneration.
3 Decision evaluation.
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lnputs by stakeholders to the DSS are one of the following types:

Values.
Technical options.
Impressions of alternative performance.

Ouþut to the stakeholders mirrors the above inputs:

. Problem context.

. Alternativebehaviour.

. Decision robustness.

The first type of input, stakeholder values, express the scope of concern for each person. Output from

value elicitation is a "problem context", defined collectively. The second tlpe of input, technical options,

demands that options are made available. Alternative behaviour is the ouþut resulting from specification

of a set of technical options, as described by a tool box of models and analysis techniques. Alternative

behaviour includes benefits and costs, but also describes aspects of uncertainty such as future discounting

and health risks. Finally, input of impressions about alternative behaviour can be used to output the

robustness of a possible decision. While technical options carry perfornance uncertainties, decision

makers carry uncertainties about their values and perceptions. In this way, different groups result in

different levels of communication, mutual understanding, and cooperation.

The criteria selection module acknowledges that the choice of judgement criteria is variable. Individuals

may differ greatly, and they may also (unknowingly) be redundant. The choice of judgement criteria and

their relative vzeight in assessing alternatives can be delicate. Figure 13 illustrates the process of feedback

to stakeholders as they explore choices in criteria. The input of stakeholder values, in the form of facts or

properties of the problem domain considered to be important, are accessed by knowledge bases which

suggest relevant criteria (Simonovic and Bender, 1996). This process of inducing judgement criteria from

known or measurable facts is similar to grounded theory approaches in the social sciences (Glaser and

Strauss, 1967).
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Figure 13. Feedback in the criteria selection process.

Feedback in the criteria selection process is both balancing and reinforcing. The choice of criteria may

"reirforce" the opinions of stakeholders, by encouraging additional bias. However, the description of

reasoning by the knowledge base acts to "balance" subsequent changes by explaining degree of imporlance

and potential impact on valued facts.

Alternative generation within the group setting assumes an iterative, flexible, modelling posture.

Stakeholders are able to specify technical options from the problem domain. Knowledge bases are then

used to determine appropriate model analysis given the context of the problem (the selected judgement

criteria). The model analysis, in turn, describes the behaviour of the alternative (Figure t4).

Figure 14. Feedback in the alternative generation process.
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For example, a technical option of building a dam at a specific location with water levels raised to a given

stage, model analysis determines the cost of construction, flooded area, storage capacity, hydroelectric

generation potential, and the uncert¿inties of alternative behaviour. Impacts from flooding and altered

water regimes are addressed using modelling tools such as geographical information systems. Stakeholders

are able to interactively adjust the system to visualize changes, designed to improve understanding of

system behaviour.

Alternative behaviour is likely to "reinforce" the direction of subsequent choices in technical options.

Knowledge bases must "balance" the behaviour of the stakeholders by explaining how the models reach

their conclusions, and how appropriate analysis is driven by the given context of the problem.

Decision evaluation is a process of examining tradeoffs and exploring the sensitivity of decisions to

uncertainties in alternative behaviour. As well, the prospect of making a choice illuminates any uncertainty

in criteria selection. The value systems that suggest appropriate judgement criteria also suggest degrees of

risk aversion and level of aggressiveness for judgements and decisions made by stakeholders. Robustness

of alternatives to uncer[ainty in judgement criteria is a desirable quality for many decisions. Another

aspect of robustness is the robustness of a decision to different tlpes of stakeholders - each willing to

operate at unique levels ofrisk aversion and aggressiveness.

In the process of multiobjective analysis shown in Figure 15, experimental alternatives are ranked in terms

of decision robustness relative to apparent issues and preference structures. This is accomplished with a

generalized fuzry compromise approach (Bender and Simonovic, 1996a) that identifies consensus (or lack

of conflict) in terms of a collectivelydefined displaced (infeasible) ideal solution.
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Figure 15. Feedback in the decision evaluation process.

The formal multiobjective approach provides a framework designed to "balance" the "reinforcing"

implications of seeing which alternatives are ranked higher! It provides structure and a specific form of

expressing both judgements and degree of subjectivity.
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4.5

4.5.1 Use of Systems Approach

The initiation of collaborative planning processes may benefit from the conceptualization of stakeholder

participation using a systems approach. Overall, the positive feedback mechanisms of iteration and

experimentation allow alternatives to be generated, assessed, and improved. stakeholders are also able to

explore their value systems, gain insight on potential impacts, and evaluate the collective judgement of

participants.

The reference point for pursuing collaborative planning is the state of conflict (or status quo) among

stakeholders. The process does not have an ultimate external goal, except the implicit goal of consensus.

The motivation for pursuing this form of approach is the potential of discovering creative solutions from

combining the disjoint aspects of stakeholder perspectives.

Implementation of collaborative decision support for public decisions is limited by several factors.

. Acceptance, trust by participants.

. Learning time for using decision support tools.

. Accumulation of domain knowledge.

However, if these limitations can be overcome, we feel that the risks of proposal rejection and costs of

planning will be reduced, and that more creative solutions will emerge.

4.5.2 Collaborative Decision Support lmplementation lssues

Collaborative decision support for planning processes can certainly be viable, effective method of planning

projects, and a systems approach for conceptualizngthe various aspects of a dynamic planning framework

can adequately identify the suitable roles of modelling and analytical tools. The greatest obstacles to

Summary
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implementation are the sociological and psychologicalbaggage of the stakeholders who are participating.

The processes and framework discussed in this chapter assume that stakeholders voluntarily participate

within a cooperative environment, where a development proponent proactively pursues input by other

people.

Another issue in implementation of collaborative decision support is the identification of an appropriate

scope for the problem domain, which is related to the issue of choosing appropriate stakeholders for

participation. Generally, all relevant perspectives should be represented. The danger comes from

redundancy, and the potential overemphasis of some perspectives. Likewise, if the range of technical

options are too restricted to empower some valid perspectives, the result is an implicit underemphasis of

some perspectives. Likewise, if the range of technical options are too restricted to empower some valid

perspectives, the result is an implicit underemphasis of some perspectives. Applications of collaborative

decision support should be encouraged to avoid the common practice of weighting individual decision

makers. This is a difficult task, but the feedback processes in the criteria selection module provide an

example of the role of heuristics (experience) to suggest relevant criteria based on an examination of

stakeholder values.

There is a gleat amount of flexibility in how inputs are secured from stakeholders, and how output is

presented. The primary interest in providing decision support is to disseminate knowledge. Typically, the

more intuitive and transparent, the better! Awareness of this issue may impact the necessary power, but if

they are viewed as a black box they may contribute elements of distrust. In addition, visually appealing

techniques such as techniques based on fuzzy sets may actually preserve more information than more

complex analytical methods. The degree of balancing feedback is dependent on the effectiveness of

interaction between stakeholders and the chosen decision tools.
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Probably the most ill-defined task for any collaborative decision support application is the design of

knowledge bases and their function in the feedback process. They must provide technical expertise and

experience in the problem domain, in the form of suggestions, explanations, or various insights.

Technicians, analysts, and experts would normally provide these functions when the collaborative process

relies on multidisciplinary teams of participants. However, as collaborative planning for a specific problem

domain relies more heavily on automated decision support tools, issues of knowledge base design become

more pronounced. Heuristics and technical expertise must be organized in such a way that people from

different backgrounds and areas of expertise are able to learn about the interrelationships between actions

and impacts given the different perspectives. In other words, the quality of knowledge base organization

directly contributes to the quality of balancing feedback in the decision process.
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Chapter 5 Selecting Evaluation Criteria
using a Crounded Approach

Within the framework of a decision support system for multiple stakeholders, introduced in the previous

chapter, special attention can be devoted to the problem of determining evaluation criteria. An independent

decision support module is developed for selection of appropriate evaluation criteria. Its description is

provided in the following section. Evaluation criteria, formulated as objectives, are usually expressed in a

very abstract form. Examples are: maximizatton of net benefits; minimization of negative environmental

effects; maximization of social well being of people; etc. On the abstract level many of the objectives carry

adversarial connotations. Conflict between development and environment concems can be used as an

example. However, the authors believe that in every adversarial situation there is ground for compromise if

communication between stakeholders can be maintained. Maintaining communication includes elimination

of language barriers. Each stakeholder should be able to express their goals and preferences (in their own

"language"). Moreover, these preferences should be clear to other participants in the process.

The evaluation process in a collaborative decision support environment is based on feedback provided by

the system during the search for a socially desirable management decision. Generally, a large group of

stakeholders results in complexity, potential conflicts and high transaction costs, assuming a solution can

be found to reach consensus. To assess tradeoffs between solution alternatives, a set of knowledge must be

available which refers to the accumulated experience.

This chapter provides an example of one collaborative planning support system (CPSS) module to

determine relevant project evaluation criteria based on the selection of important system elements by

stakeholders (Simonovic and Bender, 1996). The application incorporates knowledge related to

hydroelectric development. In preparing a decision support tool for experimentally determining project
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evaluation criteria, stakeholders can be provided with opporrunities to learn and contribute early in the

plaruring phases of potential resource development projects. The approach used to foster communication

and understanding between stakeholders (in the context of hydroelectric development) is viewed as an

important direction for pursuing various sustainability axioms.
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5.1 Context Management

The thought of working side-by-side with other stakeholders from a number of scientific disciplines and

ethical bacþrounds can invoke all sorts of logistical nightrnares. Facilitating stakeholder involvement is

not an easy task. Each stakeholder will probably have a unique set of language references for framing

development options. Two or more people working together will never agree on everything. Each will have

a different perspective, a different agenda of goals or objectives, and different moral or ethical priorities.

Negotiations between stakeholders tend to be adversarial because there exists a set of judgement criteria

which is entirely unique to each person. This makes it difficult to explain and demonstrate a proposed

development plan. It's difficult to grasp all the physical changes to a system. It's much more difficult to

grasp all the impacts this will have on the world of a stakeholder.

Other issues in stakeholder involvement are more subtle. Trust is something that is difficult to earn.

Stakeholder confidence in the information and recommendations provided by other stakeholders or decision

makers may be suspicious at best, and contributes both to persistence of bias and reactions within a

zero-sum game attitude. The posturing that is a part of game theory is something that is difficult to avoid

because it is a natural evolution of decision making when multiple stakeholders are involved in a problem

with more than one valid objective (Hipel, 1992). Any collaborative approach must attempt to remove

some of the barriers that prevent free information transfer and creativity in the search for acceptable

development proposals.

In a collaborative planning approach, stakeholders do not waste time debating a suitable set of criteria or

objectives. Instead, each stakeholder is allowed the freedom of expressing their perspectives within

individual goal structures, with open access to viewing other stakeholder goal structures. Interactive

exploration of technical decision options will help advance user understanding of their own priorities as

well as other stakeholders. If each stakeholder is allowed the flexibility of changing both the proposal and
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their own proposed goal structure, trial and error learning may advance user understanding and encourage

dialogue between stakeholders.

Flexible multiple user visualisation is important for collaborative planning because there is no "right

answer" proposal, nor is there an absolute objective structure. Goal structures can be extremely complex,

and diverse for any given case because they reflect the thought patterns of individuals. Keeney (1992)

provides a number of examples of goal structures. They are not necessarily hierarchical. They range from

broad strategic goals to very explicit tactical issues, but can be interrelated in any fashion. The only

requirement is that each objective be tied to the rest of the goal structure through one or more contextual or

relational links that describe why an objective is important or what it is related to.

There are 2 reasons for allowing individuality in the expression of decision context, for flexibility in

learning about your own values, and as a basis for making claims. Keeney (1992) demonstrates how

people may have difficulty expressing their abstract values and motives for liking or not liking something.

As stakeholders receive feedback from changes in a development proposal, each person has an opportunity

to witness how their value system is impacted by changing physical attributes. Through making changes to

their own goal structure, stakeholders learn about their own motivations. Making each stakeholder unique,

and accountable for their own value system, it is possible to better understand the motivation of others.

There is a danger that people will withold information because of it. At the same time, if claims are made,

or decisions are chosen, the reasons for making those choices must be evident in the value system if

stakeholders are participating honestly.

The description of context for each stakeholder easily adapts to ari object-oriented framework for managing

hierarchies of goals. Actually, agoal structure does not need to be strictly hierarchical. It can be loosely

judged as hierarchical, but it is entirely possible that cyclical patterns and odd dependencies emerge. Poh et
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al (1994) describe this general process of categorization of issues in terms of a knowledge representational

scheme that uses influence diagrams, a tool of decision analysis, and inheritance/abstraction hierarchies, an

application of artificial intelligence. Abstraction hierarchies in general are discussed in terms of planning

decisions in Knoblock (1993).

An object-oriented goal structure defines goals as objects. Each ofthese context objects are then described

in terms of their relationship with other context objects, using parent or child links. Parent links refer to

"why" a goal is important. Child links generally refer to "how" a goal is satisfied or "what" components

comprise the parent goal. In this way, a structure emerges that generally contains abstract high-order

parents, and technical low-order children.

By choosing to focus on a specific goal, a stakeholder can assess how cerLain physical variables and

impacts contribute to broad implications. However, the goal structures of stakeholders are limited in scope

by the detail in expression. On its own, context management has no method for collaboratively accessing

the tool kit of models and the results of choices on a physical resource system.

5.1.1 Relational links

Relational linking is the methodology by which decision makers view impacts of changes in the physical

systems on their description of objectives or goals. Links betweenphysical and context systems provide an

avenue for feedback from updated planning proposals. Automated linking is a concept that allows decision

makers to remain within the language constraints of their objective structure, while accessing

multidisciplinary technical expertise.

Effective structuring of the decision problem demands a compilation of available and accessible technical

alternatives. The quality of relational links befween the physical system and the objective structures is
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dependent on the extent of technical experience. The needs for this decision resource consists of a

historical inventory of methods or techniques, and interdependent or interrelated consequences of each

inventory option. From a multidisciplinary inventory, technical support may suggest a list of potential

baseline indicators. They represent an inclusive list of possible areas of concern that are direct outcomes

from including a component within the physical system. This extensive endeavour demands both data

intensive environmental assessment and technical insight from experienced professionals. Some of the

knowledge may be in place before environmental assessment, and some studies may be irrelevant. The

greatest problem with technical support is that data is not normally in an applicable form for predictive

analysis or m¿uragement model application. Biological data in particular may conform to biological

standards, but the data in most cases can only be used for qualitative sunmary and is normally not built

into any ecological taxonomy of quantitative decision variables and objectives.

The challenge of understanding technical information, for many of the stakeholders, may be a very serious

limitation to their abilþ to contribute to the collaborative planning process. This is essentially a language

issue. It is related to the challenge of assimilating natural language descriptions of objectives and

constraints, which are used to model technical input for management decisions (Smith, 1993). The

technical objectives and constraints are the language of the engineers and other planners, while many

stakeholders have either a unique set of objectives and constraints or a completely abstract set of goals.

There are 2 choices to consider for communication links. One is to use a language parser, a text-based tool

for describing statements of objectives or their constraints in a natural vocabulary. The other option is to

develop a graphical interface such that the choices for the user has a restrictive vocabulary and order of

appearance, dependent on previous selections (Dougherty, 1994). Both forms of language use result in

approximately the same language solution. That is, restrictive vocabulary and grammar.
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To enable integration of technologies and feedback, a natural language system of descriptors, used in

conjunction with quantified results from analysis and comparisons may be an efficient means of fostering

real feedback to stakeholders. Language references will need to be restrictive to produce a viable product

in a reasonable time frame. However, in a well organized model of knowledge handlers, implemented in an

object-oriented framework, there are options for easily expanding the terms of reference. The remaining

question is: How do the language references and technological integration refer to the stakeholders and

their context ofgoals?

5."1.2 Knowledge Representation

Within the discipline of Artificial lntelligence, the study of expert systems provides a form of knowledge

representation that may be effective in describing the intenelationships that we wish to present. Expert

systems are good at describing both quantitative and qualitative relationships. They can retain knowledge

in a modular form, preventing over-complexity rvhen reviewing or updating the knowledge elements.

Questions concerning expert systems as the initiating tool for managing relational links are: what will be

the architecture for rules in a general object-oriented approach, and what language defines the information

to be used throughout the user context? There are practical difficulties in developing and maintaining

knowledge bases. Conditions to trigger rules can be very complex and conclusions can be dependent on

database information, the results of models, or even other rules. Most rules contain a focus of objects

and/or properties as well as a test of some kind. Within the focus and test, though, can be a wide variety of

queries. These and other considerations need to be acidressed in the planning phase of an expert system.

Completeness and appropriateness of a language system for an expert system is difficult to ascertain. The

problem domain must be clearly defined (eg. hydro, fish passage). In choosing language domain

descriptors, the type of expected feedback must be considered. Some examples are:
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. Values passed (quantitative object properties).

. Qualitative interpretation of impact.

. References to simila¡ cases or experience.

. Advice for potential alternative actions.
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5.2 Crounded Approach

The organization of feedback from physical systems to contextual hierarchies in a collaborative planning

approach may benefit from an analogy in the qualitative research of social sciences. Sociologists, in

qualitative studies, induce theory about social processes by compiling available facts, and building on

elements of known fact into higher-order abstractions. This inductive process is referred to as grounded

theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967).

5.2.1 Crounded Theory

Grounded theory is in direct confrontation to classical sociology and anthropology which tended to make

assumptions and deduce evidence to support claims on the agenda. Deduction is not unlike the process of

mitigating social and environmental impacts of water resource development. Instead of asking what

domain of knowledge and important issues should be used to judge a proposal, the traditional approach is

to assume partial (economic) analysis as the means of choosing efficient solutions. This is followed by

attempts to efficiently justify decisions through mitigation of eKernal impacts. The deductive approach in

the social sciences led to stifling processes for incorporation of new information into existing theories.

Inflexibility led to catastrophic paradigm shifts after unbearable buildup of unclassifiable information

(Kuhn, 1962).

Grounded theory removes the constraints of having to prove previous statements and satisS prior

expectations. It is essentially a search for the best available paradigm, valid until new information comes

available. Observations, or any valid knowledge about a problem domain, are gathered without

preconcieved ideas about relative value. Abstract theory, described by core categories of behaviour or

process, are then constructed from the ground up. Hence the terminology. Where debates about deductive
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theories focus on inclusion or possible exclusion of data, inductive theory processes constantly debate the

valid use of data.

The use of grounded theory is an iterative process because descriptive constructs typically develop through

many iterations and changes as the researcher finds better ways of organizing facts into groups and

processes. As the researcher develops a better understanding of the material, higher-order abstractions

begin to emerge. The result may be unique to the researcher, due to previous experience, perceptions, and

expertise. Any bias in the governing mental constructs, however, is somewhat constrained by the use of

factual evidence to initiate the explanation ofpreferences and processes.

Constructs from domain knowledge tend to be hierarchical, although they can be loosely structured and

even co-dependent. Abstraction of grounded theory occurs in multiple dimensions, ultimately falling rvithin

global core categories. Typically, there may be 2 dimensions that a researcher may stress. One may be to

follow chains of causal dependencies in events or behaviour. The other dimension may group facts into

taxonomic or typological constructs. These 2 dimensions may intersect each other and interact, but for the

most part they are unique in scale and scope. Other potential dimensions of abstract constructs will

generally follow one of these patterns to describe processes of various proportion. There is no single

accepted methodology for using grounded theory. Only the general form of the methodology is consistent.

Examples of grounded approaches can be found in Glaser (1978), Spradley (1980), and Lofland and

Lofland (1971).

5.2.2 An lllustration on the use of Crounded lnformation in Collaborative
Planning

Analysis tools require input, and result in ouþut of some form. The output of a modelling or analysis tool

is a set of grounded facts that are known about a system. Raw ouþut is not always the ultimate form of
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grounded knowledge. Conditional combinations of grounded facts contribute to other grounded facts.

Together, analysis output and conditional combinations form a grounded layer of domain knowledge. A list

of valued ecosystem components, indicators, or parameter values, form the grounded basis for describing

stakeholder goals.

The analogy of grounded theory can be used to organize the flow of feedback in a collaborative approach

by allowing multidisciplinary goals and preferences to be directly linked to components in the physical

system. Each user must describe issues in terms of quantifiable grounded facts and build a unique set of

preference constructs toward the relevant core issues. This results in a set of language constraints (as

combinations of grounded facts) unique to each stakeholder, and allows various stakeholders freedom of

expression for participating in evaluating altematives.

Presently, there is no adequate mechanism for defining objectives (as a dl,namic set of language

constraints), and relating those preferences to available expertise and analysis facilities. Grounded

knowledge acts as a foundation toward understanding abstract core issues. Discussions develop from

known facts rather than adversarial negotiating positions. Grounded objective structures allow users to

define their own language system as part of a process to define values and issues. Objectives in unique

Ianguage systems are defined as ¿rn aggregation of grounded facts. This allows unbiased comparisons of

objectives by assessment relative satisfaction, or advice toward adaptation based on experience related

through grounded knowledge.

Are valued ecosystem components (VEC) or environmental indicators the equivalent of grounded facts?

Certainly, that depends on how they are defined. The effectiveness of using indicators also depends on the

extent that basic variables and object properties are used to justiff goals. Some ecosystem components

refer to the project as a whole, others are specific to individual objects, or dependent on data availability.
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Below are examples of some types of valued ecosystem component for hydro development with

environmental considerations such as fish passage:

. Power_capacity.

. Flooded_area.

. Fishjopulation.

. Migratory_delay.

. Project_construction_cost.

. Habitat_suitability.

. Index of Biotic Integrity (IBI).

A knowledge based approach to qualifying grounded relationships demands that indicators be deñned and

embedded in rule sets. For instance, since it is impossible to count the number of fish (although you can

estimate roughly), a grounded fact called fshlopulation may be a qualitative variable with subjective

$".ry) terms to describe it such as healthy, reduced, depleted, or extinct. Certain hydraulic conditions may

be known (suspected) to cause changes in fish population dynamics. Flooding of known spawning areas

may result in degradation in the qualitative description of f shlopulation.

Object attributes for grounded facts are also useful for relating information. Terms in rule conditions such

as migrafion_roltle, or spawning_habitat are higher-order language references. A migration_route, for

instance is defined by the fish species, location in the hydraulic network, and time frame, as well as

direction of travel. If tagging studies have been used (or local knowledge is extensive) to define migration

routes, a database with this information can be loaded into the domain knowledge base within the class

migration_route. lnstances of this class would then have properties: species, maturity; location (an object

reference); start date; end date, and direction. If the knowledge is more detailed, other properties such as

temperature cær be used to define the starting and ending dates. In this case, more properties for the

migration_route class are not needed, only methods that search other rules or external models to find the

dates which are dependent on certain conditions.
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A grounded layer of knowledge, that rule conditions examine, eventually emerges. A migration route is one

type of grounded fact that, when incorporated into a rule set, defines a modular knowledge base for a

particular domain of issues. There may be many migration routes with various types of concerns.

However, a valued ecosystem component such as project_construcfion_cosf is a single instance defined by

the properties of many components. Throughout modules for providing feedback, there are global variables

(like project_construction_cost) and local or intermediate ecosystem components (such as migration_route

which may contribute to the calculation of migratory_delay, another indicator).

A number of knowledge modules are needed for any multidisciplinary problem. For a problem scope of

hydro development and management of environmental concerns such as fish passage needs, there needs to

be one or more knorvledge modules for each area of concern. There is likely numerous modules for hydro

development related to hydraulic characteristics, power generation technologies, economic flows of goods

and services, etc. Each module can be developed and validated independently. In the case of fish passage,

a likely author of the knowledge base is a government regulatory agency such as the federal Department of

Fisheries & Oceans or a provincial Department of Natural Resources (in Canada).

Grounded contexl relationships are linked by single facts, but grounded knowledge is organized within a

layer of intermediate interdependent indicators. Figure 16 conceptualizes the grounded knowledge layer

between contextual system of values or objectives, and a system of physical resources. The relative

thickness of this layer is dependent on definitions of grounded variables. The above cases demonstrate

some potential complexity of the grounded layer.
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Grounded Facts

Figure 16. Grounded layer of facts relative to contextual and physical systems.

The assessment of ecosystem aspects has been, and will be, an important task in project evaluation. In the

VEC form of grounded facts for relational links, is there room for environmental impact assessment study

results that measure a number of environmental variables? How are these variables related to structural

changes in the watershed? Obviously, changes in water regime (and other factors) lead to habitat changes

in water temperature or quality, and to the vegetation that grows in the altered environment. Models of

these variables, and their impacts on more abstract ecosystem components are needed to make value

judgements about development options. Each case study will deal with unique ecosystem properties, but

there must be at least general trends to follow. Ecosystem models of this form are extremely difficult to use

for prediction, especially because ecosystems are also able to adapt and evolve to accommodate change in

unsuspecting ways.

One of the areas where environmental impact assessment will have to adjust for implementing collaborative

paradigms of proactive mitigation is to focus on potentially reliable indicators of ecosystem health. If

models of ecosystem interactions are not viable tool kit options to be included in the list of grounded facts,

then value judgements need to be made directly from the context of a decision maker. Basic stream flow

information and expectations of changing flow regime will need to be accessed as grounded facts. Then, by

using satisficing relationships, a simple general model of expected impact can be qualified and evaluated.
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In this way, many simple models can be built independent of the tool kit, and specific to a case study

problem.

How are indicators used to relay information through user context hierarchies? Individual users, when

selecting a particular goal, trigger a hypothesis to evaluate in the knowledge base. A backward chaining

form of inference engine then attempts to pass rules relevant to the goal involved. Because the goals are

"grounded", the user actually creates part of the backward chaining path to coordinate model execution and

access to technical expertise. An exhaustive search needs to be made of the knowledge modules. The

inference engines of most development tools are capable of operating under those conditions.

5.2.3 Grounded Feedback

Many forms of feedback are possible if information can be transferred via linking and satisficing

relationships, ald different grouping relationships can take place such as objectives, users, or system states.

The same applies to decision aids. Summary of feedback or reformulation of the objective structures into a

st¿ndard multicriteria technique are both possible. Many forms of prior weighting and interactive

techniques are possible from the grounded context.

ln an object-oriented knowledge representational scheme, a user may initiate feedback by focusing on part

of the context such as one of the core issues or categories of concern. The user-focused goal is defined

within the goal structure as an object. A query of the object's descendents (children, grandchildren, etc.)

will reveal the extent of grounded facts that are relevant to the stakeholder. The user-defined relationship

between each of the focused goal's descendents determines the relative magnitude of association with each

grounded fact.
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Grounded facts themselves, in a collaborative planning architecture, are objects. For quantitative grounded

fact objects, a value may be required. Backward chaining through the physical system is the natural

searching mechanism to find methods or rule sets tlat determine the object value. ln the case of

project construction_cost, queries are made of each object in the physical system that has inherited the

property construction_cost. If that data has not been made available, decision makers are prompted for

missing values. Qualitative grounded objects require descriptive satisfaction of an object value. They will

likely incorporate a larger knowledge module than quantitative objects to satisfi the same need because

rules for every potential combination of circumstances is required to determine the qualitative variables.

The quality of feedback is dependent on the extent of knowledge modules, and subjective descriptions are

limited by the available grounded facts. Relational links to goals defined by stakeholders help to point out

weaknesses in the knowledge domain when the grounded facts

Descriptions and explanations for each of grounded facts can

recommended technical alternatives can also be made available.

insufficient to describe priorities.

passed to the user. Feasible or

aÍe

be

Another form of feedback is made possible by the quantitative values of grounded objects and their

relationships with broader goals. A stakeholder may assign an indication of importance to descriptive

feedback, or relative goal satisfaction. Other uses include translation of selected portions of a goal

structure for use with management decision aids. Multicriteria decision tools can be used in the

preparation of altemative ranking. More complex use of management decision aids could relate multiple

users.

The use of modelling tool kits, conceptualization of physical systems, m¿uragement of decision maker

objectives, and a grounded approach to relating impacts, is a convenient paradigm for providing feedback.

It also allows experimentation with other areas of interest for planning decisions. One growing interest is
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in the generalization of model form for analysis of different types of problems (Laskey and Lehner, 1994;

Wellman et al, 1992). This is essentially handled by plugging in different models and knowledge bases into

the collaborative planning approach. Another growing interest is leaming models to extract generalizations

from collections of cases (Laskey and Lehner, 1994), usually applying a Bayesian approach. Growing

databases of cases can be accessed within a collaborative planning environment, presented according to

similarity statistics with the current case, and evaluated by decision makers. Existing bayesian assessment

of similarity can also be implemented within the grounded layer of physical indicators.

In the development of a decision support module for the selection of evaluation criteria, the follorving

theoretical principles are used:

. Each criteria can be decomposed into a set ofissues (criteria develop from the inspection of
relevant issues).

. Each issue can be described in terms of quantifiable grounded facts.

. Each st¿keholder has a unique set ofpreference structures towa¡d the relevant issues.
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5.3 Modelling Stakeholder lnteraction

The typical group decision problem has been presented by Szidarovszky et al (1986) in terms of a decision

space, R, and a consequence space, V. Calculation of a utility function for the 7ù individual, vr, is

dependent on defining an individual's subjective probability density function, p;, which represents the

uncertainty by which consequences will occur for altemative í. The problem then becomes a question of

determining the aggregation rules for subjective probability distribution functions and utility functions.

Consequences must be defined, as well as alternatives. Decision makers must supply the set of p, and vr.

Most techniques circumvent this complicated task by asking simpler questions such as "Which alternative

is prefened?" or "How do you rate this alternative?". In many cases, the consequence space is reduced to a

number of valued criteria.

Szidarovszky defines a problem with 2 distinct and separate dimensions: decision space and consequence

space. Can collaborative decisions be effective if the context of a problem is treated separately from the

actual planning problem? The systems approach in the previous chapter, and the discussion of context

management in the previous section, imply that collaborative processes would benefit if stakeholder

interaction were motivated by an integrated decision model, where the context of a decision is an important

element in framing altematives. The following decision model is presented after Bender and Simonovic

(1ee5).

5.3.'l lntegrated Decision Model

Consider the decision space, R, for a particular set of resources, X. R represents the entire realm of

possibilities for managing a resource. A discrete solution within the decision space is denoted as a single

system state, i. System states can be described in terms of properties including temporal as well as spatial.
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By initiating development in collaboration with a specific set of stakeholders, l, such that

J={J:je4

and a proponent isolates the decision space to a set ofsystem states, .r such that:

I={i:ieIcR}

(24)

(2s)

The selection of a stakeholder group narrows the scope of possibilities to be considered. The tendency

resulting from increasing ,I generally results in an increase in the set d where l also represents the problem

domain.

Searching for a socially desirable management decision for a resource requires the consideration of every

state lvithin rR, which is always greater than the set 1 considered. If an absolutely complete set of

stakeholders are accommodated within a planning framework, the set of system states, d approaches the set

R. This also assumes that a proponent is reduced to a role of stakeholder, allowing other proponents to

participate. Generally, a large group of stakeholders results in complexity, potential conflicts, and high

transaction costs (many externalities involved in assigning property rights of stakeholders incur transaction

costs), assuming a solution can be found to reach consensus. For this reason, social management decisions

should not consider R, but a considerably reduced decision space, .f. This limits the size of the planning

group. An optimal size of planning group is difficult to ascertain. There are tradeoffs in enlarging the

available planning states, 1, and also for reducing l towards only those states desirable to the proponent.

To determine the acceptability of a system state, Í, each st¿keholder, ¿ within the collaborative planning

group, ./, must be capable of accurately representing their views, goals, and preferences. To assess

tradeoffs between system states, a set of knowledge must be made available which refers to the

accumulated experience and current technologies in the problem domain, L
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The set of possible plærs or system states, d is composed of 2 aspects, I = ( Io, I "). A system state is an

anangement of alternative components or strategies, and also the perspective by which a proposal is

judged. -Io is the set of physical components, and management alternatives selected to comprise a proposal.

{ is the set of contextual variations used to frame proposals. { is made up of both objectives of

stakeholders and the links used to define their interdependencies. A significant change in this definition of

decision space, compared to standard descriptions, is the idea that the context of a decision is considered as

part of the decision space, and a part of any proposal. A change in perceived context results in a

completely unique solution.

The set of stakeholders, "I, provide the context or complete set of objectives, O, as sets of objectives

relevant to each stakeholder, Sr, such that:

O={s:.s€57 cOc.I}

Similarly, a link, I joins 2 objectives within the set of links for a stakeholder, L,, such that:

L= U : I e L¡ c. L c-I¡.,O nL =0

(26)

(27)

Properties that describe system state can be calculatedthroughoutthe decision space in terms of the set of

grounded facts, G. g is a grounded fact, or set of grounded facts, such as the monetary cost of constructing

a hydroelectric generating station, and G is the complete set of grounded facts including parameters related

to fish passage.

For any system state, i, there exists a valid set of advice, A, for each stakeholder, 7, such that there is a

(vector) set of advice for each stakeholder objective denoted by A,¡. Likewise, each set of advice, ,4, is

related to a set of available components, strategies or technologies, and belongs to the set of knowledge, r(,

applicable to the problem domain, l such that:
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A={o'.aeAcKl (28)

Expert system approaches may appropriately disseminate domain knowledge subject to both design

circumstances and the context of an inquiry.

There also exists a value that describes the level of satisfaction of a stakeholder for any given objective,

(,", which is based on the set of grounded facts linked to the objective, s, by stakeholder, ¿ evaluated at

state i. The assessment of Zprovides input to decision aids for evaluation of group planning progress.

A description of context for each stakeholder easily adapts to an object-oriented framework for managing

goal hierarchies. An object-oriented goal structure defines goals as objects. Each context object is

described in terms of its relationship with other context objects, using links between parent and child

objects. Parents refer to "why" a child is important. Children generally refer to "how" a parent is satisfied

or defined. In this way, a structure emerges that contains abstract high-order parents, and technical

low-order children. On its own, though, context management has no direct access to results of technical

choices on a physical resource system.

Links between objectives form parent-child relationships. I, includes the following attributes: parent

objective, child objective, and relationship between 2 objectives wherep is the parent objective and c is the

child objective as:

I = (sP,s", $P(c)) (2e)

The sphere of influence for a stakeholder, in terms of objectives and links, defines a family of objectives. A

decision maker may focus on a specific abstract objective to define a subproblem. A subproblem includes

all grounded knowledge facts explicitly and implicitly linked to the objective at issue.
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To enable feedback, and eventual use of decision aids, several mechanisms must be in place. Grounded

facts must obtain values from analysis tools. Grounded facts must be able to define objectives. Child

objectives must be able to pass values to parents. These three mechanisms are all necessary for evaluating

relative alternative satisfaction. They may also be applied to numerous other group planning indicators.

The process of creating alternatives and experimenting with options can be aided by an additional

mechanism, the specification of relevant group advice.

Grounded facts obtain quantitative values from system properties from results of analysis of system

properties. Unlike the object-oriented management of objectives, grounded facts are not governed by strict

links. They are created, presumably, by knowledgeable experts. A method describes the data and

calculations required to fi¡d the value of a grounded fact, either directly or by invoking analysis tools to

prepare the required output.

The most basic of child objectives is a grounded fact. By linking a grounded

objective, the units of a grounded value must be transformed to the amount

stakeholder enjoys from the value of the grounded fact. This is accomplished

relationship, such that:

V¡., = þ'(gi) (30)

To be able to define a satisficing relationship, upper and lower bounds are required for possible grounded

fact values. The resulting link acts as a conversion from real values into contextual constructs. Using

child objectives to define more abstract or strategic parent objectives involves the same form of satisficing

as with grounded facts. However, in using satisficing as a measure of utility, upper and lower bounds are

always 1.0 and 0.0 respectively.

fact to a stakeholder's

of satisfaction that the

by a simple satisficing
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Special attention must also be paid to the common case where multiple children belong to a common

parent. There are many options for aggregating the satisfaction relationships from multiple children in the

general form of:

tr.,, = (Þ"[ö'(g¡)] (3 1)

Some examples of aggregation frmctions are: maximum, minimum, average, bounded sum, product,

aveÍage difference, weighted average, etc. One candidate for a default aggregation mechanism is the

product. Improvements to the worst child component of a parent will have the greatest overall

improvement of satisfaction of the parent. Unforrunately, 3'd or 4ü generation parents will have extremely

low aggregate satisfaction. If the average is used, there is no information regarding the disparity between

satisfaction of child objectives. The maximum is overly optimistic. The minimum is very conservative,

although pessimism is more desirable than optimism for tracking satisfaction of many stakeholders.

Ultimately, an aggregation mechanism must be chosen.

The above mechanisms allow stakeholders to determine their perceived satisfaction with an existing

alternative. Changes to an alternative may be desirable or necessary. The event of choosing a means of

adapting a proposal may be supplemented by supplying advice. The mechanism for supplying advice as a

list of viable alternatives for each stakeholder,,4r, is based in boolean logic. It also encompasses forms of

manipulation to sets of advice such as determining the intersection of every stakeholder's list of advice,

such that a list of recommendations is defined by r:A, within /f (Figure 17). A less restrictive list of

recommendations can be found by wA. By manipulating the list of advice for each stakeholder, it is also

possible to rank options according to the perspective of individual stakeholders.
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AtnArnA,

Figure 17. Common recommendations to a stakeholder group.

Recommendations (advice) provide a source of branching in the process of creating alternatives within the

decision space, /. From each system state, there may exist several possible alternative measures or even

several combinations of available options (Figure t8). Each forms an alternative branch which arrives at a

different state. These alternatives can be chosen interactively, or generated automatically based on the

perspectives of stakeholders.

Figure 18. Using advice to create alternatives and move to other system states.
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5.3.2 Summary of Stakeholder lnteraction Model

The ability to aggregate links from grounded facts to any abstract objective allows additional evaluation of

preferences, and subsequent aggregation of stakeholder preferences toward indicators of consensus. Some

measures for alternatives by individuals or groups are: satisfaction, ranking, outranking relationships,

concordance, discordance, inconsistency, reliability, resiliency, vulnerability, etc. Ranking can be cardinal

or ordinal.

Comparisons can also be made between objectives of a single stakeholder for the same alternative, between

alternatives for the same stakeholder objective, between stakeholders for a set of rankings of alternatives,

etc. Aggregation of decision maker preferences is a complex task. There are numerous measures and

techniques for standard problem types which assess a number of alternatives for each stakeholder's given

set of criteria. There are also applications for multiple decision makers using game theory, but these are

predominately adversarial in nature.

A general assumption for group decision aids is that selection automation is the desired purpose. There has

been enough work in the areas of social choice theory, cognitive approaches, alternative dispute resolution,

and other disciplines, to suggest the form of information and type of feedback to foster creative decision

making. Decision support, using the collaborative planning approach described in this paper, allows

flexible involvement of stakeholders in the conceptual design stage of a proposal by removing language

constraints for nontechnical participants, providing feedback that is relevant to each stakeholder, and by

providing a facility that is capable of encoding and disseminating domain knowledge.

The purpose of attempting to redefine the role of decision support for planning water projects is to

effectively use preference information and perspectives of stakeholders to search for the most robust

solution. Decision aids need to evaluate tradeoffs over both space and time, but also between stal<eholders.
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Only then will solutions be socially optimal. The approach presented here provides a way of examining

priorities, communicating priorities, understanding each other, and confronting each other.
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5.4 Decision Support Module for Selecting Evaluation
Criteria

A decision support module for selecting evaluation criteria is a first attempt at developing an adequate

mechanism for defining relevant criteria and relating those preferences to available expertise and analysis

tools (Simonovic and Bender, 1996). A conscious attempt is made to integrate the context of the decision

model to the selection of alternatives using grounded theory. Grounded facts act as a foundation toward

understanding abstract core issues. Discussions develop from known facts rather than adversarial

negotiating positions.

5.4."1 Architecture

The collaborative planning support system module for selecting project evaluation criteria assumes an

architecture that emphasizes a cyclical use in which the end of processing is entirely dependent on the

wishes of stakeholders. Figure l9 demonstrates the generalprocess. There are four specific components,

through which information passes. The stakeholders, a list of grounded system facts, a knowledge base

(KB), and a potential list of evaluation criteria or objectives are tJre components developed in the module

presented in this section.

Figure 19. Processing in the Evaluation Criteria Selection module.
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The first component of the evaluation criteria selection module allows multiple stakeholders to participate.

They are expected to voluntarily participate in a cooperative, learning environment. Stakeholders supply

information to the module describing their individual values or perception of important issues. They

collectively drive the processes of the module by initiating information and by adapting their ment¿l

mapping of values.

The central component of this module is the use of grounded facts to relate stakeholder values and issues to

information useful to the assessment of tradeoffs. Stakeholders supply their value information by selecting

important features from the grounded facts list. Each individual stakeholder maintains a list of facts, and

collectively, stakeholders are allowed to duplicate selections. In fact, duplication of facts in the collective

list suggests areas of agreement between stakeholders.

A knowledge base is used to pass or filter the selected facts into the final component, which is a list of

potential planning objectives. Once the selected lists of grounded facts are 'translated' into relevant,

multidisciplinary planning objectives, the entire process may resume upon inspection by the stakeholders.

Individuals may change their mind, or learn something from reviewing other facts lists, or gain insight from

inspecting a suggested list of evaluation criteria.

5.4.2 Rulebase

The knowledge base used to relate grounded facts to management objectives is composed of rules

generated, presumably, by experts from the relevant areas which compose the given problem domain

(roughly defined by the proponent and the scope of the proposal). Since trust can be a major concern

among stakeholders, who may traditionally be antagonists, preparation of this knowledge base in not a
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'black box' type. An open forum for viewing the knowledge base, and the source of the rules, is made

available.

Rules that trigger the relevance of an objective from a selected fact may be of several t1pes, depending on

the use of decision support. There are generally two classes of relationship between the facts and

objectives. One is to trigger objectives if the fact is necessary for the evaluation of the objective. This,

however, is more suitable to a summary of data requirements for an objective. The second, and more

meaningful form of relationship between facts and objectives is based on impact. The impact relationship

can be further divided to positive or negative impact relationships. The approach pursued for this

experiment is a 'positive importance' or 'more is better' approach to each fact, and selection of objectives

which rvill impact positively. An important objective may then be selected by considering whether it will

help achieve a positive attitude for the selected fact.

The example application presented in this paper contains many simplifications, and may not accurately

represent the relationships between criteria and facts. The purpose for this experiment is not to pretend that

our knowledge is perfect. The form of knowledge base is not unlike many environmental assessment

studies. Environmental assessments may attempt to prepare a large table of potential impacts to valued

ecosystem components by specific components included in the proposal. ln many cases the assessment

agenda pursues a qualitative answer to each impact, either positive or negative, significant or insignificant.

The application presented here is simplified, but it demonstrates the communication potential and use of a

knowledge base of relationships within a decision support tool using a grounded approach.

A rule developed for a fact is a simple one-to-one relationship with an criteria. If a fact is selected, and

there exists a simple rule that relates the fact to an criteria, then the criteria is considered to be somewhat

important. A single fact may point to many criteria (using many rules), and many facts may point to a
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single criteria. This simple knowledge base can be managed as a relational database. A more complex

arrangement may also be used in the traditional expert system format to provide detailed conditional

knowledge concerning potential impact relationships. The knowledge incorporated in this example is

provided in Table 4.

Table 4. Rules to trigger relevant criteria from a list of important facts.

Evaluation Criteria

M:A.X_S PECI ES_hab¡fatjuirabilty

M.AX_SPECf ÊSjopulation

M¡,X_bflefit_cost_Etio

M-AX_bme6t_cost_Ëtio

MAX_bfle6tJost_ntio

M.AX_mployment

M.AX_mergy_rel

MAX_energy_rel

M.AX_eneryy_rel

M.AX_energy_rel

M.AX_energy_rel

M.AX*mergy_rel

MAXSross_national3roduct

Mrq.X_netjrsmt_value

À{AX_netjr6enLva.lue

MAX_netjresent_val ue

M.AX_opemtional_rel

À{AX_water_supply_rel

M.AX_water_supply_rel

MÁX_water_supply_rel

ÀrÁX_water_supply_rel

MAX_water_supply_rel

MÁX_watq_supply_rel

MIN_FLOW_discharge_tarBet_dev

M tN_FLOW_discharge_w_tã¡get_dev

MlN_FLOW_discharge_vü_tilEet dev

MIN_SPECIES_migÊtory_delay

M IN_SPECI Es_migrarory_delay

MtN_SPECIES_migratory_delay

MIN_SPECIES_migratory_delay

MIN_SIOR.q.cE_0æded_@

MIN_STORÂCE_0ooded_ù€

MIN_STOR ¿rGE_0ooded_m

MIN_STOR 4,CE_0æded_ü€

Mf N_WATER_QUAUTY_violatioro

MIN_ìVATE R_QUAIITY_violatioß

M IN_W.A,TE R_shorcline_qosion

MIN_WATE R_shoreline_qosion

M IN_WATE R_shoreline_erGion

MIN_WATER_ståge_tar8et_dw

MIN_WATE R_stage_tår8eLdev

Grounded Fact

!-4ge

SPECIES_LIFECYCLE_habirar

SPECIES_¡rcpulation

BC_mtio

STRUCTURE_Iif*pu

inllation_Ëte

mplolment_Ete

RESERVOIR_volwe

STRUCTURE_m uimm_stâge

STRUCTURE_minimu_stage

flergy_capacity

energylrice

ene¡gy_supply_reliability

in0ation_nte

NPV

STRUCTUR!_|iføpu

discout_mte

STRUCTLIRE_Ìifæpu

RESERVOIR_volme

STRUCTURE_minim m_stage

WATER_comrcial_dmmd

WATER_dom6tic_demild

waterjrice

wattr_supply_reüability

FLOW_discharge

FLOW_dischuge

FLOW_morphology

SPECIES_LIFECYCLE_habitÀt

SPEClESjoprdation

SPECTES_mge

STRUgfLtRE_Eshjæsage

STRUCTURE_muimm_stage

STRUCTURE_minimm_stage

land_COVER

land_USE

WATER_domætic_dmud

WATER_quality

FLOW_morphology

FLOW_Mofl_cæfñcimt

WÁTER_qodibiüty

RESERVOIR_volmc

WATER_stage
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MlN_corohuction_ua Fl0W_morphology

MlN_comfuction_cost coEtuction_cost

MlN_eneryy_cost STRUCTURE_muimm_stage

MlN_ene¡gy_cost energyjrice

MlN_flood_damage poprfation_deroity

MlN_flooded_agricu.lhre land_USE

MlN_0ooded_acheological_sit6 cu.lhr¿l_hsitage

M|N_0ood€d_reqational_ræ la¡d_USE

MlN_flooded_vegetation FLoW_uof[_cæfñciflt

MlN_flooded_vegelation la¡d_COVER

MlN_0ooded_wetlmds FLOW_roo[cæfEcimt

MlN_0ooded-wetlmds lild_CO\¡ER

MtN_he¿lth_risk medical_Épacity

MlN_lmgth_of_0ooded_sE@s FLow_morphology

MlN_lenglh_olflooded_shems FLOW_moff cæfEciñt

MIN length-of flæded_s[ems SPECIES_LIFECYCLE_habiIâI

MlN_maintemce_cost muaj_benefits

MÌN_maintenrce_cost maintenuce cost

The suggestion of relevant criteria is intended to be applied within a multicriteria framework for assessing

tradeoffs behveen alternatives. Specification of criteria weights is necessary for the evaluation of

noncomlnensurate criteria. The combination of selected facts by stakeholders can be used to imply weights

for the objectives in many forms. A simple form of determining weights is demonstrated by this module for

evaluation criteria. Much more complicated techniques, and potentially more representative techniques, are

possible. The following equation represents a simple aggregation of the number of occurrences in which an

objective has been triggered, normalized by the total number of rules triggered for all criteria. The

resulting weight assumes that each selected fact carries the same level of importance to stakeholders, and

that impact from a criteria on a fact is on the same scale.

wI= IrI- ó','o'o

>,IrI* ó','o'r

lrr weight for criteria,l

/] = boolean reference by factT to criteria i

á1. =bool.* reference by user ktofactj

(32)
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5.4.3 Learning process

The use of this collaborative plaruring support system module application is intended to serve a cooperative,

voluntary, attempt to promote improved understanding and communication between stakeholders.

Uncooperative games are not well served in this environment. In other words, for potentially uncooperative

stakeholders, there are too many opportunities to manipulate the results. The selection of facts are not

policed it aty way, and the justification of a combination of facts (in a multiattribute form) has not been

applied here.

The communication module is designed to promote learning among stakeholders by experimentation at the

level of their value system. There are many applications of experimentation with technical scenarios.

Andrews (1992) is one related example. The range of scenarios should be determined by the range of

values that are brought to bear on the eventual decision. Determining the range of values can be served by

3 forms of learning by stakeholders. One is for individual stakeholders to clariry their own set of values as

they relate to alternatives for decision criteria. Another form is learning about the values of other

stakeholders. Finally, many stakeholders may benefit from learning about consequences of their value

system to the process ofalternative evaluation.

The result of using the support system module is not intended to 'handcuff participants to a particular

decision, or trap them into a certain definition of their values. If communication breaks down, the status

quo of adversarial responses, political games, and legal actions still remains. The purpose is motivated by

a need to circumvent many of these expensive forms of choosing a plan for developing a resource.

Communication is the key in this application. Common understand.ing, and a potentially greater level of

consensus is the desired result.
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5.4,4 lllustrative Example

A prototype application has been developed for determining evaluation criteria using a grounded multiple

stakeholder framework. A small UNIX-based software module was prepared in C using SmartElementsrM

by Neuron Data on a UNIX Workstation. Its functionality results from the 4 windows shown in Figure 20.

They are the CP.S,S (which is an acronym for Collaborative Planning Support System), Stakeholder

Inþrmation, Stakeholder Facts, and Relevant Objectives windows. Table 5 summarizes the functionality

shown in Figure 20.

Table 5. Functionality description of Evaluation Criteria Selection module windows.

Window Functionality

CPSS open/close/save sessions, manage other windows

Stakeholderlnformation add/deletestakeholders

select stakeholder as current

Stakeholder Facts add/delete important facts for a selected stakeholder

view list of global facts (combined stakeholder list, number of

instances ofeach)

Relevant Objectives update list of relevant objectives, weighting

sunmary of types of objectives
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WATER_stage

RESEBVOIB_volume

FLOW_morphology

VJATEB_quallty

FLOW_discharge

WATER_domestic_dem and
SPEClES3opulatìon
SPECI ES_renge
SPECI ES-LIFECYCLE-
land_COVEB
lud_USE
WATEB_ercd¡bility

FLOW_runoff_coeflìcient

STRUCTURE lfespan
NPV

F8ús

Personal llst I t€oire¡Uve ilstm
WATEB_stage

BESEBVOIR_volume

WATEB_qusJ¡ty
ene rgy_3uppV_rellabl¡ity

FLOW_dlscharge

Summary |

M|N_WATER_stage_target_dev 4 0.Í
MAx_energy_rel 3 0.i
MAx_water_suppty_rel Z O.'l

MIN_WATER_AUALITY_violatior I
MIN_Flow_discharge_targeldr I
MIN_Flow_d¡schùge_var_targr I

J9!919J. HidevShw ì

Hldden

Proponent

Figure 20. Collaborative session windows for the Evaluation Criteria Selection module.

A collaborative session is initiated by first defining the stakeholders involved in the Stakeholder

Information window. The example in Figure 20 demonstrates a collaborative session between a proponent

and a stakeholder. The proponent is initiating hydroelectric development of a river reach. The stakeholder

represents an environmental regulatory agency.

Choosing available grounded facts by a selected stakeholder occurs from the left listbox within the

Stakeholder Facts window. Many of the facts are independent of the case study, such as

energl-supply_reliability. Other facts may refer to more than one physical object. For instance,

STRUCTURE-minimum-stage refers to the minimum stage at hydraulic structures in the system. There

may be more than one STRUCTURE (dam or weir, for example). lnclusion of another module for defining

hydraulic systems of streams and lakes will allow selection of a specific water body. The Personal Facts

listbox displays the facts chosen by the currently selected stakeholder. To the right is the Global Facts

listbox which summarizes the collective list of facts chosen by all stakeholders, including the number of

occurrences ofeach.
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The example in Figure 20 shows that 5 different important system facts have been selected. The

stakeholder, currently selected in Figure 20, is shown to have chosen 3 facts as important, referring to

issues relevant to the environmental regulations stakeholder. The collective list of facts indicates that 2 of

the facts are considered valuable by both the proponent and stakeholder. This area of common ground may

be used to pursue more positive discussions about protecting or enhancing those aspects of the physical

system. Another DSS module provides suggestions of technical options in the common areas of

importance.

At any point during the selection of facts by stakeholders, the Update button on the Relevant_Objectives

window can be depressed. This invokes the knowledge base to find all the relevant objectives, count the

number of occurrences of each, and provide weights. T1rre Count for each objective is the number of

instances in which a selected fact triggered the identification of a relevant objective. A summary is also

provided which classifies objectives as environmental, economic, or social - and aggregates the weights to

give a general indication of bias toward a few traditionally adversarial agendas. Understanding the

implications of all of the objectives may be difficult. lnformation provided by a summary, such as given, is

more transparent even if it is not entirely accurate.

The example session divides objective weights mainly between minimizing deviations from srage target

levels on water bodies and maximizing the reliability of energy supply or water supply. The knowledge

base was able to suggest reasonable evaluation criteria with weights which also appear reasonable. In

doing so, weights have been implicitly defined for each stakeholder, combined with preferences supplied by

the grounded approach, producing an aggregation of appropriate criteria weighting from a potentially

complex situation.
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Criteria weights produced by the 2 participants appear to favour criteria related to environmental concems.

The social weighting appears very low. It may have been higher if a third participant were involved

representing local residents or the government. In this case, water supply reliability is considered to be a

social objective. In the knowledge base, energy reliability is provided as an economic criteria. As a criteria

for evaluation, energy reliability could be reduced to a number of more specific objectives. Some could be

viewed as economic criteria, while others may be considered social. In this way, energy reliability is not

exclusively an economic liability, it has aspects related to social impact as well. The same ca¡ also be said

of the objective concerned with water quality violations. To make those adjustments to the knowledge base,

a small set of text files store all of the objective and fact definitions along with relationships between them.

Upon inspection of suggested evaluation criteria, stakeholders may review their own values, those of others,

and ask questions by changing their list of facts. Several iterations of the example session produced a wide

variety of criteria and weights in which environmental concerns were related by 30%to 70%o of the weight

and economic concerns ranged ftom25o/oto 60%o of the weight. As many as 12 different criteria were

suggested, and criteria weighting became more evenly dispersed as more criteria were triggered by the

knowledge base.

The stakeholders were able to explore the consequences of considering various facts as important, and

observing the changes at the level in which tradeoff analysis tools are invoked. Experimentation may

eventually settle on a consensus solution, although consensus is certainly not expected. The changing

objective weights provide an opportunity to track the range of experimentation, and assess any trends

during the learning process ofstakeholders.
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5.5 Summary

In water resources planning and management it has been recognized that successful completion of the

process is directly related to the active involvement of affected parties and agencies, stakeholders. Their

involvement is also essential because they carry the knowledge and experience necessary to arrive at

effective alternatives. An object-oriented decision support system approach is implemented as an efficient

tool for empowering stakeholders and providing support for collaborative water resources planning and

management.

To facilitate the collaborative process, support is necessary to allow stakeholders express their preferences

using their own language systems. A module for determining evaluation criteria uses grounded theory from

the social sciences to build an objective structure which will represent the interests of all parties involved,

for the purpose offostering a consensus solution.

An illustrative example has been used to demonstrate the decision support module for determining

evaluation criteria. Object-oriented development provides for easy use of the module, and integration with

other DSS modules. Use of graphical tools is planned to enhance the presentation aspects of the module.
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Chapter 6 lntegration of GIS and ES

Decision Support Tools in the
E*ploration of Alternatives

6.1 lntroduction

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are being used in almost all areas of research with spatial

implications, and Expert Systems (ES) are an applied artificial intelligence technique which is commonly

used. Their use in water resources plarxring and management is growing rapidly. The use of spatial

analysis tools for early planning experimentation of hydrologic/trydraulic options is placed in the

framework of a larger decision support system (DSS) framework. Integration of tools such as GIS and

expert systems may benefit: the visualization of projects, the designation of field studies, and ultimately the

inclusion of stakeholders in the planning process, as a development proponent pursues more effective

means for stakeholder participation and conflict resolution.

Following the conceptual systems approach of managing feedback, the task of data management takes on a

new role. System data, or physical data, includes:

. Description of problem domain.

. Characteristics or properties ofregion.

. Measurements from field studies (both included and missing).. Model outputs.

. Technical options.
' Experience (rvith technical options, similar problem domain, site cha¡acteristics, etc.).

Experience, especially, is a key component to providing appropriate feedback to participants, although it

may also be implicit in the organizationof the other data.
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Decision data is the complementary set of data to be recognized in the integration of tools. It tends to be

more abstract, such as:

. Value systems.

. Technical background ofparticipants.

. Preferences,opinions.

Management of this data can take on various forms, including relational databases. Some data are more

appropriately stored in an object-oriented data management scheme, or within a spatial database. The

different forms of data management offer unique benefits, based on implementation, but they are quite

similar. Relational databases are organized into tables, records, and fields. Object-oriented databases are

organized into classes, objects, and properties. One ofthe benefits ofobject-oriented databases is that they

typically are able to access methods or models and take advantage of properties such as inheritance and

poll,rnorshism.

Access to models through the concept of attaching methods to a class of objects þolymorphismlike)

allows seamless connection of translation models to convert from one unit to another, aggregation models

to combine components into more abstract measures or indicators, and simulation models to investigate the

behaviour of complex processes.

The following case study example uses object-oriented data management to define alternatives, connecting

the technical option objects to GIS models.
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6.2

6.2.1

Case Study Background

Site lnformation

A case study selected to apply integration of technologies for collaborative alternative generation at the

proposed hydroelectric development site of Wuskwatim Lake, Manitoba. Wuskwatim Lake is on the

Burntwood River system in northem Manitoba, west of the city of Thompson (Figure 2l). Flow along the

Wuskwatim reach of the Burntwood River is augmented by the diversion of water from South Indian Lake

via the Rat River into Threepoint Lake (upstream of Wuskwatim). Proposed development sites in this area

include Wuslavatim Lake at Taskinigup Falls, at Early Morning Rapids on the Burntwood (immediately

upstream of Wuskwatim Lake), and at the Notigi control structure (upstream of Threepoint Lake). Two

communities may be directly affected by development. Thompson is a city with a population of 14,000

people that live downstream of any development in the region. Nelson House is a First Nation community

(population 1,500), upstream of Wuskwatim Lake on Fooþrint Lake near Threepoint Lake. They live in

potentially flooded areas. Manitoba Hydro has identified the area as having a generating capacity of 360

MW of power (ManitobaHydro, 1987).
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Figure 21. Case study area.

6.2.2 Development Proponent

Manitoba Hydro is an electric utility in the province of Manitoba. It manages, as a crown corporation of

the province, a large system of regulated reseryoirs, hydro-electric generating stations, thermal generating

stations, transmission links throughout the province, and external transmission links to Manitoba.

Manitoba Hydro operates from its mandate outlined in the Manitoba Hydro Act, which states:

The intent, purpose, and object of this Act is to provide for the
confinuance of a supply of power adequate þr the needs of the province,
and to promote economy and fficiency in the generation, distribution,
supply, and use of power. (Manitoba Hydro, 1989)
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Using this Act as a guideline, Manitoba Hydro evaluates the energy needs of Manitoba in terms of

consumer demand, and assesses the efficiency in which a reliable supply of energy is supplied. The

achievement of Manitoba Hydro's mission, in the fulfillment of the Act, is described as the pursuit of

several strategic objectives (Manitoba Hydro, 1989):

I To provide a safe, adequate, economical and reliable supply of electricity to meet customer
requirements.

2 To provide all customers with excellent service with particular focus on individual customer
satisfaction.

3 To promote conservation of electricity when it can be achieved more economically than supply.
4 To develop and maintain a workf,orce rvith a high level of motivation, productivity and job

satisfaction.
5 To improve productivity and quality in all segments of the business on a continuing basis.
6 To be recognized as a good corporate citizen rvhich deals sensitively and fairly with the effects of its

activities on communities and individuals.
7 To conduct all corporate activities in accordance with the principles of sustainable development.
8 To assure the Corporation's long-term financial integrity.
9 To secure beneficial extra-provincial agreements.

All activities of Manitoba Hydro may be described in terms of their role in satisfying one or more of these

strategic objectives. The scope of this research is primarily concemed with strategic objectives 1,6,7,8, and

potentially 9. Strategic objectives 1,8,9 are relatively straightforward to comprehend and pursue.

However, objectives 6,7 are extremely subjective. Without stakeholder participation in making choices that

affect these objectives, Manitoba Hydro can only guess whether they made the proper choices before

moving through a licensing process.

Manitoba Hydro has prepared 2 initial design alternatives for the Wuskwatim Lake area. One option is to

fully develop Wuskwatim with a high dam at Taskinigup Falls. Another option is to develop 2 low head

generating stations, one at Taskinigup Falls, the other upstream of Wuskwatim Lake at Early Morning

Rapids on the Burntwood River. A final design has not been chosen.

Manitoba Hydro would like to involve various stakeholders in the planning of environmentally sensitive

features ofdevelopment such as:

. Generating station option.
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6.2.3

Reservoir elevation.
Operating mode for the generating station.

Forebay clearing.
Location of the permanent access road to the project site.

Location of Birchtree station.

Location of transmission lines.

Mitigation, compensation, and enhancement programs.

Monitoring.

ldentification of Stakeholders

Manitoba Hydro has historically chosen to generate electricity primarily from the flow of water instead of

using other sources of power such as nuclear power, or fossil fuels. The province of Manitoba is rich in

hydroelectric potential and is sparsely-populated in many areas. Some of North America's largest lakes

exist in Manitoba, and the Nelson River drains a large portion of North America into Hudson's Bay in

Manitoba's north. Most of the generating capacity is in northem Manitoba where there are few people and

many natural resources. Mining and forestry are the major industries of the region. Many areas are

pristine wildemess and many communities have subsistence economies that are dependent on local hunting

and fishing. Some generating capacity is already realized in northern Manitoba. A significant project is

the Churchill River diversion which diverts water from the Churchill River system to existing generating

stations in the Nelson River basin. Another proposed project which will not be built in the near future is

the Conawapa generating station on the Nelson River.

There are several treaties and agreements in place to regulate the development of northern Manitoba water

resources for hydro power. The most significant agreement, in terms of relevance for this case study, is the

Northem Flood Agreement. It specifies constraints on development, with particular interest in South Indian

Lake and the Churchill River diversion through the Rat River and Burntwood River systems to the Nelson

River. The Northern Flood Agreement is a contract between the Government of Manitoba, Manitoba

Hydro, and First Nations communities in the north. It includes Wuskwatim Lake and areas upstream and

downstream of proposed hydro development in the area.
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There are many potential planning participants identified as stakeholders for development near Wuskwatim

Lake. They include the city of Thompson (downstream of Wuskwatim Lake), Nelson House First Nation

(upstream of Wuskwatim Lake), and the Department of Fisheries & Oceans as a regulatory agency for

fisheries interests. Any development near Wuskwatim Lake may impact the flow regime, water quality,

and many geomorphological characteristics near Thompson. Nelson House may be subject to either direct

flooding or increased water levels from backwater effects. Impacts associated with flooding may also

affect Nelson House such as erosion and water quality problems.

The Department of Fisheries & Oceans, in an effort to address fisheries concerns, may consider impacts in

terms of reseryoir habitat, riverine habitat, and fish passage. Reservoir habitat may be altered from

previous reservoir habitat and/or created from traditionally riverine habitat. Riverine habitat both upstream

and downstream may be impacted. Most changes are assumed to occur downstream of the development

site, but altered flow characteristics upstream of the site are caused by backwater effects.

Obstruction to fish migrations, to either upstream or downstream movements, may alter local populations

of fish. Some species may disappear, while others may dominate. Changes or disruptions in species

composition may alter ecosystem links. Changes in fish population may also impact local commercial and

recreational fisheries at Nelson House or Thompson.

6.2.4 Project Licensing

There are also outstanding issues to be resolved between Manitoba Hydro and Nelson House First Nation,

related to the Churchill diversion project which augments flow past Wuskwatim Lake. This complicates an

already complicated procedure for project licensing. Presently, the federal environmental assessment and
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review process of pursuing development of a hydroelectric generating station can be described in 9 steps

(FEARO, 1986):

1 Submission of a proposal, listing potential environmental issues and stakeholders (a priori
environmental assessment investigations are encouraged and quickly becoming mandatory).

2 Screening of proposals to determine the need to mitigate environmental impacts or to modiS the
proposal.

3 Further investigation. Projects which pass screening may need further clarification of impacts before
public hearings.

4 Referral to the Minister of the Environment for panel review.

5 Preparation of an environmental impact statement.
6 Public hearings on the environmental impact statement.
7 Report on proposal impacts and recommendations to address impacts.

8 Publicationofreport.
9 Licensing decision by the Minister of the Environment.
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6.3 lntegration of GIS Tools

ln an attempt to avoid conflicts with stakeholders th¡ough the project licensing process, a collaborative

planning process can be implemented to include relevant participants in the conceptual design stage.

Decision support tools to experiment with different technical options can be a powerful visualization and

knowledge transfer tool. GIS, as a viable and popular spatial analysis tool, is well-suited to be integrated

with hydraulic and hydrologic processes.

6.3.1 CIS Database

Two digital NTS maps were selected for use in GIS applications (they are 63o09, and 63o10). They are

1:50000 scale UTM grid maps, in zone 14, using the GRS80 ellipsoid. The maps are adjacent to each

other. Each map is approximately 30km x 30km. Map 63o10 contains areas upstream of Wuskwatim

Lake, but not Notigi control structure or the Nelson House community. It also cont¿ins the majority of

Wuskwatim Lake and the Rat River release point. Map 63o09 contains a portion of Wuskwatim Lake, and

downstream areas of the Rat River, although not as far as Thompson.

A digital elevation model (DEM) has been developed from contour lines, a small set of available point

elevation values, and known lake levels for some of the larger lakes. The accuracy of the DEM is not

questioned at this point. It is discretized at lm (vertical scale) intervals for 30m by 30m cell sizes, and is

meant to be representative overall.

Other data in the database includes boundaries between land and surface water areas, wetlands, streams,

rapids, and roads. A number of structures have also been digitized for possible inclusion in flooding

experiments, including both the proposed Wuskwatim and Early Moming generating stations.
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6.3.2 Flood lnundationVisualization

GIS exploration of flooding scenarios is one aspect of visual demonstration that may contribute to

improved participation and understanding between various stakeholders.

The task of flood inundation is a complex task if hydraulic behaviour such as backwater effects are taken

into account. Unforrunately, the determination of backwater demands a substantial amount of data.

Backwaters are usually generated by the standard step method, using cross-section data for each reach. A

typical procedure calculates the effect with external models, and simply displays the results using GIS.

That procedure works ñne for a river basin where the flooding is mainly on the flood plain of the river. For

cases where a flood will inundate a variety of areas and land types, the cross-section data requirements

become expensive and unmanageable.

For the purpose of visualizing a flooding scenario, especially for a large case study region (over 1000 km2

in this case), it is relatively simple and straightforward to generate a flood without backwater. The results

will not be completely accurate, but will be representative.

To generate a flood, the following procedure is used:

I Combine the selected hydraulic structures (dams) as bitmap images rvlth the digital elevation model
(DEM). Hydraulic structures are treated as an area with a specifïed elevation.

2 Identi$ the upstream side ofthe hydraulic structure.
3 Specify an elevation for flooding.
4 Generate clumps of areas below the flood level.
5 Choose the appropriate clump as the reservoir.
6 Change the DEM and topographic maps appropriately.

A graphical interface has been developed in OpenWindows using SmartElements from Neuron Data to

allow experimentation with different flooding scenarios. Structures such as dams or dykes can be added

and removed. Reservoir levels can be adjusted. The size of the flooded area, and the added storage volume

are also calculated.
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6.3.3 Development of Alternatives

Generally, the experimental process of developing alternatives is iterative according to the sequence below:

I Choose technical options (such as dam, reservoir stage).

2 Update model analysis.
3 Present results (save alternative).
4 Return to 1.

The following figure (Figure 22) shows the results of selecting technical options updating the model

analysis, and presenting the results for a possible design proposal. The example in Figure 22 shows the

interactive selection of I dam icon and 2 dyke icons on a small picture of the case study area. The selected

dam location, Wuskwatim (at Taskinigup falls), is then set to a reservoir stage of 240m by the participants.

This simple input defines the basic requirements for a technical alternative. Not visible in Figure 22 is the

altemate approach of selecting from a previously-defined list of alternatives (remember Manitoba Hydro

may already have conceptual designs being considered).
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Figure 22.Example display for alternative generation decision support.

An update (clicking the Update button atop the window in the top right corner of the display) triggers the

object-oriented database to collect the selected technical options, and submit them to relational database

tables. The necessary GIS analysis tools are invoked, providing updates in the form of GIS maps of the

flooded region. Other properties are also calculated, such as reservoir area (193.3 lcn'z) and reseryoir

volume (0.55 lÍn).

The GIS display has also been automated with a custom interface. Original topography or the DEM can be

displayed at arry time to compare with the current flooded scenario. The new topographic area, the
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reservoir area, and reservoir depth can be shown. Other vector features and structures are also made

available. For instance, streams are stored in vector format.

In this way, participants are able to interactively experiment with technical options, and view output of

model analysis. The motivation is for participants with diverse backgrounds to understand the implications

of different choices. The learning process is augmented by the visualization tools, and also by the

interactive nature of experimentation. A new altemative can be updated within a couple of minutes.

Participants are then able to see, in (near) real-time, how different technical options behave.

The form of decision support is very specific to stakeholder participation. It is also possible to generate a

large number of scenarios to cover the likely range of alternatives to consider. From that database of

generated alternatives, tradeoffs can be assessed and a selection made. However, in an automated

generation of alternatives, there is typically one element missing. Facilitating creativity from the

participants is the primary motivation of using an experimental learning process. In fact, it is the ultimate

goal of any decision support system!

The selection of technical options shown in this example in no rvay reflects the position of Manitoba Hydro.

Manitoba Hydro is interested in the creative contribution of stakeholders. Predefined alternatives may be

under consideration, but they have not been presented in any detail in this document.
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6.4

6.4.1 Prototype Expert System for Choosing the Design of a Hydroelectric
Generating Station

As an example expert system (ES), a prototlpe hydropower development construction plaming expert

system has been developed. The hydropower construction ES encodes some basic hydropower design

engineering experience at Manitoba Hydro, from a cooperative expert: Per Stokke, P.Eng. The purpose of

the ES is to suggest a technical option such as a dam, along with its various components such as reservoir

and powerhouse, and provide expert advice as to the type of dam and potential improvements that might be

required such as water energy dissipation requirements, reservoir operating policy, and water intake

positioning.

If a dam is to be created, an object is created within the Dam class, inheriting all the properties and

behaviour associated with a dam. In turn, 4 components are also created as subobjects to the dam. They

are:

. Reservoir.

. Spillway.

. Powerhouse.

. Release.

Each of these subobjects are in turn attached to relevant classes. For example, the spillway belongs to a

class of objects called Spillways. The new spillway, in turn, inherits the properties zurd behaviour

associated with spillways. In this \vay, an object-oriented model is built to describe the relationships

between the dam and its surroundings. Other, nonstructural objects can also be associated with the dam.

Application of Expert Systems
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6.4.2 Knowledge Base Description

The rule base of the expert system attempts to speci$ many of the design elements of the dam. For

instance, a dam may be earth fill or rock fill if an embankment type of dam is chosen. An example rule is:

IF the dam is an embankment type AND
site excavation rock is not available AND
a site borrow area is easily accessible

THEN design the dam as earth filled
WHy earth fill cost is low due to accessibility, compared to quarrying rock

In order to assign "earth fill" to the embankment tlpe of dam, however, we must ensure that embankment is

chosen or at least feasible. Backward chaining is used by the inference engine to search for rules to assign

the dam to the embankment class of dams, such as the following:

IF there are no frost concerns AND
the experience of the planners has been with embankment dams AND
the cost of earth filL (borro'n material) is low

THEN recomrnend an embankment type of dam
WHY embankment dams are feasibte (cost of earth filf) and preferred

Other rules are used to determine the relative cost of earth or rock fill for embankment dams. Likewise,

rules attempt to determine properties and design requirements for the dam subobjects (reservoir, release,

spi I lw ay, p ow e rhous e), for instance:

rF the experience of planners has been with either/both overflow and
orifice spillways ÀND

the potential siltation in the reservoir is not high
THEN recommend an overflow type of spillway
wHY experience has been with overflow spillways, and flushing of sediment is
not a factor

IF the available hydraulic head to the powerhouse is less than 25m
THEN recommend a close couple type of powerhouse
WHY close couple systems work well for low head stations

IF the available hydraulic head to the powerhouse is less than 15m AND
the powerhouse turbine uniÈ capacity is less than 65MW

THEN recommend a bulb turbine design
WHY both head and turbine capacity are relatively low

A complete listing of the knowledge base is provided as an appendrx.
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Figure 23 shows the results of a consultation with the expert system tlrough the CPSS interface. There are

2 active windows. The left window displays the recommended properties for design of the dam and

hydroelectric generating station. Radio buttons provide access to properties of the different aspects of

design. The right window is the ,Session Contol window. Relevant questions are posed by the expert

system. Subsequent recommendations are documented to the left nthe Property Display window. Figures

23 and 24 show some of the recommendations for design based on an example consultation.

What is the condition of headrace depth for intakes?

Choices: insufiìcient .l Validate

Figure 23. Expert system module interface.

Type close couple Design bulb turblne

Head 12.0

Unit capacity 45.0

lce formation Unknown
Tailrace lining yes Conveyance lñfficient
lntake channel yes penstock cond¡õñsi6ffi
Belatjve intake posiÜon lknown Headrace deph insuffrcient

Figure 24. Example recommendation for a generating station design.

Hydrotest expert system module

Hydrotest propertles

Class
Dam

Design
rock f ll

Type
embankment

Cost of earth fìll

Cost of rock lill

Reservoir
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The hydropower construction expert system provides an example for the type of experience which can be

provided by expert systems within a DSS. It is a sample utility, available for the specific (conceptual)

design of technical options. Expert systems do not replace experience, but provide consistency and

accessibility to knowledge. They may also provide decision making participants with the tools to generate

realistic alternatives without being experts in multiple disciplines.
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6.5 Summary

Geographic information systems and expert systems have many potential applications in water resources

planning and management. A few of these have been touched on throughout this chapter. Of the many

uses of DEMs and other topographic information, experimentation with flooding scenarios for the

visualization of dyke requirements, or environmental impact assessment, is one simple yet powerfül use of

GIS in water resources plaruring. Another benefit to collaborative group planning techniques is the form of

expert advice which enables detailed conceptual alternatives to be defined, including indications of cost and

performance. The small knowledge base provided is a¡r initial attempt to provide that service.
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Chapter 7 Evaluation of Alternatives

using a Fuzzy Compromise Approach

Multicriteria decision-making (MCDM), ð â specialized field of Operations Research (OR), has been

moving from optimizationmethods to more interactive decision support tools. Some of the areas of current

and future development in the field have been identified by Dyer et. al. (1992). They include:

Sensitivity analysis and the incorporation of vague or imprecise
judgements of preferences and/or probabilities in multiattribute
situations and decisions under uncertainty in which states ãre
multidimensional.

Development of improved interactive software for multicriterion decision
support systems, taking into account the fndings of psychological
research about biases and heuristics.

The following chapter introduces a MCDM technique to evaluate the performance of discrete alternatives

with uncertainties modelled as imprecise and vague. T\e fuzzy compromise approach is an attempt to

address many of the lacking qualities in many MCDM techniques, where uncerüainties and subjectivity are

concerned.
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7.1

7.1.1

lntroduction

Compromise Programming

Multiobjective decision problems generally assume convexity of a decision frontier consisting of

alternatives which are not entirely dominated by any other alternative. Figure 25 demonstrates a

nondominated frontier in the decision space of 2 objectives for a maximization problem. For discrete

altemative selection, the frontier surface reduces to a set of points, each representing an alternative (such as

{A,B,C,D} in Figure 25). The ideal point, where all objectives are able to achieve their greatest measure,

is usually infeasible. The problem reduces to an evaluation oftradeoffs between efficient solutions.

Objective I

Figure 25. Multiobjective decision problems.

The concept of the displaced ideal was used by Zeleny (1973,1982) to form compromise progranìming, a

multiobjective technique which resolves multiple objectives into commensurable, unitless, distance metrics

measured from an ideal point. In the discrete form of compromise programming, distance metrics can be

calculated for each alternative - given an importance weight for each selection criteria. The result is a

o

o
dJ
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õ

Ineffrcient solutio¡ls
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direct ranking of alternatives, valid for the selected weights and the chosen form of distance measurement.

The following can be used to calculate a discrete compromise programming distance metric (Z), otherwise

known as the Minkowski distance:

,=lr,{qÇ3)'ll'
(33)

I is the value for criteria i, andf,',fiare the positive and negative ideal values for criteria i, respectively,

where the term (f,'-f;) serves to normalize the noncommensurate values of the different criteria. The

weight, w,, indicates relative importance of a criteria.

The distance from an ideal solution, L, ts a function of the distance metric exponent, p. Typically, the

Euclidean distance (p:2) is used to penalize large deviations from the ideal. However, the exponent can

also carry an economic interpretation. The Hamming distance þ:1) results in a case of perfect

compensation between criteria. For the Chebychev distance (p=-), there is no compensation among

criteria - the largest deviation from the ideal dominates the assessment.

Weights can be considered as the degree of importance or relevance. Although the use of weights may

suggest tradeoff implications between criteria, practical applications in compromise programming use

weights simply to place emphasis on important criteria (for example, see Simonovic, 1989). Subjective

weighting may be an inefficient means of resolving commensurability issues, but it is a simple and

interactive approach rvhich cannot be proven invalid.

Weighting may or may not hold for the condition Ew,: 1. A useful rule of thumb, though, is to allow a

range of criteria weights up to I order of magnitude. Another useful rule is to normalize the weights to a

range [0,1], since the other term in the distance metric is also normalized to [0,1]. Although there is no
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formal proof for determining the benefits of these rules, they reduce the possibility of undue bias in the

distance metric resulting from overcompensation. For example, if weights have a valid range [0,100] while

the normalized criteria value differences (the second term in L\ act on a range of [0,1], then the distance

metrics would be dominated by the subjective weights.

Many of the traditional MCDM techniques, including compromise programming, attempt to preserve some

level of transparencyto problems. This is a valuable strengfh for decision makers. However, compromise

programming (like most MCDM techniques) only makes use of a limited amount of information. Extensive

sensitivity analysis is necessary to recommend any kind of recommendation with confidence. The marriage

of a transparent technique such as compromise programming with fuzzy sets is an example of a hybrid

decision making tool available to future planners.

7.1.2 Modelling Uncertainty

Uncertainty is a source of complexity in decision making which can be found in many forms. Typical types

of uncertainty include uncertainty in model asumptions, and uncerlainty in data or parameter values. There

may also be uncertainty in the interpretation of results. While some uncertainties can be modelled as

stochastic variables in a simulation, other forms of uncertainty may simply be vague or imprecise.

Traditional techniques for evaluating discrete alternatives such as ELECTRE (Benayoun et. al., 1966),

AHP (Saaty, 1980), Compromise Programming (Zeleny, 1973; Zeleny, 1982), and others do not normally

consider uncertainties involved in procuring criteria values. AHP inherently includes linguistic subjectivity,

and has been applied to water resources problems (Palmer and Lund, 1985; Lund and Palmer, 1986).

Sensitivity analysis can be used to express decision maker uncertainty (such as uncertain preferences and

ignorance), but this form of sensitivity analysis can be inadequate at expressing decision complexity. There
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have been efforts to extend traditional techniques, such as PROTRADE (Goicoechea et. al., 1982), which

could be described as a stochastic compromise programming technique. A remaining problem is that not

all uncertainties easily fit the probabilistic classification.

The theory of fuzry sets, which is a theory of possibility, is not dissimilar to probability theory. In fact,

they can be considered complementary. Fuzry membership functions have a similar appearance to

probability distribution functions (pdfl. However, there are some inherent differences. A pdf provides the

probability of specific values occurring. A fuzry membership function acknowledges that we may not be

completely sure what values we are talking about. Statistical precision can be independent of our

classification of an event. For example, we may predict 90% probability of the occurence of a good value.

What qualifies as a good value? Qualification of good can be subjective. Also, in many practical

applications, there is not enough data to make probabilistic predictions with confidence. The dependence of

stochastic applications on distribution functions can be restricting and misleading because of the intensity

of data requirements. The difference between fuzry and probabilistic functions is not always so clear. A

fuzzy membership function may be used in place of apdf,butthe same data requirements are still relevant.

ln general, fuzzy sets provide an intuitive, and flexible framework for interactively exploring a problem that

is either ill-defined or has limited available data.

There are typically 3 main forms of imprecision identified nfuzry decision making (Ribeiro et. al., 1995):

. Incompleteness, such as insuffrcient dat¿

. Fuzziness, where precise concepts are difficult to define

. Illusion of validity, such as detection of erroneous outputs (Tversþ and Kahneman, 1990)

7.1.3 Fuzzy Decision-Making

The use of fuz4 representation of systems must also be considered for planning decisions involving

multiple objectives with noncommensurate units and subjective definitions or impacts. Fuzry set theory is
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almost 3 decades old. First introduced theoretically by Zadeh (1965), fuzzy sets gained a practical

application method for system optimization problems when Bellman and Zadeh (1970) introduced the

minimum operator. This enabled transformation and solution of equivalent nonfuzry problems with linear

programming. Although applications have since spread to nonlinear problems and multiobjective

formulations, the basic solution concepts are still predominately based on the minimum operator. Other

researchers have applied fuzry sets within branch and bound search techniques to solve nonlinear

problems. Surveys and reviews of fuzry programming techniques can be found in Kandel (1986),

Kacprrykand Orlovski (1987), and Slorvinski and Teghem (1990).

Fuzzy system descriptions have been applied in water resources planning decisions (Haimes, 1977;

Slowinski, 1986), mostly for water supply plaruring problems including network problems. Fuzry

approaches attract a lot of attention in rvater resource management first of all because of uncert¿i¡ties in

discrete decisions that are affected by continuously variable inputs, but also because of empirical and

poorly-defined goals for water supply, water quality, or other indirect measures such as recreational

accessibility. Water supply problems entice fuzzy applications to be combined within multiobjective

decisions for expert system decision support (Bardossy and Ducksten,1992). Zimmerman (1987) presents

frameworks and applications of decision-making with expert systems in a fuzry environment.

Contemporary research involving fuzzy systems are now exploring the incorporation of neural networks to

solve complex fuzzy multiobjective problems (Sakawa, 1993) as one potential solution alternative to

branch-and-bound methods. This example application is part of a research effort into multiobjective

decision possibilities (Sakawa, 1993) and includes decision support applications to interactively explore

solutions.

Fuz4 decision making techniques have addressed some uncertainties, such as the vagueness and conflict of

preferences common in group decision making (Blin, 1974; Siskos, 1982; Seo and Sakawa, 1985; Felix,
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1994; and others), and at least one effort has been made to combine decision problems with both stochastic

andfuzry components (Munda et al, 1995). Application, however, demands some level of intuitiveness for

the decision makers, and encourages interaction or experimentation such as that found in Nishizaki and Seo

(1994). Authors such as Leung (1982) and many others have explored fuzry decision making

environments. This is not always so intuitive to many people involved in practical decisions because the

decision space may be some abstract measure of fuzziness, instead of a tangible measure of alternative

performance. The alternatives to be evaluated are rarely fuzry. Their performance is îuzzy. In other

words, a fuz4t decision making environment may not be as generically-relevant as a fuzry evaluation of a

decision making problem.

Most fuzzy multicriteria methods either concentrate on multiobjective linear programming techniques, or

experiment with methods based on fuzry relations. Carlsson and Fuller (1996) provide a review of fuz4r

multiple criteria decision making, and Ribeiro (1996) provides a very good review of fuzry sets as they are

applied to MCDM.

An intuitive, and relatively interactive, decision tool for discrete alternative selection, under various forms

of uncertainty, would be a valuable tool in decision making - especially for applications with groups of

decision makers. This chapter explores the application of fuzzy sets in conjunction with a standard

MCDM technique, compromise programming. The adaptation of standard techniques to perform within

the fuzry framework demands a different set of operators. The following section describes techniques for

making the necessary fuzzy arithmetic calculations when decision information is vague or imprecise.

Compromise programming, as a crisp MCDM tool, is described. The application and use of frrzry distance

metrics are then developed and demonstrated as afuzry decision making tool.
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7.1.4 Existing Fuzzy Applications using Displaced ldeals

The concept of afuz4 displaced ideal was probably born with the comment by Carlsson (1982):

Zeleny's theory of the displaced ideal would ... be very useful in a fuzzy
adaptation.

Leung (1982) used the fuzry ideal concept in multicriteria conflict resolution. Leung defines afuzry ideal

solution, generates a membership function for each alternative (based on relative satisfaction or closeness

to the ideal) and ranks alternatives based on the relative closeness to the ideal using distance metrics. In

Leung's method, no weights are used, and the decision space is not defined by the criteria values, it is

defined by the fuzzy membership (relative satisfaction) values. For this to occur, fuzzy sets representing

level of satisfaction must be used to translate the criteria values. In order to accommodate conflict

resolution, the decision space is treated as continuous - connecting the discrete (fuzry) alternatives and

searching for a location with the shortest distance to the fuzzy ideal.

Lai et al (199a) used distance metrics and the concept of a displaced ideal to reduce a multiobjective

problem to a 2 objective problem. They are to:

. minimize the distance to an ideal solution

. maximize the distance to the worst solution.

Membership functions are assigned to the ideal and worst solutions to fuzzify the problem, weights are

used to resolve the 2 remaining objectives. Decisions are reached by formulating the problem as a fuzry

linear programming problem, and solved in the standard Bellman andZadeh (1970) approach.

An example of fuzry compromise decision making can be found in Bardossy and Duckstein (1992), where

a MCDM problem is evaluated using compromise programming with one of the criteria being qualitative

and subjective. A codebook, a set of membership functions used to describe categories of subjective

information, is established which translates a cardinal scale selection of the subjective criteria rnto a fuzzy
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set. Application of the extension principle to combine the single fuzzy cntena with other, quantitative,

criteria is demonstrated graphically. Bardossy and Ducksten (1992) and a similar paper by Lee et al

(1994) provide the only known examples of a fuzzy displaced ideal which is directly analogous to

compromise programming. They do not provide the necessary framework for application of a general

fuz4t compromise programming technique.
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7.2 Fuzzy Arithmetic

Before describing the proposed fuzry compromise approach for evaluating discrete altematives, some

properties of fuzry sets must be examined.

7.2.1 Properties oÍ Fuzzy Sets

The theory of fuzry sets, initiatedby Zadeh (1965), defines afuz4 set, A, by degree of membership, p(r),

over a universe of discourse , X, as:

pÁx): X-+ [0, 1] (34)

Ftzry sets are indications of a level of possibility, as opposed to probability. Figure 26 provides an

example of a triangular fuz4, set, which is also normal and unimodal. Normality is satisfied by at least a

single value with a possibility p(x)=l. Figure 26 shows a unimodal set because there is only one peak.

The function which defines ¡t(r) is piecewise linear, but can be any function which satisfies the above

equation.

p(x)

1.0

possible values

Figure 26. Afuzry set.
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One of the important characteristic properties of afuzry set is its degree of fuzziness. As the range of valid

r values increases, the degree of fuzziness increases. Also, as more valid x values become more possible

(higher membership values), the degree of fuzziness increases. There are many ways of expressing

fuzziness. Two general measures of fuzziness are the energy measure and entropy measure defined below:

energy measure E(A) = l."lVo(r)jdt

where e :10,11 -+ [0, 1] increasing

entropy measure H(A) = [,nîVo(r)]a*

where h . f0,11 -+ [0, 1] increasing over [0, å], decreasing ou.t [], r ]

Many of the operations on fuzry sets use connectives called triangular norms:

models the intersection operator in (nonfirzzy) set theory. It is defined by I . [0,

can be satisfied by any function which exhibits the following properties:

boundary conditions ... x t 0= 0, r t I =x

monotonicity ... x < xt and y <y/ implies xty < xt ry

commutativity ... xty =ytx

associativity .. (xQ)rz = xt(ytz)

Likewise, s models the union operator.

functions with the following properties:

It is defined by s : [0, 1] x [0, 1] -+ [0, 1], and can be satisfied by

(3 s)

(36)

/-norms; and s-norms. f

1l x [0,1] -+ [0,1], and

(37)

(3 8)

(3e)

(40)

(41)

(42)

(43)

boundary conditions ... xs 0 =x, xs I = I

monotonicity ... x <xt andy <y/ implies xsy <xlsy

commutativity ... xsy = ysx
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(44)

The min and max operators are corrrmonly used for t and s respectively, although the family of valid

triangular norrns is endless.

Composition operators are also used to corurect fuzzy sets in many operations. They include sup and inf.

The operation, sup, is the supremum or maximum of its membership function over the universe of

discourse. Likewise, inf refers to the minimum membership value over a universe of discourse. The

combination of composition operators and connectives produces a powerful framework for many

operations. sup-f compositions (max-min), and inf-s compositions (min-max) are 2 examples that are used

n fuzry arithmetic calculations.

There are many texts on fuzry sets, including Dubois and Prade (1982), Zimmerman (1987), Sakawa

(1993), and Pedrycz (1995). In particular,Pedrycz (1995) expands on valid triangular norrns.

7.2.2 Arithmetic Operations

Arithmetic operations on fuzry sets is very different from those on normal, crisp, numbers. Fuzzy algebra

is made possible by the extension principle, which states that for Y:flþ, X(r) and Y(¡t) are membership

functions (equivalent to p,(r) and pr(y) respectively), there is:

Y(y) = sup".x; ¡-¡*¡ X(x)

where/: X -+ Y

yey

From this extension principle, fuzry anthmetic can be described as:

Vo+u(x) = supye.R [p"(x-y) t ttúy)]

(4s)

(46)
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p,+@) = supyen ÍV"@ +Y) t Ptu(Y)l

Vo.t@) = sup¡o lpr"(xly) t tto$)l

V"ø(x) = supye¡ Ítt"(Vx) t Vt|)l

f / t \ I
tt.o(x) = sup¡+o Lp,(roJ 

t ttu|) )

(47)

(48)

(4e)

(s0)

It is important to note that some fuzry anthmetic operations are not possible for fuzry sets defined over a

universe of discourse which includes the valid value r=0. In particular, multiplication and exponential

operations may not exist by the rvay in which the extension principle is applied.

In a simple arithmetic example to demonstrate the extension principle (Figure 27), 2 + {4,ã} = {ã, ã}

Other simple examples of fuzzl arithmetic operations can be found in Mares (1994) or Sakawa (1993).

Figure 27.ßuzzy addition example.

In practice, there are various approaches to calculating the results of fuzzy arithmetic operations. To

provide general analytical capabilities, there are at least 2 approaches. One is to assume a certain shape

for the resulting fuzry set. The other is to use brute force to find points along the resulting fuzq set.

tt(x)

56
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Assuming a known fuzry set shape from a fvry arithmetic operation, the general characteristics of the

firzry setcan be demonstrated with an equation which matches the proper shape. This is the technique used

in many applications that define left and/or right sided (¿-, Rl fuzzy sets assuming a unimodal normal

fuzzy set. The use of equations to define the characteristics is both visually and computationally pleasing

when performing arithmetic operations. For example, the output result of adding 2 unimodal, normal fuz4,

sets may be approximated using functions for the left and right side of the resulting set with a normal mode

a¡d boundaries defined by the nonfuzry operations on the modes and boundaries of the 2 input fuzzy sets.

If a shape cannot be assumed, more (computationally) drastic brute force measures may be necessary.

7.2.3 Brute Force Method

Calculating a fuzry arithmetic operation with brute force can become convoluted, but is essentially a search

of possible arithmetic combinations, taken at every valid point in the resultant set. The search may take the

following form, forX+Y:Z (where X,Y,Z are fuzzy sets):

1 Select apoint z in Z.

2 Combine X and Y so that the operation on x andy results in z (eg. addition: x * y = z).

3 Select the minimum (if the min operator is used as the f-norm) membership value from the set {p^\x),

P',(Y))'
4 Return to 2 until all combinations are exhausted, assuming a Ây.

5 Choose the maximum (sup) membership value from the set of minimum (/-norm) operations
accumulated in steps 2 through 4.

6 Return to I until Z is complete.
7 End search.

This brute force method can become tedious as Âz in the search approaches 0. A relatively coarse search

can demonstrate the general characteristics, but accuracy can be a problem in corners ofthe resultantfuzry

set such as areas in the vicinity of modal values. Another issue is the relative coarseness of the tests

between X and Í (step 2). If this test search pattern is too coarse, modal values and other distinct features

may be missed.
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There are many possible adaptations for the brute force method. One is avery coarse search supplemented

by nonfi:zzy operations on modal values. Another is to choose a technique for dy.namically adjusting the

coarseness of the search. Both will be examined.

Supplementing a coarse search with (crisp) modal arithmetic operations is adequate for relatively simple

fuzzy sets such as triangular, or one-sided fuzzy sets. The resultant fuzry set modal values can be

assigned, and the coarse search can define the general shape of the remaining set. This technique, however,

is unsatisfactory in cases where the fuzry sets X and I are not simple. Kinks and corners on X and { or

situations of subnormality or multimodal properties, may translate to Z but be missed by the coarse search.

Modal values and boundaries remain intact, but the general shape may not be indicative of the true shape.

Dynamically adjusting the coarseness of the search to suit the complexity of the fuzry set is a general

approach which can be used for any fazry arithmetic operation (Bender and Simonovic, 1996).

Multimodal, subnormal, or odd-shaped fuzry sets can be traced in such a way that test points are

concentrated on distinct features while uninteresting features such as straight lines demand few test points.

This approach is still essentially a brute force method but the number of test points required to accurately

show distinct features may decrease dramatically.

An example adjustment pattern for the search can be generated from an objective to maximize the length of

the fuzry set, /max, where / is the length of the membership function, Z. Tltis objective assumes that the

brute force method will underestimate the curvature of Z at one or more points. For example, a standard

brute force method may be satisfied without finding the mode (m, vt Figure 28), resulting in a subnormal

mode.
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p(x)

--> x
search direction

Figure 28. Maximize fuzzy set length search technique for the brute force method.

The following search procedure can be used to achieve the objective of maximizngthe fuzry set length

(Bender and Simonovic, 1996):

Begin the search at one exlreme value (z-,,) of the fuzzy set, Z, and systematically work towards the

other extreme value (z*).
Examine 3 test points (a,b,c) at the default coarseness (very coarse), Å2. Test points are found by

examining combinations ofX and I (f-norm tests) over the universe of discourse at a resolution Ày.

Ifthe combined length ofthe segments is greater than the direct length betrveen the endpoints, subject

to a threshold accuracy (€), there may exist a feature, ¡2, which may have been missed. In this case,

reduce the coarseness (Âz) and examine the area closer. Choosing a reduced step size can be

accomplished rvith any number of methods. The simplest is the bisection method. If the difference in

lengths is larger than a specified threshold (e) reduce the coa¡seness by a factor of2, disregard the

points å and c, and continue testing with a as the starting point.

Ifthe length difference is less than the th¡eshold, t, disregard å, keep c, and use c as the starting
point for the next search. Reset Âz to the default coarseness.

Stop the search upon reaching d.

Parametric control over the brute force method using the /max search technique includes the default

coarseness of z test points (Âe), the coarseness of arithmetic tests on X and Y (Ly), and the accuracy

threshold (e).

The greatest gain in this search technique is the number of z test points needed to represent the

characteristics of Z. A very small number of points are defaulted because: if more points are necessary to

represent special features, more points are added automatically. The gain is large because each e test point

requires alarge number of experiments onXand ï.
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While Az may be coarse due to the /max search, accuracy of arithmetic operations also depend on the

sensitivity parameter, Ày. The experiments on X and I need to be extensive, so that modes and other key

points are not missed. There is very little that can be done to reduce this number. If very accurate results

are required, Ay must be very small.

One form of /max search transforms an accuracy th¡eshold, e, to a tolerance level (o) - defined as a

percentage of lo", as described by:

lo6*16"=lo"+e, (5 1)

where the tolerance, o, is usually small - less than 0.2. This allows a reasonable (and intuitive)

interpretation of limits for the search. lf 6=0.2, the search will reduce the coarseness of Âz in areas rvhere

e is greater than 20o/o of the length , l o,. Generally, the transformation of e to o prevents regression of A'z to

0 when the search method is trying to locate a corner. ln other words, if o is smaller, the search will be

more strict about the desired accuracy. At some point, though, a very small o will cause the fuzry

arithmetic operation to become convoluted, and the search technique breaks down.

The author found that, by incorporating the /max search, computational requirements decreased by 2 or

even 3 orders of magnitude of test calculations for each fuzry operation - while improving results at the

same time. For example, in a simple fuzry addition, Lz and Ây need to be very small for standard brute

force. The number of resulting tests may be 500x5000=2,500,000 tests compared to 20x1000=20,000

tests for the brute force method with the /max search.

In summary, 2 approaches based on the brute force method are advocated for performing fuzzy arithmetic

operations when there is little or no a priorl knowledge about the shapes of the fuzzy sets. They are:

o=*
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I Limited brute force search supplemented with nonfi.rzzy calculations involving modal points.

2 Brute force method incorporating a search technique to reduce the necessary amount of brute force.

The first approach above is appropriate when fhe fuzry sets are known to be normal and unimodal. If

modality or normality are not known, the second approach must be used.
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7.3 Fuzzy Distance Metrics

The following discussion of fuzry distance metrics (Bender and Simonovic, 1996) is developed in the form

of a general examination, independent of the types of fuzzy sets which an application might be limited.

7.3.1 Sources of Uncertainty

For compromise programming to address the vagueness in the decision maker's value system and criteria

value uncertainty, a general fuzry approach may be appropriate. Leung (1982) demonstrated the displaced

ideal concept of compromise programming in a fuzzy decision environment. However, it is somewhat

difficult to interpret sensitivity of criteria values. Bardossy and Ducksten (1992) demonstrate, in a limited

way, the usefulnes of a fuzry compromise programming technique for criteria which are subjective. Lai et

al (1994) also works within the framelvork of compromise programming to demonstrate the fuzzification of

the ideal point(s). These aspects of fuzziness may occur together, and in conjunction with other sources of

uncertainty such as the weights, and the appropriateness of the selected distance measure (exponent).

Simply changing all inputs from crisp to fuzry produces a definition for fuzry compromise programming

analogous to the crisp original. The multiobjective problem in Figure 25 can no longer consider a single

point for the ideal solution, and each alternative now occupies a small region to various degrees.

Measurement of distances behveen the fuzzy ideal and the fuzzy performance of alternatives can no longer

be given a single value, because many distances are at least somewhat valid. Choosing the shortest

distance to the ideal is no longer a straightforward ordering of distance metrics, because of overlaps and

varying degrees of possibility. The fuzzy multiobjective problem, however, contains a great amount of

additional information about the consequences of a decision - compared to the nonfuzzy counterpart.
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A fuzry distance metric possesses a valid range of values, each with a characteristic degree of possibility or

membership, such that all possible values are a positive distance from the ideal solution (which also

becomes fut y). Fuzry inputs include the vagueness of criteria weights, vagueness of both positive and

negative ideals, and vagueness in appropriate distance metric exponent. Of course, if any of the inputs are

lnown with certainty, then Z becomes less fuzzy.

The process of generatingfuzzy sets for input is not trivial. Certainly, arbitrary assignment is simple and

may cover the range of possibility, but it is possible to encode a lot of information and knowledge in a

fuzry set. The process of generating an appropriate fuzzy set, accommodating available data, heuristic

knowledge, or conflicting opinions, should be capable of preserving and presenting information accurately

both in detail an in general form. This topic is not addressed in any great detail in this paper. We consider

appropriate techniques for fuzry set generation to be specific to the type of problem being addressed, the

availability of different types of information, and the presence of different decision makers.

By assuming fuzzy set membership functions for the various inputs to a distance metric calculation, a

decision maker must make a number of assumptions. Normal fuzzy sets are considered. They

acknorvledge that there is at least one completely valid value, analogous to the expected value case for

probabilistic experiments. In circumstances where at least one modal point cannot be found, it is usually

better to assign multiple modal points than to assign low membership values across the range of possible

values (the universe of discourse) - partly for the sake of interpreting evaluations. Multimodal fuzzy sets

may consist of multiple modal points or a continuous range of modes. The choice of boundaries for the

universe of discourse also makes assumptions about available knowledge on the universe of discourse.

Boundary and modal point selection, along with the shape of the fuzry sets, define a degree of fuzziness

which hopefully represents the characteristic fuzziness of real world behaviour.
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In (hopefully) describing real world, linguistic-type, interpretation of behaviour or validity, fuzry sets

describe a degree of possibility for valid values of a parameter. They do not, however, possess properties

such as conditional probabilities for stochastic applications - at least, for simple applications. This fact is

acceptable because typical sensitivity analyses explore all combinations of values an)¡vvay, and there is

usually not enough information to form conditional properties. In an adva¡ ced fuzzy application, there is

no reason not to provide conditional fuzzy sets.

7.3.2 Properties oÍ Fuzzy Distance Metrics

Remaining discussions on properties of îuzry distance metrics are for maximization problems. In other

words, larger values for criteria are assumed to be better than smaller values, and that the ideal solution

tends to have larger values than the alternatives.

It is possible, and may be desirable, to fuzziîy all parameters within MCDM problem formulated with a

framework using the displaced ideal concept. The following Figure 29 shows typical shapes of input fuzzy

sets to be used for criteria values, weights, positive ideals, and negative ideals for compromise

programming. T\e fuzry sets shown are piecewise linear as: (a,b) one-sided linear, (c) triangular, (d)

trapezoidal, or (e) conflicting rvhich combines 2 triangular sets. Nonlinear fuzry sets can also be used, but

this selection typifies the different modal features.

(c) (d)

Figure 29. Typical fuzry input shapes.

P(x)
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Fuzzification of criteria values is probably the most obvious use of fuzzy sets in decision making problems.

There is a long history of published articles demonstrating decision problems with qualitative or subjective

criteria. By and large, without moving to a completely different decision space such as with Saaty's AHP

(1980), subjective criteria values are assessed along a numerical scale which is usually cardinal in nature.

To capture the subtleties of relative performance of different alternatives from the perspective of a decision

maker, there may not be enough choices. Likewise, if a l.ø;rge number of choices are provided - the

appreciation of subjectivity in linguistic terms disappears. Fuzry sets are able to capture many qualities of

relative differences in perceived value of criteria ¿rmong alternatives. Placement of modal values, along

with curvature and skew of membership functions can allow decision makers to retain what they consider

degree of possibility for subjective criteria values.

Quantitative criteria present some slightly different properties from qualitative criteria. It can be assumed

that quantitative criteria are measured in some way, either directly or through calculation based on some

model. They have stochastic properties which describe the probability of occurrence for values, based on

future uncertainties for example. They also have some degree of imprecision in their measurement or

modelling. In this way, quantitative criteria may have both stochastic and fuzry properties. To prevent

complication of many decision making problems, stochastic uncertainty may be adequately represented

with firzzy sets. In general, application of quantitative criteria within a fuzry approach may assume that

quantitative criteria are less fuzry than qualitative criteria. However, there may be many exceptions to this

rule!

Criteria weights are an aspect of most MCDM methods. Their assignment is completely subjective,

usually with a rating on an interval scale. As a subjective value, criteria weights may be more accurately

represented by fuzry sets. Generating these fuzzy sets is also a subjective element. It may be difficult to

get honest opinions about degree of fuzziness from a decision. It might actually be more straightforward to
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generate fuzzy sets for weights when multiple decision makers are involved! Then, at least, voting methods

and other techniques are available for producing a composite, collective, opinion. Regardless, more

information can be provided about valid weights ftomfuzzy sets than from crisp weights.

Membership functions for criteria values and criteria weights can both be expressed in 3 distinct forms

(Figure 30). They are (a) uncertain (where: known with certainty - is a special case with a small degree of

fuzziness), (b) unknown, and (c) conflicting. Both (b) and (c) produce a somewhat conflicting

interpretation of valid behaviour.

Figure 30. Fuzzy criteria values and weights.

Incorporation of vagueness in the ideal solution is an element which impacts rankings of alternatives. By

incorporating fuzziness to the location of the ideal solution (both positive and negative), the valid area for

the ideal point - in criteria space - affects the measurement of distance to the alternatives. For example, if

profit is a criteria, then what is the ideal amount of profit? Typically, (crisp) compromise programming

applications use the largest criteria value among the alternatives as the ideal value. This arbitrary

placement is probably not valid, and also affects the relative distances to the overall ideal. ln another

example, if a subjective criteria is rated on a scale of {1,2,3,4,5}, with linguistic inte¡pretations for each,

and all altematives are rated as {3} or {4}, thenpositive andnegative ideals of {a} and {3} respectively,

will not produce distance metrics indicative to overall alternative performance.

p(x)
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Figure 3l shows how positive and negative ideals can be expressed as one-sided fuzzy sets. The 3 choices

are (a) certain, (b) uncertain, and (c) unknown. The uncertain (c) case can also be considere d as a fuzry

goal. Improvement in criteria value does not improve the level of satisfaction because the goal has already

been completely achieved at the initial modal value. The degree of certainty in which the ideals are known

is expressed by the range of valid values. Positive and negative ideals may also be triangular or any other

complex membership function, but they would rypically ¿ùssume that a larger value is less valid as the

positive ideal solution, or that a smaller value is less valid as the negative ideal.

tL(x)

1.0

valid criteria range (a) (b) (c) x

Figure 31. Range of valid criteria values as defined by fuzzy positive and negative ideals.

The distance metric exponent, p, is likely the most imprecise or vague element of distance metric

calculation. There is no single acceptable value ofp for almost any type of problem, and it can be easily

misunderstood. Also, it is not related to problem information in -y lvay except it provides parametric

control over interpretation of distance. Fuzzification of the distance metric exponent, p, can take many

forms but in a practical way it might be defined in one of the 4 choices shown in Figure 32. (a) and (c)

suggest the common practice of using p=2. However, in (a), it is acknowledged that the distance metric

exponent has a possibility of being as small as l. (b) and (d) are thep=l equivalènt. Larger values ofp

may also be valid but fuzzy exponential operations for large exponents results in an unmanageable degree

of fuzziness (range of possible values), making interpretation of the distance metric difficult.

worst
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(a) (b)

2

(c)

I
(d)

Figure 32.ßuzzy distance metric exponent.

The impact of fuzry inputs on the shape of the resulting fuzzy distance metric is shown in Figures 3I,32.

Figure 33 shows typical shapes for Z given triangular weights and criteria values, using different

interpretations forp. Figure 34 shows the impact of unknown and uncerlain weights or criteria values. For

linear membership functions, areas about the modal value are impacted. The mode may be spread out,

split, or both.

(b) (c)

Figure 33.Fuzzy distance metrics for differentfuzry defÏnitions ofp.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 34.ßuzzy distance metrics for different multimodal criteria values and weights.
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7.3.3 Summary

The benefits of adopting the general fuzry approach to compromise programming are many. Probably the

most obvious is the overall examination of decision uncertainty. Sources of uncertainty in criteria values

are easily identified (especially for subjective qualitative criteria), but there is also uncerüainty or vagueness

in other inputs. These are typically ignored, or assessed using a sensitivity analysis. Each scenario is

normally treated with equal probability unless special considerations are taken. Fuzzy compromise treats

each potential scenario according to its degree of possibility.

Expressing possibility values with fuzzy inputs allows experience to play a significant role in the

expression of input information. The shape of a fuzzy set expresses the experience or the inte¡pretation of

a decision maker. Conflicting data or preferences can also be easily expressed using multimodal fuzzy sets,

making fuzry compromise very flexible in adapting to group decision making.

Fuzry criteria values reflect knowledge and confidence regarding the quality of data and models used to

calculate criteria values. One assumption in using fuzzy criteria values is that quantitative criteria are

generally less fuzzy than subjective criteria. This results in a major enhancement over many MCDM

methods. One of the tendencies with evaluating problems containing both quantitative and qualitative

criteria (especially for engineers, economists, and other "hard" sciences) may be to assign less weight to

"soft" subjective criteria. Even criteria values known with certainty, in a single decision maker problem,

may be uncertain when additional decision makers are considered who might disagree on the assessment of

the criteria. Fuz4t compromise programming provides better options for expressing differences in

subjectivity because uncertainty in relative importance is supplied by the weights and uncertainty in relative

value is supplied by criteria values.
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Fuzry criteria weights can serve several purposes. Consideration of context-sensitive weighting produces a

valid range of possible values. Ideally, the proper weight is conditional on the context of the decision and

available information, but this is normally ill-defined and poorly understood. Choosing weights can then be

considered as a fuzry set of potentially valid weights for a single decision maker. Considering multiple

decision makers results nfuzry weighting, even if each decision maker is confident about their preferences.

The exponent used to define the distance metric indicates the level of compensation between criteria. The

overall level of compensation may be fut y. Also, there is no single accepted distance metric. If a decision

maker is unsure of how to penalize difference from an ideal solution, p can be defined over the range of

possible values.
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7.4

7.4.1 Compari ng Fuzzy Distance Metrics

Traditional (nonfuzzy) compromise programming distance metrics measure the distance from an ideal

point, where the ideal alternative would result in a distance metric, Z:0. In fuzzy compromise

programming, the distan ce is fuzn¡, such that it represents all of the possible valid evaluations, indicated by

the degree of possibility or membership value. Alternatives which tend to be closer to the ideal may be

selected. This fuzzified distance metric is analogous to a sensitivity analysis for the nonfilzzy case.

Figure 35 shows 2 Ls. If one altemative were to be chosen, the best alternative might be ,4, a reasonably

intuitive choice. Simply consider that A and B have the same shape and degree of fuzziness, but .4 is

shifted toward the origin - which is the ideal solution, assuming that a high membership value near x:0 is

desirable. Choosing an alternative, however, is not usually so straightforward. If degree of fuzziness, or

characteristic shape is different among the available alternatives, choosing the best compromise solution

may be diffrcult.

p(x)

Selecting Acceptable Alternatives

1.0

Figure 35. Fuzzy distance metric comparison for 2 alternatives.

As an attempt to standardize a procedure for judging which Z is best among a set of alternatives, desirable

properties can be defined. The most important properties are:
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. Possibility values tend to be close to the ideal, r=0, distance.

. Possibility values have a relatively small degree of fuzziness.

Some other performance indicators might be:

. Modal values are close to the ideal.

. Possibilify values tend to be far from poor solutions.

An experienced person may be able to visually distinguish relative acceptability among alternatives, but in

cases with many alternatives where each L displays similar characteristics, it may be impractical or even

undesirable to make a selection visually. A method for ranking alternatives, based on Z, will make

summary ranking information more accessible - automating many of the visual interpretations - and

creating reproducible results. A ranking measure may also be useful in supplying additional insight into

decision maker preferences, such as

Distinguishing betrveen relative risk aversion and optimism in rank selection by deicision
makers
Allowing adjustments in decision maker emphasis for relatively extreme possibilities.

An aspect of comparing fuzzy distance metrics is the possible occurrence of points of indifference between

fuzzy sets. Ttre fuzzy sets in Figure 35 show no indffirence points between A and B, because the rising

limb (Z-side) of A is always valid on different x values from B, and likewise for the falling limb (À-side).

If however, the rising limb of ,4 were to intersect the rising limb of B (ie. equal membership values at some

point) - a point of indifference would exist, at least in relation to the rising limb. This concept of

indifference may vary. In our discussion of equal membership at points along the rising and falling limbs

of the fuzzy distance metric, interpretation of "best" depends on which side of the indifference point is

considered to be interesting in the judgement of comparative best. ln the special case where the modes are

equal, while the rising and falling limbs vary drastically, selection of the mode as the point of interest in

ranking the sets (similar to the expected value case in probability theory) will result in ranking the 2 fuzry

sets equally. Knowledge of these indifference points may not be directly evident by a ranking measure, but

if parametric control is used to test the sensitivity of rankings - indifference points (depending on their

location) may cause ranks to alter when fu2ry sets are examined under different "lighting" conditions.
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Methods for ranking fuzzy sets are numerous. Selection of a method is subjective and specific to the form

of problem and the fitzzy set characteristics which are desirable. A taxonomic examination of eústing

methods can be found in Bortolan and Degani (1985). Bortolan and Degani review an assortment of

methods ranging from horizontal and vertical evaluation of fuzry sets, to comparative methods. Some of

these methods may independently evaluate fuzzy sets, while others use competition to choose among a

selection list. Horizont¿l methods are those related to the practice of defuzzifring a fuzry set by testing for

a range of validity at a threshold membership value. Vertical methods tend to use the area under a

membership function as the basis for evaluation, such as center of gravity. The comparative methods are

those which introduce other artificial criteria for judging the performance of a fuzry set, such as a fuzry

goal.

Horizontal methods are not explored here. The following 2 methods are vertical and comparative,

respectively.

7.4.2 Weighted Center of Gravity Measure

Given the desirable properties of a ranking method for fuzry compromise programming, one technique

which may qualify as a candidate is the centroid method, as discussed by Yager (1981) in terms of its

ability to rank fuzzy sets on the range [0,1]. The centroid method appears to be consistent in its ability to

distinguish between most fuzzy sets. One weakness, however, is that the centroid method gives no

indication to degree of fuzziness. It is unable to distinguish between fu2ry sets which may have the same

centroid, but greatly differ in their degree of fuzziness. The weakness can be alleviated, somewhat, by the

use of weighting which provides a source of parametric control over the ranking values. If high

membership values are weighted higher than low membership values (in the calculation of a centroid), there
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is some indication of degree of fuzziness when comparing rankings from different weighting schemes.

However, in the case of sl,rnmetri cal fuzry sets, weighting schemes will not distinguish relative fuzziness.

A weighted centroid ranking measure can be defined as follows:

WCOG:W (s2)

where g(r) is the horizontal component of the area under scrutiny, and p(r) are membership function

values. In practice, WCoG can be calculated in discrete intervals across the valid universe of discourse for

L. The values p(r) use the exponent , q, to exagerate the scale in each interval (in cases of 4> 1).

The weighted centroid (or Center of Gravity) metlod, WCoG, allows parametric control in the form of the

exponent, ø. This control mechanism allows ranking for cases ranging from the modal value (q=-) -

which is analogous to an expected case or most likely scenario, to the center of gravity (ø=l) - which

signifies some concern over extreme cases. In this way, there exists a family of valid ranking values (which

may or may not change too significantly). The final selection of appropriate rankings is dependent on the

Ievel of risk aversion from the decision maker.

Ranking of fuzry sets with WCoG is by ordering from smallest to largest value. The smaller the WCoG

measure, the closer the center of gravity of the fuzzy set to the origin. WCoG values are not restricted to a

finite range because it is strictly a measure on valid x values. As a vertical method of ranking, WCoG

values act on the set of positive real numbers.
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7.4.3 Fuzzy Acceptability Measure

Another ranking method which shows promise is a fuzry acceptability measure, Acc, based on Kim and

Park (1990). Kim a¡rd Park derive a comparative ranking measure called the Index of Optimism (lO)

which builds on the method of Jain (1976) using the Possibility measure (Poss) to sigruû/ an optimistic

perspective, and supplements it with a pessimistic view similar to the Necessity measure (Nec).

The Possibility measure is formally known as the degree of overlap for fuzzy sets. It can be described as

the possibility of something good happening. The optimism shown in high Poss values can be stated

linguistically and mathematically as:

I would like to maximize the possibility of producing a good result.

Poss(G,,4) = supxe¡ [pc(r) t VÁx)] (53)

where.,4 is the fiizry setdefined by A : X -+f0,1] and G is a fuzry goal, defined by G :X+ [0, 1].

The Necessity measure gives a pessimistic view. It is formally known as the degree of containment when

comparing fuzzy sets. The usefulness of Nec can be expressed in the following motivation and similar

mathematical form as for Poss:

I am concerned about ensuring that something bad does not happen.

Nec(G,,4) = inf".R [PG(r) s F7 (x)]

where pJ is the complement (l-pr) membership value.

(54)

The Index of Optimism (IO) method of Kim and Park (1990) can be defined in terms of the Possibility

measure:
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Io= c¿Poss (G,A)+ (1-")(t -ross1G,,a¡) (s s)

The parameter, ø (valid over the range [0,1]), is the expression of relative optimism or pessimism. o:0.5

results in equal weight given to both optimistic and pessimistic views. u:0.9 represents a very optimistic

attitude. o=0.1 represents a very pessimistic behavioural pattern.

The method of Kim and Park is demonstrated in Figure 36, where A and B are fitzry sets to be ranked.

They are compared to G (and its counterpart,G). The circles and squares represent the optimistic value

and the pessimistic complement respectively (the pessimistic value is, of course: (l-Poss)). Kim and Park

define 2 fuzry goals, a positive (G) and a negative 1G¡, Uut since they restrict the range to that of A and, B,

the negative goal becomes the complement of the positive goal. Should this restriction be relaxed, the

method would be very flexible.

tt(x)

X

Figure 36. The Index of Optimism method of Kim and Park (1990).

The formulation of IO is in terms of Poss only, but can be restated as an acceptability measure (Acc):

Acc= c¿Poss(G,A) + (1 - a)Nec(G,l) (56)

This method is subjective only to the definition of G, doing away with the negative goal. Figure 37

demonstrates the Acc measure. It is, again, equivalent to Kim and Park, but can be defined in more simple

(frrt y) terms. To apply this Acceptability measure to the evaluation of alternatives, G (or goal) can be
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defined to have a modal value at r:0, and be decreasing on its range of positive real numbers. As a

function, G may typically be linear, but can also be adapted to place more emphasis or less emphasis near

the best value (x:0 for distance metrics). For example, the operations of concentration (CON:G2) or

dilation (DLL:G%¡ can be used to promote gambling or risk averse behaviour respectively. The range of G

is also subjective. One acceptable solution is to restrict the maximum possible value of G to the maximum

possible Z value, which is equivalent to the approach taken by Kim and Park. This, however, may be the

subject of parametric control.

tt(x)

X

Figure 37. Acceptibility measure, Acc.

Parametric control with the Acceptability measure (Acc) is accomplished with the a weight and the choice

of fuzry goal, G. The u weight controls the degree of optimism and degree of pessimism as with the IO,

and indicates (an overall) level of risk aversion. The choice of fuzry goal, G, is not so intuitive. It should

normally include the entire range oî L, but it ca¡r be adjusted to a smaller range for the purpose of either

exploring shape characteristics of Z, or to provide an indication of necessary stringency. By decreasing the

range of G, the decision maker becomes more stringent in that the method rewards higher membership

values closer to the ideal. At the extreme degree of stringency, G becomes a nonfuzzy number that

demands the alternatives be ideal.
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Ranking of fuzry sets using degree of Acceptability is accomplished by ordering Acc values from largest to

smallest. That is, the fuzry set with the greatest degree of Acceptability, given the relevant fuzry goal, is

most acceptable. Acc values are restricted on the range [0,1] since both the Poss and Nec measures act on

[0,1], and tìe use of s essentially reduces the range of possible values by a factor of 2.

7.4.4 Comparison of ranking methods

ln comparing the above ranking methods (WCoG, Acc) with those reviewed by Bortolan and Degani

(1985), given the desirable properties of Z, both are superior to the methods given in the review, and both

methods produced similar results.

The problem with many available methods is that, although most are able to correctly identify the best

fuzry set, they may not be capable of distinguishing both degree of dominance and provide an ordinal

ranking for more than 2 fuzzy sets. Many methods supplied ranking values, for example, as { 1,0,0} for 3

fuzzy sets. Very little decision information is returned by those methods. Relative dominance arnongfuzzy

sets is an imporüant aspect for distinguishing betweenfuz4, distance metrics. lnformation of this type is

provided by both WCoG and Acc.

Considering some of the intangibles of the 2 methods shown here, the weighted centroid method (WCoG) is

more intuitive for a decision maker to understand. The idea of a centroid is easily understood, and visually

intuitive. It's weakness in discerning between fuzzy sets with the same shape and modal value, yet with

different degrees of fuzziness is offset, somewhat, by the unlikely event of having dist¿nce metrics with

those properties. Fuzry distance metrics may have very similar shapes considering that all alternatives are

evaluated for the same fuzzy definition ofp. They may also have similar modes, depending on criteria

values. Degree of fuzziness, or at least some discrepancy in shape, provides the means by which the
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weighting parameter, 4, is able to distinguish indifference points. In general, though, interpretation of

indifference points is not usually very sensitive to the choice in q.

The Acceptability measure (Acc) provides more comprehensive, and possibly more relevant, parametric

control over the interpretation of results. Acc is able to explore the "surface" of fuzry distance metrics

(fuzry sets) with a meaningful interpretation of the variables used for parametric control (c, G). However,

unlike the WCoG method which might easily be justified under scrutiny, the parameters for the Acc

measure are diffrcult to justifu if some combination is used to recommend a¡r alternative. The appropriate

use of Acc is strictlyto determine sensitivity, if any, of alternative rankings to different attitudes displayed

by a decision maker.

There are many different combinations of shapes and distinct intracacies among fuzzy distance metrics.

One thing in common is the relative shape of the rising and falling limbs. They are dependent on the

distance metric exponent definition, rvhich must be consistent for all alternatives if a meaningful

comparison is to occur. The differences are largely in degree of fuzziness, and modal characteristics.

Large differences in input fuzziness can cause significant reduction or expansion of the valid range of

distances from the ideal. Conflicting or unknown input may produce wider ranges where membership

values of some alternatives remain close to unity. Regardless of the combination of characteristics for

fuzzy distance metrics, both the WCoG and Acc methods produced similar results that corresponded with

visual interpretation of fuzry distance metric plots.

Both methods satisfy our desirable properties for ranking fuzzy distance metrics. Both may prove to be

useful in a decision making problem with multiple alternatives. Choosing just one of these methods, or a

completely different method (of which there are many), should be dependent on the desirable rarking
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properties of the given problem. In some cases, it may be advantageous to use more than one method as a

form of verification.
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7.5 Examples

The following examples of using the fuzzy compromise approach are taken from the field of water

resources planning as found in Bender and Simonovic (1996). They are multicriteria decision problems,

originally addressed using standard MCDM techniques such as ELECTRE and Compromise Programming

to select a most desirable water mariagement system alternative, either as a best compromise or as a robust

choice. The problems all deal with subjective criteria which have been processed as discretized (nonfirzzy)

values. They assume scalar values for subjective criteria evaluations, and criteria weights. They also, at

most, deal with uncerlainty in the criteria weights by experimenting with a few combinations. Each

example will be redefined n fuzzy terms to demonstrate the fuzry compromise technique.

7.5.1 Tisza River Example

The Tisza River basin in Hungary, east of Budapest, was studied by David and Duckstein (1976) for the

pu{pose of comparing alternative water resource systems for long range goals. They attempt to follow a

cost effetiveness methodology to choose from 5 alternatives, but many of the 12 criteria are subjective.

The last 8 criteria in Table 6 are subjective, and have linguistic evaluations assigned to them. The criteria

for water quality, recreation, flood protection, manpower impact, environmental architecture, and

development possibility are all considered on a scale with 5 linguistic options {excellent, very good, good,

fair, bad\. The last 2 cntena are judged by different linguistic scales. First of all, international

cooperation has a subjective scale {very easy, easy, fairly dfficult, dfficult). Finally, the sensitivity

criterion also uses a subjective scale with 4 categories (although one of them is not chosen) {very sensitive,

sensitive,fairly sensitive, not sensifive). No numeric values are provided by David and Duckstein (1976),

but numeric differences along an interval scale are given so that a discordance index can be calculated for

the ELECTRE method.



Table 6. Original values used in David & Duckstein (1976).

Criteria

Alternatives

III VIvII
total annual cost

probability of water shortage

energy (reuse factor)

land and forest use (1000 ha)

water quality

recreation

flood protection %o

manpower impact

environmental architectu re

development possibility

international coop eration

sensitivity

8s.7 l0l.l

19 50

0.5 0.01

80 80

good bad

good fair

excellent fair

very good good

good bad

good fair

easy fairly diffìcult

not sersitive very sensitive

95.1 10t.8

50 50

0. I 0.01

60 70

very good fair

bad bad

excellent bad

fair îair

good fai¡

bad fai¡

dificult fairlydiffìcult

sersitive verysensitive

I
,%

4

0.7

90

very good

very good

good

very good

very good

very good

very easy

not sensitive

Issues of uncerLainty are not addressed. Subjective criteria are assigned numeric values. Quantitative

criteria do not address any stochastic uncertainties normally associated with modelling adequacy, data

accuracy, or temporal instability. As well, additional criteria are listed, but are assumed to be handled

implicitly.

The weighting of relative importance is also an issue of uncertainty. David and Duckstein (1976) provided

criteria weights to calculate the concordance index of ELECTRE. Weights were supplied from the set of

{I,2}. All criteria were weighted as 2 except land and forest use, manpower impact, development

possibility, and sensitivity - which are given a weight of L In planning water resource systems, a single

decision maker, regulatory agency, or interest group is rarely able to represent the interests of others that

are impacted by changes in the system. The range of criteria used to evaluate alternatives is admirable, but

the relative importance and the relationships behveen those criteria - defined by different perspectives of

stakeholders - is an important, if not controlling, aspect of planning water resource systems. The technique

used by ELECTRE somewhat alters the weighting issues in its use of a concordance index, and weights are
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not needed to calculate a discordance index, but it is not known what affect uncertainty in the weights has

on assessing altemative tradeoffs.

As a conclusion, without pursuing a sensitivity analysis, David and Duckstein suggest that a mix of

systems I and II would be appropriate - since they appear to somewhat dominate the other alternatives and

show no overall domination over each other. Duckstein and Opricovic (1980) reached similar conclusions

for the same system, using a different artificial scaling for subjective criteria.

A sensitivity analysis is implied by David and Ducksten (1976) to be the next logical step in the planning

of the Tisza River basin. Changes to the data, weights, and time horizon are suggested. Although changes

to the data may have probabilistic implications, criteria weights and certainly the impact of the time horizon

are more vague because many values may be possible and entirely valid.

A useful improvement to evaluating water resource systems such as the Tisza River may be to treat

uncertainties as fuzry. Although fuzry applications may not usually exhibit the same explicit definitions as

stochastic uncertainties, it should suffice for long range planning problems.

The following (Figure 38) are the fuzry definitions for linguistic terms used in assessing subjective criteria.

Quantitative criteria are also fuzzified, but generally are less furzy .
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0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

tr

1.0

p

1.0

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

fairly ditrrcult fairly sensitive

Figure 38.ßuzry subjective criteria interpretation for the Tisza River problem.

Other fuzzy inputs include the expected ranges of criteria values (Figure 39a) and the form of distance

metric or degree of compensation among criteria for different altematives (Figure 39b). Criteria weights

are fuzzified on a range of [0,1] by simple scaling of the weights used by David and Duckstein

t- -ì
U,zl + 

1.33,.66 j (Fieure 39c). All of the fuzry inputs are treated in a simple form, exclusively

normal and unimodal. They have either triangular or one-sided membership f¡nctions.

l.l

1.0

p

1.0

p

1.0

(u) (b)

Figure 39.Fuzry input for the Tisza River problem.
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Assuming the fuzry definition for the distance metric exponent (p), and knowing the form of criteria values

and weights to be triangular, the resulting fuzzy distance metrics (2,) posess the characteristic shape

(Figure 40) of near linearity below the mode, and a somewhat quadratic polynomial curvature above the

mode. Although the degree of fuzziness (range of valid distnces from the ideal solution) is similar for all 5

alternatives, some of the alternatives are clearly inferior.

0.75

0.25

0123456789
Distance metric

Figure 40. Distance metrics for the Tisza River problem.

Rankings of these alternatives is reasonably straightforward because of the simplicity of the shapes, and

similarity in degree of filzziness. Both the weighted centroid and acceptability measures produced expected
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results (Table 7) for arbitrary parameter settings on both methods. Rankings were insensitive to changes in

levels of risk aversion, as would be expected from visual inspection. The resulting ranks con-firm the

findings of David and Duckstein (1976), that alternatives I and II dominate II[, fV, and V.

Table 7. Tisza River alternative rankings from WCoG and Acc measures.

Rank Alt WCoG (p=1¡ Acc (G:[0,8], ø:0.5)

r I 1.49 0.8 t
2 2 1.59 0.8

3 4 2.38 0.75

4 3 2.83 0.72

5 5 2.85 0.71

In a live case study with multiple decision makers, there are opporrunities for a group emphasis to

collectively adjust fuzry rnput to the Tisza River problem. The rankings may change considerably because

the values defined for this experiment are predominately simple triangular membership functions, given the

form of nonfuzry input data. Adjustments in relative fuzziness, and the emergence of conflicting opinions

about valid criteria values or weights, may produce an entirely new outlook - one which may be sensitive to

the level of risk aversion characterized by the decision maker.

7.5.2 Tucson Area Example

The problem described by Gershon et. al. (1982) is an interesting regional water management problem in

the Tucson area of A¡izona (USA). A number of flood control alternatives such as levee construction are

candidates for combination with any one of a set of water supply alternatives - with each combination

evaluated by a set of criteria. Ultimately, a combination of partial solutions will be chosen. The result is a

large number of partial alternatives (25 in all), numbered according to Table 8.
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Table 8. fndex numbers for alternative systems.

Levee Channelization Reservoirs Flood plain No action

construction and dams managemen

t

Water supply actions

Waste water reclamatton

Groundwater development

Central Anzonaproject

Conservation and

education

No action

I

6

il
T6

2l

2

7

T2

T7

22

3

8

l3

18

23

4

9

t4

l9

24

5

10

15

20

25

Flood control actions

Evaluation of alternatives is accomplished using ELECTRE. The inputs include the criteria weights, and

criteria values. There are 13 criteria in all, 8 of which are subjectively assessed on the qualitative scale

{a,b,cd,e) where a is best and ¿ is worst for whatever context is relevant. Gershon et. al. (1982) make a

point of using this qualitative scale whenever possible to alleviate issues involving units of measure. The

criteria used in the Tucson area problem are shown in Table 9, along with the original weights used by

Gershon.
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Table 9. Evaluation criteria and weights for the Tucson area problem.

Criteria wi

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Aquifer level, ff/yr

Water quality, urban

Water quality, agriculture

Expected flood losses

Expected flood frequency

Preservation designated areas

Effect on wildlife and vegetation

Implementation costs

Operations and maintenance

costs

t0 Indirect costs

t I Natural resource

12 Preservation of existing facilities

13 Creation of new opportunities

9

J

3

4

5

5

5

2

2

2

2

1.5

1.5

Robustness of the ELECTRE dominance relationships was evaluated with 2 approaches. One approach

was to reverse the criteria relationships (so that an alternative with a previously high concordance index

would revert to a low concordance, likewise for discordance) to see if the rankings would be reversed. The

other approach was to change the interval scales and criteria weights. Besides the base case scales and

weights, one other combination was tested - equal scales and weights for all criteria.

Gershon et. al. (1982) identified waste water reclamation (from the water supply list of possible actions) as

a highly desirable component to the river basin development strategy. Development of reservoirs was

identified from the flood control list. Accommodation of different weight combinations does not seem to be

a priority when using ELECTRE. Gershon et. al. (1982) note that although the change in weights to equal

weighting represents a dramatic shift in priorities, the ranks did not change significantly. This may be a

quirk of the specific problem, but rankings which are insensitive to changes in weight appears to be a
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general observation about ELECTRE. Whether this characteristic is desirable for group planning remains

to be seen.

Investigating the Tucson area planning problem with fuzzy compromise programming,the fuzzy definitions

given in Figure 4l are used to describe the qualitative evaluations {a,b,cd,e\. Quantitative criteria are

also fuzzified, but with only a small range of uncertainty. Criteria weights are luzzified on a scale of [0,1]

instead of [0,10], and are given an arbitrary degree of fuzziness. For example, the fuzry weight for criteria

#l is normal triangular unimodal linearly increasing over [0.85,0.9] and linearly decreasing over [0.9,1.0].

tr

1.0

Figure 41. ßuzzy interpretation of qualitative criteria for the Tucson area problem.

Fuzry distance metrics can be calculated based on the fuzry inputs, for each of the 25 altematives. It is

very difficult to visually sort through so many altematives. It may also be difficult to sort through the

variety of ranks in Table l0 (for both WCoG and Acc measures) which samples a variety of levels for risk

aversion. Certain alternatives do, however, exhibit consistently high rankings {2,4,17,19,22). Other

altematives display an obvious sensitivity to changes in degree of risk aversion, such as {1,2,5,6,25}, at

least in their relative ranking. This sensitivity is more apparent in Acc rankings, compared to WCoG.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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Table 10. Rankings for the Tucson area problem.

WCoG Acc

Rank

I

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

l0

tl
t2

l3

t4

l5
I6

I7

l8
l9
20

2T

22

23

24

25

q G:[0,3]

0. r 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

19 19 19191919 2124242422221 191919 2 2

24 t7 t7l 4 4 2 2 t7l t9 19 t9 r7 t7124 24 24 L7 t7
172222124 2 4t7221 4 422 2 4t7t72222
22 21 2 t7 t7 22 tgl 22 22 t7 24 241 l7 22 2 t9 19

4 24 Z4l r7 22 22 4 r2l t7 17 4 19 tgl 22 2 22 24 24

2 4 41222412t2 2224 2 4 4 412
r2r2r2l 912 7 7 12 12 12 12 tzl t2 12 12 t2 7

23 7 7l12 9 923231 9 7 7 7 77774
923232323

23 9 9 1818
72323t 7 723 9l8t 7 92323
99 23 23 18 18 2323 9181
18l8l8lt4t414 3 3l14 1818 9 3lt4 1818 9 3

3 3 3l18l8 31313118t4 3 3 l3l1814 131313
14 13t3l 3 3 1314r4l 3 31313 1313 3 3 9

13 14 r4l 13 13 24 8 8l 13 13 t4 t4 r4l 3 3 14 14 t4
8 8 8t 5 8 8t6t6t 8 8 8 8 8t I 8 8 8 8

2t 2r 161 8 5 16 24 2| 5 21 21 2t 2Il2l 2t 2t 2t 2l
16 16 2| 25 16 2t 2r | 25 t6 t6 16 16t 16 16 t6 16 16

5 1 ll 15 2r r l t|2t 5 r r 1l s I l r l
25 llill 1625 1lll 6l t6 Illllru2s llllllll
t5 zt 15 5 6241 1525 5 6 6l15 5 5 6 6

u 2szsl20 r2s s20l l il 2s 5 r5l r2s 6 s 5

t5 15 5l I ll 15 25 51 20 15 15 25 251 ll 15 25 25 t5
20 6 l5l ll 20 20 z0 251 ll 20 6 15 51 20 20 t5 15 25

620201 l0 6 6 15l5tl0 62020 6 6202020
t0 l0 lOt 6 l0 l0 t0 lOt 6 l0 l0 l0 lOt 10 t0 10 l0 l0

a, G:10,61

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

a G:[0,4)

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

Summaries of Table l0 can be made for specific conditions. A simple accumulation of ranks is used in

Table l l to show the relative performance of different water supply and flood control measures. The result

is specific for a goal, G, defined linearly decreasing on [0,4], and an û,:0.5. The recommendations of

Gershon, under these perceptions from the decision maker, are 3'd best for both water supply actions (waste
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water reclamation) and flood control actions (reservoirs and dams). Table 12 is a summary for more

stringent altemative performance requirements, and a more risk averse decision maker. The water supply

action ranks showed very little sensitivity to these changes in decision context. However, overall flood

control preferences changed - making flood plain management techniques more desirable. This or similar

techniques can be used to qualify extremes in risk aversion, and relative performance stringency, as a high

level sensitivity analysis on a îuzry distance metric.

Table 12. Ranking summary for Acc, G:[0,3], û:0.1.

GWD

CAP

C&E

NA

sum

rank

sum rank

,.,.'..$f ,,:,1,,,,,,,,],,'.,.,.

8t 5

734
572
52 I

Flood control

T1ne fizzy compromise evaluation of the Tucson area alternatives demonstrates the ability of the fuzry

approach to indicate a level of uncertainty in the performance of alternatives, and to quantifu implications

Table 11. Ranking summary for Acc, G:[0rÍlr o:0.5.

93

4

I12

5

28 
,rl,..':i

I ,,,:,

Flood control
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of risk aversion tendencies by the decision maker(s). Ttre fuzry evaluation clarified these kinds of

observations with degree of risk aversion from the decision maker.

7.5.3 Yugoslavia Example

A MCDM problem for choosing a water resource system management alternative in the former Yugoslavia

has been documented by Simonovic (1989). Simonovic explored 2 systems with the same 8 criteria - 2 of

which are quantitative, while the remaining 6 are subjective. System 
^S2 

has 8 alternatives to choose from,

and system ^11 has 6 alternatives. Alternatives for both systems are evaluated with compromise

programming.

7.5.4 System 52

Table 13 lists the original criteria values used to evaluate 52. The subjective criteria are judged on a scale

{1,2,3,4,5} interpreted as {bad,fair, good, very good, excellent}. The weights required to assess the

distance metrics are given in Table 14. Size different sets of weights are given in all. Each represents a

different emphasis in decision making. Any or all of the weight sets may be valid.

Table 13. Criteria input for Yugoslavian example, system,S2.

Criteria

r 2l3 4 5 6 7 8

Alternative I l09din. Gwh subjective estimation

l I -83.3 -3.4 I 3 4 3 5 3 4-83.3 -3.4 I 3 4 3 5 3

2 I -88.3 -3.5 l¡ 2 4 4 4 4

3 -82.9 -3.3 15 4 3 4 3 4

o l-87.5 -3.4 14 3 3 3 s 4

5 l-9s.4 -3.7 l2 s 4 s 3 4

-87.5 -3.4 lq 3 3 3 s 4

6 -94.t -3.4 ls 3 3 4 4 4
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7 l-85.9 -3.4 l4 4 3 5 3 3

8 l-83.8 -3.4 ls 2 s 3 5 3

Table 14. Sets of weights used to represent different emphasis for both system,Sl, and,S2.

Criteria

weightsetl I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

I I r.2 r 0.t 0.7 0.5 1.8 l.l I

2 I I.s 1.5 0.8 0.5 0.3 1.2 1.3 0.8

3 ll I r I l t I I
4 I I I 1.4 1.3 | r.2 0.3 0.7

5 I r.Z | 0.7 0.7 0.5 l.l 1.8 I
6 II r.20.70.7 0.5 1.8rl r

Simonovic applies weight set 6 withp=Z for the distance metric exponent, and ranks alternative I the most

desirable - as ¿ur example of using compromise programming. Certainly, there are many combinations

which can be tested as part of a sensitivity analysis. Unforbunately, they provide no indication of relevance

or degree of possibility. Afuzry compromise application for,S2 may be beneficial.

Fuzry definitions for the subjective criteria values shown in Table 13 are given in Figure 42. ln the Tucson

and Tisza River examples, subjective criteria values were interpreted using normal unimodal triangular

membership functions which did not overlap at all. Each subjective term was given to be entirely unique

and independent from any other subjective term in the fuzry codebook. For system S2 (and also ^S-1), the

range of valid r values is more continuous, there is less separation of fuzzy terms. For exampl e, at r=2.5 ,

the fuzry terms fair (2) and good (3) are equally valid at membership, p(r)=0.5 .
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r2345
Figure 42.Fuzzy definitions for subjective criteria values, 52.

Figure 43 shows the collection of fuzry criteria weights that are (loosely) defined as a combination of the 6

sets of nonfüzzy rveights, as a collective opinion. Although these weight definitions are assumed, a voting

technique can be used to generate the collective weights from a group of decision makers.

tI

1.0

0.2.4.6

Figure 43. Example collective

.8 I

luzry weighting, criteria 2.

Upon definition ofp as linearly increasing on the range [,2] from a boundary {0} to the modal value {l},

the input necessary for fuzry compromise programming is complete. Fuzry distance metrics can be

calculated with fuzry arithmetic operations.

Selected fuzzy distance metrics are shown in Figure 44. Notice, by visual inspection, that alternative {6} is

dominated by {1,3}. The alternatives {1,3} are very similar, with slightly different modal values - {l}

slightly smaller than {3 } . If one looks closely at { 1,3 }, you will notice that there are 2 indifference points -
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one on the rising limb (I-side) at x=0.45, and one on the falling limb (R-side) at r0.8. They suggest that

ranking {1,3} is subjective. Also notice that {3} has a lesser degree of fuzziness.

0.75

0.2s

J

Distance metric

Figure 44.ßuzry distance metrics: selected alternatives for,S2.

Although the fizry weights have been defined in a collective fashion, it may be interesting to see the impact

of alterations on the fuzzy inputs. For instance, there are many valid interpretations for specifying

membership functions of fuzry weights. The base case described above consists of predominately

triangular nputfuzry sets, and a distance metric exponent defined as linearly increasing over [,2].

rÀ

0)
-o U.)

C)

¿
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Using the 6 sets of nonfuzzy weights as the basis for generating different scenarios, the following test

patterns for collective interpretation of criteria weighting are explored:

I Conflicting opinions (multimodal weights).
2 Unknown or very uncertain preferences (trapezoidal weights).
3 Both conflicting and unknown opinions.
4 Both conflicting and unknown opinions, with the distance metric exponent def,rned as linearly

decreasing on the range [,2] with a modal value at x:1.
5 Both conflicting and unknown opinions, with the distance metric exponent defined as nearly certain

for p:2,linearly increasing on the range [1.9,2] rvith a modal value atsc=2.

For Test -1, the weights for criteria {5,6} aretreated as conflicting, where 2 distinctopinions emerge. The

conflicting opinions expressed in the criteria 6 weight have modal values at x:{0.5,0.9}, with valid

membership values over the range [0.5,0.95] and a single point at x:0.7 where F(r):0. Resulting ordinal

rankings from the Acc measure are shown in Table 15 for o = {0.1,0.3,0.5,0.7,0.9} and G linearly

decreasing from p(r)=l to p(r)=O over the range [0,4]. Although the 2 highest ranked alternatives {1,3}

do not change order over the sensitivity analysis of both the base case weights and the Test I case rveights,

there are several differences in ranking alternatives {2,4,6,7,8\.

Table 15. Ranking of alternatives for the Base case of fuzzy weights and Test I.

Rank I Base case I Test I

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 I 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

r 13 3 3 3 313 3 3 3 3

2 I t I I llt I I I I

317 7 7 7 718 8 7 7 7

418 8 8 8 417 7 8 8 8

514 4 4 4 814 4 4 4 4

616 6 2 2 216 6 6 6 6

712 2 6 6 612 2 2 2 2

815 s 5 5 5ls s s s 5

lnstead of inte¡preting the rveights as conflicting, criteria {6,7\ may be interpreted to be very uncerüain or

unknown over part of the valid range (Test 2). T\e trapezoidal membership function chosen for the criteria
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6 weight includes modal values on the range [0.6,0.9], and membership values restricted on the range

[0.4,1.0]. The change in interpretation affects the rankings shown in Table 16 for the Acc measure.

Table 16. Ranking of alternatives for Test 2.

Rank

t

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0
0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

33333
lllll
77777
88888
44444
66222
22666
55555

Test 3 on system .S2 uses conflicting weight definitions for criteria {5,6} and a trapezoidal membership

function to signify unknorvn preferences about criteria {7). This combined test uses the default

membership function for p (Figure 45a). Test 4 alters p as in Figure 43b. Finally , Test 5 uses p defined by

Figure 45c.

tt(x)

2l
(a) (b)

2 t.92
(c)

Figure 45. Definition ofp for Tests 3,4,5.
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A summary table of rankings using the Acc measure (Table 17) indicates some change in

ranking under the different distance metric definitions, and for varying degrees of risk aversion.

8, for example, is ranked as high as 2nd and as low as 5ù.

alternative

Alternative

Table 17. Acc rânkings for T¿sls 3,4,5.

Rank Test 3 Test 4 Test 5

0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 I 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 I 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

3 3 3 3 313 3 3 3 313 3 3 3 3

I r l t rl8 I r I lll I I t t

8 8 7 7 7l I 8 8 8 717 7 7 7 7

7 7 8 8 417 7 7 7 818 8 8 8 4

4 4 4 4 814 4 4 4 414 4 4 4 8

6 6 2 2 216 6 6 6 212 2 2 2 2

2 2 6 6 612 2 2 2 616 6 6 6 6

5 s s 5 515 s 5 5 5lS 5 s 5 5

7.5.5 System 5l

The other system examined by Simonovic (1989), 
^11, consists of 6 alternatives which are evaluated by the

8 criteria given for ^S2. Simonovic considered (nonfuzzy) input from 3 decision makers in a compromise

programming sensitivity analysis on subjective criteria values, p definition, and the sets of weights provided

for system ^S2. The sensitivity analysis suggested that alternatives {3,5} are reasonably robust in that they

are consistently ranked at the top. Other altematives that ranked high were {4,6).

For system 52, criteria weights and the distance metric exponent were adjusted to reflect different

interpretations of decision maker preferences n Tests 1,2,3,4,5. Another form of uncertainty or vagueness

arises when several decision makers all cast judgement on subjective criteria values. Each judgement may

be, in itself vague or imprecise. Combining the opinions of several people may serye to strengthen the
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impression of a subjective criteria, or it may contribute additional vagueness. This additional vagueness is

demonstrated n afuzry test case (Test Q for system S,1.

Fuzziñcation of the weights and criteria values remains the same as for the base case of 52. The resulting

distance metrics are shown in Figure 46. Notice that altemative I (the thicker line) appears to be worse

than the others. The shapes are all similar because of the definition of the exponent, p, arrld also because

the weights and criteria values are predominately triangular. They differ, however, in modal values

(expected case scenarios) and in degree of fuzziness.

0.75

0.25

4

Distance mefric

Figure 46.Fuzzy distance metrics for JI.

Þ.

tt)
¡<o-o U.)
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¿
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Simonovic (1939) provides (nonñrzzy) selection of subjective criteria values by 3 decision makers on the

range of U,2,3,4,5\. They agree completely on a few criteria values for cerüain alternatives, but they

generally (at least partially) disagree on most subjective criteria values (Table l8).

Table 18. Nonfuzzy subjective criteria values, criteria 3 to 8, decision makers A'&,C.

Alr

I
2

J

4

5

6

A B C

I

2

5

2

2

3

4

31 2 4

5

J

4

313 3 3 3

3

4

4

5

J

4

2

43t 3 313 2 4

4ls 45
44
54
45

415 4 4

5

5

J

4

5

5

2t4 314 3 s

4

5

4

J

21 4 4

3

314 3 4

sl 4 4ls 4 4

Tlne fuzry interpretation of these somewhat different opinions is based on the Êuzry defrntions of subjective

criteria values given earlier (Figure 41). For instance, the three opinions for alternative 3, criteria 4 are

{4,4,4ì. One can assume that this criteria value is quite certain about 4. There are many combinations of

partial agreemenldisagreement such as {3,3,4} which results in more vague membership functions. There

is also an instance where all three opinions ditrer { 1,2,3} . This difference of opinion has been interpreted

as conflicting in nature. All three examples can be found below in Figure 47.

p

1.0

012345
Figure 47. Collective criteria value definitions.
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After redefinin gthe fuzry interpretation of the subjective criteria values to represent the combined opinions

of the th¡ee decision makers, fuzzy distance metrics can be found. The difference in rankings between the

original fuzry interpretation, given by decision maker A, and the rankings realized from the collective

opinion (using the WCoG measure to rank alternatives) is quite apparent (Table 19). All of the ranks vary

except for alternatives {1,2} which are consistently poor, comparatively. Amazingly, by adding the

element of collaboration between decision makers, alternative 4 changed from a rank of 4 (when rated by

decision maker A only) to the highest rating among alternatives for the collective opinion case!

Table 19. WCoG ranks for,S1 base and test cases, q:{lr?r3l.

Alrl A lA,B,c
| 2 3ll 2 3

r I 5 s 51 3 4 4

2 I 6 3 31 5 5 5

313661 436
414 4 41 6 6 3

sl222l 222
6 I l l ll I I I
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7.6 Decision Support Module for the Fuzzy
Compromise Approach

7.6.1 Module Description

To demonstrate the usefullness of this fuzry compromise approach, a module has been added to the

prototype collaborative plaruring decision support system. It includes data input from a variety of formats,

parametric control over the brute force search algorithm, and flexible evaluation of alternative rankings.

Figure 48 is a display of windows, including plots of different fuzzy sets, for the fivry compromise

approach application. The windows in Figure 48 show the main components of the Fuzzy Compromise

Support System module, generally moving from upper left to lower right.

The main components are:

I Data input (upper left)
2 Distance metric calculation (right)
3 Ranking of alternatives (bottom)

The data input component allows fuzzy sets to be developed and altered for all the different sources of

parametric uncertainty in the distance metric model. The distance metric calculation component is the

control center for parametric control over the algorithms which optimize the distance metric calculation

process. The component for producing alternative rankings allows access to 2 ranking measures, discussed

earlier. Together they provide an application for including various sources of uncertainty in the decision

process with the fuzry compromise approach.
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Figure 48. Display of fuzzy compromise âpproach application.

Fuzzy sets describe all of the parameters in the distance metric calculation. This includes: \A/eights, criteria

values, and the criteria ideals (both positive and negative). To allow flexible definition of luzzy

information, fut y sets are defined by points - assuming linear interpolation between points. The number

of points are not limited. This allows the types of fiizzy sets such as conflicting opinions. A triangular

fuz4t set is plotted from the data in a window near the data input component window.

To calculate distance metrics, there are a number of parameters which help to control the accuracy of the

search algorithms used to calculate the fuzry distance metrics. They are:

. Choice of coarse search (assuming unimodal) and general brute force,

. Distance metric exponent fuzzy definition,

. Resolution (number of search points on the distance metric frnzy set),

. Sensitivity (controls the default number of search points on thefiuzy sets to be combined).

. Tolerance (controls the level of detail when searching for shape details on the distance metric
fuzzy set),

I-il
ono I
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Default values are automatically given. Use of custom values may produce better results for particular

problems, but the optimal choice of parameter values is not always intuitive. Since a number of fuzry

arithmetic operations must be performed, the accuracy of a distance metric can be very dependent on the

selection of search parameters. The most important attributes to preserve are modal values and other high

membership values. The range of distance values will always be preserved, but the location and

preservation of modal values can be difficult for the general brute force - even when using the dynamic

search technique. A,fuzzy distance metric is plotted in the lower part of the display (Figure 48).

To rank alternatives, both the centroid measure (WCoG) and the acceptability measure (Acc) are made

available. Either or both measures c¿ul use a variety of parametric settings from which to generate

rankings. Since different parametric settings can generate different rankings, sets of rankings can be

displayed - listed according to ranking measure, or according to alternative. For example, if 5 different

ranking measures are used (3 parametric settings for Acc and 2 for WCoG), listing rarks according to

altemative will list the rank of a specified alternative for each of the selected measures. Listing ranks

according to measure will list the ordering of alternatives for a specified measure. The evaluation module

window in Figure 48 lists ranking according to measure, such that the altematives are listed in order of

rank for the selected WCoG measure with a weight of 1.0 .

7.6.2 Collaborative Decision Support Role of Fuzzy Evaluations

By allowing direct control over the definitions of fuzzy sets, stakeholders are able to experiment with

different ftizzy defrntions for parameter uncertainties. This promotes a better understanding of

consequences for changes in accuracy when viewing the resulting ranl<ings. One (hypothetical) benefit is

that, on observing that there is no change in alternative ranking from improved accuracy of measuring
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water levels - there is no justified reason to use additional environmental impact assessment budget on

improving the accuracy of water level measurements.

Each stakeholder brings a unique flavour to the plaruring process, in terms of their level of risk aversion

and their interpretation of uncert¿inties in alternative performance. The interactive feedback to

stakeholders about potential changes in ranking from different perceptions of uncertainty (ie. levels of risk

aversion), may explain many idiosy'ncrasies in the opinions of different stakeholders.

Overall, the role of a 1u24, evaluation of alternatives is to promote stakeholder understanding of relative

performance of alternatives, given multiple sources of uncerlainty. The f:uz4t compromise approach

presented here is an example of a technique which can be relatively transparent and intuitive, and allows

direct control by stakeholders.
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7.7 Summary

The 3 case studies demonstrate many of the characteristics of fuzry compromise programming as a

MCDM technique. The Tisza River example showed consistency of results, compared to the ELECTRE

method, without need for sensitivity analysis. Fuzry compromise programming provided a degree of

dominance in the ordering, for both the WCoG and Acc ranking measures. ln the Tucson area example, a

high level sensitivity analysis on the degree of risk aversion was used to effectively sort through a large

number of alternative combinations in system management. The technique demonstrated its ability to

provide intuitive decision information for different behavioural patterns of decision makers. Finally, the

Yugoslavian example was used to explore different interpretations in creating membership functions for the

inputs. System 52 was used to demonstrate sensitivity of rankings due to changes in the interpretation of

distance metric exponent and criteria weight membership fünctions. System Sl follows by showing the

effects on rankings from including other opinions about subjective criteria values. Multiple decision maker

input demanded considerations for generating collective opinions.

More decision support information was made available by fuzry compromise programming, compared to

ELECTRE and compromise programming. Other MCDM methods have not been compared, such as

Saaty's popular AHP method (Saaty, 1980) which uses painvise comparisons to generate dominance

relationships. A direct comparison with AHP is difficult because AHP relies on subjective comparisons

and no criteria values are needed.

Fuzry compromise progr¿¡mming has a number of comparative advantages over traditional (nonf.rzzy)

MCDM techniques. The most important is the direct, and often intuitive incorporation of vague and

imprecise forms of uncerüainty to the decision making process. In real decisions, many of the criteria are

subjective in nature. By their very nature, subjective criteria are fuzry. By allowing a degree of fuzziness,

more realism is added to the evaluation without compromising on the technique's ability to disseminate
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alternative preferences. Similar observations can be made about criteria weights and the decision maker's

interpretation of degree of compensation between criteria þ). All of which possess sufficient vagueness

and imprecision to warrant scepticism when using traditional MCDM techniques.

By extending the compromise programming technique to a fuzzy approach, the differences in the distance

metrics result in an adaptation of compromise programming from relative alternative desirability to relative

desirable robustness of alternatives. The assessment of sensitivity to degree of risk aversion allows

alternatives to be chosen which are robust to the type of decision maker(s), in addition to the more

traditional robustness which is robustness to both criteria emphasis and criteria measurement.

At a time when group decision making is more conìmon than single decision maker choices, fuzzy

compromise programming facilitates collaborative exploration of the available alternatives and their

associated risks. Collective opinions are incorporated by increasing (decreasing) the fuzziness of the

inputs, and by locating ranges or multiple points of particular interest. Fuzry membership functions are

able to process this kind of information, and are also able to present it effectively and intuitively.

Numerical application of a fuzzy compromise approach can at best be intensive, and at worst be

convoluted. The computational demands, however, have not been discussed in detail because any

discussion of computational abilities for computers is dated as soon as it is written! Certainly, the method

is computationally intensive, but that should not be a limiting factor.
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Chapter B Conclusions

Given the problem of producing more effective proposals for licensing, in a climate of increased emphasis

on sustainability ethics, and pressure to accommodate many traditional externalities, proponents of water

resource development may consider adopting a framework of integration and cooperation with stakeholders.

This dissertation explored the economic interpretation and ecosystem goals of water resources management,

for the purpose of identifying a suitable framework from which to pursue effective planning of proposals.

Consensus sustainability was identified as a potential candidate for the underlying decision paradigm, and a

collaborative planning approach was identified as a candidate for collectively resolving conflicts in the

early stages of planning.

A prototype decision support system, dubbed a Collaborative Planning Support System (CPSS), has been

developed to demonstrate the possible implementation of integrated support for conceptual plaruring of

hydropower development. Data from the Wuslclvatim Lake case study in northern Manitoba was used as

the basis for the data base given in chapter 5 (grounded approach for selecting evaluation criteria), and

available spatial data for the Wuskwatim Lake area was used to develop GlS-based decision support for

exploration of potential alternatives. Interviews with a senior design engineer at Manitoba Hydro produced

the expert system application which provides support for design of a dam and generating station, to

supplement the exploration of altematives.

The 3 modules of the CPSS (criteria selection, exploration of alternatives, and alternative evaluation) are

viewed as the basic problems to be addressed in any collaborative planning framework. In selecting

criteria, the decision support approach attempted to address concerns of multiple value systems and

representations of a decision problem when a group of stakeholders are involved. By exploring altematives

using online support from GIS and ES, users of the CPSS are able to experiment and visualize marginal
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differences between technical options. Finally, fuzry evaluation of alternatives allows decision makers to

incorporate multiple sources of uncertainty in the decision-making process, in a reasonably intuitive and

straightforward manner. All attempts have been made in the development of the CPSS prototype to allow

access and fleúble control by stakeholders in all aspects, in a structured fashion. Although the CPSS is

certainly not in a commercial form, it is meant to demonstrate the potential of integrated decision support

for complex group plaruring issues.
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8.1 Contributions

This dissertation may be considered an anomaly in the area of civil engineering. An engineering thesis does

not normally cover such a broad area, with so little basic research in the content. But, then again, the

pursuit of integrated planning for improved sustainability in management of water resources can be

considered a very specific and challenging field, one that may not be properly exploited as yet. From this

perspective, the dissertation makes several contributions. They are systematically outlined below. The last

to be discussed, the fuzzy decision analysis technique, should be considered the most tangible contribution

of this thesis.

B.'1.'l Application of lntegrated Decision Support for Sustainability in
Managing Water Resources

Overall, appropriate tools for decision support were sought to achieve improved sustainability in managing

water resources. The integration of disciplines and perspectives within decision support systems for the

purpose of improved sustainability is an application which is quite unique, still, but is a very active

research topic at this time. Issues in sustainability were examined, and tools were chosen based on need.

In other words, "getting the right tool for the job" rvas used to justify the use of expert systems, GIS,

object-oriented modelling, and fuzzy sets as appropriate tools for the types of issues which inhibit

ecologically sound decisions. These tools were integrated for the purpose of collaborative group decision

support, an application with a limited number of examples in the literature.

8.1.2 ldentification of a Framework for Collaborative Planning

As one approach for achieving sustainability through better decision-making, a collaborative planning

framework was defined using a systems approach. Many of the existing efforts to achieve sustainability
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are through more accurate economic evaluation or more holistic indicators. Pursuit of a collaborative

planning concept for sustainability, based on the notion of consensus as an appropriate metric for

sustainability, is a contribution which is quite unique in the literature.

The systems approach for describing the collaborative planning framework describes the decision process

as iterative, and experimental - driven by different forms of feedback to the stakeholders/participants in the

process. The entire set of tools and processes inthe collaborative planning approach attempt to promote

better decisions from decision makers. Model analysis and decision tools provide feedback, not

recommendations.

B.'1.3 lntroduction of a Grounded Approach for lnteraction w¡th
Stakeholder Value Systems

A new technique lvas introduced for selecting appropriate criteria for judging alternatives. In many

instances, participants may have nontechnical backgrounds. Selection of traditional criteria and relevant

weights to assign to the criteria, may be difficult. Also, there is very little control over undue bias in the

selection of the weights. A novel technique has been developed which elicits input from decision

participants in the form of elements or facts about the physical system which are deemed important by

individuals. The method loosely follows the approach of grounded theory, from the field of qualitative

sociological research, which attempts to induce abstract concepts and processes from the most basic and

reproducible observations. By selecting basic facts about a system, the criteria selection technique implies

links to a value system for each individual. Although further elicitation is not made to "map" the value

systems of participants, the combination of facts that are selected may suggest a great deal of value

information - not entirely shrouded by strategic moves. The method makes a conscious effort to produce

relevant criteria without placing weights of relative importance on each of the decision-making participants.
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The method relies on expertise and experience to generate a relevant set of criteria from the grounded facts.

It assumes a cert¿in context in which facts are being selected, and uses a knowledge base to trigger the

inclusion of certain criteria. The complexity of the knowledge base is dependent on available expertise.

Intuitiveness in the choice of criteria may not always be produced, but knowledge bases are inherently

transparent. Participants are able to see which rules triggered rvhich responses.

The method also relies on an aggregation mechanism to generate appropriate weights for the criteria. For

this introduction to the method, a simple sum is maintained for each selected fact, and also for each

triggered criteria. The weight is then a measure of how often available criteria are triggered by

participants. The aggregation mechanism may be adapted for particular circumstances. For example,

participants may be asked to give either ordinal or cardinal ranks to sigrufy relative importance of facts.

Criteria weights could then be normalized with respect to both individuals and the entire decision-making

groups.

8.1.4 lntroduction of a Fuzzy Multicriteria Decision Analysis Technique

The field of multicriteria decision-making (MCDM) has been actively pursuing fuzzy methods of decision

analysis as an approach for dealing with various kinds of uncertainty. A contribution has been made by

adapting a traditional MCDM technique, compromise programming (for discrete altematives), using fuzzy

inputs. The resultingfuzzy compromise approach expands on earlier attempts to fuzzífy a single criteria

by allowing all inputs (criteria values, criteria weights, ideal criteria values, and the form of distance

metric) to be fuzry. The approach is unique in that the rating of alternatives is in a fuzry form, preserving

a Ereat deal of information about the expected bahaviour of an alternative and also the extremes of possible

behaviour interpretation. Two ranking measures were explored for the purpose of defuzzilying the

altemative ratings to produce a direct ranking of alternatives. One of these ranking measures, Acc, was
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developed specifically for this fuzry compromise approach, as an extension to another ranking measure

found in the literature. It's unique properties allow participants to examine possible degrees of risk

aversion when ranking alternatives.
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8.2 Opportunities for Future Research

There are a number of opportunities for further research to be generated from this dissertation on

collaborative decision support. They are outlined below.

8.2.1 Knowledge Organization

The systems approach used to describe the decision process in a collaborative group setting relied heavily

on the concept of balancing feedback coming from knowledge base elements. The effectiveness of

knowledge bases to supply balancing feedback in the form ofadvice or past experience is dependent on the

knowledge organizational scheme. It is possible to organize knowledge in different ways to suit the needs

of different purposes. The implications and effectiveness of knowledge base structures in expert systems

needs to be examined more thoroughly.

8.2.2 Model lntegration

A limited number of models were integrated in the prototype collaborative planning decision support

system. The effectiveness of decision support in potential future field studies with multiple participants

may be substantially augmented by a concentrated effort to supply more technical expertise and analytical

capacity. The use of object-oriented modelling is seen as a likely vehicle for managing augmented

modelling support.

8.2.3 Fuzzy lnformation Elicitation

The fuzry compromise approach presented earlier may provide powerful decision analysis benefits by

encoding a plethora of information about parameter imprecision and participant perception in a relatively
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transparent MCDM method. The methods by which the fuzzy sets are generated is an area of research

which should be examined. There are many techniques for encoding input to fuzzy sets. They can be

classified as parametric and nonparametric. Parametric techniques closely follow traditional probabilistic

methods. Nonparametric techniques can be further classified into horizontal and vertical methods.

Different techniques for elicitation of fuzzy cntena values based on field measurements or model

calculations should be treated differently from subjective opinions.

8.2.4 Case Study Applications

The thesis, as presented, contains a decision support system which remains largely untested in "live"

scenarios with "real" participants. A group of interested stakeholders (from Manitoba Hydro, Department

of Fisheries and Oceans, and the University of Manitoba) were represented throughout the research, but no

live interaction with the CPSS was undertaken. This was due to time and budgetary constraints.

A series of applications would be extremely beneficial for understanding many of the intangible issues

involved in stakeholder participation. This would also allow decision support tools to undergo more

rigorous preparation. Preparation of available data, use of appropriate models, and inclusion of relevant

expertise, are all parts of the technical management of a DSS which are specific to a case study. Another

benefit of preparing decision support tools for applications is that, if properly managed, a library of model

components and knowledge bases can be developed. Each knowledge base, for example, would pattern a

very specific domain and rvould be designed to be compatible (in form) with other domain knowledge

bases.
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Chapter 10 Gloss ary

Acceptability (Acc) A ranking measure for fuzzy sets.

Alternative A unique plan or proposal.

Alternative dispute resolution (ADR)
The set of settlement techniques designed to resolve conflicts out of court.

Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
A MCDA technique pioneered by Saaty (1980) based on pairwise comparisons.

Arbitration An ADR technique which employs a third party to assign property rights.

Class (or Subclass) A category of data elements, such as a reservoir.

Collaborative planning Voluntary inclusion of stakeholders in the early plaruring process of a project.

Collaborative Planning Support System (CPSS)
A DSS specialized for voluntary group selection of planning altematives.

Common property Property rights with some level of controlled access, but not a complete allocation.

Compromise Programming
A MCDA technique pioneered by Zeleny (1973) based on distance metrics from
an ideal.

Consensus General agreement in opinion; An equitable compromise which is robust with
regard to a) resource management uncertainties, and b) stakeholder perspectives.

Issues ofconcern used tojudge alternatives.

A hydraulic structure used to block the flow of water.

Criteria

Dam

Decision maker A person involved in the decision process.

Decision Support System (DSS)
An integrated set of tools, arranged to provide timely information and interactive
use for decision makers.

Digital Elevation Model (DEM)
A measure of the surface elevation over a region.

Ecological Integrity An abstract indicator for measuring the intrinsic value of the environment.
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Ecosystem health A group of indicators used to describe the general condition of environmental
processes.

ELECTRE A MCDA technique pioneered by (Benayoun et al, 1966), based on outranking
relationships.

Expert system (ES) An artificial intelligence technique for modelling knowledge in boolean logic.

Externality Impacts (either good or bad) which are external to a frame of analysis.

Fuzzy set A measure of possibility for a value which is modelled as imprecise.

Game theory The theory of games, or the technique for modelling strategic plays in negotiation
processes.

Geographic Information System (GIS)
Data management and analysis system for spatial and temporal data.

Goal A target level for a criteria.

Graphical user interface (GUI)
The front end display of a computer application.

Grounded theory An approach for inducing (explaining) abstract processes and ideas from basic
factual evidence.

Hamiltonian A function used to describe a dynamic (economic) system.

Hydroelectric generating station
The hydroelectric power production unit usually associated with a dam.

Inheritance The ability ofan object to define its behaviour and properties based on a parent
object or class.

Lagrangian method Standard optimization technique for constrained optimization problems.

Manitoba Hydro A power utility in the province of Manitoba which generates energy predominately
from hydroelectric sources.

Mediation An ADR technique employing a mediator to settle claims between parties.

Multicriteria decision-making (MCDM)
A set of decision-making tools for multiobjective problems with a discrete number
of alternatives.
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Multicriteria decision analysis (MCDA)
A set decision analysis techniques to analyzing multiobjective problems with a
discrete number of altematives.

Necessity Afuzry set relation, degree of containment.

Negotiation An ADR technique for negotiating settlements, usually modelled within Game
Theory.

Nondominated frontier The set of solutions in multiobjective space which are not entirely dominated by
any other solution.

Noninferiorsurface Seenondominatedfrontier.

Object-oriented A paradigm for dat¿ management consisting of classes, objects, and properties. It
is used for programming, modelling, and design of computer programs and
systems analysis.

Object (or Subobject) An individual data element, such as Lake Winnipeg.

Objective A performance evaluation function used to assess relative quality of solutions in
multiobjective problems.

Pareto-optimal A relationship to the nondominated frontier in multiobjective analysis. A
pareto-optimal move (or change) results in nondecreasing values of all objectives.

Participant A person or stakeholder involved in the decision process.

Polymorphism The ability of different classes of objects to behave differently under the same
conditions.

Possibility A fuzzy set relation, degree of overlap.

Probability distribution function (p dfl
A function describing the inherent randomness of a parameter.

Property rights Streams of benefits and costs that affect the allocation and use of resources.

Proponent A champion for a cause, the party initiating a proposed development.

Raster GIS image data type based on pixels of uniform size.

Renewable resource Mass or energy sources subject to constant or periodic flux.

Reservoir A controlled lake or body of water.

Resilience The ability to rebound from change.
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Reversibility The ability to return to a former state.

Robust The ability to perform well for many different possible conditions.

Sensitivity analysis The process of measuring the impact from changing system parameters.

Stakeholder An affected or interested party, including government regulators and the
development proponent.

Subclass See Class.

Subobject See Object.

Technical option A structural element such as a dyke, or a reseryoir operating rule.

Tradeoff A comparison of marginal differences between 2 alternatives.

Triangular norms Afuzry set-theoretic construct for comparing fuzzy sets.

Valued Ecosystem Component (VEC)
An ecosystem process or object which has value (marketable or nonmarketable).

Vector GIS image data type based on the constructs of points, lines, and polygons.

Vulnerability The degree of openness to change from outside influences.

Weighted Center of Gravity (WCoG)
A ranking measure for fuzry sets based on the centroid of the area beneath afuzry
set.

Weights Degree of relative importance for a criteria, goal, or objective.

Wuskwatim Lake A lake in northern Manitoba, identified as a potential site for hydroelectric power
generation.
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Chapter 1,'l Notation

A Set ofadvice; Degree ofconsensus

ü Weight

C Marginal cost; Degree of conflict

c Child objective; Coefficient

D Development function

I Discount rate

E Effort

Õ Aggregation of satisficing relationships

F Natural growth function

0 Satisficing relationship; Boolean reference by a fact to a criteria

f Function

f, Criteria value

l' Positive criteria ideal

"f; Negative criteria ideal

G Set ofgrounded facts; Fuzry set representing a goal

y Consensus measure

g Grounded fact

H Harvest function for fish

1 Set of possible system states

J Set of stakeholders

K Set of domain knowledge
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L Set of links between objectives; Distance metric

/ Link between 2 objectives

M Objective function

p Degree of (fuzzy) memberstrip

MC Marginalcost

O Set ofobjectives

p Resource price; Parent objective; Distance metric exponent

e Boolean reference by a user to a fact

q Scalar coefficient; weighting exponent for WCoG measure

R Decision space for a particular set of resources

p Discount factor

,S Set ofobjectives relevant to a stakeholder

s Stakeholder; Fuzry triangular norm modelling the union operator

f Time index; Fuzry triangular norm modelling the intersection operator

V Value function

W Welfare function

w Weight

X State variable

x Stock value; Value measurement
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Appendix A. lntern alization Experiments.

A.1 Methodology

An amount of literature produced by Shmuel Amir of Resources þr the Future, in Washington DC,

discusses the environmental costs of sustainable welfare (among other things). He maintains that

sustainable development demands negative benefits to the environment, regardless of institutional changes.

This includes transferral of externalities from one resource to another as each impact is brought to bear

through policy development. He promotes partial solutions through expanded recognition of economic and

ecosystem flows, and analyzes these systems within an entropy paradigm. Amir appears to be significant

enough to examine more closely, but he is generally very critical of everything. I don't think he is

threatening the direction of thinking in water resources. On the contrary, he may simply be adding a

dimension of analysis that considers, using entropy, flows of resources to and from systems not directly

involved in a decision process. This can also touch on cumulative and irreversible impacts of development.

In an effort to apply the concepts discussed in this thesis, a model has been selected for examination. A

discrete renewable resource economic, spawner-recruit stock resource, model for harvesting of Antarctic

Blue Whales (Spence, 1974; and Con¡ad, l99I - Note: Conrad is from Cornell U) provides a typical

model form for examining ecosystems which have market values and also naturally regenerate. Examples

of similar models are used with salmon stocks. The validity of the model for policy development of Blue

Whale harvesting is irrelevant. The model simply provides a baseline for analysis.

Four unique scenarios were envisioned to encompass the potential decision spaces for policy development

(see figure). They range from single decisions for constant harvesting effort (scenario l), to flexible

decision-making on an annual basis (scenario 3).
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For each of these scenarios, a number of optimal paths may be chosen based on initial resource conditions,

planning horizon, and discounting rates. Scenario I can be examined by manual calculations since it

contains only I decision variable (DV). The other scenarios, however, are much more complex and the

shape of the decision spaces are unknown. An initial examination of optimal solutions for scenario s 2 to 4,

as well as scenario I is necessary for reference material to baseline model behavior. The Box Complex

nonlinear search was used to find optimal model conditions. 109 solutions in total were found.

A number of problems with the Box search became evident. The search method experienced difficulties

when initial solutions gave negative objective function (OF) values. Some results also showed problems in

the optimal DV. Some solutions may only be locally optimal, or on a part of the decision space that is very

insensitive to changes in DV. This is due to the fact that the OF varies at 5 orders of magnitude greater

than the DV. Within the search formulation are variables that represent the sensitivity of both the OF and

the DV, but in many cases selection of proper sensitivity levels is nearly impossible. Some of the solutions

demand over 5000 iterations in the present form of the problem. When this search shortcoming is

combined with an OF that uses a large discounting rate, solutions can be exlremely volatile. p=0.7 was one

of the discount rates explored. It proved to be a poor choice because the extremely discounted future

values compounded the search algorithm's inability to distinguish betr¡¿een changes in DV. As a result,

effort levels in some solutions jump from 0 to nearly 500. Expected effort levels should be less than 100

most of the time.

Some of the solutions appear to be reliable. The following is a brief summary of behaviors from the

scenarios. The figures provided will tend to echo many of the comments.
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A.2 Scenario 1 - constant effort harvesting
. For lorv X,, increasing p results in increasing optimal E, and decreasing stock equilibrium.
. For high X,, increasing p results in decreasing optimal E, and increasing stock equilibrium.
. For low X,, increasing I causes increased E, decreasing stock equilibrium.
. For high X", increasing T causes decreased ,8, increasing stock equilibrium.
. Logically, increasing X, provides fleúble policy decision positions and encourages greater .8,

but stock equilibrium decreases significantly.

A.3 Scenario 2 - 'bang-bang' form of steady-state control
. Increasing X, allows harvesting to begin sooner.

' Increasing t has negligible effect on the harvesting starting point, ,S, but allows more
'rela,xed' hawesting (for a greater length of time).

' Changes in p (at the high end: 0.95<p<0.999) have little effect on resulting optimal.E.

A.4 Scenario 3 - new effort decision are made every year
. Can be considered the most efücient solution set.
. .E levels sometimes oscillate around the expected,E.
' At small or no discounting (p=0.999), increased X, results in increased average.E. At short

T, -E increases with time. At long f, E establishes constant values around.E:30.
' At standard discounting (p=0.95), increased X, also results in increased averuge effort. At

small T, .E increases rvith time. At long ?, .E establishes constant values a¡ound .E=40.
. At large discounts (p=0.7), solutions for E become volatile and unpredictable.

A.5 Scenario 4 - segments of constant effort
. High rates of discounting continue to give volatile results.
. In general, scenario 4 provides more stable solutions than scenario 3.. .E tends to increase steadily in time.
. The OF, net discounted benefits, decrease slightly for increased segment length.S.
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4.6 Discussion

Application of the welfare model discussed by Loucks will effectively inhibit the effort in the end time step,

and decrease efforts to conform with ecosystem needs. Resulting solutions will tend toward those in

scenario l, although by definition the effort must be continuously increasing to offset discounting effects.

This is the moment where Amir (mentioned earlier) makes his point about necessary negative benefits to the

environment. And this is where optimists such as those in the area of multicriteria decision making suggest

the possibility of 'super-optimal' cooperative solutions to the problem of environmental degradation due to

sustainable welfare. These types of solutions are technical ingenuities. A special level of understanding

must exist for a person to suggest a super-optimal resolution.

One suggestion from systems analysis research (Simonovic) describes a decision process that searches for a

least sensitive solution. The point of view is not unlike selecting a site based on ecosystem sensitivity to the

proposed form of development. This is likely to adapt well to choosing a specific alternative from a list of

specific possibilities. The remaining portion of the problem lies in identifying the direction of search for

new or improved alternatives. It depends on the formulation of the problem, definitions, and language.

Super-optimal solutions are not available with economic analysis. Expanded systems approaches that

include economic considerations, and even discuss consequences in economic terms, may provide the

framework for project decision-making.

In reducing the problem to its essential concept of transferring property rights, transaction costs can

become a major contributor to the economic and social inefficiencies since negotiating positions can

instinctively include an understanding of extemal costs whether they are driven by known impacts or by

uncertainties. By describing not only the multiple objectives to be analyzed, but the form of the alternatives

in consistent language, evaluation of acceptable tradeoffs among DMs can be the means of preparing input

data to a single objective formulation for maximizing the consistently high ranking properties of established
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altematives. For example, historical dealings with natives in Canada in regard to development of

traditional native lands identified the production of jobs for natives as a high priority of any development

proposal. This criteria was used as an objective along with economic efficiency. Finding solutions was

similar to using a constraint method of evaluating multiobjective tradeoffs. Today, other criteria or

objectives may be used to evaluate development. Unfortunately, they describe only the effects of the plan

alternatives, and not the components of the plans themselves. Natives will be able to say why they like

something, or why they don't. They are discussing only the effects of development. Choosing the least

environmentally and socially sensitive altemative may be a good choice, but correlation of the components

of various alternatives with tradeoff evaluation may identif, specific components that inhibit consensus, or

components that are driving consensus. In this way, essential components either for or against proposed

development may be reformulated to produce super-optimal solutions. This type of correlation and

optimization has the potential to enhance negotiation potentials by evaluating the level of mutual

understanding or misunderstanding of technical concepts. The single decision variable would be a

dimensionless correlation coeffi cient.
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A.7 whale.for
c

REA]. STOCK( 51 ) rP,Q,A,B, C, SUM
DrÌ{ENSION X(10, 10), F(10)

c
RO=O.95
X0=30000
N=10
f=1
DO 10 J=1,N
x(I,J)=20

10 CONTINUE

P=7000. 0
c=875000. O

A=8.4
B=0.82
Q=0. 002

SUM=O. O

sTocK( 1 ) =x0
DO 500 J=1rN
sTocK(J+1) = (A*STocK(J) *¡kB) * 11.0-(1.0-ExP(-Q*x(I,J) ) ) )
SUM=SUM+(RO**J)rç(P,t(A,tSTOCK(J)**B)*(1.o-EXP(-e'tx(I,J) ) )-C*X(I,J) )

5OO CONTINUE

F(I) = SUM/1000000.0

wRrTE (*,*) X(I,l_),STOCK(1)
WRITE (*,*) X(I,5),STOCK(5)
WRITE (*, *) X(I,10),STOCK(l.O)
vüRrTE (*,*) F(I)

STOP
END
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c
c
c

A.B box.for
c
C MÂIN LINE PROGRÀM FOR COMPLEX AÍ,GORTTHT,Í OF BOX
c

DI!,ÍENSION X(101_,51), R(101,51), F(101), c(5L), H(51), XC(51)
ÏNTEGER GAMMÀ

c
NI=5
NO=6
OPEN ( UNIT=Nf r FfLE= 'box4. in' )
OPEN(UNIT=NOr FILE='box4. out' r STATUS=' NEW' )

c
04 READ (5,*,END=911) RO,LT,LS,X0

!{RITE (6,009) RO,LT,LS,X0
009 FORMAT ( /,2X,F5.3 t2X,13 t2X,13,2XtF7.0)

c
N = AINT( (1.O*LT)/(LS*1.0) )
wRrTE (6,*) N
K=N+N
M=N
ITMAX = 1O0OO
IPRINT = O

IC=0
AÍ,PHA = 1.3

BETA = 0.001
GAIIMA = 5
DELTA = 0.01

X(I'J) = EFFORT LEVEL IN DECISTON TERM J

Do 60 J=1r (N-1)
X(l-'J) = 0.1

60 CONTINUE
X(1,N) = 10.0
DO 05 IR = 1rN
DO 06 IS = 2¡K
R(IS,IR) = ( ( (REAL(IR)-1)*Real(IS) )+REAL(rs) )/(N*K)06 CONTINUE

05 CONTINUE
c

WRITE (NO,010)
010 FoRMAT (/ ILSX|24HCOMPLEX PROCEDURE OF BOX)

vrRrTE (NO,018 )
018 FORMAT (/,2X,LoHPARAìÍETERS )

WRITE (NO,O11) N, M, K, ITMAX, ICI AIPHA' BETA, GAMMA, DELTA
011 FORMÀT (/ r2X,4HN = ,12t3Xt 4HM = ,Í2,3X,4HK = t12,2XtgHITl,lAX =!I4r2xr 4HIC = ,I2, / r2XrBHÀLPHA = ,F5.2,5X,?HBETA = ,F10.5,3X,

2SHGAMMA -- ,Í2,3X, SHDELTA = r F6.5 )rF (rPRrNT) 40, 50, 40
40 wRrTE (NO,012)

012 FORMAT (/,2X, 14HRANDOM NUMBERS)
DO 200 J=2 tK
VIRfTE (NO'013) (J, I, R(J,I), f=1,N)

o13 FORMAT (3(2X,2HP.(,r2,LH,,f2,4H) -,F6.4,2X')'
200 coNTrNuE

c
50 CALL CONSX ( N, M, K, ITMÀX, AÍ,PHA, BETA, GA.Ù{MA, DELTA, X, R, F, IT,

1rEv2 , No, G, H, XC, IPRINT, X0, RO, LS )
c

rF (IT-ITMAX) 20,20,30
2O I¡IRITE (No,O14) r(IEV2)

014 FORMÀT (/,2X,3OHFINAMIUE OF THE FUNCTION = ,E2O.g)

c
c
c
c
c
c
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c wRrTE (6,009) RO,N,Xo
wRrTE (6,019) rT

019 FORMAT (I4,2X,1oHITERATIONS)
wRrTE (NO,015)

015 FORMÀT (/,2X,14HFINAL X VALUES)
DO 300 J=1,N
wRrTE (NO,016) J, X(rEV2,J)

016 FoRMAT (2X,2HX( tI2,4H) =,E20.8)
3OO CONTINUE

GO TO 999
c

3O I,¡RITE (NO,017) ITMÀX
017 FORMAT (//,2X,38HTHE NUMBER OF ITER.àTIONS HAS EXCEEDED ,r4,LOX,

l1SHPROCRA¡4 IERMINATED )
999 co To 04
911 STOP

END

SUBROUTINE CONSX ( N T M, K, ITMÀX, AT,PHA T BETA, cA-l*fMÀ r DELTA, X, R, F r IT,
1 IEV2 , NO, G, H, XC, rpRINT, X0 , RO, LS )

. C COORDINATES SPECIAI PURPOSE SUBROUTTNES
c
C ARGU¡{ENT LIST
c
C fT = ITERATION INDEX
C IEV1 = INDEX OF POINT I,IITH MIN. FUNCTION VALUE
C IEY2 = INDEX OF POINT WITH MAX. FUNCTION VALUE
c I =PoTNTINDEX
C KODE = CONTROL KEY USED TO DETERMINE IF IMPLICIT CONSTRAINÎS

. C ARE PROVIDED
C K1 = DO LOOP LIMIT
c

: C ALL OTHERS PREVIOUSLY DEFTNED IN MÀIN LINE.
c

DTMENSTON X(101,51), R(1O1,5L), F(101), c(51), H(51), Xc(51)
INTEGER GAMMÀ

c
r IT=1

KODE = 0
IF (M-Nl 20,2O t]-O

10 KODE = l-
, 20 CoNTTNUE
, DO 4O II=2IK, DO 3O J=1rN

30 X(II,J) = 0.0
40 CONTINUE

c
C CALCULATE COMPLEX POINTS AND CHECK AGAINST CONSTRÀINTS
c

DO 65 II=2¡K
' DO 5O J=1rN
'f=fI

C.ALL CONST (NrMrKrXrGrH, r)
: X(Ir'J) = G(J) + R(II,J)'t(H(J)-G(J))
, 50 CONTTNUE

K1=II
cAtL CHECK (N,M,KTXTGTHT ITKODETXC,DELTATKl)
rF (T-r-2) 51, 51, 55

51 IF (IPRTNTI 52, 65, 52
52 !{RrTE ( NO, 018 )

018 FORMÀT (//,2X,3oHCOORDTNATES OF rNITrAt coMpLEx)
IO=1
WRITE (NO,O19) (IO, J, X(IO,J), J=1rN)

c
c
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019 FORMAT (/,3(2X,2HX(,Í2,IH,,Í.2,4H) = ,1PE13.6) )
55 rF (rPRrNT) 56, 65, 56
56 WRITE (NO'019) (II, J, X(II'J), J=1,N)
65 CONTINUE

K1 =K
Do 70 I=1,K
cAf,L FUNC (NrM,K,X,F, r,X0,RO,LS)

70 CONTINUE
KOUNT = 1
fA=O

c
C FIND POINT WITH LOWEST FUNCITONÀÍ, VALUE
c

rF ( rPRrNT ) '72 , 80, 72
72 WRrrE (NO,O2L)

021 FORMÀT (/,2X,22HVALUES OF THE FUNCTION)
!{RfTE (NO,022 ) (J, F(J) , J=1,K)

022 FORMAT (/,3(2X,zHF(,Í2,4H¡ = ,1P813.6))
8O IEV1 =1

DO 100 TCM=2 tK
rF (F(rEV1)-F(rCM) ) 100,100,90

90 IEV1 = ICM
1OO CONTTNUE

c
C FIND POTNÎ VùITH HIGHEST FUNCTION VALUE
c

IEV2 = 1
DO 120 ICM=2,K
rF (F(rEV2)-F(rCM) ) 110,tto,t2O

110 IEV2 = ICì{
120 CONÎTNUE

c
C CHECK CONVERGENCE CRITERIA
c

rF (F(rEV2)-(r(rEV1)+BETA) ) 140,r.30,130
130 KOUNT = l-

co ro l_50
140 KOUNT = KOUNT + 1

rF (KOUNT-GA-MMA) 150,24O,24O
c
C REPLACE POINT WITH LOVIEST FUNCTION VALUE
c

150 CAIL CENTR (N,M,K. rEV1 trrXCrXrKl)
DO 160 JJ=1rN

l-60 x(IEv1,JJ) = (1.O+ALPHA) * (xc(JJ) )-AI,pse* (x(IEV1,JJ) )
I = IEVL
CALL CHECK (NrMrKrXrGrH, I,KODETXCTDELTA,Kl)
cArL FUNC (NrMrKrX, F, rrX0rROrLS)

c
C REPLACE NEW POTNÎ IF IT REPEATS AS LOWEST FUNCTION VAIUE
c

17O fEV2 = 1
DO l-90 ICM =2rK
rF (F(rEV2)-F(rCr.1) ) 190,190,180

180 IEV2 = ICM
190 CONTINUE

rF (rEv2-rEv1) 22O,2OO,22O
2OO DO 210 JJ=1rN

x(IEv1,JJ)=(x(IEv1,JJ) + xc(JJ) ) /2.O
210 CONTINUE

I = IEV1
cAf,L CHECK (Nrl,frK,X tG rH, T TKODETXCTDELTATKl )
CALL FUNC (Nr¡4rKrXrF, rrX0rROrLS)
co ro 170
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220 CONTINUE
rF (rPRrNT) 23O, 228t 23O

230 wRrTE (NO,023) rr
023 FORMÀT (/ /,2X,17HITERATrON NUMBER,T5)

wRrTE (NO,024)
024 FORMAT (/,2X,3OHCOORDINATES OF CORRECTED POINT)

WRITE (NO,o19) (IEV1 , JC ,X(IEV1 ,JCl , JC=1,N)
!{RÏTE ( NO, 021 )
WRITE (NO'022) (I, F(I), I=1,K)

228fT=IT+1
rF ( rr-f rM.Ax) 80 t80,24O

240 RETURN
END

c
c

suBRouTrNE CHECK (NrMrKrXrcrH, I,KODETXCTDELTATKl)
c
C ARGUMENT LIST
c
C Af,L ARGUMENTS DEFINED IN MATN LINE AND CONSX
c

DTMENSTON X(101,51), G(51), H(s1), XC(51)
c

10KT=0
CALL CONST (NrMrKrXrGrHrr)

c
C CHECK AGAINST EXPLICIT CONSTRAINTS
c

DO 50 J=1,N
rF (x(r,J) - c(J) I 20,2O,30

20 x(I,J) = G(J) + DELTA
GO TO 50

30 rF (H(J)-X(r,J) ) 40,40,sO
40 x(I'J) = H(J) - DELTA
50 CONTINUE

c
rF (KODE) L10,Ll_0,60

c
C CHECK AGAINST THE TMPLICTT CONSTRÀINTS
c

60NN=N+1
DO 100 J=NNrlf
CALL CONST (N,M,K,X,G,H, I)
rF (x(r,J)-c(J) ) 80,'7o,7o

70 rF (H(J)-X(r,J) ) 80,100,100
80 IEV1 = I

KT=1
CAIL CENTR (NrMrK, IEVl, IrXC,X,K1)
DO 90 JJ=IIN
x(I,JJ) = (X(I,JJ) +xc(JJ)l/2.O

90 CONÎINUE
1OO CONTINUE

rF (KT) 110,110, 1O
110 RETURN

END
c
c

suBRouTrNE CENTR (NrM,K,IEV1, f tXC, XrKl)
c

DIMENSTON X(101,51), XC(51)
c

DO 20 J=lrN
XC(J) = O'O
DO 10 IL=1IK1
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10

20

Xc(J)=Xc(J)+x(IL,J)
RK=K1
xc(J) = (xc(J)-x(IEv1,J)) / (RK-1.0)
RETURN
END

SUBRoUTINE FUNC (N,M,K,X,F, ITX0TROTLS)

REAI, P ,Q,,4, B, C, SUM
DTMENSTON X(101,51), F(101), STOCK(51)

P=7000. O

C=875OOO. O

A=8.4
B=0. 82
Q=0.002

SUM = 0.0
STOCK( 1 ) =XO
DO500J=lrN
CON = 1.O-EXP(-Q*X(I,J) )
DO 501 JJ = lrLS
JT = (J-1)*LS+JJ
STOCK(JT+1) = (A*sToCK(JT)**B)*(1.O-CON)
SUM = SUM+1RO'ti.JT) * (P:k (A*STOCK(JT) ¡t*B) *CON-C*X( I,J)
CONTINUE
CONTTNUE

r(I) = sUM/1000000.0

RETURN
END

SUBRoUTINE CONST (NrMrK,X,GrH, I)

DTMENSTON X( 101,5!),c(51),H(51)

Lower and upper bounds for DV

c
c

c

c

s01
so0

c

c

c
c

c

c
c
c

DO 510 J=1rN
G(J) = O. O

H(J) = 50O.0
510 CONTINUE

RETURN
END
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Appendix B. Consensus Sustainability
Experiment Programs.

8.1 compro.f

C * tk !k !k * * :t * tr tc * rk * * * * * * Jç * * * ìk * ,r * * * rt * ¡k * * * * * * * * rt * * ,. ¡k * * lú * lr * * * ,r * tr ,r * * * * * * ¡k *
c
c
c
c
c m # alternatives ... i
c n # criteria ....... )
c w weights ..... kk
c p exponent .... k
c
C ìk ,r ¡t tt * ¡t t * * * * t * tr ,. * tr * * * * * * * * tr * ,. ¡k * * * tr * * ,. * * * rk ¡t * * * * * * * * ¡k ,. * * * * * * * * * * * * *

real w(L0, 50), zp(50), zn(50),zd(50),
+z ( 50,20),1 ( LO, tO t20),p(10)

integer m, n,np,alt ( 1-O I IO,20),w_p,p_w

open ( 1 , file=' compro. dat ' )
open ( 2, f iLe=' ranks. dat' )

w_p=o
p_w=1

C ¡t * ¡k ¡t rt !t ¡k * * * * * * ik * ¡k * * tt ik * ¡k ¡k * rt * ,( * * * * * ¡k * * * rt * * ,. * * * * ¡k * * ,r tr * * * * * * * tr * * * ,r ik ¡k * *
c input block
g tk tt :k Cc :t Jr tt * t( * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * * * * rt rt * * * * ¡k ¡k ¡k tr * * * rt * * * * ,. * * ¡k ¡t * * * * * ,. t( * ¡k * ,r *

read ( 1, ,t ) nscheme
read(1r*) m
read(1r*) n

read(1,*) np, (p(i), i=1,np)
read(1r") nw
do I kk=lrnw

8 read(1,*) (w(kk,i),i=1,n)
read(1, ",) (zp(i), i=1rn)
read(1r*) (zn(i) ri=1rn)
do 12 j=l,m

12 read(1,*) (z(L,)1, i=1,n)

C * rk rk rt * rt * * * * ik * ¡k * * * * ¡k * * * * * * * * tr ¡k * * ¡k J. * * * * * * * * * ,r * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * *
c print table heading
C rk ìt it rk !t * !k * * * * * * * :k * * * tr * * ,r * * * * tc * * rt * * * rt * * * ¡k * :t * ¡k * * * * * * * ,. * * :t * * ¡k * * * * * * * * *

write(2,*) m
write(2,*l n$¡

write(*r*) 'm='rnì
write(*r*) 'n='rrl
write(*,*) ' rank Lp alt ,

write(*r*) r-------- ----1
C ¡t ik it ìt ¡t * rt * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,( * * * * * * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c calculate distance metrics

COMPROMI SE PROGR.ê,I,fMING
by Mike Bender (Nov '95)
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C * * :k * * it * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tr * tt ìt * rk rt * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c 34567890]-234567890]-2345678901-234s678901234567890]-234s678901234s67890t2

do 10 i=1,n
10 zd( i) =zP( i) -zn( i)

do 14 k=lrnp
write(*r*) 'P='rP(k)
do 15 kk=l,nw

write('k, 100) (w(kk, i), i=1,n)
do 20 j=1,m

aIt(kk,k,j)=j
l(kk,k,j)=0.
do 30 i=1,n

3o 1(kk,k,j)=I(kk,k,j)+(w(kk,i)**p(k) )*( (zp(i)-z(i,j) ) /zd(i) )*"p(k)
I (kk'k, j )=l (kk'k' j ) ** (1. /p(k) )

20 continue

write(2,*l (I(kk,k, j), j=1,m)

C * rk rk !t * ìk 
't 

* ,r * it * * * * * ìt ìt * * * * * * ,. * * ,. * * * * * * * * lr * * * * * J. * ,( tr * * * * * * ,r * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k

c sort rankings (for the current 'p' value)
C :t * ¡k * tr rt t( * * * * * t ¡k * * * * * ,r * t( * tr * tk ,r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Jr rk * * * * * * * * * * tr * * *

do 40 )=2,m
a=l(kk,k,j)
nalt=alt ( kk, k, i )
do 45 i=j_1 ,!,_L

if (I(kk,k,i) .Ie. a) goto 47
I (kk, k, i+1 )=l (kk' k, i)
alt (kk, k, i+l- ) =alt ( kk, k' i )

45 continue
i=O

47 I(kk'k,i+1¡=¿
alt ( kk, k, i+1 ) =nalt

40 continue

C rt rt t( !t tt * !t * * * * * * tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ,. * * * * * * * !k * * rk * * * * * * ,. * * * * * * * * * * * * ,c * ,r * * *

c print results (for the current 'p' value)
C ¡t ¡t rt ?t ¡t * ìk * rk ,r * * * * * * ,r * * * * ,. * * * * * * * * * * * * rk tr tr ¡k ,. * * * ¡k ,. * rk * * * * * * * * ¡k rk * * ,. * ik * ik * *

do 50 j=1'm
50 write(*,*) ), l(kk.k,)l , alt(kk,k, j)

15 continue
t4 continue

C *rt¡tttitt !tt *******************************************t t,.,.****,(*,.***
c print summary results
ç rk :t :t :t :t rt rk * * ìk * * Jr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

write(*r*)
write(*r*)'Summary of Alternative Performance Tradeoffs'
etrite(*r*)
write(*r*) 'Rank -) ' , (),j=1rm)

if (nscheme .eq. w_p) then
do 60 kk=1rnw

write(*'*)
c write1i,r1O0) (w(kk,i),i=1,n)

hrrite ( 't, 190 ) kk
do 70 k=lrnp

7O write('k,150) p(k),(alt(kkrkrj),j=1,m)
60 continue
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else if (nscheme .eq. p_w) then
do BO k=lrnp

write(*r*)
write (*,2OO ) p(k)
do 90 kk=l,nw

90 write(*r*) r ,rkkr' | ',(a1t(kkrkrj)rj=1,m)
80 continue

end if

100 format
150 format
190 format
2OO format

stop
end

s0fs .2 ), ,-,fs.Lt, | 
"20i3),ç='ri3¡ r p:')

tp=t rf5.1r t w:')
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8.2 consensus.f

* rr * * * tk * * rr * * tt ¡k ¡k * * * * Jr Jr * * * * * * ìt t :k tr * rk * * ¡k * * tç * * lr * tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tc * * * * *c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

m
ns

Degree of Consensus
by Mike Bender (Jan '96)

# alternatives ...... i
# stakeholders ...... j

45

garnma consensus measure ... I
ìk * * * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * r( * * * * * * * * * * * * * t( * * ¡t * ¡k rk * * * * * * ¡k * * tr rk * * t * rt *
34s67 8901234s678901234567 89012345678901234567 8901234s 6 7 8901234s67 89O12

real gamma ( 5, 10 ), r ( 10, 1O ), temp, mindif , maxdif , sumdif , u ( 1O ), w ( 10 )integer mrns

open( 1¡ file=' ranks.dat' )read(1r*) m
read(1r*) ns

do 2 j=1r¡g
read(1, *) (r( i, j ) , i=1,m)

close ( 1 )

do 45 j=l,ns
w(i)=1'

greatest=0.
do 40 i=1rm

do 41 j=1rns
if (r(irj) .gt. greatest) greatest=r(i,j)

continue

do 42 i=1rm
do 43 j=lrns

r( i, j ) =r( i, j ) /greatest
continue

do 50 i=1,m
u(i)=O'
do 51 j=lrns

u(i)=q( i)+w( j ) "r( i, j )
continue

do 100 i=l,m

C rt ¡t ¡k rk !t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk ik * ¡k ¡k * * * * * * * * rk * * * * * * rk * * * * * ¡k * * * * rk ik * * * * tr * * * * * *
c highest coincidence
C rt ik * ,. ìk :t rt * * * * rk cr * * * * * ,. ¡k * * * :k * * rt * * * ,. * * rk ¡k * Jr * * ¡k * * * * * * * ik ,r ¡k ¡k * * rk ,k * * * ,r * * t * * *

mindif=u ( i )
do 1O j=1rns

do 11 k=lrns
temp=u ( i )
if ( j .ne. k) temp=¿bs(w( j)*r(i, j)-w( j)*r(i,k) )if (temp .lt. mindif) mindif=temp

continue
continue
garlìma( f i) =1.-mindif

¡k * * * * t * ** * tr * * * * * * * * * * * rk t r. * * * * * * ik * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * * *:k ¡k * * * * * * * * * !k * *
highest discrepancy

**********************it*****rk******rt******)k*********itik***********

4L
40

43
42

51
50

L1
10

c
c
c
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maxdif=0.
do l-2 j =1, ns

do 13 k=1rns
temP=g 'if ( j .ne. k) temp=¿bs(w( j)*r(i, j)-w( j)*r(i,k) )if (temp .gt. maxdif) maxdif=temp

13 continue
12 continue

gamma (2, í) =1-maxdif

C ìk * rk rk tr ¡k ìk ¡k * * * * * * * * * * tk * * ,. * * t( * * * * * * ¡k * ¡t * ¡k ¡k * * rk * * * tr * * * * * * * * :k t :k * * * * * * ,r * * *
c integral mean coincidence measure
C * ¡t ìk Jr rk ¡t * * * * * * * * ¡t * ¡k ,. t ,r ,. * lr :k * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k ,. * * * ik * * ¡k ,. * * ¡k ¡t * ¡k * * * * * * * * ¡k * tr * * *

sumdif=0.
do 14 j=1,ns

14 sumdif=sumdif+abs(w(j)*r(i,j)-u(i)/real(m))
gamma ( 3, i ) =1-sumdif/real (m)

C t * ,. ¡t ,. * * * * * * * * ik ,r * * * * * * !k * tç * * * ¡k * * * * ik * * * * * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * t( * * * t * * * * tr * * *
c integral pairwise coincidence
C * * rt !k rt ik * ,. ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k ,r * * ,r * * * ¡t * ìk * * * * ¡t * * * * * * * * t * * * * * * tr tr * * ik * * *

sumsumdif=0.
do 16 j=1rns-1"

do 17 k=j+1rns
l7 sumsumdif=sumsumdif+abs(w(j)*r(i,j)-w(j)*r(i,k) )16 continue

ganìma(4, i) =!-2./ (ns* (ns-1. ) ) *sumsumdif

C rk * rk tr * tt * * * tr * * * * t( * * ,r * * * * t * * * * * * rt * ¡k ¡k ¡k * ¡k ,r * * ,r rk * * t * * * tr * * * * ,. * ¡k * * :k ¡k * rk ,. !k rk rk

c integral highest discrepancy measure
C tk * * ¡t !k * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * !k * * ¡k * * ¡k t( ¡t * * ¡k * * * * * ¡k ik ,. rt * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k

maxdif=0.
do 18 j=1rns

do 19 k=lrns
temP=g 'if (j .ne. k) Èemp=¿5s(w(j)*r(i,j)-u(i)/real(m) )if (temp .gt. maxdif) maxdif=temp

19 continue
18 continue

gamma(5'i)=l-maxdif

LOO continue

C * * ¡k ?t ,r * tk * * * ik * t ¡k * * * * * ìk * * * ¡k rk * * * * ¡k * * * * ìk * * * * * * * rt * * * * ¡t * tr * * * * * * )k * * * * * * * ¡k

c output block
C rt * rt !k rt ìt rk * * * * :k * * * * * * * * * tr * ¡k * tr * * * * * * * ¡t * rk * * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * tr ¡k * * * * tr * * rt * * *

write(*r*) 'm='rm
write(*r*) t¡g=r¡fls
write(*r*) ' alt I 2 3 4 5'
wrÍte(*r*) r-------- ---------ldo 90 i=1rm

90 write(*r95) i, (gamma(1ri), l=1r5)
95 format(2xri2r5f6.3)

stop
end
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8.3 compro.dat

1
6
I
3 1. 2. 10.
6
1.2 t. .7 .7

4.34620
4.13400
4. s0600
5.13100
3.82t20
4. s1700

1.94264
1.93188
L.86967
2.22796
!.62233
2.O37 6r

1.35342
t.39726
1.04803
1.407 60

o.95942s
1. 369û7

nscheme (O=w_pil=p_w)
m alternatives
n criteria
nP pIk]
nw # weight sets

.s 1.8 1.1 1. ! w(i)
1.s 1.s .8.5 .3 1.2 L.3.8
1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
1. 1. 1.4 1.3 1. 1.2.3 .7
1.2 L. .7 .7 .s 1.1 1.8 1.
1. I.2.7 .7.s 1.8 1.1 1.
-300. -10. s. 5. 5. 5. 5. 5.
-400. -20. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1. 1.
-307.6-19.3t23253
-313.s-t7.6224253
-39s.9-r4.ss4ss34
-379.0 -13.7 s 3 5 4 4 2

-37r.8-14.0s45442
-393.1-14.753553s

-307.6 -19.3 2 2 2 3 4 3
-3L3.5-L7.63233s3
-385.9 -14.s s 4 4 s 3 4
-379.0 -13.7 4 3 4 4 4 3
-371.8-14.O445443
-393.1 -14.7434534

-307.6-19.3333342
-313.s-17.6324343
-38s.9 -74.s s 4 4 4 3 s
-379.0 -13.7 4 3 5 4 4 3

-37r.8-14.0434543
-393.1 -14.7s44434

8.4 rank.dat

! zp(i)
! zn(i)
I z(L) for alt

6
6

3.94700
3.692s0
3.89500
4.42000
3.42200
4.O7200

1.80089
1. 6783s
1. 61116
1.90891
t.44960
1.86798

1. 3s046
1. 15047

0.864888
1. 10917

0.8s7323
1.3s268

2. 57s80
3 .088s0
2.40900
2.05900
2.92580
2.47 400

1. 386s3
t.7 3293
t.223s9
1.13178
1. 55883
7.26764

1. 1s088
1.43863

o.959192
0.9590s1

1. 16030
o.9s967 4

3. 14300
3.21s00
2.91000
2.71000
3.14300
3.05900

!.4137 6
1 .526s6
t.30327
L.24690
1.41376
1.33580

o.956797
1.18s19

0.828306
0. 801782
o.956797
0.82811L
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2.91160
3.02700
2.61_800
2.34300
2.91160
2.84800

7.33t77
L.44609
1. 1939s
1.07350
t.33L77
L.27168

0. 881166
t.o77 62

o.788443
o.72t3rr
0.881166
0. 789L91

2.48720
3.001s0
2 .40100
2.20loo
2.83720
2.39500

t.37 624
L.7L238
r.26002
l_.23801
L.54969
1. 26880

1. 11731
t.39672

o.93t47L
o.933629
t. 12946

0. 932 L01



Appendix C. CPSS Knowledge Bases.

C.l cpss.scp - startup scrípt for CPSS.

on event APPSTARTUP
NOIR LoadKB ( "cpss.tkb" ) ;
NOlRloadKB ( "GrS. tkb" ) ;
NoIR-LoadKB ( " alt. tkb" ) ;
NOtn-loadKB ( "multicriteria. tkb" ) ;
ttOlR-LoadKB ( "hydrotest/hydrotest. tkb" ) ;
RtIe-LoadFite( "cpss.dat" ) ;
n¡.lg-l,oadFile ( "FcP. dat" ) ;
RLIg-l,oadFile ( "hydrotest/hydrotest. dat" ) ;
wlN_õpenayName ( "cPss. Win1 " ) ;
NOIR_Suggest (NOIR_GetAtomId( "START", NXP_ATYPE_HYPO), NXP_SPRIO_SUG) ;
NOIR_Suggest ( NOIR_GetAtomId ( "Load_obj ects ", NXP_ATYPE_HYPO),

NXP_SPRTO_SUG);
NOIR_Suggest ( NOfR_GetAtomId ( " Initial Lze" , NXP_ATYPE_HYPO ) ,

NXP_SPRIO_SUG);
NOIR Knowcess( ) i

end event *

C.2 fcp.scp - startup script for the fuzzy compromise approach interface.
on event ÀPPSTARTUP

NOIR LoadKB ( "multicriteria.tkb" ) ;
RLIB-LoadfiIe( "FCP.dat" ) ;
WIN_õpenByName ( " Init . Win" ) ;
NofR_Suggest (NOIR_GetAtomfd ( " Initial Lze", NXP_ATYPE_HyPO),

NXP_SPRTO_SUG);
NOIR Kno$rcess O i

end event -

C.3 hydro.scp - starlup script for the hydropower dam design expeft system.
on event APPSTARTUP

NOIR LoadKB ( "alt.tkb" ) i
NoIIfLoadKB ( " hydropower. tkb" ) ;
RLIB-LoadFile ( "cpss. dat" ) ;
WIN_õpenByName ( "Structures. Win1 " ) ;
WIN_OpenByName ( "Question. !'lin1 " ) ;
NOIR_Suggest ( NOIR_GetAtomId ( "Load_obj ects " , NXP_ATYPE_HYPO ) ,

NXP_SPRTO_SUG);
NOfR Knowcess( );

end event -
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031 )
name
class
status
ds
us
how
why
count
sum count
weiÇnt
id
id fact
id-obj
id_class
user
fact
OF
muIVaI

GTYPE=string;
GTYPE=stringi
@TYPE=Stringi
eTYPE=String;
GTYPE=stringi
GTYPE=String;
GTYPE=SIring; )
GTYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Integer i
@TYPE=FIoat; )
GTYPE=Integeri
GTYPE=Integer i
@TYPE=Integer;
@TYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Stringi
GTYPE=stringi
GTYPE=Stringi
eTYPE=stringi

eCLASs=
GCLASS=
GcLAss=
@CI,ASS=
GCLASS=
@CLASS=
GCLASS=
@CLASS=
@CLASs=
GcLAss=
eCLASs=
GCLASS=
@CLASS=
@cLAss=
GcLAss=

(

(
(
(
(
(

(@META=
( @Msta=
(@MEra=
( @MEta=
(GMETa=
( GMEta=
(@MnTA=
(GMEte=

Facts (ePROPERTIES=fact id fact id class count) )objectives (GPRoPERTIES=oF id oEj id clãss count weight) )
F_O_Retationships (ePROPERTIES=id_obj-irt fact count)
uãeFs (@PRoPERTTPs=nañe) )
VisibleUsers )
HiddenUsers )
UserFacts )
ImportantFacts )
ImportantRelat ionships )
ImportantOb j ect. ives )
FactsSubClasses (@PROPERTIES=id class
ObjectivesSubClasses (@PROPERTIES=id-class
ObjectivesSummary ( GPROPERTIES=id class-class

Utilityobj ects
StatisticalObjects

select
remove
new
hide
unhide
numFact s
numRelationships
numObjectives
START

(GPROPERTIES=facI user) )
(GPROPERTIES=muIVaI count sum count)

class )
class )
weight ))

@OBJECT=
@OBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
@oBJEcT=

( GCLASSES=Ut,il ityob j ect s )
( GCLASSES=Utilityobj ects )
( GcLAssEs=Utilityobj ects )
( @CLASSES=Utilityob j ects )
( ecLASSES=Util ityobj ects )
( GCLASSES=StatisticalObj ects ) )
( eCLAssEs=StatisticalOb j ects ) )
( GCLASSES=Statisticalob j ects ) )
( @PROPERTfES=VaIue

Find_Objectives (ePROPERTfES=Value
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
GTYPE=Boo1ean; ¡ ¡

Factsl.count (@INITVAI,= O))
F_O_Relationshipsl.count (GINIIVAÍ,= 0) )Objectives | . count (Glt'¡llVef,= 0) )objectives | .weight (GINITVAI= 0.OO) )
Objectivessummaryl .weight (GINITVAI= 0.OO) )StatisticalObjects | .count (@INITVA!= 0) )StatisticalObjectsl.sum_count (@INITVAL= O))
UtitityObjects | .user (@INITVAL= "') )

C.4 cpss.tkb - main knowledge base for CPSS, including evaluatíon criteria
selection module.
( GVERSfON=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPRoPEntY=
( @PROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( EPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=
( EPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( EPROPERTY=
( ePRoPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=

(GMETHOD= IfChange
( GATOMID=new. user i GTYPE=SLOT ; )
(GFleCS=eUBLIC; )
( Gl'¡ls=
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( CreateObj ect
( createobj ect
(Assign

(Assign
(-
( Deleteobj ect
(Àssign

(numFacts.count) )
)
( @RHS=

(Assign
(Assign

)
( G¡¡ls=

(Assign
(Assign

)

)
(GM¡THoO= IfChange

(Member

{luserract=lll
(<\select.user\>¡ ¡(luserractsll)

( \new. user\ ¡
( \new. user\ ¡
( nesr. user )

llusersl¡¡
{lvisinreusersl))
( \new. user\. name) )

)
)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( GATOMID=select . user; GTYPE=SLOÎ; )
(GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( Gr,Hs=

( Deleteobj ect
(Member
( CreateObj ect

)

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( @AIOMID=select. f act ; @TYPE=SLOT ; )

{< lracts | 7¡(<<lFactsl>>)
(<<lFactsl>>)

(Assign

)
(@METHOD= IfChange

( GATOMfD=hide. user i GTYPE=SLOT; )
( GFLAGS=PUBLIc; )
( @LHs= (- {< lusers

( DeIeteObj ect
( Createobj ect
(Member

(numFacts.count + 1) (numFacts.count) )

>.name) (hide.user) )
(<
(<
(<

( @Fr,eCS=PUBLf C; )
( GLHs=

(- 1< | users
(- (< | Facts
(NotMember (< | facts
(CreateObject (<
(CreateObject (<
(Createobject (<
(Assign , (<
(- (< | Facts
(CreateObject (<

>.name) (select.user))
>. fact) (select. factl )>) (<luserractsl>) )
Facts | >) (\select.user\) )ractsl>) ( luserract=l ) )ractsl>) ( llmportantFactsl ) )
Factsl>.count + 1) (<lFactsl>.count) )).count) (1) )
ractsl>i ( | rmportantFactsl ) )

users I i¡
users | >¡
Facts | >¡
Facts | >.

{ lvisiuteuserçl ) )
(lHiddenusersl))

(<lracÈs l>."o,tÅt) (g) )

(<\hide.user\>¡ ¡
1 ) (< | racts | >. count )(<lFactsl>.count - 1) (<lFacts

(< ractsl>i i liirp"rt*ntractsl ¡ ¡
(nùmFacÈå.count - r,r¡¡erH(< lråcÉs | >¡ ¡

("")
("")

("")
( ,,,, )

(select.user) )
(hide.user) )

(select.user) )
(hide.user) )

( GATOMID=unhide. user i @TYPE=SLOT; )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIc; )
( GLHs=

(- (< | users
(Deleteobject (<
(CreateObject (<

>.name) (unhide.user))
usersl>) ( lHiddenusersl ¡ ¡usersl>) ( lVisibleUsersl ) )
Facts | >) (<\unhide.user\>¡ ¡Factsl>.count. + 1) (<lractsl>.count) )).count) (1) )ractsl>i t lirirportantFactsl) )
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(Assign , (<
(- (< | Facts
(CreateObject (<



(Assign
(numFacts.count) )

)
( GRHs=

(Assign
)

)
( GÌ{EIHOO= If Change

( GATOMID=remove. useri GTYPE=SLoT ; )
( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @Lgs=

(Member 1< | racts | >¡ (<\remove.user\>¡ ¡(Assign , (<lFactsl>.count - 1) (<lractsl>.count) )(- (<lFactsl>.count) (9) )(Deleteobject, (< lracts l>i i liti,port"nrracrs | ) )(Assign (numFacts.count - LENGTH(<lFäctsl>¡ ¡
( numFacts. count ) )

)
( Gnss=

(DeleteObject (\remove.user\))
(Assign ( 'r" ) (select.user) )

)
( @¡Hs=

(Deleteobject (\remove.user\))
(Assign ( "" ) (select.user) )

)
)
( GÌ{EÎHOO= IfChange

( GATOMID=remove. fact ; @TYPE=SLOT; )

(numFacts.count + LENGTHI< | racts | >) )

( "" ) (unhide.user) )

(GFleCS=PUBLIc; )
( GLHs=

(= (< | racts
(DeIeteObject (<
(DeleteObject (<
(Assign (<
(= (< | racts
(Deleteobject (<

>.fact) (remove.fact) )
Facts | >) (\select.user\) )ractsl>) ( luserract=l l),Factsl>.count - 1) (<lFactsl>.count) )).countl lOì ì
ractsl>i i |Íi,p"rt"ntFactsl ) )

(Assign (numFacts.count - 1) (numFact,s.count) )
)

)
(GMETHOO= Count

( GATOMID=fmportantRelationships ; GTYPE=CLASS ; )
(GFlees=nUBLICt )
( Gl,ss=

(-
(Assign

(SELF.count) )
)

)
(GMEIHOO= Count

(GMETHOD= Init
( GATOMID=FactsSubCIasses i GTYPE=CLASS; )
(GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @Lns=

(CreateObject (\çnr,f.class\¡¡
( = (< | Facts | >. irl-c1ass )

(<lrmportantractsl>.ia_fact¡ (sELr.id_fact))
( SUM(< | Import,antFacts | >. count ) )

( GATOMfD=fmportantObj ectives t @TYPE=CLASS; )
(GFleeS=PUBLIC; )
( GLHs=

(- (<lrmportantRelationshipslt.ia obj). (sELF.id obj) )(Assign ( sUM ( < | tmportant,Relátionsfrips | >. count ¡ ¡(SELF.count) )
)

)
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(createobject 1<lractsl>¡ (\SELF.class\¡ ¡

)
(Gì4Et¡tOP= Init

( @ATOMID=Ob j ect ivesSubClasses ; GTYPE=CLASS ; )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @r,Hs=

, (Createobject ( \SELF. class\ ¡
( | Object.ivesSummary | ) )

(Assign (SELF.cÌass) (\SELF.class\.class) )(Assign (SELF. id_class)
( \SELF. class\. id_class) )

(= --(<lobjectivesl>.ia_class¡ 
(SELF.id_class) )(Createobject (<lobjectivesl>) (\SELF.class\) )

)
)
(@MSIHOO= Weight

( @ATOMID=Importantobj ectives ; @TYPE=cLASS ; )
( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(@Llts=

(Assign (SELF.count / lnumObjectives.sum count * 1.0))
(SELF.weight) )

)

)

( GMEI¡IOO= Weight
( @ATOMID=Ob j ect ivesSummary i GTYPE=CLASS ; )
( @FLAGS=PUBLIc; )
(@Ltts=

(= (< | Importantobjectives | >. id_c1asç) (SELF. id_class) )(Assign (SUM(< | rmportantobjectives | >.weight) )
(SELF.weight) )

)
(@Etts=

(Assign (0) (SElF.weight) )
)

)

( GRUI,P= R1
GCOM¡,ÍENTS="Load the list of facts, objectives, and relationships.";
( @Lns=

(Execute ("Message") (GSTRING="@TEXT=Reading from database
(Retrieve) ..., eTRANSCRIPT"; ) )(Retrieve ( "facts.n¡p" )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFILL=ADD ; @CREATE= | racts | ; \
GPROPS=id_f act, id_class, f act ; @FIELDS=" id_f act ", " id_class ", " f act " ; ) )(Retrieve ( "objectives.nxp" )
( @TYPE=''NXPDB'. ; EFILL=ADD ; @CREATE= I ObJectives I' \
@PROPS=id_obj, id_classrOF;@FIELDS="id_obj ", "id_class", "OF" i ) )(Retiieve ( "re1ate.nxp" )
( GTyPE="NXPDB" i GFILL=ADO j eCn¡atn= | r- o netationships | ; \
GPRoPS=id_obj, id_factt GFIELDS="id_obj ", "id_fact" i ) )(Retrieve ("cat facts.nxp")
( GTyPE="NXPDB" i eFILL=ADD; GCn¡ef¡= | factèSubCIasses l t \
@PROPS=id_class, class i GFIELDS= " id_class " r " class " ; ) )(Retrieve ( "cat_objlnxp" )
( OTYPE="NXPDB" i GFILL=ADDt GCREÃTE= | OnjectivesSubClasses I ; \
@PROPS=id_class, classtGFIELDS="id class", "class" i ) )

)
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( @HYPo= slART)
( GRgs=

( SendMessage
( SendMessage

)

(GTo=< | ractssubclasses l tr I l,
( GTo=< | objectivesSubClasses | >; ) )

( " fnit" )
( " Init" )

)
(@RULE= R2

eco¡,fMENTs="suggfest relevant objectives, given the lisÈ of facts.";
( @lgs=

(Deleteobject (<loujectiv"=l>) ( llmportanrobjecrivesl ) )
, (Deleteobject (< | F_o_nelationships I >)

( | ImportantRelationships | ¡ ¡(Execute ( "Unify" )
( GnToUro=numÈacts. count, ì | r*p"itåntFacts I t,. I r_o_Relationstrips | >; \

GSTRTNG= " GEQUAI,
@TESTFROM=id_f act, GTESTTO=id_f act, \

GTOLINK=fmportantRelationships " i ) )(Execute (,'GetRelatives") (GSTRING="@ONELEVEL, eCHILDREN,
@RETURN=numRelationships . muIVal " ; \

@AToMID=ImportantRelationships ; ) )(Execute ( "GetMultiValue" )
( GATOMID=numRelationships . mulVaI i GSTRfNc=" GLENGTH, \

GRETURN=numReIat ionships . count " ; )(Execute ("Unify").
( @ATOMID=numRelationships. counL, < | fmportantRelationships l tr. I OUi"ctives | >; \

GSTRfNG=" @EQUAL,
GTESTFROÌ.{=id_ob j, @TEsTTo=id_ob j, \

@TOLINK=ImportantObj ectives " ; ) )

)
( @HYPo=
( GRHS=

Find_ob j ect,ives )

( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Assign

( numObj ectives. sum_count ) )
( SendMessage
( SendMessage
( ReseÈ,

)
( @Egs=

( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Assign

( numObj ectives . sum_count )
( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Reset

)
)

("Count") (GTo=<l tmportantRelationships lt; I I
( "Count" ) (GTo=< l lmportant,objectives l >; i )
(SUM(< | Import,antObjectives l>. count) )

( "Weight" ) (GtO=< | tmportantObjectivçs I >; ) )("Weight") (GtO=.lobjectivessummaryIti I I(Fin¿_objectives) )

( "Count" ) (GtO=< l lmportantRelationships l t; I I
( "Count" ) (GTo=< l lmportantobjecÈiv"= l >; i )
(SUM(< | ImportantobjecÈives I >. count ) )

)
( "!{eight" ) (Gto=< | ImportantObjectivçs l >; ) )
( "I.Ieight" ) (etO=< lObjectivessummaryl>; ) )(Find_objectives) )
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C.5 alt.tkb - knowledge base for managing alternatives defined by
stakeholders.
( GVBRSIOtt=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=

@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=

GTYPE=String; )

( @PRoPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( EPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=

(GCLASS= Structures
file_flooded_point )

Reservoir Release Fishway)
)
(GCLASS= Components

ReÌease Fishway)
)

(GCleSS= Dam
(@CLRSS= Dyke)
(@CLASS= Spillway)
(€CleSS= Powerhouse)
(@cLAss= Reservoir)
(@CleSS= Release)
(GCleSS= Fishway)

(@oBJECT= alt
(GOBJECT= structure
( @OSJECT= next alt num
(GOBJECI= temp-

(GCLASS= Potential structures)
(GCLASS= Proposed_Etructures)
(@CLÀSS= Proposed dams)
(GCLASS= Proposed_dykes)
(@CLASS= Proposed_other)
(eCLASS= Alternatives (@PROPERTIES= name CI C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 CB
c9 c1o) )
(GCLeSS= Selected Alternatives)
(GCLASS= current_Ãlternative)

031 )
name
parent
class
type
design
add
delete
mulVaI
max_stage
min_stage
f ile_f Ioodsrt_poinÈ
stage
res_vol
res area
t ]-Ie

c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
c6
c7
c8
c9
c10

GTypE=stringt
GTYPE=stringt
eTYPE=Stringt
eTYPE=String;
GTYPE=String;
GTYPE=stringi
GTYPE=String;
eTYPE=string;
GTYPE=stringi
@TYPE=stringi

)
)

)

)

)

@TYPE=String;
GTYPE=FIoat; )
GTYPE=FLoatr )
@TYPE=stringt

eTYPE=Stringt
@TYPE=Stringi
@TYPE=stringt
GTYPE=string;
eTyPE=string;
@TYPE=String;
@TYPE=Stringi
@TYPE=string;
GTYPE=stringi
@TYPE=stringt

(GPROPERTIES= name class type design stage

(@SUBCLASSES= Dam Dyke Spillway Powerhouse

(GPROPERTIES= name class type design parent)
(GSUBCLASSES= Spillway Powerhouse Reservoir

(@PROPERTIES= res_area res_vol) )

(GPROPERTIES= name file mulVa1) )
(@PRoPERTTES= add delete class) )(ePROPERTIES=VaIue GTYPE=rnteger; ) )(@PROPERTIES=Va1ue GTYPE=StrinS; ) )
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(@OBJECT= Load_objects (GPROPERTIES=Va1ue @TypE=Boolean;(@og,¡Ect= Flooã (GpRopERTIES=Value @TypE=Boo1ean; ) )(GOBJECÎ= Compile structures (GPROPERTIES=Va1ue GTypE=Booiean;
(GOBJECT= DecompiTe_structure IGpROpERTIES=Value @TypE=Booteani

(createobject (\remp.Val.ue\) t lspirfwayl ¡ ¡(createobject (\temp.Value\) (SELF) )(Assign (temp.Value) (\temp.Vatue\.name) )(Assign (SELF.name) (\temp.Value\.parent) )(Assign ( "Spillway" )
( \temp. Val-ue\. cJ-ass ) )(Assign (STRCAT("powerhouse*,',SELF.namç) ) (t.emp) )(Createobject (\temp.Vatue\) (lpowerhousel ¡ ¡(Creat,eobject, (\temp.Value\) (SELF) )

( GMete= a1t. name

(GMEtgoo= Init
( GAtOI¡lO=Structures i GTYPE=CLASS; )
(GFLaeS=PUBLIC; )
( Guts=

(CreateObject (SELF)
(-

)
( GRHs=

(Assign
(temp) )

(Assign
(Assign
(Assign

( \temp.Value\. class ) )
(Assign
( CreateObj ect,
( CreateObj ect
(Assign
(Assign
(Assign
(Assign

(temp) )

(temp) )

(@INItvel= "") )

(temp.Value)
( SELF. name )

( \structure. add\ . c)-ass )
( Compile_structures )

( SELF. class )

( \SELF. ctass\ ) )
( "Dam" ) )

( STRCAT ( "SpiIlway_", SELF. name) )

(temp.Value ) ( \temp.Value\. name ) )
(SELF.name) ( \temp.Value\.parent) )
( "Powerhouse" )

(STRCAT("Reservoir_i,SELF.name) ) (temp) )(\temp.Va1ue\) TlReservoirl I I(\temp.Value\) (SELF))
(temp.Value) ( \temp.Value\. name) )
(SELF.name) ( \temp.Value\.parenÈ) )("Reservoir") (\temp.Value\.class) )
( STRCAT ( "Release_", SELF. name ) )

(Createobject (\temp.Value\) 1 Inefeasel ) )(Createobject (\temp.Value\) (Snlr¡ ¡(Assign (temp.Value) (\temp.Va1ue\.name) )(Assign (SELF.name) (\temp.Value\.parent) )(Assign ("Release") (\temp.Value\.class) )(Assign (STRCAT(,'Fishway_",SELF.name) )

(Assign
(Assign
(Assign

(Assign
(Assign

( Compile_structures ) )

)
( GRHs=

(Createobject ( \temp.Va1ue\ )(CreateObject (\temp.Value\) lrisrr*ay | ¡ ¡

\temp. valrr"l ..,"rn" I 
sELr ) )

\temp. Value\ . parent ) )Value\.class) )("Fishway") (\temp.

)
(GMETHOD= ffChange

( GAtOl{tO=structure. add ; @TYPE=SLOT ; )
(GFLAGS=PUBLrc; )
( Gr,Hs=

(CreateObject ( \structure. add\ ) { | eroposed_structures 
I

( structure. class
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( SendMessage
( GTO=<\structure. add\>; ) )

(Reset
(Reset

)
)
(GMEIHOP= IfChange

( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( Gr,Hs=

. (Deleteobject
( lProposed_structures | ) )(Assign

(Assign
( Decompile_structure ) )

)
( GnHs=

( SendMessage
( GTO=<\structure. delete\>; ) )

(Reset
(Reset

)

)

( @ATOMID=structure. delete; @TYPE=SLOT; )

( "Àdd_proposed_structures " )

( Compile_structures ) )
(structure.add) )

( \structure. delete\ )

( \structure. delete\ . class )
( Decompile_structure )

( " DeIete_proposed_structures " )

( Decompile_structure ) )
(structure.delete) )

I CreateObi ect
{ | eotential-ètruct,tr"É | I )

)

(GMETHOD= Add_proposed_structures
( @ATOMID=Components ; eTYPE=CLASS ; )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @R¡ls=

(structure.class) )

( \alt. name\ . name )
(alt. file) )

" , "res_voI ( 15 ) "; \
(alt..file) )

( SELF )

)
( GMETHOO= DeIete_proposed_structures

( GAtOMlp=Components i GTYPE=CLASS; )
( @Flees=PUBLIc; )
( @nns=

I Deleteobi ect
{ | eroposed-sÈructuresl ) )

{ DeleteOb'i ect
1 | eotentiat_àtruct"r"É | I I

)

)
(GMETHOD= Save_Alt

( GATOMID=AIt ; GTYPE=OBJECT ; )
(eFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @l,Hs=

I DeIeteObi ect
( | current_alÈernativeJ ¡ ¡

(Assign
(a1t.name) )

( Createobj ect,
, (CreateObject

( | Current_Alternative | ) )
(Assign
(Àssign
(lVrite

( GTYPE=''NXPDB,' ; @FILL=NEW; \

( alt. name )

( sELr )

( SELF )

( STRCAT ( "Dams_", alt. name ) )
( "@V(alt. file) " )

@PROPS=stage, res_area, res_vol ; \
GFIELDS=istage(10) ", "rçs area(15 )
GAT9MS=< lpropose.r_aams l>7) )

( STRCAT ( "Dykes_", alt. name ) )
( "ev(alt. f ile) " )

{<letternativesl>)
( STRCAT ( "alt_", INT2STR( next_alt_num) ) )

(\alt.name\) ( latternatives I

( \alt. name\ ¡
))

(Assign
(Write

( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=NEW; \
epROpS=staget \
GFIELDS="stage ( 10 ) " ; \
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( GTYPE=.'NXPDB'' i EFILL=INSERT; \
GATo¡is=< | current_alternative | >; ) )

)
)
(GMETHOD= Load_Alt

( @AToMID=aIt ; GTYPE=OBJECT i )
( @FI,RCS=eUBLIC; )
( GLHs=

(<> (alt.name) ( "" ) )(SendMessage ( "CIear_AIt" )

(Assign
(Write

( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=NEW; \

)
( GRlls=

(Assign
(write

(Assign
(Retrieve

@AToMS=< | eroposeO_dykes l tr I I
( STRCAT ( "Other_" , alt . name ) )
( "GV(alt. file) " )

GPROPS=namei \
@FIELDS=':name ( 30 ) " ; \
@AToMS=< | eroposed_other l t; I I

(next_alt_num + 1)
( " alternatives. nxp" )

(alt. file)

(next_alt_num) )

(GTO=alt; ) ¡

)
( @ngs=

(Assign (STRCAT("Dams_",alt.name) ) (alt.file)
(Retrieve ( "GV(alt. file) " ) (GTYPE="NXPDB";GFILL=ADD; \

GCREATE= | 
proposed_aams 

| ; \
GPROPS=name, stage, res_area, res_vol ; \
@FIELDS="Name",,'stage",',res_area( 15 )',,,'res_vol(Assign (STRCAT("Dykes_",alt.ñame¡ ¡ (alt.fffe¡

(Retrieve ("eV(alt.file)") 1GFYen="NXPDB;;GFILL=ADD;\
GCREATE= | 

propose.l_aykes 
| ; \

GpROpS=name, stage; \
@FIELDS="Name" r "stage" i ) )

(STRCAT("Other_",alt.name) ) (alt.file)
( "GV(alt. file) " ) (@TYPE="NXPDB";GFILL=ÀDD; \
@cREATE= | Proposed_other | ; \
GPROPS=name; \

15)"i)

GFIELDS=iName,,i ) )(Createobject (< | Proposed_dams | >¡
(CreateObject (< | proposed_dykes 

| >)
(CreateObject, (< | proposed_other 

| >)
)

)
(@METHoD= Clear Alt

( GATOMID=alE; GTYPE=OBJECT i )
( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( Gn¡ts=

( Deleteobj ect
( DeIeteObj ect
( DeleteObj ect
( DeleteObj ect

)

)
(@METgOn= Delete AIt

( @AtOt'lIO=alt;@TYPE=OBJECT i )
(€FLAGS=PUBLIc; )
( @Lgs=

(<> ( alt. name )

1 | eroposed structures I

( | Proposed-structures I

( | Proposed-st,ructures 
I

I 
eroposed_structur"r I I )

lProposed_damsl))
, (lProposed*dykesl¡¡
lProposed_otherl ) )

1< | struct.,res l>¡(<lstructuresl>)
( << | Structures | >> )
(<lComponentsl>)

( DeIeteObj ect, ( \alt. name\ ¡

("") )

)

(30)";\
)

(Write ( "alternatives.nxp"
( eTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFfLL=NE!{; \

GPROPS=name ; GFIELDS= "Name
@ATOMS=< letiernati.res | >; )

)
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( GRHs=
(Assign
(Execute
(Assign
( Execute
(Assign
(Execute

)
)
( GRUr,n= Rf1

GCOÌ,{MENTS="Load the list of available structures.";
( Gr,gs=

( Retrieve ( " structures. nxp" ) , ( @TypE=',NXpDB " ; @FILL=ADD; \
GCREATE= | structures l t \
@PROPS=name, c las s, stage, f i le_f loodsrl_point ; \
@FIELDS="Name", "c1ass", "stagã,,, "file-flooded_point" i ) )

( Retrieve ( " alternatives. nxp" ) , ( @TypE= "NXPDB-" , @FILL=ÁDÐ, \
GCREATE= | alternatives | ; \
@pROpS=name i GFTELDS="ñame" i ) )(Execute ("GetRelatives") (eSTRING="GONELEVEL, eCHILDREN,

GRETURN=aIt. muIVal " ; \
GAToMID=Alt.ernat,ives, ) )(Execute ( "GetMuItiValue', )

( GATOUIn=aIt . muIVal t eSTRINc=" @LENGTH r \

(STRCAT("Dams_",aIt.name) ) (att.fiIe) )
( "rm GV(alt. fi1e) " ) (@TYpE=EXE; ) )(STRCAT("Dykes_"ralt.name) ) (alt.fiIe) )
( "rm @V(alt. file) " ) (GTYPE=EXE; ) )

(STRCAT("Other_"ralt.name) ) (alt.file) )
( "rm GV(alt. file) " ) (GTYPE=EXE; ) )

@RETURN=next alt num"; ) )(next_alt_num + 1) fnexE alt_num) )
(Assign

)
( GHYPo=
( GRHS=

Loarl_ob jects )

( SendMessage

Rf2

)
(@HYPO= Flood)
( @Rl¡s=

(Reset
)

( "fnit" )

(Flood) )

( Gto=< | strucrures | >; ) )

GcoMMENTS="Set the flood input file, execute the flood script, andretrieve reservoir volumes. ";
( @LHs=

(Write ( "flood.nxp" ) (GTypE="NXPDB";GFILL=NEW;\
GPROPS=stage, f iIe_f looded_point, class ; \
GFTELDS=ïstage(6)ñ, "file(30) ï,,,class( icj) " ; \
@ATOMS=< | 

proposed_structures 
| >; ) )(Execute (',gen_f l_f iIe" ) (GTypE=EXE; ) )(Execute ("flood < flood_file") (@TYpE=EXE;¡)

(Retrieve ( "volume.nxp" )
( GTYPE= "¡xpDB " i GFILL=ADD; GCREATE= | oam | ; \

@PROPS=res_area, res_vol ; \
GFIELDS="res_area", -res_vol" ; ) )

)
)
( GRULE=

)
( GRULE= Decompile structure 1

GCOMMENTS="Det,aõh dams frõm the proposed_dams class.,';(GLHS= (- (structure.òtass| ("Dam;,)))
(GHYPO= Decompile st,ructure)

, (GRHS= , (DeleÈeObject
(lProposed_damsl)))
)
(@RULE= Decompile structure 2

GCOM¡'fENTS="Det,aõh dykes fiom the proposed_dykes class. ";(GtttS= (= (structure.class)- ( "Dyke" i ) ¡
( GHYPO= Decompile_struct,ure )

( \ structure. delete\ )
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(@RHS= (DeleteObject
(lProposed_dykesl)))
)

( \structure. delete\ )

(GRULE= Decompile_structure_3
@COMMENTS="Detach other structures from the Proposed other class.";
( GLHs= (- ( structure. class )

( "SpiIlway", "Powerhouse", "Fishway", "Reservoir", "Release" ) ) )
( @HYPo= Decompile structure)

. (GRHS= (De1eteObject
(lProposed_otherl)))
)

( \structure. delete\ )

(@RULE= Compile structures 1
@CO¡{MENTS="AtEach dams tõ the Proposed dams class.";
( @lgs= (= ( structure. class ) ("Dam")))
(@HYPO= CompiJ-e_structures)

, (GRHS= , (CreateObject ( \structure. add\ )
(lProposea_damsl)))
)
(@RUle= Compile structures 2

eCOMMENTS="AtEach dams tõ the Proposed_dykes class.";
(@LttS= (- (structure.class) ("Dyke") ) )(GHYPO= Compile_structures)

, (GRHS= , (CreateObject (\structure.add\)
(lProposed_dykesl)))
)(GRULE= Compile structures 3

GCOMMENTS="AÈEach dams tõ the Proposed other class.";
( @LHs= (= ( structure. class )

( "Spillway", "Po$rerhouse", "Fishway", "Reservoir", "Release" ) ) )(@HYPO= Compile_structures)
, (GRHS= , (CreateObject (\structure.add\)

(lProposed_otherl)))
)
( GGLoBAIS=

@INHVALUP=FAï.SE i
G INHVAIDOWN=TRUE;
GINHOBJUP=FALSE i
eINHOBJDOWN=FA!SE i
eINHCLASSUP=FALSE;
G INHCLASSDoWN=TRUE;
eINHBREADTH=FALSE i
eINHPARENT=FAÍ,SE i
@P!'ITRUE=FAf.SE;
@PWFALSE=FALSE;
GPWNOTKNO!'IN=FALSE;
GEXHBWRD=FALSE;
ePTGATES=FALSE;
@PFACTIoNS=TRUE i
GSoURcESoN=TRUE i
eCACTIONSON=TRUE i
@VALIDUSER=FALSE i
GVALTDENGINE=FAI,SE i
GPFEACTIONS=FATSE i
ePFMACTIONS=GLOBAIi
@PF¡{EACTfONS=FALSE i

)
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C.6 flood-tkb - knowledge base for modellíng flood impacts.
(GVERSIoN= 031)
(GPROPERTY= name GTYPE=String; )
(GPROPERTY= class @TYPE=String; )
(@PROPERTY= mulVal GTYPE=String; )
(@PRoPERTY= max_stage GTYPE=String; )
(@PRoPERTY= min_stage eTYPE=String; )
(@PROPERTY= file_flooded_point GTYPE=String; )
(@PROPERTY= stage @TYPE=String; )
(@PROPERTY= res_vof eTYPE=Stringi )
(@PROPERTY= res_area GTYPE=string; )
(@PROPERTY= file GTYPE=string; )

(GCleSS= Structures
file_flooded_point) )
(GCLASS= Dam
(@CLASS= Dyke)
(GCLASS= Proposed_structures)
(GCleSS= Proposed_dams)
(GCLASS= Proposed_dykes)
(@CLASS= Proposed_other)
(@CLASS= Alternatives
(@CleSS= Current Alternative)

(@PROPERTIES= name) )

(GoSJ¡ct= next_al-t_num (ßPROPERTIES=Va1ue GTYPE=Integer; ) )
(GOBJECT= alt (GPRoPERTIES= name file mulVal) )
(GOeJeCt= add_structure (@PROPERTIES=Va1ue @TYPE=String; ) )
(GOg,¡nCf= remove_structure (@PROPERTIES=VaIue GTYPE=String; ) )
(@OeJpCt= Load_objects (GPROPERTIES=VaIue @TYPE=BooIean; ) )
(@Oe.fBCr= Flood (GPROPERTIES=Va1ue @lYPE=Boolean; ) )

(GMEta= alt.name

(GMEIHOP= Init

( @INITVAI= 'r 'r ) )

( @ATOMID=Structures ; GTyPE=CLASS ; )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIc; )
(Gt tts=

( CreateObj ect ( SELF )(-
)
( GR¡ts=

(Assign
)

)
(GMSTHOD= IfChange

( SELF. class )

( SELF. max_stage )

( @ATOMID=add structure; @TYPE=SLOT; )
(GFIaCS=PUBLIC; )
( @l'lts=

I CreateObiect
( | eroposed-sÈructur"=J ) )

)
(GR¡ls=

( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Assign

)
)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( \add_structure. Value\ )

( GATOMID=remove_structure ; GTYPE=SLOT ; )
(GFlReS=eUBLIC; )
( @l,ss=

( \remove_structure. Value\ )

(@PROPERTIES= name class max_stage min_stage

(GPROPERTIES= stage res_area res_vol) )

(\SELF.class\) )
( "Dam" ) )

(SELF.stage) )

( "Add" )
( "eaa",
(ilr)

(Gro=<loamlT;))
( @To=< | Dyke | >; ) )

( adrt_structure) )

lDel-eteOb'iect
1 | eroposed_sÈructur""J ¡ ¡
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)
(@METHOD= Add

( GATOMf D=Dam i GTYPE=CLASS i )
(@FLAGS=PUBLICt )
( @LHs=

(-
)
(GRtts=

( CreateObj ect
)

)
(GMETHOD= Add

( @ATOMID=Dyke ; @lYPE=CLASS ; )
(@FLAGS=PUBLICT )
( GLHs=

(- ( SELF. name )

)
( Grurs=

( CreateObject
)

( SELF )

)
(GMETHOD= Remove

( @ATOMID=Dam; GrYPs=CLÀSS i )
(GFLAGS=PUBLIc; )
( GLHs=

(- ( SELF. name )

)
( €RHs=

( DeleteObj ect
)

( SELF )

( SELF. name ) ( add_structure. VaJ-ue ) )

( SELF ) {leroposed_damsl))

)
( @RHs=

( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Assign

)

( "Remove" )
( "Remove" )("")

( \alt. name\ )
( \alt. name\ )

( a1t. name )
( STRCAT ( "Dams_" , a1t. name ) )
( "GV(alt. file) " )

(Gro=<lnamlT;))
( Gro=< | Dyke | >; ) )
(remove_structure) )

( leroposea_aykesl ) )

_al-t_num) ) )

{latternativesl))

(\alt.name\.name) )

)
(GMETHOD= Remove

( @AToMID=DYke ; @TYPE=cLAsS ; )
(€FlaeS=eUBLIc; )
( GLHs=

(- ( SELF. name )
)
( @RHs=

( DeleteObj ect
)

)
(GMETHOD= Save Al-t

( SELF )

( @Atol¡lO=aft ; GTYPE=SBJECT i )
(@FLAGS=PUBLICt )
( GLHs=

lDeleteob-iect
( | current_alÈernativeJ I )

(Assign
(a1t.name) )

( CreateObj ect
I CreateOb'i ect

( | current_elÈernativeJ ¡ ¡
(Assign
( Assign
( lVrite

( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=NEW; \

( add_structure. Value ) )

(leroposed-dykesl¡¡

( remove_structure. Value ) )

llnroposed_aamsl¡¡

(remove struct,ure.Value) )

(< latternat.ives | >)

( STRCAT ( " alt_" , INT2 STR ( next
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@PRoPS=stage,res_area,res_voItGFIELDS="stage(10)","res_area(15)","res_vof(15)
" ; GÀTOMS=< | Proposed_dams | >; ) )' (Assign (STRCÀT("Dykes_",alt.name) ) (alt.file) )

(!,lrite ( "GV( alt. f ile) " )

( GTYPE=.'NXPDB,'; @FILL=NEW; \
@pROpS=max_stage;eFIELDS="max_stage( 1O) " iGATOMS=< | eroposea_dykes I tt I I

)
( @ngs=

(Assign (next_alt_num + 1) (next_alt_num) )
(Vlrite ("alternatives.nxp" )

( GTYPE= "NXPDB " i @FILL=INSERT; GATOMS=< | Current_Alternative | >; ) )
)

)
( @IIETHOD= Load AIt

( eAToMrD=aTt ; @tYPn=SBJEcT r )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIct )
( GLHs=

(<> (alr.namç) (i,'))
ioeleteobject (< lótr,lctrlr"= Iti 

' 
( lnroposed_structur"= | ) )

(Deleteobject (<lStructureslT) ( lProposed_damsl ) )
(Deleteobject (<<lStructuresl>>) ( lProposed_dykesl ) )

(Retrieve ( "GV(a1t. fiIe) " )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" i @FILL=ADD ; GCREATE= | Proposed_dams l t \

@PRoPS=name, stage, res_area, res_vol i GFIELDS="Name " , " stage " , " res_area ( 1 5 ) " , "res
_vol(15)";)) (Assign (STRCAT("Dykes_"ra1t.name) ) (alt.file) )

(Retrieve ( "@V(alt. fite) " )
( @TYPE="NxPDÈ" ; GFILL=Ann j ecnÈatn= | rropoåea_aykes | ; \

ePRoPS=n+me, max_stage t GFIELDS= " Name " r "max_stage " t ) )
(CreateObject (<lProposed_damsl|) (lProposed_structures
(Createobject (< | Proposed_dykes | >) ( | Proposed structures

)
)
( G¡{EtgOP= Delete AIt

( @Aso¡llP=aIt7@rYPn=oBJEcT t )
(GFLAGS=PUBLIc; )
(GLtts=

)
(GRlts=

(Assign (STRCAT( "Dams_" ralt.name) ) (alt. file) )

(<> ( alt. name ) (""))
(Deleteobject ( \alt. name\ ) { latternativesl(Write ( "alternatives. nxp" )

( eTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FrLL=NEç; \
GpROpS=name; GFIELDS="Name ( 3O ) 

,'i GATOMS=< | atternatives | >; ) )
)
( Gngs=

(Assign (STRCAT("Dams_",alt.name) ) (alt.file) )
(Execute ("rm GV(alt.file)") (GTYPE=EXE;))
(Assign (STRCAT("Dykes_",alt.name) ) (alt..file) )
(Execute ( "rm @V(alt. file) " ) (GTYPE=EXE; ) )

)

)
(GRUln= Rf1

@COMMENTS="Load the Iist of available structures.";
( Guts=

(Retrieve ("structures.nxp"),
( GTYPE="$XPDB" i GFILL=ADD ; GCREATE= | Structures | ; \
GPRoPS=name, c I as s, max_stage, min_stage, f i le_f looded_po int ; \
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GFIELDS="Name", "class", "max_stage", "min_stage", "file_flooded_point" i ) )(Retrieve ( "aLternatives.nxp" )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" i GFILL=ADD ; GCREATE= l Alternatives | ; \

@PRoPS=name ; @FIELDS="Name" i ) )(Execute ("GetRelatives") (GSfnfNG="@ONELEVEL. GCHILDREN,
GRETURN=aIt. muIVal " ; \

GAToMfD=Alternatives t ) )(Execute ( "GetMultiValue" )
( GATOMID=aIt. mulVaI t eSTRINc="GLENcTHT \

(Assign
)(GHYPO= Load objects)
( @RHs=

(Senduessage ("Init") (GTO=<lStructuresl>; ) )
)

)
( @Rur,B= Rf 2

GcolfMENTs="set the f100d input file, execute the flood script, andretrieve reservoir volumes. ";
( @LHS=

(Write ( " f lood. nxp" ) ( GTYPE= "NXPDB " ; GFILL=NE!,¡; \

GRETURN=next alt num"i) )
(next_alt_num + 1) fnexE_alt_num) )

@PROPS=stage, f ile_f looded_point, class ; \
GFIELDS=ïstage ( 6 )F, " f ile (30 ) ï, "class ( 10 ) " ; \
GATOMS=< | Proposerl structures | >; ) )(Execute ("gen_fl_file") (GTYPE=EXE;))

(Execute ( "flood < flood_file,,) (GTYPE=EXE; ) )(Retrieve ( "volume.4rxp" )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=ADDt GCREATE= | Oam | ; \

GPROPS=res arearres_vol; \
GFIELDS="rãs_area" rîres_vol " ; ) )

)
(eHYPo= Flood)
( GRgs=

(Reset
)

(Ftood) )
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C.7 gís.tkb - knowledge base for CIS interface.
031 )
g_command GTYPE=String;)

r_topography GTYPE=Integer;
v land eTYPE=fntegeri
v-wetlands GTYPP=Integeri )
v contours GTYPE=Integer; )v-streams @TYPE=Integeri)

v structure GTYPE=stringt )
aÏt_topography @TYPE=Integeri

GRASS

GRASS.g_command (GINITVÀT,=
GRÃss.r DEM (GINITVAL= O) )
GRASS.T-topography (@INITVAÍ,=
GR-ASS.v land (@INITVAL=
GRASS.v-streams (eINITVA!=
GRASS. v-roads ( GI¡¡ttVel,=
GRASS.v-wetlands (@INITVAL= O) )
GRASS.v contours (GINITVAL= O) )
GRASS. v-structure ( Gf Nf TVAI,= rr ir 

¡ ¡
GRÀSS.aft topography (GINITVAL=

( Execute
(Assign

)

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( GAtottlO=GR.ASS.
( GFLAGS=PUBLICt
( GRtls=

(Execute
(Assign

)
)
(GMEtgoo= IfChange

( GATOMID=GRASS . r_topography; GTYPE=SLOT; )
(GFleCS=PUBLICt )
( €n¡ts=

( Execute ( "d. rast erater" ) ( @TYPE=EXE; ) )(Assign (O) (cRAsS.r_topography) )
)

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( GATO¡,ttO=GR.ASS . v_streams i @TYPE=SLOT; )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )-
( Gngs=

( "eV(GR-ASS. g_command) " ) (@TYPE=EXE;
("") (GRASS.g_command) )

r_DEM;GTYPE=SLOTi )
)

("d.rast DEM") (GTYPE=EXE; ) )(0) (cRÀss.r_DEM) )

( "d.vect map=5|¡semg
(0) (cRASs.v

( GPROPERTIES=r_DEM r_t,opography\
v streams v roads v land v wetlands v_contours\
aft_topograþtry alt_ies_depErr a lt_re seivo ir \
g_command) )

( @MBte=
( @MEIA=
( GM¡te=
( GMEte=
( GMBta=
( Gì4Eta=
( Gì,fEra=
( GMEta=
( GMEta=
( @META=
( GMEta=
( GMEte=

( GvnRslott=
( GPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( EPROPERTY=
( EPROPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=

( @OBJECT=

r DEM

v roads

aIt_res_depth
alt_reservoir

GRASS.alt res depth
GRASs. alt-resãrvoir

(Execute
( Assign

GTYPE=fnteger; )

GTYPE=fnteger i

@TYPE=fnteger;
@TYPE=Integeri

"") )

0)
0)
o)
0)

( @INITVAL=
( @rNrTVAT,=

0)
0)
0)

(@MEtgOP= IfChange
( GATOMID=GRÀSS. g_command; GTyPE=SLOT; )
( GFLAGS=PUBLIc,' )
( €Rtts=

))

color=blue") (GTypE=EXE; ) )
streams) )
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)
(GMBTHOP= IfChange

( @Ato¡.tlo=GRÀss. v roads; GTYPE=SLOT; )
(GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( GR¡¡S=

(Execute ( "d.vect rnâp=¡s"6= color=brown" ) (@TYPE=EXE; ) )(Assign (0) (GRASS.v roads) )
)

)
(GMETHOO= rfChange

( @ATO¡IIO=GRÀSS. v_land; GTYPE=SLOT; )
(GFLAGS=PUBLIc; )
( GRt¡s=

(Execute ("d.vect map=vegetation col-or=black")
(@TYPE=EXE; ) )

(Assign (0) (GRAsS.v land) )

)

)
(GMEIHOP= IfChange

( GAÎOMID=GRASS. v wetlands i GTYPE=SLOT; )
( GFleeS=eUBLIC; )-
( GRHs=

(Execute ( "d.vect map=çs¡1"nds color=agua" ) (@TYPE=EXEt ) )(Assign (0) (GRASS.v wetlands) )
)

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

(@ATOMID=GRASS.v contoursiGTYPE=SLOT; )
( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( Gnss=

(Execute ("d.vect map-contours.09 .o16¡=grey")
(@TYPE=EXE; ) )

(Execute ( "d.vect map=contours.10 
"o16¡=grey" )

(GTYPE=EXE; ) )
(Assign (0) (GR-ASS.v contours) )

)
)
(GMETHoD= IfChange

(GATOMID=GRÀSS.v structurei@TYPE=SLOTi )
( GFr,ecs=PUBLIc; )
( GR¡¡s=

(Execute ("d.vect map=@V(Grass.v_structure) color=black")
(@TYPE=EXE; ) )

(Assign ("") (GRASS.v_structure) )
)

)
(GMEIHOO= rfChange

( @ATOMI D=GRAS S . a lt_topography ; GTYPE=SLOT ; )
(GFUCS=eUBLIC; )
( @ngs=

(Execute ( "d.rast flood.water" ) (@TYPE=EXE; ) )(Assign (0) (GRÀSS.alt_topography) )
)

)
(@METHoP= IfChange

( GATOMID=GRASS. alt_res_depth; @TYPE=SLOT i )
(@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @RHs=

(Execute ( "d.rast flood.depth" ) (@TYPE=EXE; ) )(Assign (0) (cRÀss.alt res depth) )

)
)
(GMETHOO= IfChange
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( GATO¡IlD=GRASS . a1t_reservoir; GTYPE=SLOÎ; )
(GFleCS=PUBLIc; )
( Gngs=

(Execute ( "d.rast flood.reser" ) (GTYPE=EXE; ) )(Assign (0) (GRÀSS.alt reservoir) )

)
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GTYPE=String; )
@TYPE=String; )

GTYPE=String;
GTYPE=String; )

GTYPE=String;
GTYPE=String; )

eTypE=Stringt
@TypE=stringi
GTYPE=String;
GTypE=stringt

@TYPE=String; )

GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPRoPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PRoPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=

int ake_pos it ion_recommendat ion
tailrace_lining
operat ing_poI icy_c las s
excavation rock
borrow areã
frost. õonsiderat.ion
borroil_quality
quarry_area
rock_quality
amount_of_explosives
site_slope
dyke_foundation
potential_siltation
potential_debris
site_geology
penstock_conditions
headrace_depth
ice formation
heaã
turbine unit capacity

GTYPE=String; )
eTYPE=stringi
@TYPE=Stringt
GTYPE=String;

GTYPE=String; )
eTYPE=String;
@TYPE=String;

@TYPE=String; )
GTYPE=String;
GTYPE=String'

GTYPE=String; )
GTYPE=SIring; )
GTypE=stringt

GTYPE=String; )
GTYPE=String;
@TypE=string t
GTypE=stringi
@TypE=stringi

@tYPE=Floati )
GTYPE=Float; )

(@PROPERTIES= name) )
( GPROPERTIES=Value

( ePROPERTfES=Value

( GPROPERTIES=Value

( GPRoPERTIES=Value

(GPROPERTIES=Va1ue GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
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( GVERSION=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=

( GPRoPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( @PRoPERTY=
( GPRoPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=

(GCLASS= Options
(@ClaSS= Dam

(GCleSS= Dyke
(GCLaSS= Reservoir

(GCLASS= Release)
(@CLASS= Spillway

(GCLASS= Powerhouse

(GCLASS= Structures)

(GOBJECî= structure
(GOBJECT= dam_experience
GTYPE=StrinS; ) )
(GOBJECT= spillway experience
@TYPE=String; ) )

(GOBJECT= Build structure
@TYPE=Boolean; ¡ ¡

(GOBJECT= Choose_dam_type
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(@OBJECT= Choose_dyke_type

031)
name
class
design
type
cost of earth fill
cost-of-rocr Fitt
rock-baÏLast*
dis sÏpation_regu irement
op_reliability
intake_channeL
conveyance

(@SUBCLASSES= Spillway Powerhouse) )
(GPROPERTIES= cost. of earth fill cost of rock fifl\
excavation rock bõrrõw_areã quarry_aiea\
rock_qual- iEy amount_o f-expl o Jives\-
site_geology frost_consideration) )

(@PROPERTIES= rock_batlast, dyke_foundation) )
( GPROPERTIES= operat ing_poI icy_c Iass \potential_siltation potential debris) )

( @PROPERTIES= dissipation_requirement op_reliabif ity\
penstock_conditions headface_depth ice- Eormation\
head turbine unit_capacity) )-

( GPROPERTfES=-intaEe ènannèI' conveyance\
int ake_po s it ion_recõmmendat ion t ai lrace_l in ing ) )



(GoaJect= Assess_dyke_baIIast_needs ( GPROPERTIES=VaIue
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(@OBJECI= Assess spillway dissipation needs (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(GOBJECT= Assess_spillway_op_reliability
@TYPE=Boolean; ) )
(GOg.lECT= Choose_powerhouse_type
GTYPE=BooIean; ) )
(GOBJECT= Choose powerhouse design
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(@OBJECT= Assess intake channel_needs (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(GOBJECI= Recom¡nend_intake_position
GTYPE=Booleant ) )
(GOBJECI= Assess tailrace needs
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(@OBJECT= Choose operating policy class (ePROPERTIES=VaIue
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

(GOBJECT= Choose dam class (ePROPERTIES=Va1ue
(GOBJECT= EstimaEe eãrth fill .cost (ePROPERTfES=Value
@TYPE=BooIean; ) )
(@OBJECT= Estimate rock fill cost (GPROPERTIES=Va1ue
@TYPE=Boo1ean; ) )
( @oBJEcT= Choose_spillway_class ( GPRoPERTIES=Va}ue
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )
(@OBJECT= Assess conveyance capacity (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

( @PROPERTIES=Value

( @PROPERTfES=Value

( ePROPERTIES=Value

( ePRoPERTTES=vaIue

( GPROPERTIES=VaIue

@TYPE=Boolean¡ ) )

( GRULE= HP Mainl

( GHYPo=
( GRHs=

(Assign
(Reset
(Reset
( Reset

HP Main2

@COMMENTS="Instigate rules to fire.";
{ GLHS=

(= (< | structur"" I >.name)
(= (< | Structures | >. class)

)

( structure. name ) )
( "Dam" ) )

(Choose_dam_type) )

)

)

Build_structure )

( Choose_dam_type )
( Choose_dam_type )
(structure.name) )
( BuiId_sÈructure )

)

)
( GRUl,s=

GCOMMENTS="Instigate rules to fire.";
( GLHs=

( = (< | Structur"= I >. name)
(= (< | Structures | >.class)

(structure.name) )
( "Dyke" ) )

)
( eHYPo=
( Gngs=

BuiId_structure )

(Assign
(Choose_dyke_type) )

(Assign
( Asses s_dyke_bal last_needs ) )

(Reset
(Reset
(Reset
(Reset

)
)
( GRul,s=

( Choose_dyke_type )

( As ses s_dyke_bal Iast_needs )

(Choose_dyke_type) )
( As ses s_dyke_bal lasÈ_needs ) )
(structure.name) )(Build_structure) )

HP Main3
@COMIíENTS="Instigate rules to fire. ";
( GLHs=
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(Assign (Assess_spiIlway_dissipation_needs)
(Assess_spiIlway_dissipation_needs ) )

( Assign (Assess_spi1lway_op_reliability )
( Asses s_spil lway_op_re I iab i I ity ) )

(Reset (Assess_spillway_dissipation_needs) )
(Reset (Assess_spiIlway_op_reliability) )
(Reset (structure.name) )
( Reset (Build_structure) )

)(GRUL¡= HP_Main4
@coMMENTs="Instigate rules to fire. ";
( @LHs=

(=
(=

)
( @HYPo=
( @Rgs=

( Choose_powerhouse_type )

( Choose_powerhou se_de s ign )

( Asses s_intake_channel_needs )

)
( Recommend_int ake_po s it ion )

( As ses s_tai lrace_needs )

( Choose_powerhouse_type ) )
( Choose_powerhouse*des ign ) )
( As ses s_intake_channel_needs ) )
( Recommend_intake_pos it ion ) )
( Assess_tailrace_needs ) )
(structure.name) )
(BuiId_structure) )

(structure.name) )
( "Po'srerhouse" ) )

(Assign
( Choose_powerhouse_type ) )

(Assign
( Choose_powerhou se_des ign ) )

(Assign
( Asses s_intake_channel_needs )

(Assign
( Recommend_intake_pos it ion ) )

(Assign
( Assess_tailrace_needs ) )

(Reset
(Reset
(Reset
(Reset
(Reset
(Reset
(Reset

)

)
(@nULg= HP_MainS

ecoMMENTs="Instiqate rules to fire.";
( GLHs=

(- 1< | structures | >-name)
(= (< | Structures | >.cIass)

)(GHYPO= Build structure)
( GRgs=

( Assign ( Choose_operating_pol icy_class )
( Choose_operat ing_poI icy_c las s ) )

(Reset (Choose_operating_policy_class) )
(Reset (structure.name) )
(Reset (Builrt_structure) )

)

(GRULT= HP_Daml
GCOMMENTS="Assign type of dam construction. ";
GWHY="Earth fill cost is low due to accessibility, compared to quarrying

rock. t';
( @r,Hs=

(=

( - 1< | struct,rr"" | >. name )(- (< | structures | >. class)
)(@HYPO= Build structure)
( GRHs=

(structure.name) )
( "Spillway" ) )

(structure.name) )
( "Reservoir" ) )

(< | structures | >. name)
( < | Structures | >. class )

Build_structure )

( \ structure . name\ . type ) ( "embankment" ) )



( = ( \structure. name\. excavation_rock) ( "not available" ) )
i= (\structure.name\.borrow_areã¡ ("easy access") )

)(€HYPO= Choose_dam_tyPe)
( @ngs= (Assign ( "earth fil1" )

( \structure. name\. design) ) )
)
( @RUl,g= HP_Dam2

GcoMMENTS="Assign type of dam construction.";
@!{HY="Rock fill construction is more efficient, because of steep angles

of friction. ";
( eLHs=

(= (\structure.name\.type) ("embankment") )
(- (\structure.name\.excavation_rock) ("available") )

)(@HYPO= Choose_dam_type)
(@RHS= (Assign ( "rock filI" )

( \structure. name\. design) ) )

)
(GRULE= HP_Dam3

@COMMENTS="Assign type of dam construction.";
GWHY="Rock filt is relatively cheaper than earth fill.";
( @r,Hs=

(= (\structure.name\.type) ("embankment") )
(= (\structure.name\.cost_of_rock_fiIl) ( "low" ) )
(- (\structure.name\.cost_of_earth_fill) ( "high" ) )

)
(@HYPO= Choose_dam_type)
(@RHS= (Assign ( "rock fiII" )

( \structure. name\. design) ) )
)
(@RULE= HP_Dam4

@coM¡,lENTS="Assign type of dam construction. ";
GWHY="Earth fill is relatively cheaper than rock fil1."i
( GLtts=

(= (\structure.name\.type) ( "embankment" ) )
(= (\structure.name\.cost_of_rock_fill) ( "high" ) )
(= (\structure.name\.cost_of_earth_fill) ("low"))

)
(GHYPO= Choose_dam_type)
(@n¡lS= (Assign ( "earth fill" )

( \structure. name\. design) ) )

)(GRULE= HP_Dams
eCOMMENTS="Assign class of dam construction.";
GWHY="Embankment dams are generally safer under severe frost

conditions. ";
( @LHs=

("yes")))
( - ( \ structure. name\ . frost_consideration )

(GHYPO= Choose dam class)
(GRgs= (Assigñ ( "embankment" )

( \sÈructure. name\. type ) ) )

)
(GRUL¡= HP_Dam6

GCOM-ù{ENTS="Assign class of dam construction. ";
GWHY="Embankment dams are feasible (cost of earth fifl) and preferred.";
( GLHs=

(= (\structure.name\.frost_consideration) ("no") )
(= (dam_experience) ( "embankment" ) )
(- (\structure.name\.cost_of_earth_filI) ("low") )

)
(GHYPo= Choose dam class)
(@R¡tS= (Assigñ ( "embankment" )

( \structure. name\. type) ) )
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)
( GRUI,B=

)
( GRULS=

HP DamT
GcoMMENTE="Assign class of dam construction. ";
GWHY="Embankment dams are feasible (cost of rock fill) and
( @LHs=

(- (\structure.name\.frost consideration)

preferred. ";
("no"))

)
( @HYPo=
( @Rtls=

)
( @HYPo=
( @nHs=

(- (dam_experience) ("embankment" ) )
(- (\structure.name\.cost_of_rock_fi11) ("low") )

Choose dam class)
(Assigñ ( "embankment" )

( \structure. name\. type ) ) )

HP DamB
GCOMMENTS="Estimate relative cost of earth fiLl.";
GWHY="Low earth fill cost due to accessibility and quality of borrow

material. ";
( GLHs=

access" ) )
( "easy

( "good" ) )

(- (\structure.name\.borrow_area)

(- (\structure.name\.borrow_guatity)

Estimate earth fill cost)
(Assign - 1FIow" ¡

( \structure. name\. cost_of_earth_filt ) ) )

)
(GRULE= HP_Dam9

@CoMMENTS="Estimate relative cost of earth fiII."i
GWHY="High earth fill cost due to poor access conditions.";
(GLt¡s= (= (\structure.name\.borrow_area)

access" ) ) )
(GHYpO= Estimate earth_fill_cost)
(GRHs= (Assign - (Fhigh")

( \structure. name\. cost_of_earth_filI ) ) )
)
( GRUI S= HP_DamlO

GCOM¡4ENTS="Estimate relative cost of earth fiII.";
GWHY="High earth fill cost due Èo poor quality of borrow
( @lgs=
( GHYPo=
( @Rgs=

( \structure. name\. cost_of_earth_fiIl ) ) )
)
(@RULE= HP_Dam11

GCoMMENTS="Estimate relative cost of rock fill.";
GWHY="Rock fifl is available on-site.";
( GLHS= (- ( \structure. name\. excavation_rock)

("available")))
(@HYPO= Estimate rock fill_cost,)
( GRIIS= ( As s ign - T" l-ovr" )

( \structure. name\. cost_of_rock_filI ) ) )
)
( GRUL¡=

( "poor

material. " ;
("poor")))( - ( \ structure. name\ . borrow_guality )

Estimate earth fill_cost)
(Assign - 1îhigh;'¡

HP Daml2
GCOMMENTS="Estimate reLative cost of rock fill.";
@VtHY="Rock fill is not available on-site, but is easily accessible and

of good quality.";
(Gr,Hs=

(= (\structure.name\.excavation rock)
( - ( \structure. name\ . quarry_areã¡

access" ) )
(- (\structure.name\.rock_quatity)
(- (\structure.name\.amount of explosives)

( "reasonable" ) )
)

( "not available" ) )
( "easy

( "good" ) )
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(@HYPO= Estimate rock fill_cost)
(@RHs= (Assign - f"Iow" ¡

( \structure. name\. cost_of_rock_fil-I ) ) )
)
(GRUIg= HP_Dam13

GCOMMENTS="Estimate rel-ative cost of rock fiL1.";
GWHY="Rock fill is not available on-site, but is easily accessible and

of good quality.";
( GLHS=

access" ) )

(= (\structure.name\.excavation_rock)
(- ( \structure. name\. guarry_area)

(= (\structure.name\.rock guality)

( "not available" ) )
( "easy

( "good" ) )

,

( "not availabì-e" ) )
( "poor

( "not available" ) )
( "poor" ) )

)
( @HYPo=
( @RHs=

Estimate rock fill cosÈ)
(Assign ("Iow")

( \structure. name\. cost_of_rock_fiIl ) ) )
)
( GRur,e= HP Dam14

GCO¡{MENTS="Estimate relative cost of rock fill.";
GWHY="Rock fitl is not available or easily accessible.
( GLHs=

( - ( \ structure. name\ . excavation_rock )
(- (\structure.name\.quarry area)

access" ) )

)
(@HypO= Estimate rock.fill_cost)
( @nss= (Assign - T"rrigh" )

( \structure. name\. cost_of_rock_f iII ) ) )

)
( @RUr,r= HP Dam15

GCOMMENTS="Estimate relative cost of rock fill."i
@!{HY="Rock fill is not avaiLable and quarry material is of poor

quality. ";
( Gl.tls=

( = ( \structure. name\.excavation_rock)
(- (\structure.name\.rock quality)

)
( GHYPo=
( GR¡ts=

Est imate_rock_f il I_cost )
(Assign ( "high" )

( \strucÈure. name\. cost_of_rock_fiIl ) ) )
)
( GRULE= HP Dykel

GCOMMENTS="Choose type of dyke construction. ";
@WHY="Earth fill dykes are normally used on flat surfaces.";
(@LHS= (- (\structure.name\.site_slope) (,'flat") ) )(@HYPO= Choose_dyke_type¡
(@RHS= (Assign ( "earth fill" )

( \structure. name\. design) ) )

)
(@RULE= HP_Dyke2

GCOMHENTS="Choose type of dyke construction. ";
GWHY="A rock fill dyke may be reguired due to slope conditions.,';
( GLHs= ( - ( \ structure. name\ . site_stope ) ("steep")))
(@HYPo= Choose_dyke_type)
(GRHS= (Assign ( "rock fiII" )

( \structure.name\.design) ) )
)
(@RUlr= HP_Dyke3

GCOI,fMENTS="Assess the need for ballast with a dyke.";
G!{HY="Rock ballast is recommended due to geological conditions being

relatively soft. ";
(GLUS= (- (\structure.name\.dyke_foundation) ("soft") ) )(GHypO= Assess_dyke_ballast_needs) -
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( @RHs= (Assign ( "yes" )
( \structure. name\. rock_ballast ) ) )

)
(GRULg= HP Spillwayl

@coì,fì,fENTs="Choose a class of spillwôy. " i
GwHY="Experience has been with overflow spillways, and flushing of

sediment is not a high priority.";
( @LHs=

(- (spillway_experience)
( "overflow" ) )

(- ('Reservoir_'\structure.name\.potential siltation)
( "low" ) )

)(@HYPo= Choose_spillway_class)
(@RgS= (Assigñ ( "overftow" )(' Spillway_' \structure. name\.type) ) )

)
( @RULE= HP SpiIlway2

@COMMENTS="Choose a class of spitlway.";
@WHY="Experience has been wit,h orifice spillways, and build-up of

surface debris is not a problem.";
( @lgs=

(- (spillway_experience) ( "orifice,') )(- ('Reservoir_,\structure.name\.potential debris)
( "lo\d", "none" ) )

)
(GHYPO= Choose spillway class)
( GRttS= (Assigñ ( ',orif ice" )(' SpiJ-Iway_' \structure. name\.type) ) )

)(GRULE= HP_SpiIlway3
GCOÌ,fI'IENTS="Choose a class of spillway."i
G!,lHY="Priority is in management of debris.,,i
( @Lgs=

(- (spillway experience)
and orifice", "none" ) )

( = ( 'Reservoir_' \ structure. name\ . potential
( "high" ) )

(- ('Reservoir_,\structure.name\.potent,ial
( "Iow", "none" ) )

)
( GHYPo= Choose spillway class)
(GngS= (Assign ( "overflow" )(' spill-way_' \structure. name\.type) ) )

)
(GRUlr= HP_Spillway4

GCOMMENTS="Choose a class of spillwây."i
GWHY="Priority is in management of siltation.";
( @LHs=

(- (spillway experience)
and orifice", "none" ) )

( = ( 'Reservoir_' \structure. name\ . potential
( "low", "none" ) )

(- ('Reservoir_'\st,ructure.name\.potential
( "high" ) )

)
( GHYPo=
( @ngs=

(' Spillway_' \structure. name\.type) ) )

)
(@RUln= HP_Spillway5

GcoMMENTS="Assess the needs for energy dissipation methods with the
spillway";

( "overfIow

_debris )

_siltation )

( "overflow

_debris ¡

_siltation)

Choose_spi I lway_c I as s )(Assign ( "orifice" )
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@WHY="Dissipation methods are required when downstream bed material is
erodible. " ;

(- ( \structure. name\ . site_geology )

(

(

)
(

' SpiIlway_' \ structure. name\ . dissipation_reguirement ) ) )(GEHS= (Assign ( "nor)
' Spillway_' \structure. name\. dissipation_reguirement ) ) )

@RULE= HP_SpiIlway6
@COMI"ÍENTS="Assess the operational reliability of a spillway.,';
GWHY="overflow spillways are known to be very reliable.";
( @LHs=

("overflow")))
( GHYPO=
( GRHs=

( ' Spil lway_' \ structure. name\ . op_rel iability ) ) )

)
( GRULE= HP Pohrerhousel-

GCOMMENTS="Choose the generating stat,ion system. ";
GWHY="Close couple systems work well for low head stations.";
( @Lus=

(2s) ) )
( @HYPo=
( GRgs=

( 'Por,rerhouse_' \structure. name\ . type ) ) )

HP Powerhouse2
@COI'IMENTS="Choose the generating station system. " i
GWHY="Penstock systems are normally used for high head stations.";
( Gr.Hs=

(> ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.head) (30)
(=

( "suitable" ) )

)

(' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\.penstock conditions )

(GHypO= Choose_powerhouse_type)
(@RHS= (Assign ( "penstock" )

( ' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\ . type ) ) )

)
( GRULE=

( @LHs=
("erodible")))

( GHYPo=
( Gags=

)
( @RUI,B=

( GHYPo=
(Gruls=

Asses s_spi I lway_dis s ipat ion_needs )(Assign ( "yes" )

( - ( ' Spillway_' \structure. name\ . type )

As sess_spil lway_op_rel iabil ity )(Assign ( "good" )

(< ( ' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\ . head )

Choo se_powerhou se_type )(Àssign ("cJ-ose couple" )

eCOMMENTS="Choose the type of turbine po\¡rer sysÈem. ";
@WHY="Because both head and expected turbine capacity are relatively

high. ";
( GLHs=

( > ( ' Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . head )(> ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.turbine_unit_capacit.y)
)

HP Powerhouse3

Choo se_powerhou se_de s ign )(Assign ( "vertical shaft turbine,')

(1s)
(70)

(' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\.design) ) )
)
( GRULE= HP Powerhouse4

eCOMMENTS="Choose the type of Èurbine power system.,,i
@WHY="Because both head and expected t,urbine capacit,y are relatively

low. ";
( GLHs=

(<
(<

)
( GHYPo=
( @RHs=

(

)

' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\. design) ) )

('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.head) (15)
(' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\.turbine_unit_capacity) ( 6S )

Choose_powerhou se_des i gn )(Assigñ ("bulb turbine")
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(@RUle= HP_Powerhouse5
@coMMENTs="Decide whether an intake channel is necessary. ";
GI.IHY=,'An intake channel wiII provide for a lack of natural conveyance."i
( @LHS=

(= ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.conveyance)
( "insufficient" ) )

)
( GHypo= Assess_intake_channel_needs )
(GnHs= (Àssign ( "yes" )

( 'Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . intake_channel ) ) )

)(GRULE= HP_Powerhouse6
GCOMI-{ENTS="Decide whether an intake channel is necessary.";
GWHY="There is sufficient natural conveyance without an intake

channel. " ;
( @LttS= ( - ( ' Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . conveyance )

("sufficient") ) )
( @HYPO= Assess_intake_channel_needs )
(GRHS= (Assign ( "no" )

( ' Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . intake_channel ) ) )

)(GRULE= HP_PowerhouseT
GCoM-I,ÍENTS="Determine if there is sufficient conveyance for water

intake. " ;
@lrlHY="Headrace depth is sufficient, and ice formation in the forebay is

complete. " ;
( @Lgs=

(= ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.headrace_depth)
( "sufficient" ) )

(- ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.ice_formation)
( "yes" ) )

)
( @HYpO= Assess_conveyance_capacity )
(@nHS= (Assign ( "sufficient" )

( 'Powerhouse_'\structure. name\. conveyance) ) )

)
( @RUt ¡= HP_Powerhouse8

GCoMMENTS="Determine if there is sufficient conveyance for water
intake. " ;

GWHY="Headrace depth is insufficient for necessary conveyance.";
(GLHS= (= ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.headrace_depth)

("insufficient")))
( GHYpO= Assess_conveyance_capacity )
(GngS= (Assign ( "insufficient" )

(' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\. conveyance) ) )

)
( @RUt P= HP_Powerhouse9

GcoMMENTS="Determine if there is sufficient conveyance for water
intake. ";

GWHY="Partial ice cover may negatively affect conveyance for water
intake. ";

(@LHS= (- ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.ice_formation)
"some" ) ) )

( GHypO= Assess_conveyance_capacity )
(@R¡tS= (Assign ( "insufficient" )

' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\. conveyance) ) )

(GRUI,E= HP_PowerhouselO
GCOMI.IENTS="Determine if there is sufficient conveyance for water

intake. " ;
GVIHY="Headrace depth is sufficient, and ice formation in the forebay is

not a problem. ";
( GL¡ts=
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( = ( ' Powerhouse_' \st.ructure. name\ . headrace_depth )("sufficient")) -
( = ( 'Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . ice_formation )("no"))

)
( @HYpO= Assess_conveyance_capacity )(@RHS= (Assign ( "sufficient" )

( ' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\ . conveyance ) ) )
)
(GRULE= HP_Powerhousell

ecoMMENTs="Recomnend the relative positioning of the water intakes.";
GWHY="Water intakes should be placed as high as possible for penstock

systems. " ¡
( GLHs= ( - ( ' Powerhouse_' \structure. name\ . type )("penstock")))
(@HYpO= Recommend intake_position)
( @RHs= (Assign ( "high" )

(' Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . intake_position_recommendation ) ) )

)
(@RULE= HP_Powerhousel2

GCOM}{ENTS="Determine if artificial hardening is required along the
tailrace. " ;

@wHy="À lining is required if local materials are prone to erosion.";
( @LHs= (- (\structure.name\.site geology)

("erodibIe")))
(GHYPO= Assess tailrace_needs)
(@nllS= (Assigñ ( "yes" )

( ' Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . tailrace_tining ) ) )(GPHS= (Àssign ( "no" )
( ' Powerhouse_' \ structure. name\ . tailrace_lining ) ) )
)
(GRULT= HP_Reservoirl

@CO¡{MENTS="Se1ect a type of reservoir operating policy.,'i
@WHY="Run-of-river policies are typical for low head stations.,';
(@uls= ( < ( ' Posrerhouse_' \structure. name\ . head )(18) ) )
( GHYpO= Choose_operating_policy_class )(@RIIS= (Assign ( "run-of-river" )

( 'Reservoir*' \ structure. name\ . operating_pol icy_class ) ) )
)
(GRUL¡= HP_Reservoir2

GCO¡0,fENTS="Select a type of reservoir operating policy."i
@wHY="Peaking stations are economically efficient for high head

scenarios. " ;
(@LltS= (> ('Powerhouse_'\structure.name\.head)

(2s) ) )
( @HYPO= Choose_operating_policy_cIass )
( GRHs= (Assigñ - 1',peáEingrr , 

'

( 'Reservoir_' \structure. name\ . operating_policy_cIass ) ) )
)
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C.9 mcda.tkb - knowledge base for the fuzzy compromíse approach interface.
( @VERSIoN=
( GPROPERTY=
GPRoPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=

( EPROPERTY=
(GPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( @PROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
( GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
@PROPERTY=
GPROPERTY=

(@SUBCLASSES= AccRanks
(@PROPERTIES= class alt

031 )
name
class
type
id
alt id
criE io
pos_ïd
neg_Íd
wt id
vafue id
distañce id
rank
x
m
parameter
goal
measure
val
code
con
dil
cintf
c_res
c sens
c-toI
c_npr
r res
r-tol
r_acc
r_wcog

€TYPE=String; )

@TYPE=String; )
GTYPE=String; )
@TYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Integer ì
@TYPE=fntegeri

eTYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Integer ì
GTYPE=Integeri
GTYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Integer;
eTYPE=Float i )
GTYPE=Float i )
@TYPE=FIoati )

GTYPE=String; )
GTYPE=Floati )
GTYPE=Float; )
GTYPE=String; )
GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=BooÌean;
GTYPE=BooIean;
GTYPE=Integeri
@TYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Floati )
GTYPE=BooIean;
GTYPE=Integer i
eTYPE=Float t )
GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=BooIean;

(GCLÀSS= Problems (@PROPERTIES= name) )(GCLASS= Alternatives (GPROPERTIES= name id distance_id) )(GCleSS= Criteria (GSUBCLASSES= IncludedCriteria ExcludedCriteria)
(GPROPERTTES= name id pos id neg id wt id) )(GCLASS= CriteriaValues (ePROPERTfES= crit id alt-id vafüe_id¡ )(@CLaSS= Memberships (GSUBCLASSES= MembãrshipvãIues)
(@PROPERTIES= id x m) )

(GCLASS= MembershipValues)
(@CLASS= MembershipData)
(GCLRss= IncludedCriteria)
(GCLASS= ExcludedCriteria)

(GCLASS= RankMethods (GSUBCLASSES= Acc !{CoG SelectedRankingMeasures
SelectedAccMeasures SelectedWCoGMeasures )

(GPROPERTIES= class parameter) )(@ClaSS= Acc)
(GCLASS= wcoc)
(GCleSS= SelectedRankingMeasures)
(GCLASS= SelectedAccMeasures)
(GCI,ASS= Selected!'lCocMeasures)

(GCLASS= Ranks WCoGRanks CurrentRanks)
_.id rank measure parameter) )(GCLRSS= CurrentRanks)

(GCleSS= AccRanks)
(GcLeSS= WCoGRanks)

(GSUBCLASSES= CrispValue CrispPos CrispNeg Crisp!ùt)
(GPROPERTTES= class crit id alt id vat) )

(GCLASS= Crisp
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( Gcless=
(Gcr.ass=
( @CLAss=
( GCLASS=
( GCLASS=
( GCLASS=
( @cless=
( GCLess=
( @cLAss=

( @cLAss=

( @oB¡Bct=
( @oBJEcT=

(Goa,JBCt=
( Gog.Tnct=

( GoBJEcT=

GoBJEcT=
EOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GogJEcr=
GogJEcr=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GoBJEcr=
GOBJECT=
EOBJECT=
@oBJEcl=
GoBJEcT=
@OBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
EOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GoBJEcr=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GoBJEcr=
GOBJECT=
GoBJEcT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GOBJECT=
GoBJEcT=
@OBJECT=
@OBJECT=
GoBJEcr=
GOBJECT=
GOBJECT=

next id num
next-meñb num
next-crit-num
next-alt ñum
next-val-num

problem_name
problem_type

save_settÍngs
clear_problem
load default

select wt
select-pos
select_neg
select*p
select 1
select-1p
md all
imþort_set
selected ran

( GPROPERTIES=Value
( GPROPERTIES=Value
( GPROPERTIES=VaIue
( GPROPERTIES=VaIue
( @PROPERTIES=VaIue

( GPROPERTTES=Value
( GPROPERTIES=Value

( GPROPERTfES=Value
( ePROPERTIES=VaIue
( ePROPERTTES=Value

CrispPos )
crispNeg)
crispwt )
CrispValue )
crispAItl )
CrispAIt2 )
CrispAlt3 )
CrispFuzziness (GPROPERTIES= class crit id alt-id code)
crisþcodeBook (GPRoPERTTES= code id) ) -

FuzzyOptions (GPROPERTIES= con dil cintf) )

selected (GPRoPERTIES= crit id alt id id) )

set (GPROPERTTES= c_reã c_senE ._t?l r_res r_tol \
c_npi r_acc r_u¡cog) )

Compro (GCLASSES= FuzzyOPtions) )

AccGoaI (GCLASSES= FuzzyOptions)
(@PRoPERTIES- goal) )

MemberNode (@PROPERTIES= x m) )

new_problem (GPROPERTIES=VaÌue GTYPE=BooIean;))
Ioad_problems (GPROPERTIES=VaIue GTYPE=Boolean;
Ioad_problem (GPROPERTIES=Va1ue @TYPE=Booleani

memb-num- (ePROPERTIES=Value
file name (@PROPERTIES=VaIue

GTYPE=Integeri
GTYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Integer i
GTYPE=Integer ì
GTYPn=Integer i

@TYPE=strinS; ) )

GTYPE=SIring; ) )
GTYPE=String; )
GTYPE=String; )

GTYPE=BooIean;
GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=BooIean;
GTYPE=BooIean;

eTYPE=String; )
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

GTYPE=BooIean; ) )
GTYPE=BooIean; ) )

GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=Boolean;

GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

GTYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

GTYPE=BooIean; ) )

@TYPE=Boolean;
GTYPE=BooIean;
GTYPE=Boolean;

@TYPE=Boolean;
@TYPE=BooIean;
@TYPE=BooIean;
@TYPE=Boolean;
@TYPE=Boolean; )
GTYPE=Boolean; )
€TYPE=Boolean; )
GTYPE=BooIean; )

Ioad_nxp (ePROPERTIES=VaIue
load_crisp (ePRoPERTIES=Value
load fuzzy (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
Ioad_ranks (ePROPERTIES=Value
search_procedure (GPROPERTIES=Value
run_compro (@PRoPERTfES=Value
run_rank (ePROPERTIES=Value
save nxp (@PROPERTIES=VaIue

plot-metrics (@PROPERTIES=VaIue
plot_set (GPROPERTfES=Value
clear members ( GPROPERTIES=Value
add_point (GPROPERTIES=Value
delete_point (GPROPERTfES=Value
add_set (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
delete_set (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
delete criteria (GPROPERTIES=VaIue
delete-alternative ( ePROPERTf ES=VaIue
select-alt val (@PROPERTIES=VaIue

GPROPERTIES=VaIue
ePROPERTf ES=Val-ue
GPROPERTIES=VaIue
GPROPERTIES=VaIue
ePROPERTIES=VaIue
GPROPERTIES=VaIue
GPROPERTIES=Value
GPROPERTIES=Value

k_alt ( GPROPERTIES=VaÌue GTYPE=Integer; )
selected_rank_parm (GPROPERTIES=Va1ue GTYPE=Float; ) )
avail_ranks (GPROPERTIES=VaIue GTYPE=String;))
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( eoBJEcT=
( GoBJEcT=

( GosJEct=

(GMEte=
( @MEta=
( @MEta=
( @MEta=
( GMsTe=
( @MEte=
( GMETR=
( GMEre=
( @M¡re=

select rank alt (GPROPERTIES=VaIue GTYPE=Boolean; )
select-rant<-leenOeERTfES=VaIue GTYPE=BooIean;))

Inítialize (ePROPERTIES=Value GTYPE=Boolean; ) )

c tol GFORMÀT="u.00000d"; )
r-tol GFORMAT="u. OOOOd" ; )
measure GFORMAT="u.0000d" ; )
search_procedure.Value (eINITVAI="coarse" )
next id num.Value (GINITVAÍ,=1) )
next-meñb num.Value (GINITVAL=I)

(@METHoD= IfChange
( @ATOMID=Ioad_problems ; GTYPE=SLOT; ) ( GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( GLHS=

(Execute ("find_problems") (GTypn=EXE; ) )
(Retrieve ("fc_problems.nxpi) (GTYPE="NXPDB";GFILL=ADD;\

GCREATE= | Problems | ; GPROpS=name i eFIELDS= "Name" ; ) )
)
( GRgs= ( load_problems) ) )

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( @ATOMID=elear problem; GTYPE=SLoT; ) ( GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @LHs=

next crit num.Value
next-alt ñum.Value
next-val-num. Value

( @INITVAL=1 )
( @INITVAL=1 )
( @INITVAL=1 )

< l eLternatives | >) )<lCriterial>) )
< lcriteriaüaÍrres l>) )
< lMemberships | >) )<lcrispl>) )
next_id_num) )
next_memb_num) )
next_crit_num) )
next_alt_num) )
next_vaI_num) )

(clear_problem) ) )

PE=SLoTi ) (GFLAGS=PUBLICi )

(load_problem) )
( TRUE )

( Ioad_problem) )
( TRUE )

(Reset

DeleteObj ect
DeleteObj ecÈ
DeleteObj ect
Deleteobj ect
Deleteobject
Reset
Reset
Reset
Reset
Reset

)
( @RHs= ( Reset

)
(GMETHOD= ffChange

( @ATOMID=Ioad_problem ; @TY
( @r,Hs=

)
( GRHs=

(Reset
(Assign

)
( GnHs=

(Reset
(Assign

)
)
(@MetgoP= Ifchange

(Àssign (TRUE) (clear_problem) )(Execute ("goto_problem GV(problem_name) ") (@TYPE=EXE; ) )(- (problem type) ("fuzzy", "crisp" ) )

(' load_' \problem_type\ ) )

(load_nxp) )

( GATO¡,ttO=Ioad_nxp; @TYPE=SLOT; ) (@FLAGS=PUBLf C; )
( Gt tts=

(-
(Retrieve

(problem_type) ( "nxp") )
( " MCDMprobtems / GV ( prob lem_name ) / f c_criteria . nxp " )
( @TYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=ADD; \
GCREATE=lcriterial;\
GPRoPS=name, id, pos_id, neg_id, wt_id; \
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)
( @nHs=

(Retrieve

(Retrieve

(Retrieve

( SendMessage
( SendMessage
( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Reset

( "GetNextCritId" )
( "GetNextAItId" )
( "GetNextl'fembId" )
( "GetNextId" )
(Ioad_nxp) )

@FIELDS="name", rridr', "pos_id", "neg_id", "wt_id" ;
( "McDMprobIems / GV ( problem_name ) / f c_alt . nxp " )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFILL=ADD; \
@CREATE= | elternatives l r \
GPRoPS=name, idi@FIELDS="name", "id" i ) )
( "MCDMproblems /GV ( problem_name ) / f c_id. nxp " )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFILL=ADÐ; \
GCREATE= | CriteriaValues | ; \
@PROPS=crit_id, alt_id, value_id ; \
@FIELDS="crit id", "alt id", "value id"; ) )
( "lifcDMproblems/GV ( probfem_name ¡ /fõ_memb. nxp" )
( gTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFILL=ADD; \
SSREATE= | uemberships | ; \
GPROPS=idrxrmi\
@FIELDS="id", "*., "m,'i ) )

(GTo=<|criterialt;Iì
( GTO=< | alternatives | >; )
( GTO=< | Memberships | >; ) )

( @TO=< | Membership

)

sl>;))

)

)
(@METHOD= GetNextCritfd

(GATOMID=Criteria;GTYPE=CLASS; ) (GFleeS=eUBLIc; )

(GLtlS= ()= (SELF. id) (next_crit_num) ) )
(GnIIs= (Assign (SELF. id+1) (next_crit_num) ) )

)
(@METHoD= GetNextAltfd

(@AtO¡tlp=Alternatives; @TYPE=CLASSÍ ) ( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(@r.Hs= (>= (sELr. id) (next_a1t_num) ) )
(GRHS= (Assign (sELF.id+1) (next alt num)))

)
(GMETHOD= GetNextMembId

(GAtOUln=Memberships;GTYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( Glgs= (Execute ( "AtomNamevalue" )

( GATOMID=SELF;@STRING="@RETURN=MCMb NUM'' ; ) )
(>= (STR2INT(SUBSTRING(memb num,4,5) ) ) (next memb num) )

)(GngS= (Assign
(next_memb_num) ) )

(STR2INT (SUBSTRING(memb num, 4, 5 ) ) +1 )

)
(@METHOD= GetNextId

(GATOMfD=MembershipsiGTYPE=CLASS; ) (@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(@LHS= ()= (SELF. id) (next_irl_num) ) )
(GRHS= (Assign (SELF.id+1) (next_id_num) ) )

)
(GMETHOP= IfChange

( @ATOMID=load_f uz zy ; @TYPE=SLOT ; )
( @lgs=

( @FLAGS=PUBLIc; )

(" fuzzy2nxp GV(problem_name) Gv( file_name) " )(Execute
(GTYPE=EXE; ) )

)
( Gngs=

(Assign
(Reset

)

)
(@MEIHOU= IfChange

( GLlts=
(Execute

(@TYPE=EXE; ) )

( loarl_nxp ) )

(GATO¡lIr¡=load crisp;GTYPE=SLOI;) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC;)

( TRUE )
( Ioad_fuzzy) )

( "crisp2nxp GV(problem_name) eV( file_name) " )
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(Retrieve

( Retrieve

(Retrieve

(Retrieve

( SendMessage
( SendMessage
( SendMessage
( SendMessage
(Reset

)
( GRHs=

( GLHS=
( @ngs=
( @Egs=

( "MCDMproblems /@V ( problem_name ) / f c_crisp. nxp " )
( @TYPE="NXPDB" ¡ GFILL=ADD;\
@CREATE=¡crispl;\
@PRoPS=class, crit id, alt idrval;\
@FIELDS="class", "ãrit idr, "alt id", ,'val"; 

) )
( " McDMprob lems / @V ( proElem_namef T t c_cr iter ia . nxp " )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFILL=ADD; \
SSREATE=lCriterial;\
GPRoPS=name, id,pos_id, neg_id,wE_id; \
GFfELDS="I1arne", "id" r "pos_id" r "neg_id" r "wt_id" ; ) )
( "MCDMproblems/@v(probleñ_name) /fõ alt. nxþ" ¡
( GTYnn= "l,tXPDB "' GFILL=ADD ;\
GCREATE= | atternatives | ; \
GPROPS=name, id;GFIELDS="name", "id" i ) )
( "MCDMproblems/Gv(problem name) / fe Ld.nxp" )
( @TYPE="NXPDB " ; GFILL=ADP ;\
GCREATE= | CriteriaVatues | ; \
GPROPS=crit_id, aIt_id, vaJ-ue_id ; \
@FIELDS="crÏt_id" rralt_id', rîvalue_id.' ; ) )

"rnitCrisp") (@to=<|cr¡spItr I I
"GetNextCritId") (@fo=.lCriterial >; ) )"GetNextAltld") (GtO=<lAlternativesl>; ) ) ,

"GetNextId" ) (@TO=< lMemberships | >; ) )
Ioad_crisp) )

)
(GMEIHOP= InitCrisp

(@ATOMID=CTiSP;GIYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( GR¡ts= (Createobject (sELr) (\SELF.cIass\) ) )

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

(eATOMID=load ranksi@TYPE=SLOT;) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC;)
( Gr'Hs=

(Execute ( "rank2nxp GV(problem_name) rank.out" )
( GTYPE=EXE; ) )(Retrieve ( "MCDMproblems/GV(problem_name)/fc ranks.nxp" )

( @TYPE="NXPDB" ¡ GFILL=ADD;\
@CREATE=¡nanksl;\
GPROPS=c1ass, rank, alt_id, measure, parameter; \
GFIELDS="class", "rank;, "alt,', "meaãure',, "parameter" i ) )

)
(Gruts=

(@to=<lnanxsltr I I

(Reset ( Ioa¡r_ranks ) )

)
(GMETHOD= InitRanks

(@ATOMID=RanksiGTYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @ngs= (CreateObject (SELF) (\SELF.ctass\) ) )

)
(GMEIHOO= InitMeasures

(GATOI{Ip=SelectedRankingMeasures;GTYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLICt )

(SendMessage ( "InitRanks" )

, (SendMessage l "InitMeasures" )
( @To=< | SelectedRankingMeasures | >; ) )

(- ( SELF. class )
(Creat.eOb j ect ( SELF )(createobject, (SELF)

("Acc")))
{ | setectedÀccMeasures | ¡ ¡ ¡
( lSelectedWCoGMeasuresl ¡ ¡ ¡

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

(GATOMID=import_set;@TyPE=SLOT;) (eFLAGS=PUBLIC;)
( Glgs=
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(Execute ( "xy2nxp GV(problem_name) Gv(file_name)
@V( selected. id) @V(next_memb_num) " )

(@TYPE=EXE; ) )
(Retrieve ( "MCDMprobIems/@v(problem_name) /memb.nxp" )

( @TYPE=''NXPDB" ; GFILL=ADD; \
@CREATE= | Uemberships | ; \
GPROPS=id,x,mÍ\
GFIELDS="id" r "x" r "m" i ) )

)
( @R¡ls=

)

)
(GMETHOn= rfChange

( @AlOMID=save nxPi GTYPE=SLOT; )
( GLHs=

( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )

(Execute
(@TYPE=EXE; ) )

( "save_problem GV(problem_name) " )

(Write

(Write
( " McDMprob Iems / Gv ( prob lem_name ) / f c_cr iter ia . nxp " )

( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFrLL=NEW; \
@PROPS=id, pos_id, neg_id, wt_id; \
@FIELDS=iid(4) ", "pos_id (71" , "neg_id (7l" , "wt_id(6) "; \
@AToMs=< | Criteria | >; ) )

( sendMessage
( sendMessage
(Reset

( !{r ite

(Write

( "GetNextMembld" ) (@to=< luemtrerships | >; )
( "SelectMembers" ) (@to=< |Memberships | >; )
(import_set) )

( "MCDMprobtems/ GV ( problem_name ) / f c_aIt . nxp" )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=NEW; \
GPROPS=id; \
@FIELDS=1id(3)";\
GAToMs=< | elternatives | >; ) )

( "McDMprob lems / @V ( problem_name ) / f c _Ld. nxp" )
( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; GFILL=NEW; \
@PROPS=crit_id, alt_id, value_id ; \
@FIELDS=icrit id(8) ","a.!Ë id(7)","value id(9) ";\
GAToMS=< | criteriàvålues l r7l I'

( "McDMprobtems/Gv ( problem_name ) /f c_memb. nxp" )
(GTYPE=''NXPDB'' ; GFILL=NEW; \
GPROPS=idrxrmi \
eFIELDS=iid(5) ", "x ( 19)', "m( 1O) " ; \
@AT6MS=< lMemberships | >; ) )

)
( GR¡ts= (Reset (save_nxp) ) )

)
(@METHOD= IfChange

(@ATOI{ID=save_settings;@TYPE=SLOT; ) ( @FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( eLHs=

(Write
( "MCDMproblems/@V (problem_name ) /f c_rankparms. nxp" )

( GTYPE="NXPDB" ; @FILL=NEV¡; \
GPROPS=parameter; \
GFIELDS=iparameter ( 10 ) " ; \
GATOMS=< | SelectedRankingMeasures l t; I )

(Write
( "MCDMprob I ems / GV ( prob lem_name ) / f c_sett ings . nxp " )

( GTYPE="NXP" i GFrLL=NEWi \
@ATOMS=set, Compro, AccGoaI; ) )

)
( GRgs= (Reset (save_settings) ) )

)
(@METHOO= IfChange

( GAToMID=run_compro i GTYPE=SLOT; )
( @LHs=

(GFLÀGS=PUBLIC; )

( "nxp2fuzzy GV(problem name) " )(Execute
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(-
)
( GRHs=

( Execute
(Reset

)
( @EHs=

( Execute
(Reset

)
)
(@METHOD= IfChange

)
( GRHs=

(Assign
(Reset

)

( search_procedure )

( "f c" )
( run_compro )

("fcL")
( run_compro )

( "dynamic" ) )

(GTYPE=EXE; ) )

)

(@TYPE=EXE; ) )

)

(GAToMTD=run_rank;GTYPE=SLoT;) (GFLAGS=PUBLIS; )
( GLHs=

(Execute ("nxp2fuzzy @V(problem_name) " )(Execute ("fr") (GTYPE=EXE;))
( @TYPE=EXE; ) )

(load_ranks) )

)
(GMEIHOU= IfChange

(@AToMID=plot_metricsiGTYPE=SLOTT ) (eFLAGS=PUBLICi )(@LHS= (Execute ( "graph compro.ouÈ" ) (GTYPE=EXE; ) ) )
( GRHS= ( Reset (plot_metrics) ) )

)
(@METHOD= IfChange

(GAToMID=plot set;GTYPE=SLOT; ) (@FLAGS=PUBLIc; )

( ÎRUE )
(run_rank) )

( Gl,tts=
(Execute ("goto_problem @V(problem_name)") (GTypE=EXE;) )(write _ T"¡¡cDMproblems/@v(p;oblem_name j/f c_memU.ttió" )

(@TYPE=,'NXPDB'' ; GFTLL=NEW; \
GpROpS=id, x, mi \
GFIELDS=iid( 5) ", "x(1g) ", "m(1O) " ; \
GATOMS=< lMemberships | >; ) )(Execute ("nxp2out GV(problem_name) GV(selected.id)',)

( GTYPE=EXE; ) )
(Execute ( "graph set.out" ) (@typ¡=EXE; ) )

)
( GRtls= (Reset. (plot_set) ) )

)
(GMETHOD= NewMemberNode

( GATOMID=next_memb_num;GTYPE=SLoT; ) (@FLÀGS=pUBLIc; )
( GLHs=

(createobject. ('memb' \next_memb_num.value\) { luemuerstrips | ) )
, . (Createobject, ('memb'\next-memb-num.Value\)

( lMembershipvaluesl ) )(Assign ( selected. id)
( ' memb ' \next_memb_num. Value\ . id ) )(Assign (MemberNode.x)
(' memb' \next_memb_num. Value\ . x ) )(Assign (MemberNode.m)
(' memb' \next_memb_num. Value\ .m) )

)
( GRgs=

(Assign
)

)
(@METHOD= NewCriteria

(next_memb_num.Value+l ) (next_memb_num.Value ) )

(GÀTOMID=next_crit_numi GTYPE=SLOT; ) (GFLaCS=pUBLIC; )
( GLHs=

(Createobject ('crit'\next crit num.Value\) ( lcriterial ) )
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(' crit' \next_crit_num.Value\. id) )
(Assign (next id num.Value)

( ' crit ' \next_crit_num. Value\ . wt_id ) ]
(Assign (next. id num.Value+1)

(' crit' \next_crit_num.Vatue\.pos_id¡ ¡ -
(Assign (next id num.Value+2)

('crit'\next crit num.Value\.neg idJ¡ -

(Àssign

)
( GRHS=

(Assign
(Assign

)
)
(@METHOO= NewAlternative

( GRHs=
( SendMessage
(Reset

(next crit num.Value)

( next_crit_num.Value+1 ) (next_crit*num.Value) )
(next_id_num.Value+3) (next_irl_num.Value) )

{letternativesl))

( "rnitNewÀlt" ) (@To=< | Criteria I tr I I(next_alt_num.Value+1) (next_alt_num.Value) )

( " SelectMembers " ) ( GtO=< l Uemberships l >; ) )
(select_pos) )

(@ATOMID=next_alt_numi@TYPE=SLOTi ) (eFLACS=PUBLICi )
( GLHs=

(CreateObject ('alt'\SELF.Value\)
(Assign (next alt num.Value)

(' alt' \next_alt_num.Value\. id) )

)
( GRgs=

( SendMessage
(Assign

)

)
(GI(ETHOD= InitNewAlt

(GATOMID=Criteria;GTYPE=CLASS;) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC;)
( Gngs=

, (CreateObject ( 'id'\next_val_num.Value\ )
( lCriteriavaluesl ) )

(Assign (SELF. id)
( 'id' \next_va1_num.Value\. crit_id) )

(Assign (next alt num.Value)
( 'id'\next_val_num.Value\. aft_id) ) -(Assign (next id num.Value)
(' id' \next_val_num. Value\. value_id)|

(Assign (next id num.Value+l)
(next*id_num.Value) )

)
)
(GMETHOD= ClearMemberships

(GATOMID=MembershipValues;@TYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLaCS=pUBLIC; )
. (@RHS= (DeleteObject (SELF)

( lMembershipvalues | ) ) )
)

(@METHOD= IfChange
(GATOMID=select_posi@TYPE=SLOT;) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )

fGI.HS= , (SendMessage ( "FindPosId" )
(GTo=< | Criteria | >; ) ) )

)

)
(GMETHOO= FindPosId

(GATOMID=Criteria;@TYPE=CLASS;) (GFIaCS=PUBLIC;)
( @Ltts=
( @R¡ls=

)
(@MEIHOO= IfChange

(@ATOMID=select_neg;GTYPE=SLOT;) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )

(- (sELF.id) (se1ecred.crft id) ) )(Assign (sELF.pos_id) 1sãIected. id) ) )
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(GI,HS= , (SendMessage
(Glo=< | Criteria | >; ) ) )

( GnHs=
( SendMessage
(Reset

)

)

( "FindNegld" )

( "SelectMembers" )
(select_neg) )

(GTo=< luemberships | >; ) )

(GMEIHOD= FindNegId
( @AToMrD=Criteria ; GTYPE=CLASs ; )

( SELF. id )

(@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(selected.crit id) ) )

( SELF. neg_id)

) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( "Find!.ltId" )

(selected. id) ) )

( "SelectMembers" ) (Gfo=< |Uemberships | >; ) )
( select_wt ) )

(GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(SELF.id) (selected.crit_id) ) )

(sElF.wt_id) (selected.id) )

)
(@METHOO= IfChange

( @AtO¡lIO=select wt i @TYPE=SLOT ;
(GLHs= , (SendMessage

(GTo=< | Criteria | >; ) ) )
( @RHs=

( SendMessage
(Reset

)

)
( GMETHoD= FindVùtf d

( GÀTOÀ{ID=Criteria ; GTYPE=CLASS ; )

( @r,ss=
( @Rgs=

( @lgs=
( @RHs=

(=
(Àssign

(=
(Assign

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( GATOMID=select_alt_va1 ; GTYPE=SLOT ; )
(GLHS= (SendMessage ( "FindVaIId"

(GTo=< | criteriavalues l t; I I I
( Gn¡ts=

( SendMessage
(Reset

( "SelectMembers" )
( select_att_val ) )

( @FLAGS=PUBLrc; )
)

( @To=< lltemberships | >; ) )

)
(GMETHOO= FindValrd

( GATOMfD=CriteriaValues ; eTYPE=CLASS ; )
( GLHs=

( GFIaCS=eUBLIc; )

(selected.crit_id) )(selected.alt_id) )

( SELF. value_id ) (selected. id) ) )

( GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(selected. id) ) )

( @To=< luemUerstrips | >; ) )

(Assign
)
(@METHoD= IfChange

(@AToMID=select ptGTYPE=5L9T; )

(-
t-

)
( GRHs=

( Gl,t¡s=
( GRtls=

)

( SELF. crit_id )
( SELF. alt_id )

)
( G¡{ETHOD= If Change

( @ATOI4ID=select_1 ; @TYPE=SLOT ; )
( @r,ss= (Assign ( -1)
( @RHs=

)

( "selectMembers" ) (eto=. lUemUerstrips I(select_l) )

( GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( selected. id )

( selected. id )

I uemberships 
I

(Assign

( SendMessage
(Reset

( SendMessage
(Reset

(0)

( "SeIectMembers" )
( select_p) )

)
(@METHOO= IfChange

( @ATOMID=select_1p ; GTYPE=SLOT ; )
(@lrs= lassign (-2')
( GnHs=

( GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )

( "SelectMembers" ) (@tO=<

))
>r))

))
>;))( SendMessage
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( Reset ( select_1p) )

)
(GMETHOD= SelectMembers

(GATOMID=Memberships;GIYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( Gl,tts=

)
( @Rtts=

(DeleteObject (SELF)

)
(Gl4EtgOD= DeleteMembers

(@ATOMID=Memberships;@TYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( @lgs=
( GRtls=

(- ( SELF. id ) (selecÈed. id) ) )
( Deleteobj ect (SELF) ) )

)
(GM¡TIíOO= IfChange

(GATOMID=clear members;@TYPE=SLOT; ) (@FIeCS=PUBLIC; )

(-

( GRgs=

)

)
(GMETHOO= IfChange

( GATol,tIo=md all ; @TYPE=SLoT ;
( @lgs=
( @RHs=
( Gngs=

(- (md

( lMemuerstripvalues | ) )
(selected.id) )

(sELF) ( lMembershipValuesl

( "DeleteMembers" ) (Gfo=< luemberships | >; ) )
(clear_members) )

) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )

_a11) , (TBUE) )

1<lMembershipsl>) (
(<luemuerstripsl>) (

( SELF. id )

( CreateObj ect )))

( SendMessage
(Reset

( CreateObj ect
( DeleteObj ect

( SendMessage
(Reset

)

)
(GMETHOD= DeleteCriteria

( GAtO¡.tIO=Criteria ; GTYPE=CLASS ; )
(Gr.Hs= (- ( SELF. id )
( GR¡ts=

(Assign
( SendMessage
(Assign
( SendMessage
(Assign
( SendMessage
( DeleteObj ect
( SendMessage

(GTo=< | criteriaValues l t; I I
)

)

(SELF.pos_id) {selected. idl )
( "DeleteMembers" ) (@fO=< lMemberships l >; )
(SELF.neg_id) (selected.idì )
( "DeleteMembers" ) ( GtO=< l Memberships | >; )
(SELF.wt_id) (selected.ial )
( "DeleteEembers" ) (GfO=< lUemberships | >; )
(SELF) )
( "DeIeteCriteriaValues " )

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

( GAlOUtn=delete criteria; GTYPE=SLOT; )
( GRHs=

(GFLAGS=PUBLIc; )

( GTo=< | criteria | >;

)

)

)

(GFleCS=eUBLrC; )
( selected. crit_id )

(selected. id) )

( @To=< | uemtrersfrips | >; ) )

( "DeleteCriteria" )
(delete_criteria) )

( SELF. crit_id)

( SELF. value_id )
(SELF) )
( "De1eteMembers" )

(@FLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(selected.crit id) ) )

(GMETHOD= DeleteCriteriaValues
( @ATOMID=CriteriaValues ; GTYPE=CLASS ; )
( SLHS=
( GR¡ts=

)

(-

(Assign
( Deleteobj ect
( SendMessage

)
(GMETHOO= IfChange

(@ATOMID=delete alternativeiGTYPE=SLOT; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLfCi )

( "DeleteAlternative" ) (GTo=<lelternatives | >; ) )

( Gngs=
( SendMessage
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(GMETHOD= DeleteAlternativeValues
( GATOIíID=CriteriaValues ; GTYPE=CLASS ; )

( @nHs=
(Assign
( Deleteobject
( SendMessage

( Glo=< | criteriavalues l t; I I
)

)

( SendMessage
(Reset

( SELF. id )

( SELF. id )
(SELF) )

( SELF. a1t_id )

( SELF. value_id )
(SELF) )
( "DeleteMembers" )

alt; GTYPE=SLOTi )

( "FindRankld2 " )
(select_rank_alt) )

( "FindRankId" )
( select_rank) )

( "DeleteAlternativeValues" )

(Reset ( delete_alternative ) )
)

)
(@METHOD= DeleteAlternative

(GATOMID=Alternativesi@TYPE=CLASSi ) (GFLaGS=pUBLIC; )
( @LHs= (= (selected.alt_id) ) )

(selected.id) )

( GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
(selected.aft_id) ) )

(selected. id) )

(€To=< luemberships | >; ) )

( GFlacS=PUBLIC; )

( GTo=< | nanXs I tr I I

( GTo=< lnanxslt;ll

(lcurrentnanksl))

( lcurrentnanrsl ) ) )

(lcurrentnantsl))
(selected_rank_aIt) )
(avail_ranks) )

(lcurrentnanksl¡¡¡

( @lgs= (=
( GRHs=

(Assign
( Deleteobj ect
( SendMessage

)

)
(GMETHOD= IfChange

(GATOMID=select rank
( GRHs=

( SendMessage
( Reset

)
)
(GMTIHOD= IfChange

(GAtO¡'tlO=select rank;GTYPE=SLOT; ) (@FLAGS=PUBLfC; )
( GR¡ts=

)
(GMETHOD= FindRankld

(@ATOMID=Ranks;GTYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( GLHs=

(DeleÈeobject (SELF)
(-
(=

(SELF.parameter) (selected rank_parm) )
(SELF.class) (avail_ranks) )

)
( Gnss= ( CreateObj ect ( sELr )

)
(GMSIHoD= FindRankld2

(GATOMID=Ranks;@TYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLTC; )
( @LHs=

)
( @RHs=

(DeIeteObject ( SELF )
(-
(=

( SELF. alt_id )
( SELF. class )

( CreateObj ect ( SELF )

)
(GMETHoD= IfChange

(@ATOMIO=load default;@TYPE=SLOTi ) (eFLAGS=PUBLIC; )
( GLHs=
( GRgs=

(Retrieve ( "fc_default.nxp" ) (GTYPE="NxP"t)))
(Reset (loarl_defautt) ) )

)
(@MntgOO= InitMethods

(GAroMtO=RankMethods;@TYPE=CLASS; ) (GFLAGS=PUBLIc; )
( SELF )( GRHs= ( Createobj ect
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(GRULE= R1
GCOMMENTS="Load the ranking measure parameter options. ";
( Gr,Hs=

(Retrieve ( "fc_parameters. nxp" ) ( eTyPE="{{XPDB";@FILL=ADD; \
GSREATE= | RankMethoas | ; \
ePROPS=class, parameter ; \
eFIELDS="class" r "parameter" i ) )

)
(GHYPo= Initialize)
( GR¡ts=

(SendMessage ("Init") (GTO=<lnankUethoAsl>;))
(Assign (TRUE ) ( Ioarl def autt ) )

)

)
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Appendix D. CPSS Scripts.

D.l update.rules

echo Updating the evaluation criteria
file ...

sort relate.txt > relate.tmp
sort objectives.txt > objectives.tmp
sort facts.txt > facts.tmp
join -o 1.2 2.3 relate.tmp objectives.
sort rules-a.tmp > rules-b.tmp
join -o 1.2 2.3 rules-b.tmp facts.tmp
awk '{printf "t-4os\tt-40s\n", $1, ç21
sort rules.tmp > rules.txt
rm *.tmp

echo The Rulebase description has been

selection rules from the \"relate.txt\"

tmp > rules-a.tmp

> ruJ-es-c. tmp
' rules-c.tmp > rules.tmp

dumped to a file called \"rules.txt.\,'

D.2 update.nxp

mv relate.nxp relate.nxpt
mv objectives. nxp objectives. nxp*
mv facts.nxp facts.nxp8
mv cat_facts.nxp cat_facts.nxpt
mv cat_obj.n*p cat_obj.nxp*

echo Formatting relationships for an nxpdb file ...
echo " llamel id_obj| ia_ia.tl" t rerãte.nxp
eChO rr ¡k *r. * ** * * ¡k**¡k*¡k***** * * *¡krr:t *', >> !'elate. nXp
awk '{printf "*5sltssltssl\t ", "R" NR, S1, $2}; relate.txt >> relate.nxp
eChO ,t ik* tr rr** * ik*!k******* *¡ktr* * ***¡t t )) fglate. nXp

echo Formatting objectives for an nxpdb file ...
":1" :' . Name | ía_"Éi I io_crass I oF I "obj ectives . nxp
9gþ6 trrtrkrk*t tk*lr*¡k*¡k*****:k****rr***r.¡k**rk*rk**rk*****¡k*******t *¡k*******rk**t ***¡kr >>
obj ectives . nxp
awk'{printf ;*ssltesltrosl*ao"l\tt", rrg" g1, s1, $2, $3}' objectives.txt
obj ectives. nxp
eChO tr * ** * t( *** ìk ¡krkrr ¡t *¡t * rt rt ****:k** ***¡tìk*t rt * *:k*:t * * ****r.** * * **¡k * * *** * ¡krr¡k * ìkrk* * * il
obj ectives . nxp

echo Formattinq facts for an nxpdb file
echo " llame I ia_tact I io_crasä |facts. nxp
gçþg Ù:t*:k * * !k¡k* * *tk¡k***rr *rt * * * **Jr¡k* * **¡k * **rr****tr * * ***** * * lr **** *¡k* * ***** ** * * tr rk rr

facts. nxp
awk'{printf "t5sl*ssltt0slt+o=l\r,", rr¡rr g1, s1, $2, $3}' facts.txt
facts. nxp
gChO tt **tç* * t *¡k * * ** * ** * ** ** ****** ***** **** *rr** **r.t(***** * *:k** ***** * * *** ¡k*r. * * [
facts. nxp

echo Formatting facts subclasses for an nxpdb file ...
echo _" llame I iã_class I class | ',cat_facts. nxp
eChO tt * * * **** *rç*¡k****rr**** ** * * * *rk** ¡k*rt *** * * **** * * * ** * ***** * * *:k* rr >>
cat_facts. nxp

fact l "
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awk'{printf "B5sltssl*aosl\n", "cF,, $1, $1, s2}
cat_facts. nxp
gChO tt * *rc* *** * * **tk** ** ¡k* * * **** * * * *** * * t rr** * * *** *
cat_facts. nxp

' cat_facts.txt
****trt *tr*******rr >>

echo Formatting objectives subclasses for an nxpdb file ...
echo " name| iã_cráss| class|"
cat_obj . nxp
eChO ',*rkr.**tr¡k****t tkr.¡k***************rctrt(!k***********tr*rc*trr.******rr >>
cat_obj . nxp
awk-'{prinÉr''t5s|t9s|t4os|\''",''co''$]-,$1,$2}'cat-obj.txt'>>
cat_obj . nxp
ggþq tr:t *Cr* *** * )k*rkr( * r(** ***** * *** ** *rr*******tr * * ¡k¡k* tr * **rk!k * tr*** * r. * * tr >>
cat_obj . nxp

echo Formatting available structures for an nxpdb file ...
echo " - name| class| stage| file_flooded_point|"
> structures.nxp

eChO tt * * ** * *rk* *tr *rkC.¡k* rk** * * * **** ** *:k * * * ** tr * * ***tr * * * * * *rrik ¡k *ik* * *** * * ** ìk * * * * ** rk* rt

)) structures. nxp
awk'{printf "*2-osl*esl*rosl*ro=l\"", $1, s2, s3, s4}' srrucrures.txr
>) structures.nxp
eChO t't * * * ¡k* *:krrr(* * * * ìk* **tt¡k¡t * *** rr * *¡k rr * * lr**tr tr ***tr * * * * * * ** * * rr** * rr** tr*** * ***rk * rt * il
>> structures.nxp

echo Formatting avaiLable alternatives for an nxpdb file ...
echo " Name| rr > alternatives.nxp
eChO,'*¡kr.*trrt:k**tr*rr¡ktr**tr****rr****¡t*¡t**rr >> altgI'natiVeS.nXp
awk '{printf "t3Osl\n", S1}' alternatives.txt >> alternatives.nxp
gChO',*******r.*rt****t**¡k*rt**'k¡t*'k*rr*rkrkrr >> altefnatiVeS.nXp
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D.3 digit

cIs_LocK=$ $
export GIS LOCK
v. digit

D.4 flood

g. remove rast=flood. dept,h, flood. water
rm volume.db

read structures
echo "$structures " > new

if [ ! -f old_ftood_file ]
then

echo 'not available' > old flood file
fi

awk 'NR<=1 { print }' olcl_flooc¡_file > old

cmp new old > differences
if [ -s differences ]
then

if [ -f SMÀPsET/cell/DEM.mod ]
then

g. remove rast=DEl'f . mod
fi
modifyDEM $structures

fi

rm new old differences old flood file
cp flood_file old_flood_fiTe

number=1
while read dam eI ptfile
do

echo 'GENERATING A FLOOD FOR DAl.l ' $number ' ...'
land='expr SeI + 1'

echo 'Generating a surface of potential flooding ...'
echo "1 thru $el = ] potential flooding

$land thru 300 = 0 land" I r.reclass input=DEM.mod output.=flood.b

echo 'fsolating the reservoir . . . '
r.clump -e input=flood.b output=flood.c
r.what input=flood.c < Sptfile > temp.1
sed 's/l/ /S' temp.1 > temp.2
awk' lpiint-gf, " = 4 flooded area")' temp.2 | r.reclass input=flood.c

output,=f Iood. r
rm temp.1 temp.2

echo 'Generating a map of the flooded area ...'
r.mapcalc flood.area = flood.r

echo 'Generating a flooded depth surface...'
echo '4 =' $el ' flood elevation' I r.reclass input=flood.r

output=fIood. d
r.mapcalc flood.depth =' if (flood.d-DEl.f,flood.d-DEM, 1,0)'

echo 'Calculating added reservoir voLume ...'
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echo "$dam:" > flood.tmp
r.volume -fq data=flood.depth clump=f1sod.r )> flood.tmp
tr'\12' I I < flood.tmp > flood.volume
rm flood.tmp

awk t

BEGIN {FS=":"}
i

area = $5 * 30 * 3O / 1000000
volume=ç8/1OOOO0O00O
print $l- " " area " " volume

' ) ' flood.volume >> volume.db

g.remove rast=f lood.b, f lood.c, f lood.d, f i-ood.r 
,echo "9.rename rast=flood.area,flood.area.$number" I =hecho "ã.rename rast=flood.depthrflood.depth. gnumberi | =ft¡fl=$¡umber

number='expr $number + 1'
. done

echo "Generating a flood map for $nd reservoirs . .. "
if I I -f $I4APSET/ce11/water.only ]
then

echo '1 2 = J- water' I r.reclass input=water output=water.only
fi

if t $nd - rrlrr l
' then
, g.rena¡ne rast=flood.area.lrflood.reser

S. rename rast=fl-ood. depth. 1, flood. depth
elif [ $nd - ttzu 

]
then

r.patch -e input=flood. area. 1, fl-ood. area.2 output=flood.reser
r. patch -Ç input=f lood. depth. 1, f lood. depth. 2 output=f l-ood. depth
g. remove rast=flood. area. 1 , flood. area. 2 , flood. depth. 1 , flood. depth. 2

elif [ $nd = "3" ]
then

: r.patch -e input=flood.area.1rfJ-ood.area.2,flood.area.3
output=flood. reser

r.patch -e input,=flood.depth. J-, flood.depth. 2, flood.depth. 3
: output=flood.depth
, 9 'femOve
: rast=flood.area.lrflood.area.2rflood.area.3,flood.depth.l,flood.dept.h.2rfloodI .depth.3

elif [ $nd = "4" ]
, then

r. patch -e input=f lood. area. 1, f lood. area. 2, f lood. area. 3. f lood. area. 4
output=f1ood. reser

r.patch -e input=flood.depth.l,flood.depth.2,flood.depth.3,flood.depth.4
output=f1ood. depth

I 9.remove, rast=flood.area.lrflood.area.2rflood.area.3rflood.area.4rflood.depth.lrflood.
depLh.2, flood. depth.3, flood. depth.4

,fi

r.patch -{ inpuÈ=water. only, flood.reserre¡ater output=flood.water

awk '
BEGIN {

print " Name| res_area| res_vol|"
pf int rr * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t * * * * * rr * *F* * :t * "
I

{ print.f "82ós lrrss l*rss l\r,,, g1, 52, $3 i
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)
' volume.db >

cat color.depth
cat color. flood
cat color.reser

t
pf int rryr tr ****¡k*¡k* * **** * *** * * * * * * ** ìk* * * **** ** * ìk rt * * * tr *** * ** rk¡krk I

lume. nxp

r.colors map=flood.depth color=rules
r. colors map=flood.water color=rules
r. colOrs map=flood.reser color=ruIeS

D.5 gen_fl_file

sed 's/l/ /S' flood.nxp > tmp.1
sed 's/*//g' tmp.1 > tmp.2
a*f 'NR )= 3 {print g1}' tmp.2 I tt
echo >> tmp.str
awk ' /Dan/ { print g1 ,' ,' 52 ,, " 53cat tmp.str tmp.dams > flood file
rm tmp. ¡k

'\12'r I >tmp.str

tmp.2 > tmp.dams

-s

)'

D.6 modifyDEM

structures=-expr $#'

echo
echo $structures 'structures to add to the DEM!'

if [ $structures -ne 0 ]
then

echo
echo 'Adjust,ing the DEM ...'
if I gst,ructures -eq 1 ]
then

r.patch -Ç input=glrDEM output=DEM.mod
elif I gstructures -eq 2 ]
then

r.patch -e input=$1, $2rDEM output=DEM.mod
elif I gstructures -eg 3 ]then

r.patch -Ç input=S1, $2,S3rDEM output=DEM.mod
elif I gstructures -eq 4 ]
then

r.patch -e input=$1, 52, $3, $4,DEM output=DEM.mod
elif I gstructures -eq 5 ]then

r.patch -Ç[ input=$1, $2, $3, $4, g5,DEM output=DEM.mod
elif I gstructures -eq 6 ]
then

r.patch -e input=$1, $2, $3, $4, S5, $6,DEM output=DEM.mod
el-if I gstruct,ures -eq 7 ]
Èhen

r.patch -e input=S1, 52, $3, $4, $5, $6, SZTDEM ouÈput=DEM.modelif I gstructures -eq I ]then
r.patch -g input=$1, $2, $3, $4, $5, $6, $7, $BTDEM output=DEM.modfi

fi

if [ ! -f S]4APSET/cell/DEM.mod l
then

g. copy rast=DEM, DEM.mod
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fi

D.7 dummy_script

¡gs5=/home / ce / u3 /mike/cPSScd $FCSS/MCDMprobIems
if[!-d$1]
then

x=$1
else

echo "This problem already exists. Renaming to il$1,,1r'
¡=$1"1"

fi
echo Sx

D.B find_problem

¡ss5=/home / ce / u3 / mike/CPsS
echo " Name | "
eChO tt ***********ìk********* rr

ls -I SFcss/McDMproblems/ |
fc_problems. nxp
gChO t'* *¡k * * ***** ¡t * tr * * * tr * * * * rr

D.9 goto_problem

¡gg5=/home / ce / u3 / mike/CPSS

if [ "$#" -rr 1 ]
then

echo "The got.o_problem script demands 1
exit 1

fi

if [ ! -d $Fcss/McDMproblems/91 ]
then

echo 51 " does not exist."
exit 1

fi

input: {problem name}. "

D.l0 load_problem

if [ "$#" -lt ]. l
then

echo "The load problem script demands 1
exit 1

fi

¡sss=/home / ce / u3 / mike/cpss

if [ ! -d $FcSS/McDMprobIems/S1 ]
then

echo $1 " does not exist."
exit 1

fi

input,: {problem name}. "

> fc_problems.nxp
>> fc_problems.nxp

awk' /^d/ { printf

>> fc_problems.nxp

"t2os I \n", $B i
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D.l 1 save_problem

FcsS=/home / ee /u3 /mike/cPSS

if [ "$#" -It 1 ]
then

echo "The save_problem script demands 1 input: {problem name}."
exit 1

fi

if [ ! -d $Fcss/McDMproblems/$1 ]
then

mkdir $FCSS/McDMproblems/ g1
fi
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D.12 crisp2nxp

¡955=/home / ce / u3 / mike/CPSS

if [ "$#" -Lt- 2 ]
then

echo "The crisp2nxp script demands 2 inputs: {problem name} {file
name). "

exit 1
fi

if [ ! -f $Fcss/s2 ]
then

echo "The input file does not exist."
exit 1

fi

cd $FCSS/MCDMproblems
if[!-d$]_l
then

name=$1
else

echo "This problem already exists. Renaming to "S1"1'r
,r¿¡¡g=$1,, 1,,

fi
mkdir $name
cd $name
cp $Fcss/$2

echo " llame| id|" t fc_alt.nxp
eChO "*r.*r.*******rr >> fC_aIt.nXp

echo " llamel idl pos_idl neg_idl wt_idl" > fc_criteria.nxp
eChO " * * * * * * tr * * * * * * * * * * * * rr ¡k ¡k * * * * ¡k * * * * * * * * " >> f C_Cf itef ia . nXp

echo " nameI crit_idI alt_id| value_iAI" t fc_id.nxp
eChO rl :k * rr r. ¡k * * t * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k * rk rr * * * * * * ìk * * * rr >> f C_id. nXp

echo " r'ramel classl crit-idl art-idl vall" > fc_crisp.nxp
gChO ,'**tr***rr*rr******rk**¡k*lrikikit***rr:k**¡k****¡k:kt tr*t(*tr*¡r*¡ttt*lr¡t¡ttt )) fC Cf iSp. nXp

awk '
(NR == 1) { nalÈ=$l ; ncrit=$2 ; npos=nalt+l i nneg=npos+1 ; nwt=nneg+1 }
(NR >= 2) {
++row
for ( i=1 ; i (= ncrit ; i++ ¡ 1

++id
if ( row <= nalt ) {

nalne = "val" id
class = "CrispValue"
alt = row
)

if ( row == npos ) {
name = "pos" id
class = "CrispPos"
alt, = 0
i

if ( row == nneg ) {
name = "negt" id
class = "CrispNeg,'
alt=0
i

if ( row == nurt ) {
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name = "wt" id
class = "CrispWt"
alt=0
)printf "r6s l r12s l tBs l tzs l *rss l \"", name, cIass, i, aIt, Si

i
i
END t
for ( j=1 t j <= nalt i j++ ) {

namg="alt" i
printf "B6sJ*3.11n", name, j >> "fc_alt.nxp"
)

for ( i=1 ; L<= ncrit; i++ ¡ 1

name="crit" i
printf "B7s l *3s l *zs l *z= l to= l \n", name, i, ncrit+i, 2'tncrit+i, i >>

" fc_criteria. nxp"
)

id=3'kncrit
for ( j=1 i ) <= nalt ; j++ )

for ( i=1 ; i <= ncrit ; i++ ¡ 1
name="id" ++name id
printf "*6sl*SslETsltSsl\n", name, i, ), ++id >> "fc_id.nxp"
)

)
' $2 >> fc_crisp.nxp

eChO "****'k**'trr**rr >> fC_aIt.nXp
eChO ',******tr**rk***r.*rc**rk*¡krilt****¡k¡t****¡t*,' >) fC Cfitefia.nXp
eChO r, * * * * rr ¡k * * :k * * * * * * * * * * t( * !k rt * * * ìk ¡k * * ìk * rt tr' >> f C Ïd. nXp
eChO ttrr¡kìk************************rktr*rr¡k****rttttt*¡,?*¡r******t**tt >> fC CfiSp.nXp
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D.l3 fuzzy2nxp

FCSS=/home / ce / u3 / mike/cPSs

if [ "$#" -Ll- 2 1

then
echo "The fuzzy2nxp script demands 2 inputs: {problem name} {file

name). "
exit L

fi

if [ ! -f sFcss/$2 ]
then

echo "The input file does not exist."
exit 1

fi

cd $FCSS/MCDMproblems
ift!-d$11
then

name=$1
else

echo "This problem already exists. Renaming to ,,91"1,,

',¡¿¡¡g=$1,, 
1,,

fi
mkdir $name
cd $name
cp $Fcss/$2

echo " Name| id|" > fc alt.nxo
echo " llamel fål poç_fal neg'idl wt_idl" > fc_"riteria.nxp
echo " Namel crit_idl alt_idl value_idl " >, fc_id.nxp
echo " Namel idl xl ml', > fc_memb.nxp

eChO "***tc*****Jr*" >> fC alt.nXp
gChO ', ** * * ** tilkrk * * * * *¡k:k:t *l't¡, * * *** * * ¡t *rr * ìk * * " >> f C_Cf itef ia. nXp
eChO t' * ik ** lr* ìk * rr ** ¡k* ** * * * * * ìk ***tr **:k* * * * * * " >) f C .id. nXp
eChO tt * ** ¡k* *¡k** tr rr *** * lrìk ¡k ****** * ¡k* * * tr:krkrk*rr * * * tt >5 f C_mèmb. nXp

nawk '

BEGIN { nset=0 1

(NR == 1) { res=$1 ; print "\\set\.fc_res\\\=\"" res "\"" >',fc_settings.nxp,'
i-
(NR == 2) { sen=$1 ; print "\\set\.fc_sen\\\=\,"'sen "\"', >> "fc_settings.nxp,'
)

(NR == 3) { tol=91 ; print "\\set\.fc_tof\\\-\"" tol ',\"', >> "fc_settings.nxp''
)

(NR == 4) {
con=$1
if ( con -- rrlr' 

)
con="TRUE"

else
con= " FALSE "

print "\\set\.fc_con\\\=\'" con "\'" >> "fc_settings.nxp"
i
(NR == 5) {
dil=$ 1
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if ( diI -- "1'r )
diI="TRUE"

else
dil="FALSE"

print "\\set\.fc_dil\\\=\"" dil "\'" >> "fc_settings.nxp"
)

(NR == 6) {
cintf=S1
if ( cintf -- rr1rr 

)
cintf= "TRUE "

else
cintf= " FALSE "

print "\\set.fc_cintf\\=\"" cintf .\rrrr >> "fc_settings.nxp"
)

(NR == 7) {
pinv=$1
if ( pinv -- rr1'r 

)
pinv="TRUE"

else
pinv="FALSE"

print "\\set\.fc npi\\\=\"" pinv "\"" >> "fc_settings.nxp"
)

(NR >= 10) {
if(NF==1){

n=nset++
npointsIn]=$1
record="value"
)

if (NF>=2 ) {
if (record == "membership")

for ( i=1 i i<=npointstnl ; i++ ¡
mIn, i]=$i

else {
record= "membership"
for ( i=1 ; i<=npointsIn] ; i++ ¡

xInri]=$i
)

)
)

(NR == 8) {
nalt=$ 1
for ( j=1 t j <= nalt ; j++ ) t

name="alt" i
printf "*6slta=l\n", name, j >> "fc_alt.nxp"
)

)

(NR == 9) {
ncrit=S 1
for ( i=1 ; i (= ncrit ; i++ ¡ 1

name="crit" i
printf "t7s lt3s ltTs l*z= ltss l\n", narne, i, ncrit+i, 2'rncrit+i, i >>

" fc_criteria. nxp"
)

id=3 *ncrit
for ( j=f i j <= nalt ; j++ )

for ( i=1 ; i <= ncrit ; i++ ¡ 1

name="id" **name id
printf "B6sltsslEzsltrsl\n", narne, i, j, ++id >> "fc_id.nxp"
)
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)
'ç2

)

END t
# print memberships
name id=1
for J id in npoints )

for ( i=1; i <= npoints[id] ; i++ ¡ 1
name="memb" name id++
printf''?10s|*as|tros|trosl\','',name,id,x[id,i],m[id,i]>>

" fc_memb. nxp"
)

eChO "*******¡k*¡k*'r >> fC_Settings.nxp
eChO t,***rr*¡k*****rr >> fC_alt.nXp
eChO t't ¡k****¡k***r.****¡k*rr*rr*****¡k¡k¡k****¡krkrktt >> f C_Cf itef ia. nXp
eChO tt * * * * * * rk rr * * tc rr * * * *:k * rr * ¡t * * * tr rr * rk * * * ¡k * * " >> f C ÏO. nXp
eChO " * * * rk ¡k * * * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

'k 
* * * * * * tt tt " >5 f C_memb . nXp

cd SFCSS
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D.l4 nxp2fuzzy

¡ggg=/home / ce / u3 /mike/CPSS

if [ "s#" -lt 1 ]
then

echo "The nxp?fuzzy script demands 1 input: {problem name}."
exit 1

fi

if [ ! -d SFcsS/MCDMproblems/$1 ]
then

echo "This problem does not exist,."
exit 1

fi

cd $FcSs/MCDMproblems/ $1
sed -f $FCss/convert_settings fc_settings.nxp > settings.dat
awk I

/r_res/ { res = $2 }
/r_tol/ { tol = $2 }
/Acceoal\.conf { con = $2 }
/Acccoal\.dil/ { dil = $2 }
/AccGoaI\. cint,f/ { cintf = g2 }
/r_acc/ { acc = $2 }
/r_wcog/ { wcog = 52 }
END { print res'r\¡tt tol "\n" con "\n" diI "\n" cintf ,'\n. acc,'\n,'wcog }' settings.dat > rank.dat

sed 's/l/ /S' fc_rankparms.nxp I awk '

/acc/ {
numacc++
accInumacc] = ç2
)

/wcog/ {
numwcog++
wcogtnum!"rcogl = S2
)

END {
if(numacc>=1){

stracc = numacc
for ( k = 1; k <= numacc; k++ ) stracc = stracc ,' ,'acc[k]
print stracc
)

if(numwcog>=1){
strgtcog = numvtcog
for ( k = 1; k <= numwcogi k++ ¡ strwcog = st,rwcog " " wcog[k]print strwcog
)

) ' >> rank.dat

awk' /goaL/ { print "2\n0. " $2 "\n1. 0.. } ' settings.dat >> rank.dat
awk '
/c_res/ { res = $2 }
/c_sens/ { sens = $2 }
/c_toL/ { tol = S2 }
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/compro\.conf { con = $2 }
/compro\.dil/ { dir = $2 }
/compro\.cLntf/ { cintf = $2 }
/c_npL/ { npi = $2 }
END { print res "\n" sens "\n" to1 "\n" con "\n" dil "\n" cintf "\n" npi }
' settings.dat > compro.dat

sed 's/ I /$3""S4
sed 's/ I /
1. tmp
sea is/l/
s4)
sed'=/l/

FTLENA}48
if (S1 ==
next
)

/g' fc_criteria.nxp I awk'rr rr $5 )'>O.tmp
/g' fc_alt.nxp I awk ' (NR >

/g' fc_id.nxp I awk ' (NR >
2.tmp

/S' fc_memb.nxp I nawk '

== "settings.dat" {
"c_npi") npi = $2

(NR > 2) && ($1 !- /\"/ ) { print $2 " rr

2) && ($1 t- /\*/ ) { print $2 } '

2l && ( $1 !- /\* /) { print. 92 rr rr $3 " ,,

FILENA¡,ÍE == "O.tmp" {
numcriteria++
criteriaInumcriteria] = $1
pos_id[$1] = ç2
neg_id[$].1 = $3
wt_id[$1] = $4
next
)

FILENAME == "l.tmp" {
numalt++
altInumalt] = $1
next
)

FILENA¡{E == "2.tmp" {
numcombos++
value_idIS2,$1] = $3
next
i
(NR > 2) && (51 !- /\*/',) {
id=$1
set[id] = S2
x[id] = $3
m[id] = $4
if ( set I id ] -- 'r-1" ) n1 = "TRUE"
# print id " " set[id]
)

END {
print numalt "\n" numcriteria

# find definition for p
nP=o
for (id in set) i

if ( setIid] == rr0rr ) {
++np
xsetInP] = xIid]
mset[np] = m[id]
)

)
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sort ( xset r mset, np)
xstring = xsettll
mstring = mset[1]
for(n=2¡n<=np;n++){

xstring = xstring " " xset[n]
mstring = mstring " " msetln]
)

print np "\n" xstring "\n" mstring

# accumulate weights
for ( k = l-; k <- numcriteria; k++ ¡ 1

crit id = wt id[k]
nP =-O
for (id in set) {

if ( set[id] == crit-id ) {
++np
xsetInp] = xIid]
msetInp] = m[id]
)

)
sort ( xset, mset, np )
xstring = xset[1]
msÈring = mset[1]
for(n=2¡n<=np;n++){

xstring = xstring " " xset[n]
mstring = mstring " " mset[n]
i

print np "\n" xstring "\n" mstring
)

# accumulate positive ideals
for ( k = 1; k <= numcriteria; k++ ¡ t

crit id = pos idtkl
nP =-o
for (id in set) {

if ( set[id] == crit_id ) {
++np
xset[np] = x[id]
msetInP] = mtidl
)

)
sort ( xset, mset, np )
xsÈring = xset[1]
mstring = mset[1]
for ( tt=2i rr(=np; n++ ) {

xstring = xsÈring " " xset[n]
mstring = mstring " " mset[n]
)

print np "\n" xstring "\n" mstring
)

# accumulate negative ideals
for ( k = 1; k <= numcriteria; k++ ) {

crit id = neg idlkl
nP =-O
for (id in set) {

if ( set[id] == crit-id ) {
++np
xsetInp] = xtidl
mset[nPl = m[id]
)

i
sort ( xset, mset, np )
xstring = xset[1]
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mstring = mset[1]
for(n=2in<--nptn++){

xstring = xstring " " xset[n]
mstring = mstring " " mset[n]
)

print np "\n" xstring "\n" mstring
i

# accumulate criteria values
for 1 j = 1i ) <= numaltt j++ ) {

for ( k = 1; k <= numcriteriat k++ ) tnP=O
for 1id in set) {

if ( setIid] == value_idIj,k] ) {
++np
xsetInp] = xIid]
mset[np] = m[id]
)

sort 1 xlet , mset, np )
xstring = xset[1]
mstring = mset[1]
for(n=2¡n<=np;n++){

xstring = xstring " " xset[n]
mstring = mstring " " mset[n]
)print np "\n" xstring "\n" mstring

)
)

# find definit,ion for "1"
if ( nl == "TRUE" ) i

nP=O
for (id in set) {

if ( setIid¡ == "-1" ) {
++nP
xsetInp] = xtidl
msetInP] = mtidJ
i

)
sort ( xset , mset , np )
xstring = xset[1]
mstring = mset,[1j
for(n=2¡n<=nptn++){

xstring = xstring " " xset[ni
mstring = mstring " " msetln]
)print np "\n" xstring"\n" mstring

)
else {
# print default fuzzy definition of "1"print "3\n0.99 1. 1.0L\n0. 1. 0."

)

# find definition for "!/p"
if ( npi -- irl'r ) i

nP=o
for (id in set) t

if ( setIid] == "-2" ) i
++np
xset,Inp] = xIid]
mset[np] = m[id]
)

)
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sort ( xset , mset , np )
xstring = xset[1]
mstring = mset[1i
for(n=2ìn(=nPin++){

xstring = xstring " " xset[ni
mstring = mstring " " msetln]
)print np "\n" xstring "\n" mstring

)
print I'O\ntr

)

function sort(ARRAYTDEPENDENT,ELEMENTS, temp,templ, L, jl {
for ( L = 2¡ i <= ELEMENTST ++i )

for ( i = i; ARRÀYIi-1] > ARRAYIjI; --i) {
temP = ARRÀYIj]
ARRAYIj] = ARRAYtj-11
ARRAY[j-1] = temP

templ- = DEPENDENTtjI
DEPENDENTI j ] = DEPENDENTT j-11
DEPENDENTTj-11 = templ
)

return
)

' settings.dat O.tmp 1.tmp 2.tmp - >> compro.dat

cp compro.dat $FCSS/.
cp rank.dat $FCSS/.
rm 't . tmp
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D.l5 nxp2out

Pgs5=/home / ce /u3 /mike/cPSS

if [ "s#" -Li' 2 ]
then

echo "The nxp2out script demands 2 inputs: {problem name} {membership
id). "

exit 1
fi

if [ ! -d SFcSS/MCDMproblems/$1 1

then
echo "This problem does not exist. "
exit 1

fi
cd $Fcss/MCDMproblems/ S1

?"d's/l/ /S'fc_memb.nxp I nawk' ($2 -= id) { print g3, $4 }'id=$2 | nawk

{
++np
x[np] = $1
mtnpl = 52
)

END {
# sorL nodes for membership set
sort (xrm, np)
for ( k = 1; k <= npi k++ ) print x[k], m[k]
)

function sort (ARRÀYTDEPENDENTTELEMENTS, temprtempl, L, )) {
for ( L = 2; i <= ELEMENTS; ++i )

for ( i = i; ARRAYIi-11 > ARRÀYtil; --i) {
temP = ARRÀYtjl
ARRAYtjI = ARR.AYtj-11
ARRAYIj-11 = temp

templ = DEPENDENTtjI
DEPENDENTI j ] = DEPENDENTT j-11
DEPENDENTTj-11 = templ
)

return
)

I - > set.out

cp set.out $FCSS/.
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D.l6 rank2nxp

¡gg5=/home / ce /u3 /mike/cPSS

if [ "s#" -Ll. 2 ]
then

echo "The rank2nxp script demands 2 inputs: {problem name} {file
name). "

exit L
fi

if [ ! -f sFcss/s2 I
then

echo "The input file does not exist."
exit 1

fi

cd $FCSS/MCDMprobIems
if[!-d$1]
then

mkdir g1
fi

cd $1
cp $Fcss/$2

echo " wamel cl-assl rankl artl measurel parameterl " > fc_ranks.nxp
eChO tt ¡k * * * tr ¡k ,( * * * * :k * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡t * * ,. * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tt * ¡t * * * * * * * t, )) f C I' ankS . nXþ

awk '
BEGIN { name="rank" }
/WCoe/ { class="WcocRanks" }
/Acc/ { class="AccRanks" }çt - /to-et/ {
row**
printf "BTsltLosltssltssltro=ltrosl\n", name rot¡r, crass, $1, $2, $3, g4
) ' $2 >> fc_ranks.nxp

eChO t'* * * *** ** *tk ** * rr***¡k** * * ***rt ¡t * * ***tr *¡k*rk* **tr** * * lr******* t' )) f C_f ankS. nXp
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D.I7 xy2nxp

Pgss=/home / ce / u3 / mike/cPSS

if [ "$#" -rt 4 ]
then

echo "The xy2nxp script demands 4 inputs:"
echo "{problem name} {file name} {selected id} {next id number}."
exit 1

fi

if I I -f $Fcss/s2 ]
then

echo "The input file does not exist."
exit 1

fi

cd $FCSS/MCDMproblems
if[!-d$11
then

mkdir $1
fi
cd 51
cp $Fcss/$2

echo$3""$4>temp

echo " wamel idl xl *l" t memb.nxp
eChO ,'* * * * rt ** rk¡k** * * * * * rk** * ** * * **¡k* * * ìk* * * * * lr ¡k rr >> memb. nXp

awk '
FILENAME -- "temp" { id = 51 i name_id ,= ç? ; next },
{ name="memb" name_id++; printf "810slt4slt10sltfOsl\n", narne, id, $1, 52 }
' temp 52 >> memb.nxp

eChO tt * * * * tr * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * )k rk * * * * * ¡k tt >> memb. nXp

rm temp
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Appendix E. CPSS FORTRAN Programs.

E.l f_compro-f (fc)

6 * tk tt * tk tt lc ¡k * tr * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k rt * * tr * * * tr * * ¡t * ¡k * * * * * :k ik * * * * * * * * * ¡k * t( * * * * * * * * * *
c
c Fuzzy (COMPROMISE) Alternative Evaluation
c (for general [R+] fuzzy sets)
c
c Problem size is restricted to ...
c mn+5n+m+2 < 500
c ... to change, edit the array sizes
c in both main and subroutine operation
c
c r resolution
c s sensitivity
c t tolerance
c x superset of all sets
c u membership values for x
c m alternatives
c n criteria
c u* membership values
c np* number of data points
c p distance metric exponenÈ (level of compensation)
c t¡¡ weighÈs
c zp positive ideal criteria value
c zn negative ideal criteria value
e dz range of criteria values
c d alternative distance metric
c
c pinv inverse of distance metric exponent
c wp weights raised to the power, p
c
c op operation
c
C ¡k ?t ìk ¡k ,ú tk * ¡k * * * * * ¡k * * * * * * ,r * * * * * * * * ,. rt * * * * * * * * rt * * * )k rk * ¡t * * * * tr tr * * * ,r * ¡k * * * * * tr *

real x( 500,0:200),u (500, 0:200)

integer mrnrr, s, conrdilrcirns (500),
+add, subtract,muJ-tipì-y, divide, exponent

open ( 1, f iIe=' compro. dat' )
open ( 2, f LLe=' compro. out' )

open( 3 ¡ file=' rank. in' )

C*¡k * ** ìt rtrk *** * * * ** rrt(*
c Input block
C* rt it * Jr rk rk * rk * * * rk :t :t * * * *

read(1r*) r
read(1r't) s
read(1,*) t

read(1r*) con
read ( 1, 't ) diI
read ( 1, i') ci

read(1r*) npi
read(1.*) m
read(1, *) n
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if (mtrn+s:tn+m+3 .gt. 500) go to 999

i-_ IÁ-r
read(1r'k) ns(k)

do 1O while (ns(k) .ne. O)
ns(k)=ns(k)-1

read( 1, * ) (x(k, i¡ , i=O,ns (k) )
read(1rr,) (u(k,i),i=0,ns(k) )

k=k+1
read(1"k) ns(k)

10 continue

close ( 1 )

if (r . gt. l-00 ) r=100
if (r .lt. 10) r=10
if (s .gt. 10000) s=10000
if (s .]t. 100) s=100
if (t .gt. 1.) t=1-.
if (t .It. L.E-7) t=1.E-7

add=l-
subtract=2
multiPlY=f
divide=4
exPonent=5

C rk * * * * * * * * * ¡k * * tr rr * * * * * * * * * * t * r( * * !k * * * rr * * * rr * * * * * * ìk *
c Compromise distance metric calculations

: c (order of operat,ions)
C !t * * * * rk * it * * rr rr * * * !k * * * * * r( * * :k tk rk tk tr rr :t * * * * * * tk * * rr ¡k * * * r. rr

c elements in the file are in the order: prwirzp:-,znL,zL),I
c other elements in xru are cal-culated

nP=1
np=¡p*1

' nzP=nw+n
. nzn=nzp+n

nz=nzn+n; nl=nz+m*n

: npinv=n1+1
ndz=npinv+1

' n\¡JP=ndz+n
I nd=nwp+n
, ¡t=nd+m

nes=nt*1

write(*r*)
write(*r*) 'Number of input data sets.'rn1
write('tr*) 'Total number of sets used in computations.'rnt

' write(3r*) m
:cl/p
, if (npi .eq. 0) then
: caIL fuzzy(dividernlrnprnpinvrnsrxrurrrsrtrconrdilrci)
i end if
: c calculate dz,wp
, 14rite(*r*) 'Calculating criteria ranges, weight metrics...'
, do 2 i=Orn-1
, caLL fuzzy(subtract tnzp+irnzn*irndz*irnsrxrurrrsrtrconrdilrci)
; caJ-L fuzzy(exponentrDr^r*irnprnwp+irnsrxrurrrsrtrconrdilrci)
i 2 continue.',
: c main loop to calculate distance metrics for alternatives
' ao 3 j =Q, ¡¡-1; write(*r*) 'Calculating Lp for alternative 'rj*1
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k=j *n
kk=nd+j
write(*, *) criteria 1'
caIL fuzzy ( subtract, nzp r nz+k I nes, ns t x t u t r, s, t, con, dil, c i )
caLL fuzzy ( divide, nes, ndz r nes+1 r ns r x r u r r r s, t, con, dil, ci )
caLL fuzzy ( exponent, nes*1 r Dpr Des*2, ns, x, u r rr s, t, con, dil, ci )

caLL fuzzy(multipllrDwpr nes+2rkkrns tx t! trr srtr conrdilr ci)
do 4 i=1rn-1

write(*r*) ' ... criteria'ri+1
caLL fuzzy ( subtract, nzp+i, nz+k+i, nes, ns t x tt) tr, s, t, con rdil r ci )

caLL fuzzy ( divide, nes, ndz+i, nes+1, ns r x r u r r, s, t, cotr, dil r ci )
caLL fuzzy ( exponent, nes*1 ¡ np ¡ nes*2, ns, x, u, r, s, t, con, dil, ci )

caLL fv,zzy ( mu1tiply, nes+2, nwp+i, nes+3, ns, x, u, r' s, t, con, dil, ci )
eaLL fuzzy(addrkk, nes+3rkkrns tx tu tÊ r s rE rconrdil, ci)

4 continue
caL]. fuzzy(exponent, kk, npinv, kk, ns tx tD t r I s,E, con' dil' ci)
write(*r*) 'Writing Lp metric for alternative 'rj+1
vrrite (3, * ) ns (kk) +1
write(3,90) (x(kk, i¡, i=0,ns(kk) )
v¡rite(3,90) (u(kk, i), i=O,ns(kk) )
do 5 i=O,ns(kk)

5 write (2,*l x(kk'i)' ,r(kk'i)

3 continue

90 format ( 200f6.3 )

999 stop
end

C * :t rt * rk * :k * * tr * * ¡t * * * * * * rr * * * * * ¡k * * rr * * lr tr * * *

c Fuzzy operation computations
g rk * rk * rk * * :k * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

subroutine fuzzy ( op, na, nb, nc, ns, x, u, res, sen, tol, con, dil, cintf )

real*8 112, I13, L23,change

real x(500r0:200) ru(500r0:200),bar step_ab,
+a ( O : 2OO),ua ( 0 : 200 ), b ( 0 : 200 ), ub ( 0 : 200 ), c ( 0 : 200 ), uc ( 0 z 2OO ),
+temp, toI, u1, u2, step_síze,step_min, testl rtes|'2 ryy

integer ns (500) rresr senrnarnbrrlC¡oprconrdilrcintf ,
+add, subtract, multiply, divide, exponent, y

zero=1. E-6

add=1
subtract=2
multiply=3
divide=4
exponent=5

npa=ns ( na )
npb=ns ( nb )

do 101 i=Ornpa
a(i)=x(na,i)
ua(i)=u(na,i)

101 continue
do 102 i=Ornpb

b(i)=x(nb,i)
if (b(i) .eg. 0. ) b(i)=zero
ub(i)=u(nb,i)
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1,O2 continue
if (op .eq. add) then

c_min=a(O)+b(0)
c_max=a ( npa ) +b ( npb )

else if (op .eq. subtract) then
c_min=a(o)-b(npb)
c_max=a(npa)-b(0)

else if (op .eq. multiply) then
c_min=a(O)*b(0)
c_max=a ( npa ) *b ( npb )

else if (op .eq. divide) then
c_min=a(O)/b(npb)
c_max=a(npa)/b(0)

else if (op .eq. exponent) then
c_min=min ( a ( o ) *t b ( o ), a ( npa) * *b ( npb ), a ( o ) *'tb ( npb ), a ( npa) * "b ( o ) )
c max=max ( a ( 0 ) * *b ( 0 ), a ( npa ) * *b ( npb ), a ( 0 ) **b ( npb ), a ( npa ) *'kb ( 0 ) )

end-if

if (c_min .It. zero) c_min=zero
cc=c max-c min
if (õc .ttl zerol cc=zero
ba=b(npb)-b(0)
steP=cc/nnAL ( res )
step_size=step
step_min=step_s ize/ 1O .

ç * * rk * ir ir :k :t rc * * * r. * * * * * * * * * * rk * :t rt t( * * * ìk * * * * * rk * * * rk * * * * * * *

c Loop ... find each pt in the resulting seL
C * * rt t rt rr * * * Jr * tr rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * :t * * * rk Jr * * * * * * ìk * rk :t * * tk * * * *

k=0
nPoints=O
nend=0
c ( k) =c_min
do 120 while (c(k) .Ie. c_max)

uc(k)=Q'

C*¡t¡ktt***rk***)k************************************************************rk****
c Loop: test to find new point: eg. maxlyy->Rl min{uti-11(y),util(x-y)}
g:kJcJrrkrkrk*lc***¡k*****rr*******trrr***rk***t(********rr***lr**¡k****r(**t<******************

vv=b(0)
step_ab=ba/REAL ( sen+1 )
do 100 y=Orsen

test2=yy

if (op.eq. subÈract) then
¡"s¡l=yy+c(k)

else if (op .eq. multiply) then
testl=c (kl /yy

else if (op .eg. divide) then
testl=c ( k) *yy

else if (op .eq. exponent) then
testl=c(k¡ r'* (t. /yyl

else
testl=c (k) _yy

end if

u2=0.
u1=0.

if ((tesÈ1 .It. a(0)).or.(test1 .gt. a(npa))) go to 130
l=0
do 111 while (b(f) .lt. test2)

111 1=I+1
if (b(I) .eq. test2) then

u2=ub ( I )
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else
u2=ub ( r-1 ) + (ub ( r ) -ub ( r-1 ) ¡ r, 1test2-b ( 1-1 ) ) / (b ( I ) -b ( r-1 ) )

end if
if (con.eq.1) u2=u2*u2
if (diI .eg. L) u2=u2*tr.5
if (cintf .eq. 1) then

if (u2 .It. .5) u2=2.*u2*u2
if (u2 .ge. .5) u2=1.-2.*(I.-u2)**2.

end if
l=0
do L12 while (a(1) .lt. testl)

ll2 I=I+1
if (a(1) .eq. testl) then

u1=ua ( 1 )
else

u1=ua ( I-1 ) + (ua ( I ) -ua ( t-1 ) ¡'r 1tesr1-a ( I-1 ) I / (a( I ) -a ( f-1 ) )
end if
if (con .eg. 1) u1=u1*u1
if (di1 .eg. 1) u1-u1**.5
if (cintf .eq. 1) then

if (u1 .It. .5) u1=2.*u1*u1
if (u1 .ge. .5) u1=1.-2.*(1.-u1l**2.

end if
temP=¡¡itt ( u1' u2 )
if (temp .gt. uc(k) ) uc(k)=temp

130 yy=yy+step_ab
1OO continue

ç**rk*rtrk*rt¡ktr***tr*************rk******ìk**rk**************rc*rklr**rk***r(**rk**r(t(*rk****
**rr
c Test for corners using 3 points, change in length as function for
search
Crk***tr!ttr***tk*ìk*)k*************************************************************
***

if (k .ge. 2 .and. npoints .eq. 2) then
II2= ( ( uc ( k-1 ) -uc ( k-2 ) )'t *2 . + ( ( c ( k-1 ) -c (k-2 )'l / cc) * *2 . ) * * . 5
123=( (uc(k)-uc(k-1) )*"2.+((c(k)-c(k-1) \ /cc') ¡k'k2. )rr*.5
lL3= ( (uc (k) -uc (k-2 ) I * *2. + ( ( c ( k) -c (k-2 ) I / ccl *t(2 . ) *'(. 5
change= 100 . tr ( 112 + 12 3- I13 ) / I13
if (change .gt. toJ- .and. step_size .gt. step_min) then

step_size=s|-ep_síze f 2 .
k=k-2

else
c(k-1)=c(k)
uc(k-1)=uc(k)
k=k-1
step_size=step

end if
nPoints=O

end if

ç :k rt :t rt :k :t lr :k * * t ik ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t( * * * * * * rk * * * *
c Prepare for the next point in the added set
C ¡k tr * rr rk * tr :k !k * * * t ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * * * * * * * * * *

k=k+1
npoints=npoints+1
c ( k) =c ( k-1 ) +steP-size
if (c(k) .gt. c_max .and. nend .eg. 0) then

c(k)=s-rn¿)<
nend=1

end if

I2O continue
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C*tr¡k**********!trrrk***rr****ìk********tr*:t*****)k:k*rt*************
c save the operation result in the destination record
ç*rt:k:t:k:k*rkJr*tr***:k*******ìkrk******rt****rk*****rk****************

k=k-1
ns(nc)=l¡
do l-03 i=0 r ns ( nc )

x(nc,i)=c(i)
u(nc,i)=uc(i)

103 continue

return
end
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E.2 f_comprol .f (fcl )

C ìk * rt rt * ,r * rt * * * * * ,r * * * * * * * * * * ,. * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k *

c
c Fuzzy (COMPROMISE) Alternative Evaluation
c (for simple [R+) fuzzY sets)
c
c Problem size is restricted to ...
c mn+5n+m+2 < 500
c ... to change, edit the array sizes
c in both main and subroutine operation
c
c r resolution
c s sensitivity
c x superset of all sets
c u membership values for x
c m alternatives
c n criteria
c u* membership values
c nP" number of data Points
c p distance metric exponent (Ievel of compensation)
c w weights
c zp positive ideal criteria value
c zn negative ideal criteria value
c dz range of criteria values
c d afternative distance metric
c
c pinv inverse of distance metric exponent
c wp weights raised Èo the power, p
c
c op operation
c
g rt rk rt lr :k :k * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

real x( 500, 0: 200),u(500, 0:200)

integer m, n, r, s, ns ( 500 ) , con, diI, ci,
+add, subtract,multiply, divide, exponent

open ( 1 r file= ' compro. dat ' )
open ( 2 t f LLe=' compro. out' )

open ( 3 r file=' rank. in' )

g rk rk :t rk rk rt rt rt * * rk * ¡k ¡k * * * * * * * * * tk * * * * * * *
c Input block
c note that t is not used
C* * tr* rkJr¡k* rk* * trrk** ** * tk***** *t ** ***

read(1,i ) r
read(Lr*) s
read(1r*) t

read(1r*) con
read(1,*) dil
read(1.*) ci

read(1,*) npi
read(1,*) m

read(1r*) n

k=1
read(J.,*) ns(k)

do 10 while (ns(k) .ne. O)
ns(k)=ns(k)-1

read( 1, * ) (x(k, i), i=0rns(k) )
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10

read(1r¡k) (u(k,i) ri=0,ns(k) )
k=k+l-
read(1,*) ns(k)
continue

close ( 1 )

add=1
subtract=2
multiPIY=3
divide=4
exponent=5

C * tk * lc * * tr * * * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rt * tr tr * tr * * * * * * tr * * * tr * ¡k * tr *

c compromise distance metric calculations
c (order of operations)
C ìk * * tr rk * tt r. * * * r( * * * * * * * * * * * * r. * * * * * * * :t * * * * * r. * * * rr * * * *

c elements in the file are in the order: prwirzpt-'znirzL)tI
c other elements in xru are calculated

nP=1
nw=np+1
nzP=nw+n
¡2¡=¡sp*n
nz=nzn+n
n1=nZ+m¡.n

npinv=n1+1

ndz=npinv*1
nwp=ndz+n
nd=nwp*n
nt=nd+m
ntmP=¡¿'¡1
nes=ntmp+1

write(*,*)
write(*,*) 'Number of input
write(*r*) 'Total number of
write(3r*) m

tlp
if (npi .eq. 0) then

caLL fuzzy ( divide, n1, np, npinv, ns, x, u, r r s r con r dil, ci )
end if
calculate dzrwp
write(*r*)'Calculating criteria ranges, weight metrics...'
do 2 i=Orn-l
call fuzzy(subtractrnzp*i, nzn*irndz*i, nsrxrurrr s, conrdilr ci)
call fuzzy(exponentrnw+irnprnwP+irnsrxrurrr sr conrdil, ci)
continue
main loop to calculaÈe distance metrics for al-ternatives
do 3 j-O,m-l

writ,e(*r*) 'Calculating Lp for alternative 'rj+1
k=j *n
kk=nd+j
write(*r*) ' ... criteria 1'

caLL fuzzy( subtract rnzp rnz*k, nesr ns tx tu tr, s, conr dil, ci)
caIL fuzzy ( divide, nes, ndz r nes+1, ns, x, u r r, s, con, diI, ci )
caLJ- fuzzy(exponent, nes*1 r npr nes+z r lls'xru, rr sr conr diJ-, ci)
calI fuzzy (multiplyr nwpr nes+2, kk, ns r x r u r rr s r con, dil, ci )

do 4 i=1rn-1
write(*r*) ' ... criteria'ri+1

caLL fuzzy( subtracB rnzp+L rnz*kti, nesr ns, x tr) | t ts, conr dil r ci)
caLI fuzzy(dividernesrndz+irnes+lrnsrx tù tt tsr conrdilr ci)

data sets.'rn1
sets used in computations.'rnt
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caIL fuzzy ( exponent, nes+1 r np, nes+2, ns, x tu r r, s r con r dil r c i )

caLL fuzzy lmultipl y, nes*2' nwtr)+i' nes+3' ns' x, u, r' s I con' dil, ci )

caLL fuzzy(addrkkrnes*3, kkrns, xtrl tr tsr conrdil, ci)
4 continue

caLL fuzzy (exponent, kk, npinv, kk, ns tx,ú tr, sr con, dil, ci)

write(*r*) 'Writing Lp metric for alÈernative '')+t
write(3'*) ns(kk)+1
write(3'90) (x(kk' i) ri=O,ns(kk) )

write(3'9O) (u(kk' i), i=O,ns(kk) )

do 5 i=O,ns(kk)
5 write (2,*l x(kk, i) , u(kk, i)

3 continue

90 format ( 200f7.3 )

999 stop
end

g * * rk :t :k :t rk Jr * * rç * * r. * Jr * Jc tt tt * * r. Jr * * tk * * * * tk * * ¡k *

c Fuzzy ogeration comPutations
g Jr rk rk rk rt rk :k * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr * * rr * :k ¡k * rr * * * * * * *

subroutine fuzzy ( opr na, nb, nc, ns, x r u, res, sen r con r dil, ci )

real x(500'0:200) ru(500,Ot2OO) rbar step-ab,
+a ( O : 2OOl,ua ( O : 200 )' b ( O : 200 )' ub ( 0 : 200 ), c ( 0 : 200 ), uc ( O z2OOl,
+temp, u1, u2 , step_size, step_min r test 1 ,LesE2 ,yy

integer ns ( 500) rres, senrnarnbrnc'op, conrdil, ci,
+add, subtract , multiply, divide, exponent 

' 
y

zero=1. E-6

add=1
subtract=2
multiply=3
divide=4
exponent=5

npa=ns ( na )
npb=ns ( nb )

do 101 i=O'npa
a(i)=x(nari)
ua(i)=u(nari)

l-01 continue
do 102 i=Ornpb

b(i)=x(nb'i)
if (b(i) .eq. 0. ) b(i)=zero
ub(i)=u(nb,i)

lO2 continue
if (op .eq. add) then

c_min=a(0)+b(0)
c_max=a ( npa ) +b ( npb )

else if (op .eq. subtract) then
c_min=a(0)-b(npb)
c_max=a(npa)-b(0)

else if (op .eg. muItiPIY) then
c_min=a(O)*b(O)
c_max=a ( npa ) 'tb ( npb )

else if (op .eq. divide) then
c_min=a(0)/b(nPb)
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c_max=a(npa) /b(O)
else if (op .eq. exponent) then

c min=min ( a ( o ) *t'b ( o ), a ( npa) **b ( npb )' a ( 0 ) r"tb ( npb ), a ( npa ) * "b ( 0 )

c-max=max(a(o) *t'b(o) , a(npa)**b(npb) ,a(0) **b(npb) , a(npa) *'kb (0)
end if

if (c*min .1t. zero) c_min=zero
cc=c max-c mln
if (õc .LEl zero) cc=zero
ba=b(npb)-b(o)
steP=cc/nnAL ( res )
step_size=steP
sÈep min=step_size/10.

C ìt rk * rk rk rk tr * * * r( tt * * * * :k r( r. * * * tr * * * * * tr tr L * * rr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c Loop ... find each pt in the resulting set
g * :t :t lr rt :k rk rk ¡k ¡k * * * * tr tk * * * * * * * * * * * :k r. * rr * * * * * * ¡k * * * *,r * * * * * *

k=0
nend=0
c (k) =c_min
do 120 while (c(k) .le. c_max)

uc(k)=O'

g :k * rt Jr rt rt rk rk * t * * * * * * * ¡k * * * * Jr * * * * * * * * ¡t * ik * r( rr * ¡k r. * * * * ¡k * r. * * * * * * * rr * ìk * * rr * * t( * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c Loop: test to find new point: e9. max[yy->R] min{uti-11(Y)'util(x-y)}
g*>ttrrk:k*Jr*tr**tr********¡ktr****r.**************rr***r.**tr*****rk*******rk****tk*********

yy=b(o)
step_ab=ba/REAL ( sen+1 )

do L00 y=O,sen
test2=yy

if (op.eq. subtract) then
testl=yy+c (k)

else if (op .eq. multiply) then
testl=c (kl /yy

else if (op .eq. divide) then
testl=c ( k) *yy

else if (op .eq. exponent) then
testl=c ( k¡ 'ti, (1. /yVl

else
testl=c ( k) -yy

end if

u2=0.
u1=0.

if ( (test.l .It. a(0) ) .or. (test1 .gt. a(npa) ) ) go to 130
1=0
do 111 while (b(I) .lt. test2)
I=l+1
if (b(I) .eg. test2) then

u2=ub ( I )
else

u2=ub ( r-1 ) + (ub ( I ) -ub ( l-1 ) ¡'t 1test2-b ( r-1 ) ) / (b ( r ) -b ( r-1 ) )

end if
if (con .eq. ll u2=u2xu2
if (diI . eq. 1) u2=u2rc*. 5
if (cintf .eq. 1) then

if (u2 .It. .51 u2=2.*u2*u2
if (u2 .ge. .5) u2=1.-2.* (1.-u2l**2.

end if
1=0
do 112 while (a(f) .IÈ. testl)
l=1+1
if (a(1) .eq. testl) then

111

172
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130
r-oo

u1=ua ( I )
else

ul=ua ( I-1 ) + (ua ( I ) -ua ( r-1 ) ¡ * 1test1-a ( 1-1 ) ) / ( a ( I ) -a ( I-1 ) )

end if
if (con .eq. 1) u1=u1*u1
if (diI .eq. 1) u1-u1**.5
if (cintf .eq. 1) then

if (u1 .lt. .5) u1=2.*u1*u1
if (u1 .ge. .5) u1=1.-2.* (1.-u1)**2.

end if
temP=¡¡i¡ (u1, u2 )
if (temp .gt. uc(k) ) uc(k)=temp
yy=yy+step_ab

continue

do 2OO i=O,npa
if (u(na, i) .eg. 1. ) ca=x(na' i¡

continue

do 210 i=Ornpb
if (u(nb,i) .eq. 1.) cb=x(nb,i)

continue

ç * rk lc rk :t rt lr :k * * * * * * r. * * * * tc * * * * * * * rr rr * * * * * * * * t< * * :k * * * * * rr * * *

c Prepare for the next point in the added set
C ?t * * :k rt rr ¡t rk rk * * * * * ¡t * * * * r. r. * ¡k * * * tt tt * * * * * * * * * * tt lr * * * * * * * * * *

k=k+1
c ( k) =ç ( k-1 ) +steP-size
if (c(k) .gt. c_max .and. nend .eq. O) then

c ( k) =s-m¿x
nend=1

end if

I2O continue

ç lr rk * fr * :k * * * rk * * * * * * * * * * ,r * * * * * tr * ,r ,. * * * * * * * * ¡k * ,r * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

c save the operation result in the destination record
g rt rk * rk rk rk rl * :k tr * * * * * * * * rk * * ,r rk it * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tk * * * * rk rt tr * * rk * * * * * * * ìÈ *

k=k-1

200

2ro

k=k+1
if (op .eg. add) then

c ( k) =s¿as5
else if (op .eq. subtract) then

c ( k) =s¿-t5
else if (op .eq. multiply) then

c ( k) =s¿*s5
else if (op .eq. divide) then

c ( k) =s¿/s5
else if (op .eq. exponent) then

c (k) =caitt(cb
end if
uc(k)=1'

ns(nc)=k

I=O
do 3l-1 while (c(f) .lt. c(k))

311- l=1+1
if (1 .lt. k) then

ct=c ( k)
uct=uc ( k )
do 312 j=k-l- rL,-!

c(j+1)=c(j)
uc(j+1)=uc(j)
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3]-2 continue
c(I)=s¡
uc(1)=q6¡

end if

c do 333 j=O,ns(nc)
c aa=c(j)
c nalt=uc(j)
c do 335 i=j_1,O,_I
c if (c(i) "Ie. aa)
c c(i+1)=c(i)
c uc(i+1)=uc(i)
c335 continue
c i=O
c337 c(i+1)=aa
c uc ( i+l) =nalt
c333 continue

do 103 i=0,ns(nc)
x(nc'i)=c(i)
u(ncri)=uc(i)

103 continue

return
end

goto 337
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E.3 f_rank.f (fr)

C tr ,r ik Jr * * * * rk * * * * * * * * t< 
'|r 

* * ,r * * * * rk * * ìk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k * * *

c
c FUZZY RANKING
c (for general [R+] fuzzy sets)
c
c Problem size is restricted to ...
c nfs << 98
c ... to change, edit the array sizes
c in both main and subroutine operation
c
c x superset of a1l sets
c u membership values for x
c u* membership values
c np* number of data points
c op operation
c
C tr tr tr rk rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c 3456789OL23456789OL234s67490\23456789OI234s67890123456789OI23456789OL2

real x(100,0:200),u(100,Oz2OOl,L,
+rank ( 100, 10 ), xbar ( 100, 1O ), 9 ( 10 ), alpha ( 10 )

integer r,ns ( L00), altl ( 100, 1O), a1-t2(100, 1O),do_acc,do_cog,
*conr dil, cintf

open ( 1, file= ' rank. in' )
open ( 2 ¡ f LLe= ' rank. dat ' )
open(3 r file=' rank. out' )

Circ * tr tc rk * * * * rr * * * * r. * * * *
c Input block
g:t Jr :k Jr :k tk * rt * r. * rk !k r( !k :k * * *

read(2,*) r
read(2,*l t
read(2,*) con
read(2,*) dil
read(2r*) cintf
read(2r*) do acc
read(2r't) do_cog
if (do_acc .eq. 1) read(2,i ) nalpha, (alpha(k),k=1,nalpha)
if (do_cog .eq. 1) read(2,*l r^g,, (S(k),k=1,nq)

read(2,*) ns(1)
ns(1)=ns(1)-1

read(2r'k) (x(1, i¡, i=0,ns(1) )
read(2, *) (u(1, i),i=0,ns(1) )

read(1r*) nfs
nes=nfs+2

do 10 kk=1rnfs
k=kk+1
read(1,*) ns(k)
ns(k)=ns(k)-1

read(1,*) (x(k,i),i=0,ns(k) )
read(1-, *) (u(k, i), i=0rns (k) )

10 continue

close ( 1 )
close ( 2 )
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if (r.9t.200) t=2OO
if (r .It. 10) r=10
if (t .gt. 1. ) t=1.
if (t . lt. 1. E-5 ) t=1-. E-5

if (do_acc.ne. O) then
6 :k :k :t rk :k rk rk * * * * * * ¡t ¡r * tc * * * * ¡k tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k * * * ¡t ,r * ,r * * * * * * * * ik * tk * tt ,( * * * * *

c acceptability measure
C tc rk rt t( rk rt ,r * * * * * * * t * ¡k * * * * * * * ¡k * ,r * * !k * * * * * * * * ,. ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t( * * tr t * ,r * * *

do 25 k=1,nalpha
do 30 j=lrnfs

jj=j+1
altl(j,k)=j
call poss(1, j j'nesrxcrns txt:utt,ttcon,dilrcintf )
rank( j,k) =a1pha(k) *xc
call nec ( 1 r j j' nes rxc, ns r x, ur rrt' con, diI' cintf )
rãnk( j,k) =rank( j, k)+ ( 1' -alpha(k) ) "xc30 continue

25 continue

C * rt rt rk * ,. ¡k * * * * * * * rt * * * * * * * * ,. * tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * !k * * tr * * ¡t * * * * * t * * *

c sort rankings (for the acceptability measure)
g rk * rk * rk rt :k * ,r * * t * * * ¡k * * * * ¡k * * * * * * * ,r * tk * tr * * ,( * * * * * ¡t * * * * * * * * * tk tk tk * * * * * t * * * * *

do 31 k=lrnalpha
do 33 j=1'nfs

a=rank(j,k)
nalt=altl(i,k)
do 35 i=j_1 ,Ir_l

if (rank(i,k) .ge. a) goto 37
rank ( i+1, k) =rank ( i, k)
altl ( i+1 

' 
k) =aIt1 ( i' k)

35 continue
i=O

37 rank( i+1, k¡ =¿
aJ-t1 ( i+l-, k) =nalt

33 continue
31 continue

write(3,*)'Acc'
write ( 3,85 )
write ( 3,86 )
do 39 k=lrnalpha

do 38 j=l'nfs
write(3,90) j, a1tl(j,k), rank(j,k), alpha(k)

38 continue
39 continue
c write(*r*) 'Summary table for Acc measure:'
c write(*,95) (alpha(k),k=1'nalpha)
c write(*r*) I

c do 40 i =1' tt¡=
c4o write (* ,961 ) , ( altl ( j , k) ,k=!, nalpha)

end if

if (do_cog.ne.0) then
g :tlr:trkCc:trk*************t *****J.*****,(**************,(trt(**t tr*****t t ****

c centroid measure
g rk rk :k rt :k * * * * * * * * * * * ¡t Jr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * t( * * * * * * t( *

r^rrite(3,*) 'WCoG'
do 52 k=1rnq
do 51 jj=1,nfs

j=jj+1
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att2(jj,k)=jj
xbar(jj,k)=0.
axsum=O.
asum=0.
do 50 i=1,ns(i)
axsum=axsum+ ( (u ( i, i-1 ) +u ( i, i ) ) **q(k) ) * (x ( i, i) * *2-x( i, i-1 ) * *2,
asum=asum+ ( (u ( i, i-1 ) +u ( i, i) ) **q( k) ) * (x ( i, i) -x ( i, i-1 ) )

50 continue
xbar ( j j, k) =axsum/ ( 2.'tasum)

5l- continue
52 continue

g :t * Jr * Jr :k :t * * * * * * * * * tr tr * ik ,ç * * * * ,r ,r * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Jr tk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * tk *

c sort rankings (for the centroid measure)
C * * ¡t * * * * * rk * * tc ¡k ¡k Cc * * * * * ,. ¡k ,. * * rk tr * * ,c rk * * * rk * * * * * tr * * ìt rt tr * * * * * * * * * * * )k )k * tk )k * * *

do 54 k=1rnq
do 53 j=lrnfs

a=xbar(j,k)
nalt=alt2(i,k)
do 55 i=j_l,!,_L

if (xbar(i'k) .le. a) goto 57
xbar ( i+1 , k) =xbar ( i, k)
alt2 ( i+1,k) =alt2 ( i' k)

55 continue
i=0

57 xbar(i+1,k¡=¿
alt2 ( i+1 

' 
k) =nalt

53 continue
54 continue

write ( 3,87 )
write ( 3,86 )
do 59 k=1rnq

do 58 j=l.nfs
58 write(3,90) j, alt2 ( ),k) , xbar( ),k) , S(k)
59 continue
c writel*ri,¡ 'Summary table for CoG measure:'
c write(*,95) (S(k),k=1,nq)
c write(*r*) '
c do 60 i=1"t¡=
c6O write(*,96) j, (alt2(j,k),k=1,nq)

end if

85 format(' Rank Alt Measure Alpha')
86 format(' ')
87 format(' Rank Alt Measure g ')
90 format(x,t2r2xrL2r2xrt7.4,f5.1)
94 f ormat (x, L2 ,2x, f'7 .41
95 format(' Rank',10f5.1)
96 format (x, L2 r 2xr 10i5 )

999 stop
end

Crt rt L ¡t t ¡t * rk * lr * * * * * * * t * t * * * r. r. r. * rr * * tk:k * * * * *
c Fuzzy possibility computations
ç :t * :k tt tt :t * tk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * r. * * * * * * *

subroutine poss ( na, nb, nc, xc, ns, x, u, res, tol, con, dil, cintf )

real*8 LI2, Lt3, L23 rchange
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r_01

1,O2

real x(100,0:200) 'u(100'0:200) '+a ( 0 : 2ool tua ( o : 2ool tb ( 0 : 200 ), ub ( o : 200 ), c ( 0 : 200 ), uc ( o : 200 )
+tol r xc r testl ,tesL2

integer ns ( 100 ) , res, na, nb, nc, con, dil, cintf

npa=ns ( na)
npb=ns ( nb )

do 101 i=O,npa
a(i)=x(na,i)
ua(i)=u(na,i)

continue
do 102 i=O,npb

b(i)=x(nb,i)
ub(i)=u(nb,i)

continue

ab_min=min(a(0),b (0) )
if (ab_min .lt. 0.) ab_min=0.
ab_max=max ( a ( npa), b ( npb) )
ba=ab max-ab min

c min=ab min
c-max=ab-max
cc=c max-c mt-n

steP=s6/REAL ( res )
step_size=steP
step_min=step/ 10 .

C * ìk * ìk * * r. * ik ¡k tr * !k * * * Jr * :t tc * * )k :k tt t * * ¡k * * * * * * * * tr * * * tk * * * * * *

c Cycle through the universe of discourse
ç rk * rk * rk * * rk * * * * * rr rr * * * * t * * * * rr tr * * * * * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

k=0
nPoints=O
nend=O
c ( k) =c_min

c write(*r*) ab_maxrab_minrccrstep_size
do 2OO while (c(k) .1e. c_max)

c write(*,*) c(k)
C¡k * rk ¡t ik 

' 
¡k *:k t * tr it rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr * * * * r. * * * * * * tr:t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk ìk * * it * * * ¡k * rt rk * * * * *

**
c sup-t composition (t-norm test at each x, sup summary of t-norm tests)
g*:k:k*:k:trkrt************************rk***********ik*¡k*****************t(*!k*rk**rkt(***
ik rk

uc(k)=0'
u1=0.
u2=0.
testl=c (k)
test2=c (k)

if ( (test2 .It. b(O) ).or. (test2 .gt. b(npb) ).or.+(testl .It. a(0)).or.(test1 .gt. a(npa)) ) go to 325
1=0
do 310 while (b(l) .lt. test2)

310 I=1+1
if (b(f) .eq. test2) then

u2=ub ( I )
else

u2=ub ( I-1 ) + (ub ( I ) -ub ( r-1 ) ¡ * 1 resr2-b ( r-1 ) ) / (b ( r ) -b ( I-1 )
end if
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320

325

I=O
do 320 while (a(I) .It. testl)

1=I+1
if (a(1) .eq. testS-) then

ul=ua ( I )
else

u1=ua ( I-1 ) + 1ua ( I ) -ua( 1-1 ) ) * (testl-a ( I-1 ) I / (a (I ) -a ( I-1 ) )
end if
if ( con . eg. J- ) u1=u1*u1
if (dil .eq. 1) u1=u1*tt.$
if (cintf .eq. 1) then

if (u1 .lt. .5) u1=2.*u1*u1
if (u1 .ge. .5) u1=1 .-2.r' (1.-u1)*"2.

end if

uc(k)=min(u1ru2)

C)t tr rr r( rt * rt * * tr * * t rr * * * * * * rk * * * * * * * * * ¡k * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡k * * * !k * !k * * * rr ¡k *
***
c Test for corners using 3 points, change in length as function for
search
Cd.ìkik¡ktcrtrrrkrr***tr********tçr.*******tr************************************tr****rr***
tçrk*

c 34567 8901234567 8901234567 89O1234s67 89O1234567 8901234s67 89O1234567 89O12
if (k .ge. 2 .and. npoints .eq. 2) then

I12=( (uc(k-1)-uc(k-2) ) r'*2.+ ( (c(k-1)-c(k-2ll /ccr**2. )**.5
123=( (uc(k)-uc(k-1) )**2.+( (c(k)-c(k-1) ) /ccl **2. )**.s
r13=( (uc(k)-uc(k-21)**2.+( (c(k)-c(k-2) I /cc) **2. )**.s
change=1og. 'r 1 112+123-I13 ) /I13
if (change .gt. tol .and. step size .gt. step min) then

step_size=sfep_sLze / 2 .
k=k-2

else
c(k-1)=c(k)
uc(k-1)=uc(k)
k=k-1
step_size=step

c step_size=step_size*2.
c if (step_size .gt. step) step_size=step

end if
nPoints=0

end if

C * rk rk ¡t ¡t * rc rt tr * * rr * * * tr * rr * tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c Prepare for the next point in the added set
C rt ¡t * rt }t * ¡t * * * * * * * rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rk * tc * * * * * * * * * * tr * rr * * *

k=k+1
npoints=npoints+1
c ( k) =s ( k-l ) +steP-size
if (c(k) .gt. c_max.and. nend.eq. O) t,hen

c (k) =c max
nend=1-

end if

2OO continue

k=k-1
ns(nc)=k
do 103 i=0,ns(nc)

x(nc,i)=c(i)
u(nc,i)=uc(i)

103 continue
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xc=o.
do 500 i=O,k

500 if (uc(i) .St. xc) xc=uc(i)

return
end

g :t * * :k Jr lc :k :t * * * * * * r. * ¡k * * * * * * * * * tr * * * * * * * * * *
c Fvzzy necessity computations
C tr rk :k tt * ¡k * rt * * * * ik * * * ¡k * :k :k * tk * * * * tk )k * * * rt * r( * * *

601

602

subroutine nec (narnbrncrxc, nsrxrurresrtol, conrdil, cintf )

real*8 I12r 113 ,L23, change

real x ( 100,0:200),u ( 100, 0:200),
+a ( 0 : 2OO),ua ( 0 : 2OOl,b ( 0 : 200 ), ub ( O : 200 ), c ( O : 2OO ), uc ( 0 : 200 )
+tol, xc, testl, test2

integer ns (1-00) rresrnarnbrnc, conrdil, cintf

npa=ns ( na)
npb=ns ( nb )

do 601 i=Ornpa
a(i)=x(na,i)
ua(i)=u(na,i)

continue
do 602 i=O,npb

b(i)=x(nb,i)
ub(i)=u(nb,i)

continue

ab_min=min ( a( O ), b ( 0 ) )
if (ab_min .lt. 0.) ab_min=0.
ab_max=max ( a ( npa), b (npb ) )
ba=ab max-ab min

sup-t. composition (t-norm test at each x, sup surluïary of t,-norm tests)

c min=ab min
c-max=ab-max
cc=c max-c mrn

steP=gg/¡EAL ( res )
step_size=step
step_min=step/ 10.

C * rt t rt * Ìk rt lk t * * ik * tr t * * * * * * * * * * * rk * * * * * * rk * * * r. * * * * * ¡k * * * * *
c Cycle through the universe of discourse
Ct rk ¡t * * rt ìk rt * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr *:k * * ** * * Jr * * * * * * ** * * * ¡t Jr:k * *

k=0
nPoints=0
nend=0
c (k) =c_min

do 7OO while (c(k) .le. c_max)

Crt¡k**rttr******L¡t*********************************:k*****iktr**************rk***¡k¡k¡k
***
c
C*rt:k¡k*¡k¡t!t***rr*********rr*********rktr***tr************************************ik**
***

uc ( k) =0.
u2=0.
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u1=0.
testl=c ( k)
test2=c ( k)

if ( (test2 .It. b(0)).or.(test2 .gt. b(npb)).or.
+(test1- .It. a(O) ) .or. (test1 .gt. a(npa) ) ) go to 825

I=0
do 810 while (b(I) .It. test2)

810 I=I+1

420

825

g:tJrrkrt*:t:k
***
c
search
g*:k:t:k:t:t:k
***

if

c(k-1)=c(k)
uc(k-1)=uc(k)
k=k-1
step_size=step

c step_size=step*size*2.
c if (step_size .gt. step) step_size=step

end if
nPoints=0

end if

C lr t( rk ¡t tc rr rt ìt * * * tr * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
c Prepare for the next point in the added set
C ¡k rt * rt * rt rk * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * rr * * * * * * * * ¡k * * * * * * ik * * rk rk * * * *

k=k+1
npoints=npoints+1
c (k) =ç (k-1 ) +steP-size
if (c(k) .gt. c max .and. nend .eq. 0) then

360

if (b(f).eq. test2) then
u2=ub ( I )

else
u2=ub ( 1-1 ) + (ub ( I ) -ub ( r-1 ) ¡ * 1test2-b ( I-1 ) ) / (b ( I ) -b ( 1-1 ) )

end if

1=O
do 820 while (a(I) .It. testl)

1=l+1
if (a(l) .eq. testl) then

u1=ua ( I )
else

u1=ua ( 1-1 ) + 1ua ( I ) -ua ( 1-1 ) ¡'t 1test1-a ( I-1 I ) / (a( t ) -a ( 1-1 ) )
end if
if (con .eq. 1) u1=u1*u1
if (diI .eq. 1) u1=u1**.$
if (cintf .eq. 1) then

if (u1 .It. .5 ) u1=2. *u1*u1
if (u1 .ge. .5) u1=1.-2.*(1.-u1)**2.

end if

:.i:l::.::::::::::l********¡k*r,ir*********,k,k:r*********¡k*,r*****¡r,r,r,r****,r

::::.:::"...:....:::::.:.:::.:.:..:.:::.::.::::::.::.::::::::'-:::....
(k .ge. 2 .and. npoints .eq. 2) then

112= ( ( uc ( k-1 ) -uc ( k-2 ) I * * 2. + ( ( c ( k-1 ) -c (k-2 ) I / cc) **2 . ) * r' . 5
I23=( (uc(k)-uc(k-1) ),,*2.+((c(k)-c(k-1) ) /ccl *tk2. )**.5
I13=( (uc (k) -uc(k-2 ) ) *'k2.+( (c (k) -c (k-2)) /cc) *¡k2. ) **.5
change=L00. ¡k (112+123-I13l' /Ll3
if (change.gt. tol.and. step_size.gt. step_min) then

step_size=sLep_sLze / 2 .
k=k-2

else



700

c(k)=g_rn¿>c
nend=1

end if

continue

k=k-1
ns(nc)=þ
do 603 i=Orns(nc)

x(nc,i)=c(i)
u(nc,i)=uc(i)

continue

xc=1.
do 900 i=O,k

if (uc(i).It. xc)

return
end

603

900 xc=uc ( i )
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E.4 compro.dat

.4
0.
3

.5 .9
L. 0.

.4 .s .8
0. 1. 0.
3
.2s .35 .75
0. 1. 0.
3

.3s .7
1. 0.

.2s.6
1. 0.

20
1000
.01
o
o
o
1
6
I
2
1. 2.
o. 1.
3

.4.6.9 r..
0. 1. 1. 0.
3
0. .s5 1.
o. 1. o.
3
.3 .5 .6
o. 1. 0.
2
9s.100.
o. L.
2
8. 10.
o. 1.
2
5. 6.
o. 1.
2
5. 6.
o. 1.
2
s. 6.
0. 1.
2
5. 6.
0. 1.
2
5. 6.
0. 1.
2
5. 6.
o. 1.
2

! resolution
t test sensitivity
! accuracy tolerance
! concentration toggle (1r0)
! dilation toggle (1'O)
! contrast intensification (1rO)
! definition for 1/p is provided (1,0)
! m number of alternatives
! n number of criteria
!p
! x values for p
! u values for p
! wIi]

! zpIi]

.2
o.
3
.1
o.
4

! znIi]
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o. 1.
1. O.
2
o. .5
1. O.
2
o. 1.
1. O.
2
o. 1.
1. O.
2
o. 1.
1. 0.
2
o. l_.
1. 0.
2
0. 1.
1. 0.
2
0. 1.
1. 0.
3 ! zIi1]
92.3 92.4 92.5
o. l_. 0.
3
.69.7.7I
0. 1. o.
6
o. L. 1.5 2.2.5 3.4.
0. 1. 0. 1. 0. 1. o.
3
t.5 2. 3.5
o. 1. 0.
3
1.5 3. 3.s
o. 1. o.
3
1.s 3. 3.s
0. 1. 0.
3
3.5 4. 5.5
0. 1. 0.
3
1.5 3. 3.s
0. 1. 0.
3 ! z[t2l
86.4 86.s 86.6
o. 1. 0.
3
2.39 2.4 2.4r
o. 1. 0.
3
1.5 3. 3.5
0. 1. 0.
3
t.7 2.2.3
0. 1. 0.
3
2.5 4. 4.s
0. 1. 0.
3
1.s 3. 3.5
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! zIi3]
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! zlL6l

r1
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E.5 rank.dat

60
.005

! resolution
! accuracy tolerance

1 ! toggle switch for Acc measure
1 ! toggle switch for CoG measure
5 .1 .3 .5 .7 .9 ! alpha weight - optimism [O'1]
3 1. 2. 3. ! q - membership value weighting exponent

# points for ideal number
0. 4. ! x values for ideal
1. O. ! u values for ideal
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